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HISTORY OF EUEOPE.

CHAPTER XVII.

WAR IN POLAND.

Providence hasso interwoven human aflFairs, that,when chap.

we wish to retrace the revolutions of a people, and to xvii.

investigate the causes of their grandeur or misfortunes, we "TtqT"
are insensibly conducted step by step to their cradle. The

j_

slightest consideration of the history of Poland must be immense

sufficient to prove, that that great nation, always combat- poi^nd^u

ing, often victorious, but never securing its conquests, never former

obtaining the blessings of a stable government, has from

the earliest times been on the decline. It emerged from

the shock which overthrew the Roman empire, valiant,

powerful, and extensive ;
from that hour it has invariably

drooped, until at length it became the victim of its ancient

provinces. The kingdom of Poland formerly extended

from the Borysthenes to the Danube, and from the Euxine

to the Baltic. The Sarmatia of the ancients, it embraced

within its bosom the original seat of those nations which

subverted the Roman empire ; Prussia, Moravia, Bohemia,

Hungary, the Ukraine, Courland, Livonia, are all fragments
of its mighty dominion. The Goths, who appeared as

suppliants on the Danube, and were ferried across by
Roman hands never to recede ;

the Huns, who under

Attila spread desolation through the empire ;
the Sclavo-

nians, who overspread the greater part of Europe, emerged
VOL. V. A
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from its vast and uncultivated plains. But its subsequent

progress lias but ill corresponded to such a commencement.
While, in all other states, liberty, riches, power, and glory,
have advanced with equal steps, and the victories of one

age have contributed to the advancement of that which

succeeded it : in Poland alone the greatest triumphs have

been immediately succeeded by the greatest reverses ; the

establishment of internal freedom has led to nothing but

external disaster, and the deliverer of Europe in one age
was in the next swept from the book of nations.^

The name of Poland, derived from the word signifying
a plain, {pole,) expresses its real geographical character.

It consists almost entirely of an immense level surface,

which extends, with the exception only of a range of low

hills, that, to the south of Volhynia, branch out from

the Carpathian mountains, from the shores of the Baltic

to those of the Euxine. Part of this vast level surface is

composed of rich alluvial soil, but the greater part of it is

a sandy plain, of a dark red colour on the shores of the

sea, hvi white in the interior of the country. Pomerania,

part of Denmark, and nearly the whole of Prussia, formerly

provinces of Poland, consist of the same sandy flat. The

waves of the ocean, or of floods which in former revolu-

tions of the globe have rolled over this wide expanse, have

strewed its surface with huge blocks of granite and other

rocks foreign to the Polish territory, which have evidently
been brought from a great distance

;
and in many places

vast collections of bones of the elephant, the rhinoceros,

and other tropical animals, as well as the mammoth, the

mastodon, and other monsters, the race of which is now
extinct upon the earth, are found, and attract the wonder

alike of the illiterate peasant and learned observer of

nature. This immense plain nowhere rises more than a

few hundred feet above the level of the sea, and the

ascent to the most elevated part is so gradual as to be

imperceptible, save from the direction of the rivers, which

are very numerous, and form a remarkable feature in the

country.^

Notwithstanding this general level surface, the summit
level of the country is very distinctly marked, from the

one side of which the waters flow to the Euxine, from the

other to the Baltic Sea. This summit level itself, however,
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is not in general a ridge, or range of hills, but a swampy chap.

expanse, in the marshes of which the principal streams xvn.

of the country take their rise ; and, as with the rivers

Amazons and Orinoco in the pampas of South America,
the surface between their sources is so level that in floods

they communicate with each other. This is particularly
the case with the Pripecz, a tributary of the Dnieper,
which in spring is connected with the feeders of the Bug
and the Niemen. The principal rivers which descend
from the southern declivity of this marshy plateau are

the Dniester and the Dnieper, with the great tributary of

the latter, the Bug ; to the north flows the Vistula,

which, taking its rise in the Carpathian mountains,
after being swelled by fifty tributary streams, such as

the San, the Piliea, and the Narew, rolls its ample waves
to the Baltic. One of these, the San, rises under the shade

of a huge oak, which overhangs on the other side the

fountains of the Theisse and of the Stry, which are

among the principal sources of the Dniester. The Vartha
and the Niemen traverse also the northern plains of

Poland
;
and their waters, flowing in a bed but little

depressed below the general surface of the adjacent country,

frequently overflow, and convert the whole plain, to a con-

siderable distance on either side, into a great lake. On iMaite
the other hand, the Dniester and the Dnieper, and the Kjun,_vii.

other rivers which descend towards the Euxine, meander Koepeuji.
in deep beds, having steep banks of rock or gravel, which ''^'; ^^"'
restrain their ample currents even in the greatest floods, i. p. is.

and render the general surface of the adjacent country

comparatively dry and salubrious.^

Poland has few minerals in its bosom, a peculiarity
which frees it equally from the wealth consequent on the

working of mines, and the social depravity which such Great fer-

operations seldom fail, in the end, to induce in their train.
*o||^'°^''*

For this defect, however, it has received more than a

compensation in the broad expanse of its level surface,
and the general fertility of its soil. The plains of the

Ukraine, or of Poland south of the ridge which divides

the flowing of its waters, have long been celebrated for

their extraordinary and surpassing fertility, and, like the

Delta of Egypt, or the plain of Mesopotamia, yield the

richest crops with very little care from the husbandman.
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CHAP. Podolifi, also, on the southern declivity of Poland, harc^ly
XVII. less rich, exhibits more varied and agreeable features. Plea-

sant hills, often crowned by beautiful groves, fill the whole

province, which extends from the Dniester to the Boh,
and is bounded on the north by the plains of Volhynia,
on the south-east by the steppes of the Ukraine. These

hills, which almost become mountains in the neighbour-
hood of Medryz Zee, exhibit alternately fertile valleys and

healthful pastures. The soil, where it is arable, yields

noble crops with hardly any cultivation
;
and so far back

as the middle of the fifteenth century, Greece and the

islands of the Archipelago were supplied by Podolian

wheat, transported to their shores in Venetian vessels.

The climate of this favoured province is less severe than that

of the other parts of Poland. While tliey are still clothed

with the garb of winter, the verdure of spring has already

appeared on its sunny slopes. Melons, mulberries, and

Gesdfkhte Other southem fruits, ripen without care in the open air
;

Poieiis, i. 11. and as summer is free from the malaria which infests the

plain> uf the Ukraine, so winter is from its icy cold.^

To the north of the summit level, in the plains watered

5 by the Vistula and its tributary streams, the soil is less

Face of the rich, and stands more in need of the artificial aid of drain-

the northern "''o '^"f' manure. But a very slight application of these

provuices. advantages is sufficient to make it produce the finest crops
of wheat, barley, oats, and rye ;

and if cultivated in a

superior manner, and opened up by canals, railroads, and
common roads, for which the level surface offers the

greatest iiossible advantages, it is capable of being made
to rival the plain of Lombardy or the fields of Flanders in

variety and riches of agricultural produce. Already it is

considered as the granary of Europe ;
the banks of the

Vistula are to the British empire, in seasons of domestic

scarcity, what those of the Nile were to the ancient Romans.

Wretched, however, is the cultivation, deplorable the con-
2 RnopcU, dition of the serfs, by whose labours these noble crops are

suroHrecki reared. Ploughs and harrows of the rudest construction
de la De- tum up the soil : Scarcely any manure enriches the fields ;

la Puiof;ne, frequciit aiul long-continued fallows alone restore the
154. Maite exhausted fertility of nature. Raising the finest crops of
Brun, vu. • i i

484,486. red wheat, the indigent husbandman lives only on black

rye bread ;2 water is his only drink, though his hands reap
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extensive crops of barley ;
and the luxuries of animal chap.

food and comfortable' dwollings are unknown to the xvh.

peasantry inhabiting a country where the hand of nature

lias covered the earth with rich and boundless pastures,
and a profusion of fine forests has furnished the most

ample materials for the construction of houses.

To the general flat and uniform character of Polish

scenerj', an exception must be made in regard to that part 5

of the country where the Vistula takes its rise. Numerous Romantic

rocky eminences, interspersed with limpid streams, there the"nefn-i"

ascend with a uniform slope towards the Carpathian
bourhood

mountains, and their summits are often crowned with pathian

venerable castles and monasteries, which throw an air of 'nou"taJ"s-

antiquity and grandeur over the scenery. It is there that

Wawell, the once magnificent castle of the royal race of

the Jagellons, looks down on the ancient capital of the

mighty Polish empire, where its kings, so long taken from
their race, were crowned

;
it is there that, adorned with

numerous steeples, and splendid churches, and ancient

edifices, Cracow lies stretched at the foot of the moun-
tains in the valley of the Vistula. Every thing in that

romantic region bespeaks the former grandeur and pre-
sent decay of Poland. Beyond it, on a high mountain,
stands the monastery of Tyniec, one of the richest and
most ancient abbeys of the Benedictines in Poland. On
one side is seen the ^picturesque mount of Kosciusko

;
to the

south, the distant summits of the Carpathian range. Less

mountainous, but by no means level, is the land north of

Cracow, towards the upper Vistula. It consists of a plateau,

eight or nine hundred feet above the sea, intersected

by deep and precipitous ravines, like those of Saxon
Switzerland in Germany, clothed with sable woods, and
often surmounted by princely castles and noble chateaux
now in ruins. On one of the precipices, surrounded by
rich foliage, stands Oycow, once the splendid residence of

Casimir the Great. Near the sources of the Pilica, in the

middle of a vast forest, stands Ogrodzeniec, formerly the

seat of the mighty Firley. Every thing in this romantic iRoopoii,

region reminds the traveller of departed greatness ; and in f"'-f>-i'''^!iie
1 ol''ns 1

traversing these deserted halls or ruined fanes, the mourn- 3, 4, 7.'

ful motto of the Courtcneys recurs to tlie mind,
" Quomodo

lapsus : quid feci ?
" ^
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Overrun by Jews, and but little supported either by
the industry of their own inhabitants, or the wealth
of the adjacent country, the towns of Poland exhibit a

melancholy proof of the extent to which the folly of man
can render unavailing all the choicest gifts of nature.

Though the total population of the country, after the par-
tition of 1772, was still above fourteen millions, Warsaw,
Lublin, and Cracow were the only towns in it which
deserved the name of cities, the first of which contained at
that period only ninety thousand inhabitants, the second,

twenty-five, the third, twelve thousand. At this time,

notwithstanding the great increase in every branch of

industry which has taken place under the severe, but

regular and steady government of Russia, the Polish towns,
considering the prodigious natural resources of the country,
exhibit a deplorable picture of squalid misery, of useless

pride and general idleness.* Such activity as does exist

among them is almost entirely to be ascribed to the Jews,
who form, as it were, a nation by themselves encamped
in Poland, and have gradually, from their industrious

habits, en^'rossed all the lucrative employments in it.

The kingdom of Poland properly so called, now entirely
absorbed by Russia, contains 6370 square marine leagues,
or 50,960 geographical miles : an extent of surface, how-
ever, greater than that of England and Wales together,
which contain 46,000; but which is thinly peopled by only
4,582,0C0 inhabitants. Such is the last remnant, and it

under foreign dominion, of the once mighty empire of
Poland : of the conquests of Boleslas, and the dominions
of the Jagellons : of a country which, in the days of its

greatness, carried its victorious arms from the Baltic to the

Euxine, and from Moscow to the Elbe.^

This extraordinary decline has all arisen from one cause—that Poland has retained, till a very recent period, the

independence and equality of savage life. It has neither

The following is the present population of the principal Polish
towns :—

M'arsaw,
Cracow,
Lublin,

Kalisch,
Flock,
Zamosc,
Sewalki,—Mai.T£ Brum, \-ii. 534-543.

136,554
25,000
12,000
7.300

6,500

5,000

3,500
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been subjugated by more polished, nor itself vanquished chap.

more civilised states. The restlessness and valour of the xvii.

pastoral character have, in . their native plains, remained
"^794

unchanged during fifteen hundred years, neither grafted ^

on the stock of urban liberty, nor moulded by the insti- Causes of its

tutions of civilised society. Poland shows what in its
^s"a"ters.'^

original state was the equality of the shepherd life.

Neither the resistance, nor the tastes, nor the intelligence,

nor the blood of vanquished nations, have altered in its

inhabitants the inclinations and passions of the savage
character. We may see in its history what would have

been the fate of all the Northern nations, if their fierce

and unbending temper had not been tempered by the

blood, and moulded by the institutions of a more advanced

civilisation, and in the anarchy of its diets, what would
have been the representative system had the dream of 1 salv. i. 29.

Montesquieu been well founded, that it was found in the

woods.i

The shepherds who wandered in the plains of Sarmatia

were, like all other pastoral tribes, inflamed by the strongest g

passion for that savage freedom which consists in leading it has re.

a life exempt from all control—in roaming at will over
paftorsUand

boundless plains, resting where thev chose, and departing independent
. .. '. . character

when they wished. In their incursions into the Roman unmiied.

provinces they collected immense troops of captives, who
were compelled to perform the works of drudgery, in

which their masters disdained to engage ; to attend the

cattle, drive the waggons, and make the arms. Their

imperious lords, acknowledging no superior themselves,
knew no restraint in the treatment of their inferiors.

They asserted a grievous tyranny over that unhappy race,

with the same energy with which they would have resisted

any attempt to encroach on their own independence.
Such as Poland then was, it has ever since continued—a

race of jealous freemen and iron-bound slaves
;
a vast and

wild democracy ruling a captive people ;

" Ferrea juga
Insanumque Forum."

It is a mistake to suppose that the representative system
was found in the woods. What was found there was not

any thing resembling parliaments, but Polish equality.
The pastoral nations of the North, equally with the citizens
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of the Republics of antiquity, had no idea of the exercise

of the rights of freemen but by the concourse of all the

citizens. Of course this privilege could only be exercised

by a small number of them when the state became popu-
lous

;
and hence the narrow base on which, with them,

the fabric of liberty was framed. The assemblies of the

Champ-de-Mai, accordingly, like the early convocations

of the Normans in England, were attended by all the

freemen who held of the king ;
and sixty thousand Nor-

man horsemen assembled at "Winchester, to deliberate

with the conqueror concerning the vanquished kingdom.^
This was the original system in all the European states,

and this is what the Polish diet has always continued.

It was the Christian Church, the parent of so many lofty
doctrines and new ideas, which had the glory of oiFering
to the w^orld, amidst the wreck of ancient institutions, the

model of a form of government which gives to all classes

the right of suffrage, by establishing a system which may
embrace the remotest interests

;
which preserves the

energy, and avoids the principal evils of democracy ;

which n^aintains the Tribune, and shuns the strife of the

Forum. The Christian Councils were the first example of

representative assemblies
;
there were united the whole

Roman world
;
there a priesthood, which embraced the

civilised earth, assembled by means of delegates to deli-

berate on the affairs of the Universal Church. When
Europe revived, it adopted the same model. Every nation

by degrees borrowed the customs of the Church, then the

sole depositary of the traditions of civilisation. It was the

religion of the vanquished people ;
it was the clergy, who

instructed them in this admirable system, which flourished

in the councils of Nice, Sardis, and Byzantium, centuries

before it was heard of in the Western World, and which
did not arise in the woods of Germany, but in the cata-

combs of Rome during the suiferings of the primitive
Church.i

Vienna was the frontier station of the Roman empire.
It never extended into the Sarmatian wilds, and hence the

chief cause of the continued calamities of the descendants

of their first inhabitants. It was the infusion of the free

spirit of the Scythian tribes into the decaying provinces
of the Roman empire, and the union of barbaric energy
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with antiquated civilisation, which produced the glories chap.

of modern Europe. In Poland alone, savage independence xvii,

remained unmoulded by foreign admixture, unchanged "^^^
by foreign blood, untaught by foreign wisdom, and the

customs of the earliest ages continued the same down to

the partition of the monarchy. After representative

assemblies had been established for centuries in Germany,

France, and England, the Poles adhered to the ancient

custom of summoning every man to discuss, sword in hand,

the affairs of the Republic. A hundred thousand horsemen

met in the field of Volo, near Warsaw, to deliberate on

public affairs, and the distractions of these stormy diets

weakened the nation even more than the attacks of its R^y '/; lo,

'

foreign enemies. Among them was established, to their u.

sorrow, the real system which was invented in the woods.^

In Poland, accordingly, the structure of society was

essentially different from that which obtained in any ^^

other part of Europe. The feudal system, the chain of its society

military dependence from the throne to the cottage, has
^o^gtrucmi

in every age been there unknown. The Republic was from any m

composed entirely of two classes, both numerous and ^"''°i'*-

mutually hostile ; the one destined to labour, dejection,

and servitude ;
the other to independence, activity, and

war. The iron band of a resident and strongly based

body of foreign proprietors, which has so firmly helil

together the discordant elements of modern society, which

united the vanquished, strong in their civilisation, their

laws, and their religion, and the victors, strong in their

power, their valour, and their conquests ;
which bound

alike the nobility and the priesthood, the municipalities

and the throne ;
which in the wisdom of Providence,

amidst many evils, produced innumerable blessings, was

wanting to the Poles—and thence it is that Poland is no

more. Thence it was that she exhibited the spectacle of

a nation without a people, since the numerous class of

slaves could not deserve that name ;
of armies alike with-

out discipline, infantry, or artillery ;
of a state undefend-

ed by frontier towns ;
of cities without a race of burghers, 3 5.^^,^. , 3,

without commerce or industry : of a republic where the Ru'ii. i 14.

supreme power was practically annihilated, for the re-

straints on it were omnipotent.^
The taste and the habits of the nomad tribes have,
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CHAP, almost to our time, predomimited among the Poles. Their
xvir.

language, their manners, even their dress, long remained
'

.794_ unchanged—tlie frequent use of furs, the flowing pelisse,

j2 caps of the skins of wild beasts, the absence of linen, and
They stui the magnificence of their arms, are the characteristics of

taste°and^
their national costume. Till within these few years they

habits of the wore the singular crown of hair, which in the time of the

tribes. Scythians encircled their bare heads. "The passion for a

wandering life has been transmitted to their latest poste-

rity, and remains undiminished amidst all the refinements
of civilisation. To travel in the country, living in tents, to

pass from one encampment to another, has been in every
age one of the most favourite amusements of the Polish

noblesse
;
and it was in such occupations that the last

years of the great Sobieski were employed. This fierce and

unbending race of freemen preserved inviolate, as the

Magna Charta of Poland, the right to assemble in person,
and dtiiberate on the public afiairs of the state. That
terrible assembly, where all the proprietors of the soil

were convoked, constituted at once the military strength of
the natio'i in war, and its legislature in peace. There were
discussed alike the public concerns of the Republic, the

iRuih. i. is.pri'^ate feuds or grievances of individuals, the questions of
Saiv. i. 39.

peace or war, the formation of laws, the division of plunder,
and the election of the sovereign.^

In the eyes of this haughty race, the will of a freeman

13 was a thing which no human power should attempt to
Their early subjugate ;

and therefore the fundamental principle of all
and indomi- ,i .

, ,.-, ,• ji , . . . ,

table demo- ttieir deliberations was, that unammtfy was essential to
cratic spirit, every resolution. This relic of savage equality, of which

the traces are still to be found in the far-famed jury system
of England, was productive of incalculable evils to the

Republic ; and yet so blind are men to the cause of their

own ruin, that it was uniformly adhered to with enthu-
siastic resolution by the Poles, and is even spoken of with

undisguised admiration by their national historians. But
all human institutions must involve some method of

extricating public affairs, and as unanimity was not to be

expected among so numerous and impassioned a body as

their diet, and the idea was not to be entertained for a
moment of constraining the will of any citizen by an
adverse majority, they adopted the only other means of
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expediting business, they massacred the recusants. This chap.

measure appeared to them an incomparably lesser evil ^^'^t-

than carrying measures by a majority.
"
Because," said

^-^^

they,
" acts of violence are few in number, and affect only

the individual sufferers ;
but if once the precedent is estab-

lished of compelling the minority to yield to the majority,

there is an end to any security for the liberties of the

people." It may easily be imagined what discords and

divisions -were nursed up under such a system. Fanned

by the flame excited at all their national diets, the different

provinces of the republic have in every age nourished the

most profound animosity against each other. The way-
wodes and palatinates- into which every province was

divided, for the administration of justice, or the arrange-

ments of war, became divided against each other, and

transmitted the feuds of the earliest times to their remotest

descendants. " That Hierarchy of enmities," as the Poles

expressed it, descended even to private families ;
in the pro-

gress of time, religious discord divided the whole republic

into two parties nearly equal in strength, and implacable in
^

hostility, and Poland was transformed into an immense ^^^ Ruih.L

field of combat, destined never to know either tranquillity n. 24, 25.

or truce till it passed under the yoke of a foreign master. ^

The clergy, that important body who have done so much
for the freedom of Europe, never formed a separate order, ,^

or possessed any spiritual influence in Poland. Composed clergy

entirely of the nobles, they had no sympathy with the diffe/en*

serfs, whom they disdained to admit to any of their sacred body from

oflSc'es. Their bishops interfered, not as prelates but as rope.

barons, not with the wand of peace but the sword of dis-

sension. The priesthood formed in their stormy diets a

sort of tribunes, subject to the passions of the multitude,
but exempt, by reason of their sacred character, from the

danger which constituted a check upon their extravagance.
This was another consequence of the Poles not having
settled in a conquered country ; the clergy of the other

European states,drawn from the vanquished people, formed

a link between them and their conquerors, and by reason

of the influence which their intellectual superiority con-

ferred, gradually softened the yoke of bondage to the 2 saiv. i. 02.

vanquished ;
2 the Polish priesthood, formed entirely of the
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CHAP, nobility, added to the chains of slavery the fetters of bai^
XVII. baric siiperstition.

~7Z7, As if everj^ thino; was destined to concur for the disor-
I'S-*- JO

"'
ganisation of Poland, the inequality of fortunes, and the

Nobility rise of Urban industry, the source of so much benefit to all

"a^edin'an
*^^ other European monarchies, was there productive only

profession of positive evil. Fearful ofbeing compelled to divide their
or tra e.

power with the inferior classes of society, when elevated

by riches and intelligence, the nobles affixed the stigma of

dishonour to every lucrative or useful profession. Their

maxim was, that nobility is not lost by indigence or

domestic servitude, but is totally destroyed by commerce
and industry; their constant policy was to debar the serfs

from all knowledge of the use of arms, both because they
had learned to fear, and because they continued to despise
them. In fine, the Polish nobility, strenuously resisting

every fadation of power as an usurpation, every kind of

industry as a degradation, every attempt at superiority as

an outrage, remained to the close of their career an idle

1 Saiv. i. T2. and haughty democracy, at open variance with all the

principles on which the prosperity of society depends.^
As some species of industry, however, is indispensable

j6 where wealth has begun to accumulate ;
and as the vast

wiiich all
possessions of the nobility gave great encouragement to

hands of the tliose who would minister to their wants, the industry of
Jews. towns insensibly increased, and an urban population

gradually arose. But as the nobles were too proud, and
the serfs too indigent, or too ignorant, to engage in such

employments, they fell exclusively into the hands of a

foreign race, who were willing to submit to the degrada-
tion they imposed for the sake of the profit they brought.
The Jews .spread like a leprosy ovei* the country, mo-

nopolising every lucrative employment, excluding the

peasantry from the chance even of bettering their con-

dition by emerging out of it
;
and superadding to the

instinctive aversion of the free citizens at every species of

labour, the horror connected with the occupations of that

hated race. Thus, the rise of towns, and the privileges

„
gjj^. J g^

of corporations, the origin of free institutions in so many
85. other countries, were there productive only of evil,2 by

augmenting the disinclination of all classes to engage in
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tlieir pursuit? ;
the Jews multiplied in a country -where chap.

ther were enabled to engross all the industrial occupations ;
xvii.

and at this moment above half of the whole descendants

of Abraham are to be found in what formerly were the

Polish dominions.

Five hundred years before liberty and equality became

the watchword of the French Revolution, they were the
j^

favourite principles of the Polish republic. Anarchy and Liberty and

disorder did not prevail in the country because the throne
early princf-

was elective ;
but the throne became elective because the v^^^ of the

people were too jealous of their privileges to admit of
^^°^'^'

hereditary succession. For a hundred and sixty years the

race of the Jagellons sat on the throne of Poland, with as

regular a succession as the Plantagenets of England ; and

the dynasty of the Piasts enjoyed the government for four

hundred years ;
but all the eiiorts of the monarchs of these

houses were unequal to the formation of a regular govern-
ment. Contrary to what obtained in every other part of

the world, it was always the great kings of Poland who
were ultimately overthrown ; and their reigns which were

the most stormy of its annals. The supreme authority,
which elsewhere in the progress of civilisation was

strengthened by the spoils of feudal power, became in

Poland only weakened by the lapse of time. All the efforts

toward aggrandisement of their greatest monarchs, were

shattered against the compact, independent, and courageous

body of nobles, whom the crown could neither overawe by
menaces, nor subdue by violence. In the plenitude of

their democratic spirit, they would for long admit no dis-

tinction among tliemselves, but that which arose from
actual employment ;

and never recog-nised, till a very recent

period, the titles and honours which, in other states, have

long been hereditary. Even when they were established,
the jurisdictions were only for life. Democratic equality
could not brook the idea of an hereditary body of rulers.

Their waywodes or military chieftains, their palatines or

leaders of counties, their castellans or governors of castles,

enjoyed, from the earliest period down to recent times,
their authority for that period only. These officers, far from

being able in Poland, as in other states, to render their ' Ruih. i. 5,

dignities hereditary, were not always even nominated by ?'*;f*:.„^^^'

the king. Theirauthority, especially that of the jialatines,^ 128.
,

gave equal umbrage to the monarchs whom they were
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CHAP, bound to obey, as to the nobles Avhom they were intended
XVII. to lead. There was thus authority and power nowhere in

the state.

The kings of the Piast race made frequent and able efforts

to create a gradation of rank in the midst of that demo-
Crown was cracy, and a body of burghers by the side of these nobles

;

ti7e*^^

^'^'^"
^^^* ^^^ their attempts proved ineffectual. A race of

monarchs, Avhose succession was frequently interrupted, and
their authority always contested, could not carry on any
steady or consistent plan of government ; while, unlike all

other states, it was the people who there maintained a

systematic and uniform line of conduct. The crown of

Poland, though enjoyed long by the great families of the

Jagellons and the Piasts, has always been elective. The

king possessed the disposal of ail offices in the republic ; and
a principal part of his duty consisted in going from pro-
vince io province to administer justice in person.

"
By

my faith," said Henry of Valois, when elected to the throne,
" these Poles have made me nothing but a judge !

"
But

the nobility themselves carried into execution all his

sentences by their own armed force. The command of

the troops was not in general conferred upon the sovereign ;

and as there never was any considerable standing army in

the service of the republic, the military force of the throne

was altogether nugatory. Poland affords the most decisive

demonstration that the chief evil of an elective monarchy,
and that which has always made it so calamitous where it

has prevailed, is to be foxmd, not in the contests for the

i-'^s^^R ?h' *^ro'*^''^5 which may be transient, but the prostration of its

i. 17, 18, 19! power, which is lasting, and renders the protection of a

stable government unknown in the state.^

But the insurmountable evil, which in every age has

iq opposed the formation of a regular government in this

General As. unhappy Country, was the privilege, too firmly established

th™peopief
**^ ^^ ^^'^^ shaken, Avhich all the citizens had, of assembling

and the ube- together to deliberate on the affiiirs of the state, and of any
one interposing a positive negative on the most important
resolutions. So far from adopting the prudent maxim of

all regular governments, that a civil war is the greatest of

evils, they have by this institution given to their insur-

rections a legal form. From generation to generation the

maxim has been handed down by the Poles :
—" Burn your

houses, and wander over the country with your arms in
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your hands, rather than submit to the smallest infringe- chap.
merit on yuur liberties." These assemblies, Avhen once xvii.

met, united in themselves the powers of all the magistrates ;

they were to that republic what the dictatorship Avas to

ancient Rome. A Pole, compelled to submit to a plurality
of suffrages, would have considered himself subjected to

the most grievous despotism ; and consequently no resolu-

tion of the Diet was binding, unless it was unanimously
agreed to by all the citizens. Any citizen, by the privilege
of the liberum veto, had the power of dissolving the most
numerous of these assemblies, or negativing their most

important acts
;
and although the Poles were fully sensible

of the ruinous nature of this privilege, and pursued with
L^"'^/,^'

'^'

eternal maledictions the individual who exercised it, yet ui.
"^

they never could be prevailed upon to consent to its

abandonment.^

These assemblies, so famous in Polish history, so fatal to

her inhabitants, presented so extraordinary a spectacle, 20

that it is hardly possible, in reading even the mostauthen- Description

tic descriptions of them, to believe that we have not stepped sembUes?^'
into the regions of eastern romance. The plain of Volo,
to the west of Warsaw, was the theatre, from the earliest

times, of the popular elections. Soon the impatient pos-

polite, or general assembly of the free Poles, covered that

vast area with its waves, like an army prepared to com-
mence an assault on a fortified town. The innumerable

piles of arms
;
the immense tables round which faction

united its supporters ; a thousand jousts with the javelin-
or the lance

;
a thousand squadrons engaged in mimic war

;

a thousand parties of palatines, governors of castles, and
other dignified authorities, Avho traversed the ranks, dis-

tributing exhortations, party songs, and largesses ;
a thou-

sandcavalcadesof gentlemen,who rode,according to custom,
with their battle-axes by their side, and discussed at the

gallop the dearest interests of the republic ; innumerable

quarrels, originating in drunkenness, and terminating in

blood : Sucli were the scenes of tumult, amusement, and

war,—a faithful mirror of Poland,—which, as far as the

eye could reach, filled the plain. The arena was closed in

by a vast circle of tents, which embraced, as in an immense

girdle, the plain of Yolo, the shores of the Vistula, and the

spires of Warsaw. The horizon seemed bounded by a range ,
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CHAP, of snowy mountains, of which the summits were portrayed
xvu. in the hazy distance by their dazzling whiteness. The

camp formed another city, with its markets, its gardens,

its hotels, and its monuments. There the great displayed

their Oriental magnificence ;
the nobles, the palatines, vied

with each other in the splendour of their horses and equi-

pages; and the stranger who beheld for the first time that

luxury, worthy of the last and greatest of the nomad people,

was never weary of admiring the immense hotels, the

isaiv a porticoes, the colonnades, the galleries of painted or gilded
19>>. stulfs, the castles of cotton and silk, with their drawbridges,

towers, and ditches.^

On the day of the elections the three orders mounted on

horseback. The princes, the palatines, the bishops, the

Order of the prelates, proceeded towards the plain of Volo, surrounded
proceedings,

j^y. eighty thousand mounted citizens, any one of whom
might, at the expiry of a few hours, find himself King of

Poland ;
and each of whom enjoyed the absolute power of

stopping at pleasure the whole proceedings. They all bore

in their -^lountenances, even under the livery or banners of

a master, the pride arising from that ruinous privilege.

The European dress nowhere appeared on that solemn

occasion. The children of the desert strove to hide the furs

and skins in which they were clothed under chains of gold
and the glitter of jewels. Their bonnets were composed
of panther skins

; plumes of eagles or herons surmounted

them : on their front were the most splendid precious

stones. Their robes of sable or ermine were bound with

velvet or silver : their girdles studded with jewels; overall

their furs were suspended chains of diamonds. One hand

of each nobleman was without a glove ;
on it was the

splendid ring on which the arms of his family were

engraved, the mark, as in ancient Rome, of the equestrian

„„ , .. order—another proof of the intimate connexion between
2 Salv. II.

^

192, igi. the race, tlie customs, and the traditions of the northern

tribes, and the founders of the Eternal City .2

But nothing in this rivalry of magnificence could equal

22
the splendour of their arms. Double poniards, double

Splendour of cimeters, set with brilliants ; bucklers of costly workman-
tiie dresses.

g|^jp^ battle-axes enriched in silver, and glittering with

emeralds and sapphires ;
bows and arrows richly gilt,

which were borne at festivals, in remembrance of the
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ancient customs of the country, were to be seen on every chap.

side. The horses shared in this melange of barbarism and ^^'H-

refinement ;
sometimes cased in iron, at others decorated 1-94^

with the richest colours, they bent under the weight of the

sabres, the lances, and javelins by which the senatorial

order marked their rank. The bishops were distinguished

by their grey or green hats, and yellow^ or red pantaloons,

magnificently embroidered wnth diverse colours. Often

they laid aside their sacerdotal habits, and signalised their

address as young cavaliers, by the beauty of their arms,

and the management of their horses. In that crowd of

the equestrian order, there w\as no gentleman so humble

as not to try to rival this magnificence. Many carried, in

furs and arms, their whole fortunes on their back. Num-
bers had sold their votes to some of the candidates, for the

vanity of appearing with some additional ornament before

their fellow-citizens. And the people, whose dazzled eyes

beheld all this magnificence, were almost without clothing ; ^ ^^^^
..

their long beards, naked legs, and filth, indicated, even 194, 197.

more strongly than their pale visages and dejected air, all

the miseries of servitude.^

At length the utter impossibility of getting any thing

done with these immense assemblies, frequently embrac-
23

ing a hundred thousand citizens on horseback, and the Kepresenta-

experienced difficulty of finding them subsistence for any neve?tiio.'^

considerable time, led to the introduction, to a certain roughly

extent, of the representative system. This change took
^^ ^

place in the year 1467, about two hundred years after it

had been established in England, and a hundred and eighty
after its introduction into Germany. Unfortunately, how-

ever, it never prevailed generally in the kingdom, and was

accompanied with such restrictions as tended to increase

rather than diminish the divisions of the people. The

labouring classes were not at all represented ;
and the

nobility never abandoned, and frequently exercised, their

right of assembling in person on all important occasions.

These general diets being, after this change, rarer, were

more generally attended ;
and as they were assembled

only on extraordinary occasions—as the election of a king, g,J|""|' \^'
or a question of peace or war—the passions of the people 113.

were increased by the importance of their suffrages,^ and

VOL. v. B •
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CHAP, inexperience added to the sudden intoxication of absolute
XVII.

power.
In the true spirit of their democratic institutions, the

Poles had no sooner established a representative system,

Pledges uni- than they surrounded it with such checks, as not only

acted'tLm rendered it totally useless, but positively hurtful. Not
the deputies, unfrequently the electors, terrified at the powers with

which they had invested their representatives, hastened,
sword in hand, to the place of their meeting, prepared, if

necessary, to oppose open force to the la ws. These stormy
assemblages were called " Diets under the buckler." The

representatives continued in the new assemblies the

ruinous law of unanimity, in spite of the advice of the

wisest men, and in opposition to their continual remon-
strances. The power of putting by a single vote a nega-
tive on all proceedings, of course, was more frequently
exercised by one among four hundred deputies, who was
entrusted with the interest of an extensive palatinate, than

by an insulated individual amidst a hundred thousand of

his fell* w-citizens. The check, too, which the terror of

being massacred imposed upon the exercise of this right
in the primary assembly, .was removed when, in the

Chamber of Deputies, uplifted sabres were no longer ready
to exterminate the recusant. Moreover the electors, with
the jealousy of the democratic spirit, uniformly exacted

from every representative a pledge how he was to vote on

every question that came before the Assembly ; and after

every session held what they called post-comitial diets, the

object of which was to call him to account for the vote he
had given on every occasion. In these diets the represen-

i^'^'o ",' ^•'*' tatives ran the most imminent risk of being murdered, if
26. Salv. 1.

~ '

114. they had deviated at all from the instructions they had
received.^

The sense of this danger made the deputies adhere strictly

25
to the orders given them

;
and as their instructions were

Evils of the extremely various, the practical result was, that unanimity

Vet"pos- ""'^s impossible, and business could not be carried through.
sessed by Xo avoid this, the majority, in some instances, proceeded
each deputy. , t .

• • -x r xi •

by mam lorce to pass measures m spite of the minority;
but as this was deemed a direct violation of the constitu-

tion, it invariably led to civil war. Confederations of the

minorities were established, diets appointed, marshals
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elected, and these deplorable factions, which alternately chap.

had the king a chief and a captive, were regarded as a con- ^'^""-

stitutional mode of extricating the rights of the people. 1-94

This right of opposition, in the space of two centuries, had

the effect of utterly annihilating every other power in the

government. The deputies, without ever having made

a direct attack upon the throne; without ever having

attempted to wrest from the king or the senate the power
allotted to them in the constitution, succeeded at length

in suspending and neutralising every other branch of

Legislature. The popular attachment to the veto aug-

mented with the progress of wealth, and the increasing

opulence of the great families who composed the senate
;

as it reduced all the citizens, at least on some occasions, to

a state of perfect equality. The only astonishing thing is,

that, with such institutions, the valour of the Polish

nobility should so long have concealed the weakness aris-

ing from their unruly disposition. One would imagine, that
9-^"'^^;/^; ^^'

a people with such a government could not exist a year, 115.

and yet, such was their mingled energy and infatuation,

they seemed never wearied either of victory or folly.^

The political crisis which, at the close of the sixteenth

century, convulsed all Europe, reinstated the Poles at once
^e

in all their ruinous democratic privileges, which the influ- Great in-

ence of their preceding monarchs had somewhat impaired, democratic

In the year 1573, on the death of the last race of the power at the

Jagellons, the nation with one voice reasserted and sixteenth

obtained all its original immunities. The command of the century.

armies, and the administration of justice, were taken from

the crown ;
two hetnians appointed, one fur Lithuania, and

one for Poland ; each was invested with an absolute com-

mand over the forces of these rival provinces of the republic,

and they too often, by their jealousies, marred the etiect of

the most glorious triumphs ;
while the administration of

justice was confided to a few supreme tribujials, composed
of the nobility, who were changed every fifteen months,

by new elections, as if to prevent justice ever being admi-

nistered by those who had any acquaintance with law.

Two standing armies were appointed, one fur Litliuania,

the other for Poland
;
but hardly amounting in all to ten

thousand men
; and even for these the jealousy of the

nobility would only permit them to vote the most scanty
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CHAP, supplies, which required to be renewed at each sxiccessive
^vii. diet. In consequence of this circumstance, the Poles never

17S4,
had a regular force on which they could rely, worthy either

of the name or the strength of the republic ;
and when all

the adjoining states were daily consolidating their strength,
and providing for the public defence by powerful standinof

12^7^^ Kulfi^' armies, they had almost nothing to rely on for the main-
1.31. tenance of their independence but the tumultuary array

of barbarous times.^

Their forces, such as they were, consisted of five parts ;

the national troops, or a small body of regular soldiers,2

Nature of paid and equipped by the republic ; the pospolite, or generalthe national
assembly of all the free citizens on horseback

; the armed
valets, all forming part of tlie noble or free class, whose
rapine in general did more harm than their courage did
service

;
the artillery, which, from the want of funds for

its support, was usually in the most wretched condition
;

and the mercenaries, composed chiefly of Germans, whose
services would have been of great importance, had their

fidelity been secured by regularity of paj^, but who were

generally in a state of mutiny for want of it. The whole

body of the pospolite, the volunteers, the valets d'armee,
and a large body of the mercenaries and national troops,
served on horseback. The heavy cavalry, in particular,
constituted the strength of the armies

;
there were to be

found united, riches, splendour, and number. They were
divided into cuirassiers and hussars ; the former clothed in

steel, man and horse bearing casque and cuirass, lance and

sabre, bow and carabine
;
the latter defended only by a

twisted hauberk, which descended from the head, over the
shoulders and breast, and armed with a sabre and pistol.
Both were distinguished by the splendour of their dress

and equipage, and the number and costly array of their

mounted servants, accoutred in the most bizarre manner,
with huge black plumes, and skins of bears and other wild
beasts. It was the pride of this body that they were com-

posed of men, all measured, as they expressed it, by the
same standard

; that is, equally enjoying the rights to obey
only their God and their swords, and equally destined,

perhaps, to step one day into the throne of the Piasts and
the Jagellons. They boasted that,

"
if the heaven itself

were to fall, they would support it on the point of their
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lancGS." The hussars and cuirassiers were called towarzirz— chap.
that is, companions ; they called each other by that name, xvii,

and they were designated in the same way by the sovereign, j„g^

whose chief boast was to be primus inter pares, the first

among equals. But all these forces were in general in the

most miserable state of destitution. The regular army,
almost always without pay, was generally without disci-

pline, and totally destitute of every kind of equipment :

the castles and fortified towns had no other defences but

walls, which age had almost every where reduced to

ruins
;
the arsenals were in general empty ;

all those great

establishments, which in other states bespeak the constant

vigilance of government, were wanting. Poland had no
other resources but these armed confederations, which,

nevertheless, frequently saved the republic in the midst
5,f"'sj,i'; ']^'

of the greatest perils ;
and more than once, through the 128, 129.

unconquerable valour of the nobles, preserved the liberties

of Europe from the Ottoman power.i
The physical situation of the Poles was singularly ill

calculated to arrest the course of these disorders. Placed
^g

on the frontiers of European civilisation
; removed from Their ions

the sea, or any commercial intercourse with other states, ^"fe'^v.ars'

without either ranges of mountains or fortified towns, to '^ith
t'^«

serve as asylums in case of defeat, they had to maintain a tribes.

constant and perilous war with the hordes who threatened

Christendom, from the deserts of Asia. Their history is

one uninterrupted series of mortal conflicts with the

Muscovites, the Tartars, and the Turks
;
in the course of

which they were repeatedly brought to the brink of ruin,
and saved only by those desperate eiforts which distin-

guish the Polish history from that of all other states in

modern times. The frequency and murderous nature of

these dreadful wars blighted every attempt at rural indus-

try, and chained the nation, even in recent times, to those

irregular and warlike habits which had been abandoned,
centuries before, in all the other monarchies of Europe.

Religious fury added grievously to these disastrous strug-

gles, and the revolt of the Cossacks of the Ukraine, conse-

quent on the schism between the Greek and the Catholic
^-a^w-, \ 36

Church, brought the Republic to the verge of destruction, 38, gi.

and finally led to the incorporation of their vast territory
with the Muscovite dominions, ^

,
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CHAP. Weakened in this manner in these contests with their

xvii. enemies, equally by their freedom as their tyranny ;
know-

~77
—

ing of liberty nothing but its licentiousness, of govern-
ment but its weakness; inferior to all around them, not

And with less in numbers than in discipline, the Poles were the
their Euro- Q^]y ^varlike nation in the world to whom victory never

bours. brought either conquests or peace. Unceasing combats

Avith the Germans, the Hungarians, the Muscovites, the

pirates of the north, all of whom regarded the republic as

a commo/i prey, fill their annals. They successively saw

Bohemia, Mecklenburg, Moravia, Brandenburg, Pomerania,

Silesia, the Ukraine, and Red Russia, melt away from their

once mighty dominion, without ever once thinking of

establishing such a steady government as might secure

the various parts of their vast possessions, or restraining

those ruinous democratic privileges to which the whole

public disasters were owing. Incapable of foresight, they
saw their neighbours daily increasing in strength, without

making any effort to keep pace with their progress.

Blindly attached to their customs, they adhered to them

with fatal pertinacity, despite of all the lessons of ex-

perience, and were thus destined to experience to the

1 Saiv. i. 74. uttermost the bitter fruits of a pitiless aristocracy and a

senseless equality.^

Centuries before their partition at the close of the

eighteenth century, the distracted state and experienced

Their weak- Weakness of the Polish republic had suggested to the
ness early neighbouring powers the project of dividing its territory,

theldeaof Authentic documents demonstrate that this design was
disraeraber- geriouslv entertained in the time of Louis XIV., and post-
1! ent to the •'

'
,

'

adjoining poned Only m consequence of the vast reputation, and
states.

heroic character, of John Sobieski, which prolonged the

existence of the republic for a hundred years, and threw

a ray of glory over its declining fortunes. Of the powers
whose unworthy alliance elFected the destruction of the

2 Saiv. i. 136, oldest republic in the world, all had arisen out of its ruins,
and ii. 2311.

^^j. ijeen Spared by its arms. Prussia, long a province of

260.
'

Poland, had grown out of the spoils of its ancient ruler ;2

Austria owed to the intervention t)f a Polish hero its

deliverance from the sword of the Mussulman
;
and long

before the French eagles approached the Kremlin, a Polish

army had conquered Moscow ;
and the conflagration of that
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great capital in 1812, was but the repetition of what, five chap.
centuries before, had been effected by the vengeance of the xvii.

Tartar invaders. This fearful catastrophe is thus described ,.„.
,

1(94.

in the contemporary annalists. " What words can ade-

quately paint the deplorable state to which Moscow was
thus reduced ! That populous capital, resplendent with

riches and numbers, was annihilated in a single day.
There remain only smoking ruins ; piles covered with

ashes and drenched with blood : You see nothing but

corpses, and churches sacked or half devoured by the

flames. The awful silence of death is interrupted only by
the pitiable lamentations of unhappy wretches covered

with wounds, a prey to all the agonies of prolonged iKaramsin,

torture." Is this the description of Moscow in 1382 or
r^s^jj*^*

1.812—when sacked and destroyed by the Moguls or lo}.
'

•

Napoleon 1 Singular destiny of a capital to have been
twice the victim of such a catastrophe !^

Nothing can so strongly demonstrate the wonderful

power of democracy as a spring, and its desolating eifects
„,

Avhen not compressed by a firm regulator, as the history Noble ex.

of John Sobieski. The force which this illustrious cham- jj,hn sl'bi-

pion of Christendom could bring into the field to defend eski.

his country from Mahommedan invasion, seldom amounted
to fifteen thousand men

;
and when, previous to the battle *

of Kotzim, he found himself, by an extraordinary effort,

at the head of forty thousand, of whom hardly one-half

were well disciplined^ the unusual spectacle inspired him
with such confidence, that he hesitated not to attack

eighty thousand Turkish veterans, strongly intrenched,
and gained the greatest victory which had been achieved

by the Christian arms since the battle of Ascalon. The

troops which he led to the deliverance of Vienna were no
more tlian eighteen thousand native Poles, and the com-
bined Christian army only numbered seventy thousand
combatants

; yet with this force he routed three hundred
thousand Turkish soldiers ; and broke the Mussulman

power so efiectually, that tor the first time for three hun-
dred years, the crescent of Mahomet permanently receded,
and from that period historians date the decline of the

Ottoman empire. Yet, after these glorious triumphs, the

ancient divisions of the republic paralysed its strength ;

no efforts on the part of the sagacious hero could induce '
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the impatient nobility to submit to any burdens, in order

to establish a permanent force for the public safety ;
the

defence of the frontiers was again intrusted to a few

thousand undisciplined horsemen ;
and the Polish- nation

incurred the disgrace of allowing its heroic king, the deli-

372,454. verer of Christendom, to be besieged for months, with
Ruih. i. 56. fifteen thousand men, by innumerable hordes ofbarbarians,

before the tardy pospoUte would advance to his relief.^

Sobieski, Avorn out with his ineffectual endeavours to

create a regular government, or establish a permanent
force for the protection of Poland, clearly foresaw the

ticfoi.tion'of
f^t"^'^ fate of the republic. Before his accession to the

the'partifion throne, he had united with the prinKite and sixteen hun-

"^omit^ dred of its principal citizens to overturn the phantom of

democratic
equality with which tbey were perpetually opposed, and,
to use his own words,

" Rescue the republic from the insane

tyranny of a plebeian noblesse." His reign was one inces-

sant struggle with the principles of anarchy which were

implanted in his dominions : and he at length sank under

the experienced impossibility of remedying them. The

aged hero, when drawing near the grave, the approach to

which the ingratitude and dissensions of his subjects acceler-

ated during his later years, expressed himself to the senate

in these memorable and prophetic terms :
—" He was well

acquainted with the griefs of the soul who declared, that

small distresses love to declare themselves, but great are

silent. The world will be mute with amazement at the

contemplation of us and our councils. Nature herself will

be astonished ! that beneficent parent has gifted every

living creature with the instinct of self-preservation, and

given the most inconsiderable animals arms for their

defence : we alone in the universe turn ours against our-

selves. That instinct is taken from us, not by any resist-

less force, not by any inevitable destiny, but by a voluntary

insanity, by our own passions, by the desire of mutual
destruction. Alas ! what will one day be the mournful

surprise of posterity to find, that from the summit of

glory, from the period when the. Polish name filled the

universe, our country has fallen into ruins, and fallen, alas,

for ever ! I have been able to gain for you victories
;
but I

feel myself unable to save you from yourselves.^ Nothing
remains to be done but to place in the hands, not of

2 Letter,
Sobieski to
Louis XIV.
July 14,

1672.

Rulh, i. 53.

Salv. iii. 375,

377.
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destiny, for T am a Christian, but of a powerful and benefi- chap.

cent Deity, tlie fate of my beloved country. Believe me, xvii.

the eloquence of your tribunes, instead of being turned
j-g^

against the throne, would be better directed against those

who, by their disorders, arebringingdown upon our country
the cry of the prophet, which I, alas ! hear too clearly roll-

ing over our heads,
'

yet forty years, and Nineveh will be

no more.'
"

The anticipation of the hero was not exactly accom-

plished ;
his own glories, despite the insanity of his sub-

^^

jects, prolonged the existence of Poland for nearly a with him

hundred years. But succeeding events proved every day power'was
more clearly the truth of his prediction. The conquest extinguiiih-

of the frontier town of Kaminieck from the Tm"ks,
^ '

achieved by the terror of his name after he was no more,
was the last triumph of the republic. He was also its

last national sovereign, and the last who possessed any
estimation in the world. With him disappeared both its

power and its ascendancy among other nations. From
that period, successive foreign armies invaded its provinces,
and invaded it never to retire. The diiFerent factions in

the state, steeped in the bitterness of party strife, and
exhausted by their efforts for mutual destruction, sought
in the support of strangers the means of wreaking their

vengeance on each other. Foreign ambition gladly acceded

to the call
;
and under the pretence of terminating its dis-

tractions, armed one-half of the country against the other.

Foreign powers soon became omnipotent in so divided a

community : all hastened to place themselves under the

banners of some neighbouring sovereign. By turns the

Saxons, Swedes, Muscovites, Imperialists, and Prussians, i^.^^ -^

ruled its destinies
; Poland was no more

; according to his 455.

own prophecy, it descended into the tomb with the greatest
of its sons.i

Never did a people exhibit a more extraordinary spec-
tacle than the Poles after this period. Two factions were
for ever at war

; both had, to espouse and defend their Excessive

interests, an army ; but it was a foreign army, a conquer- gfrTrrafter

ing army, an army conquering without a combat. The his death,

inferior noblesse introduced tlie Saxons
;
the greater called

in the Swedes. From the day in which Sobieski closed his

eyes, strangers never ceased to reign in Poland
;

its national *

forces were coutiimally diminishing, and at length totally
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disappeared. The reason is, that a nation without subjects
is speedily exhausted : the republic at length, composed
only of two huxidred thousand citizens, had no more blood

to shed even in civil war. No encounters thereafter took

place but between the Swedish, German, or Russian forces
;

their struggles resembled more the judicial combat of the

feudal ages than the contests of powerful nations. The
factions of the republic, united on one side round the

Swedish, on the other round the Saxon banners, exchanged
notes and summonses like belligerent powers. By degrees
blood ceased to flow

;
in these internal divisions gold was

found more effectual than the sword
; and, to the disgrace

of Poland, its later years sunk under the debasement of

foreign corruption.^
Pursued to the grave by the phantom of equality, the

dissensions of Poland became more violent as it approach-
ed its dissolution. The liberum veto was more frequently
exercised everj^ year ;

it was no longer produced by the

vehemence of domestic strife, but bj" the influence of ex-

ternal corruption. That single word plunged the republic,
as if by enchantment, into a lethargic sleep, and every
time it was pronounced, it fell for two yeai's into a state

of ab.solute inanition. Faction even went so far as to

dissolve the diets in their first sittings, and render their

convocation a mere vain formality. All the branches

of the government immediately ceased to be under any
control ; the treasury, the army, the civil authority, releas-

ed from all superintendence, fell into a state of anarchy,

Nothing similar to this ever occurred with any other people.
The legislative power succeeded in destroying itself; and
no other power ever ventured to supply its place. The

executive, parcelled out into many independent and hostile

divisions, was incapable of effecting such an usurpation ;

and if it had, the right of the nation to assemble in open
confederation would immediately have rendered it nuga-

tory. The prophecy of Montesquieu, as to the future

destruction of the British constitution, has been accom-
Ruiii. i. 63.

pijghed in Poland; it fell when the legislative became
more corrupt than the executive.^

When the adjoining states of Russia and Austria, there-

fore, effected the first partition of Poland, in 1792, they
did not require to conquer a kingdom, but only to take

each a share of a state which had fallen to pieces. The
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election of Stanislaus Poniatowski, in 1764, to the throne cua.p.

of Poland, took place literally under the buckler ; but it xvii.

was not under the buckler of its own nobles, but of the
j-g^

Muscovite, the Cossack, and the Tartar, who overshadowed gg

the plain of Vola with their arms ;
last and fatal conse- wwchmade

quence of centuries of anarchy! In vain did the Poles, lio"'inT7*72

taught at length by woful experience, attempt, by the easy,

advice of Czartoriski, to abandon the fatal privilege of the

liberum veto; the despots of Russia and Prussia declared

that they took the liberties of Poland, and tliat important

right in particular, under their peculiar protection, and

perpetuated a privilege which secured their conquest of

the kingdom. The inferior noblesse had the madness to

invoke the aid of the Empress Catherine, to maintain

their ancient privileges against what they called the

tyranny of the aristocracy ;
and Poland, invaded by the

two most powerful monarchies of Europe, was deprived

of the aid of the greater part of its own subjects. The

higher nobility, the clergy, the real patriots, made generous

etForts, but all in vain
;
the insane people, regardless of

every thing but the maintenance of their powers, refused i Saiv. i.498.

to second them, and one-half of Poland was lost in the

struggle.^

The terrible lesson was not received in vain. Taught

by the dismemberment of their territory, what remained
^^

of Poland strove to amend their institutions
;
the liberum when too

veto was abandoned, and the nobles themselves, taking the
l^^fndlTn

lead in the work of reformation, made a voluntary sur- their ruin-

render of their privileges for the public good. The example cratiJ^pHvi-

of the French Revolution had penetrated the wilds of leges.
T^iftprPTiP^ of

Sarmatia, and a new era seemed to open upon the world j^e PoUsU

from its example. On the 3d May 1791, a constitution and French

founded upon the hereditary descent of the throne, the

abolition of the liheritm veto, religious toleration, the

emancipation of the bourgeois, and the progressive enfran-

chisement of the serfs, was proclaimed at Warsaw, amidst

tears of joy from a people who hoped that they had at

last found a period to their long misfortunes. The Polish

reform was so different from the French, that it would

seem as if it was express!)' set down by Providence to

afford a contrast to that bloody convulsion, and deprive

the partitioning powers of a shadow even of justice in the
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mournful catastrophe which followed. " In contemplating
that change," says Mr Bui'ke,

"
humanity has every thing

to rejoice and glory in—nothing to be ashamed of, nothing
to suiFer. So far .as it has gone, it is probably the most

pure public good ever yet conferred on mankind. Anarchy
and servitude were at once removed ; a throne strengthened
for the protection of the people, without trenching on their

liberties
; foreign cabal abolished, by changing the crown

from elective to hereditary ;
a reigning king, from a

heroic love to his country, exerted himself in favour of a

family of strangers, as if it had been his own. Ten millions

of men were placed in a way to be freed gradually, and
therefore to themselves safely, not from civil or political

chains, which, bad as they are, only fetter the mind, but
from substantial personal bondage. Inhabitants of cities,

before without privileges, were placed in the consideration

which belongs to that improved and connecting situation

of social life. One of the most numerous, proud, and fierce

bodies of nobility in the world, was arranged only in the

foremost rank of free citizens. All, from the king to the

labourer, were improved in their condition
; every thing

was kept in its place and order, but in that place and
order every thing was bettered. Not one drop of blood

was spilled, no treachery, no outrage ;
no slander, more

cruel than the sword
;
no studied insults on religion,

morals, or manners
;
no spoil or confiscation, no citizen

beggared, none imprisoned, none exiled
;
but the whole

was effected with a policy, a discretion, a unanimity and

secresy, such as have never before been known on any
occasion." 1 But it was too late. The powers whiclx

environed Poland were too strong, the weakness entailed

on it by its long anarchy was too great, to admit of its

being restored to the rank of an independent power. Like

many men who discover the error of their ways when on
the verge of the grave, the Poles had continued the passions
of their youth down to the period when amendment is

impossible and repentance fruitless. Had they abandoned
their democratic contentions in the days of Sobieski, the

state might have recovered its ascendancy ;
in the days of

Catherine it was no longer practicable.^
The last struggles of the Pole.s, like all their preceding

ones, originated in their own divisions. The partisans of
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the ancient anarchy revolted against the new and more chap.

stable constitution which they had recently received
;

xvti.

they took up arms at Targowice, and invoked the aid of
j-j^^^

the Empress Catherine to restore the disorder from which
gg

she had gained so much. A second dismemberment speedily Commence-

ensued, and in the distracted state of the country, it was ^^ir ifst

eiFected without opposition. Prussia and Russia took struggle.

upon themselves alone the execution of this partition, October u,

and the combined troops were in the first instance quietly
^^^^'

cantoned in the provinces which they had seized. The

Russian general Ingelstroem was stationed at Warsaw,
and occupied all the inconsiderable portion of the Republic
still left to Stanislaus. Soltikoff had under his orders

a powerful corps in Volhynia and Podolia. SuwarrofF,

with a large corps, was placed at Cherson, to overawe

both the Turks and the southern provinces ;
while a large

Prussian corps was ready to support Ingelstroem, and had

already seized upon the northern parts of the country.
Thus Poland, divided and paralysed, without fortified towns, g/r'Tsb"

mountains, or defensible positions, Avas overrun by the Saiv.iii.50i.

armies of two of the most powerful military monarchies

in Europe.!
There is a certain degree of calamity which overwhelms

the courage ; but there is another, which, by reducing gg

men to desperation, leads to the greatest and most glorious Poles take

enterprises. To this latter state the Poles were now
J^.o^'^JJi'e*.

reduced. Abandoned by all the world, distracted with spair, and

internal divisions, destitute alike of fortresses and resources, ciusko as a

crushed in the grasp of gigantic enemies, the patriots of deader,

that unhappy country, consulting only their own courage,

resolved to make a last effort to deliver it from its enemies.

In the midst of their internal convulsions, and through
all the prostration of their national strength, the Poles

had never lost their individual courage, or the ennobling

feelings of civil independence. They were still the redoubt-

able hussars who broke the Mussulman ranks under the

walls of Vienna, and carried the Polish eagles in triumph
to the towers of the Kremlin

;
wliose national cry had so

often made the Osmanlis tremble, and who had boasted in

their hours of triumph, that if the heaven itself were to
92^"^' jom

fall, they would support it on the point of their lances.^ A vi. 260.

band of patriots at Warsaw resolved at all hazards to
,
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CHAP, attempt the restoratiou of their independence, and they
XVII. made choice of Kosciusko, who was then at Leipsic, to

direct their efforts.*

This illustrious hero, who had received the rudiments of

JO military education in France, had afterwards served, not
ChtiTacter of without glopy, in the ranks of independence in America,

who saw the Uniting to Polish enthusiasm French ability, the ardent
futility of friend of liberty, and the enlightened advocate for order ;

brave, loyal, and generous, he was in every way qualified
to head the last struggle of the oldest republic in existence

for its national independence. But a nearer approach to

the scene of danger convinced him that the hour for action

had not yet arrived. The pa,ssions, indeed, were awakened,
the national enthusiasm was full, but the means of resist-

ance were inconsiderable, and the old divisions of the

Republic were not so healed as to afford the prospect of

the whole national strength being exerted in its defence.

But the public indignation could brook no delay ; several

regiments stationed at Pultusk revolted, and moved
towards Gallicia

;
and Kosciusko, determined not to be

2fi3!™Toui. absent in the hour of danger, hastened to Cracow, Avhere,
V. 88. on the 3d March, he closed the gates, and proclaimed the

insurrection.1

Having, by means of the regiments which had revolted,
41. and the junction of some bodies of armed peasants, imper-

the Kusdans f^ctly armed indeed, but full of enthusiasm, collected a
at Ras- force of five thousand men, Kosciusko left Cracow, and
lowice.
Warsaw is

taken by the * Thadeus Kosciusko was born in 1755, of a poor but noble family, and

insurgents, received tlie first elements of his education in the corps of cadets at War-
saw. There he was early distinguished by his diligence, ability, and progress
in mathematical science, insomuch tliat he was selected as one of the
four students annually chosen at that institution to travel at the expense
of the state. He went abroad, accordingly, and spent several years in

France, chiefly engaged in military studies; from wlience he returned in

1778, with ideas of freedom and independence unhappily far in advance of
his country at that period. As war did not seem likely at that period in

the north of Europe, he set saU for America, then beginning the war of

independence, and was employed by M'ashington .-re his adjutant, and dis-

tinguished himself greatly in that contest beside L.ifayette, Lameth, Dumas,
and so many of the other ardent and enthusiastic spirits from the Old
World. He returned to Europe on the termination of the war, decorated
with the order of Cincinnatus, and lived in retirement till 1789, when, as

'King St.anislaus was adopting some steps with a view to the assertion of the
national independence, he was appointed Major-General by the Polish Diet.
In 1791 he joined with enthusiasm in the formation of the Constitution
which was proclaimed on the 5th May in that year, and in 1792 performed
several brilliant actions under Poniatowsky, especially at DubienUa, which
with four thousand men he defended during six hours against the assault

of twelve thousand Russians. Stanislaus having been forced to make peace.
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boldly advanced into the open country. He encountered chap.

a body of three thousand Russians at Raslovvice, and after xvii.

an obstinate engagement, succeeded in routing it with ~^^^
great slaughter. This action, inconsiderable in itself, had AprUS.

important consequences; the Polish peasants exchanged
their scythes for the arms found on the field of battle, and

the insurrection, encouraged by this first gleam of success,

soon communicated itself to the adjoining provinces. In

vain Stanislaus disavowed the acts of his subjects ;
the

flame of independence spread with the rapidity of light-

ning, and soon all the freemen in Poland were in arms.

Warsaw was the first point wliere the flame broke out.

The intelligence of the success at Raslowice was received

there on the 12th April, and occasioned the most violent

agitation. For some days afterwards it was evident that

an explosion was at hand ; and at length, at daybreak on

the morning of the 17th, the brigade of Polish guards, AprU 17.

under the direction of their officers, attacked the Governor's

house and the Arsenal, and was speedily joined by the

populace. The Russian and Prussian troops in the neigh-

bourhood of the capital were about seven thousand men ;2 „ j^^ ^^^

and after a prolonged and obstinate contest in the streets 264, 2d6,
ojjQ Lac

for thirty-six hours, they were driven across the Vistula
5;^^ 969,27,.

with the loss of above three thousand men in killed and Haid. i.472.

prisoners, and the flag of independence was hoisted on the

towers of Warsaw.

One of the most embarrassing circumstances in the

he was obliged to yield to necessity, and retired to Leipsic, where he lived in

seclusion till 1794. when his countrymen having resolved to make a last

eftort to avert entire subjugation, he was soUcited to take the command,
and with true patriotic devotion, albeit almost despairing of success, lie set

out to sacrifice himself for his country. After the battle of Maccoivicc, in

which he was made prisoner, he was taken to St Petersburg, where he was
detained in confinement for two years, until the accession of Paul, when he
was set at hbtrty, and treated by him with great generosity. Ho then with-

drew to England, from whence he passed over to Americ.i, where he was
received with the utmost distinction, and in I'yS returned to France, where
he lived in retirement, refusing all offers of connnand from Napoleon, whose
selfish designs on Poland he early di^•ined. To gain his services, tlie French

emperor condescended to the baseness, in IsOT, of forging his name to a

proclamation to the Poles, urging them to reassert their independence, a

fraud which Kosciusko exposed in 1814, when the Allies conquered France.

He continued to live in retirement in Champagne till March 1814, when the

Russians found him, to their great surprise, in a small town near their

headquarters. He had several interviews with the Emi)eror Alexander,
who treated him with marks of retpect, hut he declined all ufiers of employ-
ment, .ind .at last died at Soleure in 1S17, beloved ahke by his friends and
his enemies.—See Jiimjraphie Universellc, xxii. 551, 552, and Biog. dcs Con.

tanporainSjX. MS, \i9. •
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CHAP, situation of the Russians was the presence of above
^^^^- sixteen thousand Poles in their ranks, who were known

1^94 to sympathise strongly with these heroic efforts of their

42. fellow-citizens. Orders were immediately dispatched to
Poles in the Suwarrolf to assemble a corps, and disarm the Polish

army dis- troops Scattered in Podolia, before they could unite in any
armed, common measures for their defence. By the energy and

activity of this great commander, the Poles were disarmed

brigade after brigade, and above twelve thousand men
reduced to a state of inaction without much difficulty

—a

most important operation, not only by destroying the

nucleus of a powerful army, but stifling the commence-
ment of the insurrection in Volhynia and Podolia. How

i.Tom. vi. diiferent might have been the fate of Poland and Europe
2^'- had they been enabled to join the ranks of their country-

men 1^

Kosfiusko and his countrymen did every thing that

courage or energy could suggest to put on foot a formi-

43. dable force to resist their adversaries ; a provisional

ertionsof government was established, and in a short time forty
Kosciusko thousaiid men were raised. But this force, though highly

countrymen, lionourable to the patriotism of the Poles, was inconsider-

able when compared with the vast armies which Russia

and Prussia could advance for their subjugation. Small as

the army was, its maintenance was too great an effort for

the resources of the kingdom, which, torn by intestine

faction, without commerce, harbours, or manufactures,

having no national credit, and no industrious class of

citizens but the Jews, now felt the fatal effects of its long
career of democratic anarchy. The population of the

country, composed entirely of unruly gentlemen and

ignorant serfs, was totally unable at that time to furnish

those numerous supplies of intelligent officers which are

requisite for the formation of an efficient military force:

while the nobility, however formidable on horseback in

the Hungarian or Turkish wars, were less to be relied on

in a contest with regular forces, where infantry and artil-

» Join. vi. l^Jy constituted the great strength of the army, and courage
2i3- was unavailing without the aid of science and military

disci pline.2

The central position of Poland, in the midst of its

enemies, would have aflTorded great military advantages.
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had its inhabitants possessed a force capable of turning it to chap.

account ;
that is, if they had had a hundred and fifty thou-

xvii.

sand regular troops, which the population of the countiy ""^^sT"

could easily have maintained, and a few well-fortified towns 44

to arrest the enemy in one quarter, while the bulk of the Want of a

national force was precipitated upon them in another, lar^force"

The glorious stand made by the nation in 1831, with only proved fa-

, . , , , , ,• , .1 i '. tal to them.

thirty thousand regular soldiers at the commencement of

the insurrection, and no other fortifications than those of

Warsaw and Modlin, proves what immense advantages
this central position affords, and what opportunities it

offers to military genius like that of Skrynecki, to inflict

the most severe wounds even on a superior and well-

conducted antagonist. But all these advantages were

wanting to Kosciusko ; and it augments our admiration of

his talents, and'of the heroism of his countrymen, that, with

such inconsiderable means, they made so honourable a

stand for their national independence.
No sooner was the King of Prussia informed of the

revolution at Warsaw, than he moved forward at the head
^^

of thirty thousand men to besiege that city : while Russians

SuwarrofF, with forty thousand veterans, was preparing to srans^move

enter the south-eastern parts of the kingdom. Aware of against

the necessity of striking a blow before the enemy's forces an/vi^olsnt

were united, Kosciusko advanced with twelve thousand tumults
there.

men to attack the Russian General DenisofF ; but, upon

approaching his corps, he discovered that it had united to

the army commanded by the king in person. Unable to

face such superior forces, he immediately retired, but was

attacked next morning at daybreak near Sekoczyre by the

Allies, and after a gallant resistance, his army was routed,

and Cracow fell into the hands of the conquerors. This

check was the more severely felt, as, about the same time.

General Zayonscheck was defeated at Chelne, and obliged

to rccross the Vistula, leaving the whole country on the

right bank of that river in the hands of the Russians.

These disasters produced a great impression at Warsaw
;

the people as usual ascribed them to treachery, and insisted

that the leaders should be brought to punishment ; and

although the chiefs escaped, several persons in an inferior

situation were arrested and thrown into prison. Aj)pre-

hensive of some subterfuge, if the accused were regularly ^

VOL. V. C
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CHAP, brought to trial, the burghers assembled in tumultuous
XVII.

bodies, forced the prisons, erected scaflFolds in the streets,

jyyg and, after the manner of the assassins of September 2d,

put above twelve persons to death with their own hands.

These excesses penetrated with the most profound grief the

pure heart of Kosciusko : he flew to the capital, restored

order, and delivered over to punishment the leaders of the

revolt. But the resources of the country were evidently

unequal to the struggle ; the paper money was at a fright-

272^'' j^Im. f'^il discount
;
and the sacrifices required of the nation were

vi. 274, 279. the more severely felt, that now hardly a hope of ultimate

success remained.^

The combined Russian and Prussian armies, about

46. thirty-five thousand strong, now advanced against the

ersVve'^ Capital, where Kosciusko occupied an intrenched camp
compeUed with tweiity-five thousand men. During the whole of

.=ie^erand"* July and August, the besiegers were engaged in fruitless

suwiirroff
attempts to drive the Poles into the city; and at length a

body of great convoy, with artillery and stores for a regular siege,
Poles. which was ascending the Vistula, having been captured by

a gentleman named Minewsky, at the head of a body of

peasants, the King of Prussia raised the siege, leaving a

portion of his sick and stores in the hands of the patriots.

After this success, the insurrection spread immensely, and
the Poles mustered nearly eighty thousand men under

arms. But they were scattered over too extensive a line of

country in order to make head against their numerous
enemies

;
a policy tempting by the prospect it holds forth

of exciting an extensive insurrection, but ruinous in the

end, by exposing the patriotic forces to the risk of being
beaten in detail. Scarcely had the Poles recovered from

their intoxication at the raising the siege of Warsaw, when

intelligence was received of the defeat of Sizakowsky, who
commanded a corps of ten thousand men beyond the Bug,

Sept. 17. by the Russian grand army under Suwarroff.* This

celebrated general, to whom the principal conduct of the
Sept. 19. war was now committed, followed up his successes with
- Hard. i.

. mi • i

174,480. the utmost vigour. Ihe retreating column was again
Toui. 589.

assailed on the 19th by the victorious Russians, and, after
Join. VI. zSo, •'

,

' '

2s7 a glorious resistance, driven into the woods between Janoff

and Biala, with the loss of four thousand men and twenty-
• See a biography of Sdwarroff.—Infra, c. xxv-ii. § 54.
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eight pieces of cannon. Scarcely three thousand Poles, chap.

with Sizakowsky at their head, escaped into Siedlice. xvii.

Upon receiving the accounts of this disaster, Kosciusko
j^^^

resolved, by drawing together all his detachments, to fall
^^

upon Fersen before he joined Suwarroff, and the other Kosciusko

corps which were advancing against the capital. With and°mlat

this view he ordered General Poninsky to join him, and prisoner at

marched with all his disposable forces to attack the Rus-

sian general, who was stationed at Maccowice
;
but for-

tune on this occasion cruelly deceived the Poles. Arrived

in presence of Fersen, he found that Poninsky had not

yet arrived ;
and the Russian commander, overjoyed at

this circumstance, resolved immediately to attack him.

In vain Kosciusko dispatched courier after courier to

Poninsky to advance to his relief. The first was intercepted

by the Cossacks, and the second did not arrive in time to

enable him to take a decisive part in the approaching
combat. Nevertheless the Polish commander, aware of the

danger of retreating with inexperienced troops in presence
of a disciplined and superior enemy, determined to give
battle on the fallowing day, and drew up his little army
with as>much skill as the circumstances would admit. The

forces on the opposite sides, in this action, which decided Oct. 4.

the fate of Poland, were nearly equal in point of numbers
;

but the advantages of discipline and equipment were

decisively on the side of the Russians. Kosciusko com-

manded about ten thousand men, a great part of whom
were recently raised, and imperfectly disciplined ; while

Fersen was at the head of twelve thousand veterans,

including a most formidable body of cavalry. Neverthe-

less the Poles in the centre and right wing made a glorious
defence

;
but the left, which Poninsky should have sup-

ported, having been overwhelmed by the cavalry under

DenisoiF, the wiiole army was thrown into confusion.

Kosciusko, Sizakowsky, and other gallant chiefs, in vain

made the most heroic efforts to rally the broken troops. !
'^.""V.^'j-^'

They were wounded, struck down, and made prisoners jom. vi. 29i.

by the Cossacks, who inundated the field of battle
;
while i^'og- V"iv.

tlic remains of the army, now reduced to seven thousand (KuBciusko.)

five hundred men, fell back in confusion towards Warsaw.^

After the fall of Kosciusko, who sustained in his single

person the fortunes of the Republic, nothing but a series
,
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CHAP, of disasters overtook the Poles. The Austrians, taking
XVII. advantage of the general confusion, entered Gallicia, and

^
occupied the palatinates of Lublin and Saudomir

;
while

Suwarroff, pressing forward toM-ards the capital, defeated

Patriots shut Mokronowsky, who, at the head of twelve thousand men,
themselves

g^j-ove to retard the advance of that redoubtable com-
up in War-
saw, mander. In vain the Poles made the utmost efforts

;

they were routed with the loss of four thousand men
;
and

the patriots, though now despairing of success, resolved to

sell their lives dearly, and shut themselves up in Warsaw,
to await the approach of the conqueror. Suwarroff was
soon at the gates of Praga, the eastern suburb of that

capital, where twenty-six thousand men, and oise hundred

pieces of cannon, defended the bridge of the Vistula and
the approach to the capital. To assault such a position
with forces hardly superior, was evidently a hazardous

enterprise, but the approach of winter rendering it indis-

pensable that if any thing was done at all, it should be

immediately attempted, Suwarroff, who was habituated

to successful assaults in the Turkish wars, resolved to

storm the city. On the 2d November, the Russians made
their appearance before the glacis of Praga, and Suwarroff,

having in great haste completed three powerful batteries,
'

^^°™-J'- and cannonaded the defences in breach with an imposing
TouL V. 89. celerity, made his dispositions for a general assault on the

following day.i
The conquerors of Ismail advanced to the attack in the

same order which they had adopted on that memorable

stomiiiicj of occasion. Seven columns at daybreak approached the

w'^saw'b ramparts, rapidly tilled up the ditches with their fascines,

Suwarrofl! broke down the defences, and, pouring into the intrenched

massacre bv ^amp, Carried destruction into the ranks of the Poles. In
the Rus-

"

vain the defenders did their utmost to resist the torrent.

Nov* 4. The wooden houses of Praga speedily took fire, and amidst

the shouts of the victors and the cries of the inhabitants,
the Polish battalions were borne backward to the edge of

the Vistula. The multitude of fugitives speedily broke

down the bridges ;
and the citizens of Warsaw beheld,

with unavailing anguish, their defenders on the other side

perishing in the flames, or by the sword of the conquerors.
Ten thousand soldiers fell on the spot, nine thousand were

made prisoners, and above twelve thousand citizens, of
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every age and sex, were put to the sword—a dreadful chap.

instance of carnage, which has left a lasting stain on the xvu.

name of Suwarroff, and which Russia expiated in the
j.g^_

conflagration of Moscow. The tragedy was at an end ;

Warsaw capitulated two days afterwards ; the detached

parties of the patriots melted away, and Poland was no
^ ^^^ .

mor«. On the 6th November, Suwarroff made his 297,299.

triumphant entry into the blood-stained capital. King 9i"^"^Lac.^^'

Stanislaus was sent into Russia, where he ended his days xU. 275.

in captivity, and :he final partition of the monarchy was

efiected.^

Such was the termination of the oldest republic in

existence,
—such the first instance of the destruction of a

^^^

member of the European family by its ambitious rivals. Great sen-

As such, it excited a profound sensation in Europe. The ^u'.^Jj ^°'

folly of preceding ages, the long period of wasting anarchy, Europe by

the irretrievable defects of the Polish constitution, were Poland."

forgotten ;
Poland was remembered only as the bulwark

of Christendom against the Ottomans ; she appeared only
as the succouring angel under John Sobieski. To behold

a people so ancient, so gallant, whose deeds were associated

with such heart-stirring recollections, fall a victim to

Imperial ingratitude, Prussian cupidity, and Muscovite am-

bition, was a spectacle which naturally excited the utmost

indignation. The bloody march of the French Revolution,

the disasters consequent on domestic dissension, were

forgotten, and the Christian world was penetrated with a

grief akin to that felt by all civilised nations at the fall of

Jerusalem. The poet has celebrated these events in the

immortal lines,
—

" Oh ! bloodiest picture in the book of Time,
Sarmatia fell, unwept, without a crime ;

Kciund not a ^rcnerous friend, a jiitjinp; foe,

Strength in Iier arms, nor mercy in her woe !

Dropp'd from her nerveless grasp the shatter'd .spear.

Closed her bright eye, and curb'd her high career ;
—

Hope, for a season, bade the world farewell,

And freedom shriek'd—as Kosciusko fell!
"

But the truth of history must dispel the illusion, and

unfold in the fall of Poland the natural consequence of its

national delinquencies. Sarmatia neither fell unwept nor it was the

without a crime ; she fell the victim of her own dissen- V'""' "^.

sions ;
of the chimera of equality insanely pursued, and madness and

the rigour of aristocracy unctasiugly maintained ; of "PP^es^ioa.
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1 Sidney
Suiith.

extravagant jealousy of every superior, and merciless

oppression of every inferior rank. The eldest born of the

European family was the first to perish, because she had

thwarted all the ends of the social union
;
because she

united the turbulence of democratic to the exclusion of

aristocratic societies
;
because she exhibited the vacillation

of a republic without its energy, and the oppression of a

monarchy without its stability. Such a system neither

could nor ought to be maintained. The internal feuds of

Poland were more fatal to human happiness than the des-

potism of Russia, and the growth of improvement among
its people as slow as among the ryots of Hindostan.

To any one who has either studied in history, or expe-
rienced in real life, the practical working of the principle
of self-government among mankind, in situations where
democratic equality is really established, the destruction of

Polanr' will appear so far from surprising, that the only
wonderful thing is, that her people so long .succeeded in

maintaining their independence. It is the fretting against

control, the "
ignorant impatience of taxation" in man-

kind, when practically entrusted with self-government,
which was the real cause of the calamity. No lessons of

experience however severe, no calls of patriotism however

urgent, no warnings of wisdom however emphatic, could

induce its plebeian noblesse to submit to any present
burden to avert future disaster. Like the Americans at

this time, who refuse in many States, at all hazards to

their public credit, to tax themselves to defray the interest

of their State's debt, they preferred
"
any load of infamy

however great, to any burden of taxation however light."
^

So strong is this disinclination to submit to present bur-

dens to prevent future evil, among men in all ages and

countries, that it may fairly be considered as insurmount-

able ; and therefore any society in which supreme power
is really vested in the people, bears in itself the seeds of

early ruin. Democratic bodies often exhibit extraordi-

nary energy, if they can derive their resources from foreign

plunder or domestic confiscation
;
but they will never,

except in the last extremity, bur<ien themselves. Real
self-taxation is in truth a delusive theory : where it is

attempted to be put in practice it invariably fails ;
what

was so long mistaken for it was the taxing of one class by
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another class—of the many by the few. These are unpa- chap.

latable truths—but they are not the less truths ;
nor is it xvu.

less on that account the duty of the historian to state them.
j-g^

If any one doubts their accuracy, i'et him contemplate the

abandonment of the Sinking Fund, since popular influence

began to predominate in Great Britain, and the recent

repudiation of the States' debt by a large part of the

American people.

In this respect the history of Muscovy presents a striking

and instructive contrast tc that of Poland. Commencing 53

originally with a smaller territory, yet further removed striUhiK

from the light of civilisation, cut off in a manner from the afforded hy

intelligence of the globe, decidedly inferior in its earlier the sLeady

contests, the growth of Russia has been as steady as the ^^Zia.
"

decline of Poland. The Polish republic fell at length

beneath a power which it had repeatedly vanquished,

whose capital it had conquered ;
and i*s name was erased

from the list of nations at the very time that its des-

potic rival had attained the zenith of power and glory.

These facts throw a great and important light on the

causes of early civilisation, and the form of government

adapted to a barbarous age. There cannot in such a state

be so great a misfortune as a weak, there cannot be

so great a blessing as a powerful government. No

oppression is so severe as that which is there inflicted by
the members of the same state on each other ;

no anarchy

so irremediable as that which originates in the violence of

their own passions. To restrain the fury, and coerce the

dissensions of its subjects, is the first duty of government
in such periods ;

in its inability to discharge this duty, is

to be found the real cause of the weakness of a democratic,

in the rude but effective performance of it, the true secret

of the strength of a despotic state.

Such, however, are the ennobling effects of the spirit of

freedom in its wildest form, that the remnant of the Polish
Valiant'

nation, albeit bereft of a country bv their own insanity, ''Piy't "^.''t.,, ,,', , 11 ii- exiled Puhsli

have by their deeds commanded the respect, and by their bands.

sorrows obtained the sympatliy of the world. The remains

of Kosciusko's bands, disdaining to live under Muscovite

oppression, sought and found an asylum in the armies of

France ; they served with distinction both in Italy and

Spain, and awakened by their bravery that sympatliy,
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which, with other and more selfish motives, brought the

Conqueror of Europe to the walls of the Kremlin. Like

the remains of a noble mind borne down by suiFering, they
have exhibited flashes of greatness even in the extremity
of disaster ;

and while wandering without a home, from

which their own madness or that of their fathers had

banished them, obtained a respect, to which their con-

querors were often strangers at the summit of their glory.

Such is the effect even of the misdirected spirit of freedom
;

it dignifies and hallows all that it encircles, and even amidst

the ruins which it has occasioned, exalts the human soul !

The history of England has illustrated the beneficial

efiects which have resulted to its character and institutions

from the Norman Conquest. In the severe suffering which

followed that great event, in the anguish of generations,

were laid the deep and firm foundations of English free-

dom. In the checkered and disastrous history of Poland

may be ti-aced the consequences of an opposite, and, at first

sight, more fortunate destiny ;
of national independence

uninterruptedly maintained, and purity of race unceasingly

preserved. The first, in the school of early adversity, were

taught the habits and learned the wisdom necessary for

the guidance of maturer years ;
the second, like the spoiled

child whose wishes had never beeii coerced, nor its pas-

sions restrained, at last acquired on the brink of the grave,

prematurely induced by excessive indulgence, that expe-
rience which should have been gained in earlier years. It

is through this terrible, but necessary ordeal, that Poland

is now passing ; and the experience of ages would indeed

be lost, if we did not discern in its present suffering the

discipline necessary for future happiness, and in the extre-

mity of temporary disaster, the severe training for ultimate

improvement.
The partition of Poland, and scandalous conduct of the

states who reaped the fruit of injustice m its fall, has been

the frequent subject of just indignation and eloquent com-

plaint from the European historians ; but the connexion

between that calamitous event and the subsequent disasters

of the partitioning powers, has not hitherto met with due

attention. Yet nothing can be clearer, than that it was

this iniquitous measure which brouglit all the misfortunes

that followed upon the European monarchies
j

that it
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was it which opened the gates of Germany to French chap.

ambition, and brought Napoleon with his terrible legions
^^'"-

to Vienna, Berlin, and the Kremlin. The more the cam- 1794,

paigns of 1793 and 1794 are studied, the more clearly

does it appear that it was the prospect of obtaining a share

in the partition of Poland which paralysed the allied

arms, which intercepted and turned aside the legions which

might have overthrown the Jacobin rule, and created that

jealousy and division amongst their rulers, which, more

even than the energy of the Republicans, contributed to

their uniform and astonishing success. Had the redoubt-

able bands of Catherine been added to the armies of Prussia

in the plains of Champagne in 1792, or to those of Austria

and England in the fields of Flanders in 1793, not a doubt

can remain but that the revolutionary party would have

been overcome, and a constitutional monarchy established

in France, with the entire concurrence of three-fourths of all

the respectable classes in the kingdom, and to the infinite

present and future blessing of its whole inhabitants. Even
in 1794, by a cordial co-operation of the Prussian and

Austrian forces after the fall of Landrecy, the whole barrier

erected by the genius of Vauban might have been captured,
and the Revolution, thrown back upon its own resources,

been permanently prevented from proving dangerous to

the liberties of Europe. What, then, paralysed the allied

armies in the midst of such a career of success, and caused

the campaign to close imder circumstances of such general
disaster? The prospect of partitioning Poland, which first

retained the Prussian battalions, during the crisis of the

campaign, in sullen inactivity on the Rhine, and then led

to the precipitate and indignant abandonment of Flanders

by the Austrian forces.

The subsequent fate of the partitioning powers is a

striking instance of that moral retribution, which, sooner

or later, in nations as well as individuals, attends a flagrant Their sub- •

act of iniustice. To effect the destruction of Poland, s^'i^^eiit

Prussia paralysed her armies on the Rhine, and threw (jn

Austria and England the wliole weight of the contest with

Republican France. She thereby permitted the growth of

its military power, and the battle of Jena, the treaty of

Tilsit, and six years of bondage, were the consequence.
iSuwarrofi' entered AVarsaw when its spires were yet gleam-
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CHAP, ing with the fires of Praga, and when the Vistula ran red

XVII. with Polish blood
;
and before twenty years had expired,

a Polish army revenged on the Moskwa that inhuman

massacre, and the sack of Warsaw was forgotten in tlie

conflagration of Moscow. Aiistria withdrew from Flanders

to join in the deed of iniquity, and secure in Gallicia the

fruits of injustice ;
and twice did the French guards in

consequence pass in triumph through the walls of Vienna.

The connexion between this great and guilty act and the

subsequent disasters of the spoliating powers, therefore, is

direct and evident
;
and history would be worse than use-

less if it did not signalise that great instance of just retri-

bution for the eternal warning and instruction of mankind.

Already has been realised the anticipation of the poet :
—

,

" Yes ! thy proud lords, unpitied land, shall see

That man hath yet a soul, and dare be free !

A little while, along thy saddening plains.
The starless night of desolation reigns ;

Truth shall restore the light by nature given.
And, like Prometheus, bring the fire of heaven.
Prone to the dust oppression shall be hurl'd,

Eer name, her nature, vvither'd from the world i

" •

• Pleasures ofHope.
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1.

CHAPTER XVIII.

CAMPAIGfl OF 1795.

The great successes which in every quarter had signalised chap.

the conclusion of the campaign of 1794, led early in the xvm.

following year to the dissolution of the confederacy against j^g.

the French Republic. The conquest of Holland deter-

mined the wavering policy of Prussia. Early in January Peace

conferences were publicly opened at Bale, and before the F^'nee"nd

end of the month the preliminaries were signed. The Prussia.

public articles of this treaty bound the King of Prussia
''^'^' ^

to live on friendly terms with the Republic, and not

furnish succour to its enemies—to concede to France the

undisturbed enjoyment of its conquests on the left bank

of the Rhine, leaving the equivalent to be given to Prussia

to ulterior arrangement ; while, on the other hand, the

French government engaged to withdraw its troops from

the Prussian possessions on the right bank, and not treat

as enemies the states of the empire in which Prussia took

an interest. By the secret articles,
" the King of Prussia

engaged not to undertake any hostile enterprise against

Holland, or any country occupied by the French troops ;"

an indemnity was stipulated for Prussia, in the event of

France extending her frontier to the Rhine : the Repub-
lic promised not to carry hostilities in the empire beyond
a fixed line, and in case of the Rhine being permanently iHard. iii.

fixed on as the boundary of France, and including the
ii*rtens

states of Deux Ponts, the Republic engaged to undertake vi. 45.

a debt of 1,500,000 rix-dollars, due to Prussia by that

potentate.^
There was in truth no present interest at variance

,
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between these powers, and the treaty contaiued little

more of importance than a recognition of the Republic

by Frederick William
;
but there never was a step more

ultimately ruinous taken by a nation. The conquest of

Holland, which overturned the balance of power, and

exposed Prusi^ia uncovered to the attacks of France, should

have been the signal for a sincere coalition, such as that

which had coerced the ambition of Louis XIV., and subse-

quently overturned the power of Napoleon. What a suc-

cession of disasters would such a decided conduct in all

probability have prevented ; what long and disastrous

wars
;
what a prodigious effusion of human blood ; what

unheard-of efforts did it require for Prussia to regain in

1813 the position which she occupied in 1795 ! But these

events were buried in the womb of fate
;
no one then,

anticipated the coming disasters ; and the Prussian minis-

ters deemed themselves fortunate in escaping from a war
in wnich no real interest of the monarchy seemed to be at

stake. They concluded peace accordingly ; they left Aus-

tria to contend single-handed with the powder of France ;

and the battle of Jena, and treaty of Tilsit, were the con-

sequence.^*
The disunited and unwieldy mass of the empire, with-

out altogether discontinuing military operations, pursued
them in so languid a manner as to be equivalent to a

complete pacification. Bavaria, the Elector of Mayence,
and several other powers, issued a declaration, that the

states of the Empire had not taken up arms but for the

protection of the states adjoining Alsace, and that they

* The British historian need not hesitate to express this opinion, since it

is not only agreaable to that of all the German annalists, but expressly
admitted by the able and candid Prussian statesman who concluded with

Barthelemy, on the part of the Directory, that unhappy pacification.
" The

Kinp of Prussia," says Prince Hardenberg, "tired of warlike operations,
rudely awakened from his dreams on the plains of Champagne, and deem-
ing a counter revolution in France impossible, said to his ministers :

' Arrange matters as you like, pro\ided you extricate me from the war with
France.'

"
By signing tlie treaty of Bale, he abandoned the House of

Orange, sacrificed Holland, laid open the empire to French invasion, and
prepared the ruin of the ancient Germanic constitution. Despising the
lessons of history, that Prince forgot that no sooner was the independence
of Holland menaced, in the end of the seventeenth century, than a league
of aUthe sovereigns of Europe was formed to restrain the ambition of Louis
XIV. ; while at this time the invasion of the same country, effected under
the Republican banners, led to a dissolution of the coalition of Kings against
the French Revolution. From that moment every throne was striptof the

magichalo wliicb heretofore had surrounded it. Accident merely prevented
the treaty of Bale from being followed by a general revolution in Europe.
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had no inclination to interfere in the internal affiiirs of chap.

France. Spain, exhausted and dejected, awaited only the xviii.

most favourable opportunity of making a separate peace, 1795

and concluding a contest from which she had already suf-

fered so much ;
while Piedmont, crushed by tlie weight of

armaments beyond its power to support, which cost more

than tliree times the subsidies granted by England, equally

desired a conclusion to hostilities without venturing to

express the wish. The conquest of Holland relieved the

French government of all anxiety in that quarter, by com-

pelling the Dutch to conclude an alliance, offensive and Dec. 25,

defensive, with the Republic. The principal conditions of ^'^*-

that treaty were, that the United Provinces ceded Venloo ^ Jom. vii.

and Maestricht to Belgium ;
and bound themselves to aid -fh.vu. -jos

the French with twelve ships of the line, and eighteen fri- Martens.

gates,and one-half of the troopswhich theyhad underarms.i

Thus the whole weight of the war fell on Austria and

England. The former of these powers had suffered too 4

much bv the loss of the Low Countries to permit her to f
'esh treaty

think of peace, while the disasters she had experienced Austria and

had not as yet been so great as to compel her to renounce England.

the hope of regaining them. Mr Pitt in the latter was

fully aware of the approaching danger, and indefatigable

in his efforts to revive the confederacy. He met with a May 4, and

worthy ally in Thugut, who directed the Cabinet ofojom. ,ii.

Vienna. On the 4th May 1795, a treaty offensive and 15. 16. r.iri.

defensive was concluded between the two powers, by 5/!
"

Mar-'

which Austria engaged to maintain 200,000 men in the tens, vi. 65.

field during the approaching campaign,^ and England to

Had Frederick William been animated with the spirit of Frederick the

Great, he would have negotiated with the oUve branch in one hand and the

sword in the other ; and, supporting Holland, he would even have included

it in the line of his mOitary protection. By so doing, he would have risen

to the r.ank not only of the mediator, but the arbiter of Europe, and been
enabled to aspire to the glorious mission of balancing the dominion of the

seas against continental despotism. Whereas, the peace of Bale, concluded

in narrow views, and without any regard to the common cause, destroyed
the personal chiiriicter of Frederick William, and stript the Prussian

monarchy of its glorious reputation. We may add, that if, ten ye.ars after-

wards, Prussia was precipit.ated in tlie abyss, it is to be imputed to its blind

and obstinate adherence to the system of neuti-ality, which commenced with

the treaty of Bale. No one felt this more deeply, or expressed it more

loudly, than the Prussian diplomatist wlio concluded th.at pacification."^
Prince Hakdf.nbebg's Memoira, iii. I.^O, 151. These able Memoirs, though
written by the Count D'AUonville, were compUed from Prince Hardeu-

berg's papers.
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CHAP, furnish a subsidy of £6,000,000 sterling. The utmost
XVIII. efforts were at the same time made to reinforce the Impe-

rial armies on the Rhine.

The British government made exertions for the prose-
cution of the war more considerable than they had yet

Efforts of put forth, and seemed sensible that the national strength
England to

required to be more fully exerted now that the war

the war. approached her own shores. The naval force was augment-
Land and

g(j ^Q 100,000 seamen, one hundred and eight ships of the
sea forces,

'
.

'
. . , , , n • i

andsuppiies, line Were put in commission, and the land forces raised to

wUh Russia 1^0,000 men. The expenditure of the year, exclusive of the

interest of the national debt, amounted to £'27,500,000, of

which £18,000,000 was raised by loan, and £3,500,000 by
exchequer bills. New taxes to the amount of £1,600,000

1 New Ann. were imposed,^ and notwithstanding the most vehement

33^^5^49.
' debates on the conduct of Administration, and the original

expedience of the war, a large majority in Parliament

concurred in the necessity, now that we were embarked
in the contest, of prosecuting it with vigour. On the 18th

Feb. 18. February, an alliance offensive and defensive was con-

cluded between Great Britain, Austria, and Russia. This

important event, the first step towards the great and deci-

sive share which the last-mentioned power ultimately took

in the contest, was not, however, at first productive of any
results. The Empress Catherine, whose attention was wholly
engrossed in securing the immense territories which had

fallen to her by the partition of Poland, merely sent a fleet

Re'^^sf""
^^ twelve ships of the line, and eight frigates, to reinforce

4.i,49. Jou'i. Admiral Duncan, who was cruising in the North Seas, to

Martens' blockade the squadron recently acquired by France from
vi. 11. the Dutch Republic ;

but neither had any opportunity of

measuring their strength with the enemy.^
A i^owerful and energetic party in England still de-

claimed against the war as unjust and unnecessary, and

Arguments viewed with secret complacency the triumphs of the
in England Republican forces. A secret belief that the cause of
"" "

France was at bottom their own, led them to desire

its success. It was urged in Parliament, that the revo-

lutionary government in Fi'ance being now overturn-

ed, and one professing moderation installed in its

stead, the great object of the war was in fact at an

war.
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end : that the continued disasters of the Allies proved chap.
the impossibility of forcing a government on that country xvni.

contrary to the inclination of its inhabitants : that the

confederacy was now in fact dissolved, and the first oppor-

tunity should therefore be seized to conclude a contest from
which no rational hopes of success any longer remained :

that if we continued fighting till the Bourbons were

restored, it was impossible to see any end to the contest, or

to the burden which would be imposed upon England
during its continuance : that nothing but disaster had
hitherto been experienced in the struggle ; and if that was
the case formerly, when all Europe was arrayed against iMrFoxnnu

the Republic, what might now be expected when England forc^s^'^*'^'

and Austria alone were left to continue the struggle, and Speeches.

the French power extended from the Pyrenees to the Re^. is""^.

Texel 1 that every consideration of safety and expedience, ^^^\.
^eb.

therefore, recommended the speedy close of a contest, of 242.
'

doubtful policy in its commencement, and more than
doubtful justice in its principles.^

Mr Pitt replied,
—The object of the war was not to force

the people of France to adopt any particular form of govern-
ment, but merely to secure their neighbours from their Mr Pitt's

aggression ; although there was great reason to fear that no ^^P'y-

security could be found for this till a monarchy was restored

in that country, yet it was no part of the allied policy to

compel its adoption : the government of the French Repub-
lic was changed in form only, and not in spirit, and was
as formidable as when the war was first provoked by the

declamations of the Girondists : hostilities would again be
commenced as soon as the military power of their enemies
was dissolved, and the Allies would .then find it as difficult

a matter to reassemble their forces, as the French would
now find it to dissolve theirs. It is highly improbable
that the Republican government will be able to induce men
accustomed to war and rapine to return to the peaceful

occupations of life
;
and much more likely that they will

find it necessary to employ them in schemes of ambition
and plunder, to prevent them from turning their arms

against domestic authority. War, however costly, at least

gives to England security, and it would be highly impolitic
to exchange this for the peril neces:^arily consequent upon
a resumption of amicable relations with a country in such
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CHAP, a state of political contagion. Peace would at once prove
xvui. destructive to the French West India Islands, by deliver-

ijgg ing them over to anarchy and Jacobinism, and from them
the flame of servile revolt would speedily spread to our

own colonial possessions in that quarter. IVotwithstanding
the great successes of the French on the Continent, the

balance of conquest in the contest with England is

decidedly in favour of this country : the losses of the

Republicans in wealth and resources have been greater
since the beginning of the war than those of all the Allies

put together : the forced requisitions and assignats of the

French, which have hitherto maintained the contest, cannot
be continued without the severities of the Reign of Terror ;

and now is the time, bj^ vigorously continuing the contest,
1 '\p\17 Ann • i-j • o 7

Reg- p- 16, to compel the Directory to augment their redundant paper
17. Pari,

currency, and thus accelerate the ruin which it is evident
Deb. xxiu.

, 1 -I
•

242,2.ii. such .'' system must sooner or later bring on the financial

resources of the country.^
The internal feeling of England, notwithstanding the

^
continu ;d ill success of its arms on the Continent, was daily

Greatin- becoming more unanimous in favour of the war. The

patriotic

^^^
atrocitics of the Jacobins had moderated the ardour ofmany

spirit of the of the most enlightened of their early friends, and con-
peopie. firmed the hostility of almost all the moral and religious

as well as opulent and influential classes
;
the spectacle of

the numerous and interesting emigrant families who had
been reduced from the height of prosperity to utter desti-

tution, awakened the compassion of the humane over the

whole country ;
while the immense successes of the Re-

publicans, and, above all, the occupation of Holland,
excited the hereditary and ill-extinguished jealousy of the

English people of their ancient rivals. Although, there-

fore, the division of parties continued most vehement, and
the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act still invested the

government with extraordinary powers, yet the feeling of

the country was gradually becoming more united, and its

, ,
„ passions, like those of a combatant who has been wounded* Ann. ixG^. f

^
,

p. 31, 42. in the strife, were waxing warmer with all the blood which
it had lost.2

In France, on the other hand, the exhaustion consequent
upon a state of extraordinary and unparalleled exertion

was rapidly beginning to display itself. The system of
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the Convention had consisted in spending the capital of chap.

the country by means of confiscations, forced loans, and xviu.

military requisitions : and the issue of assignats, supported ,-95

by the Reign of Terror, had, beyond all former example, g

carried their designs into eifect. But all such violent means Exhausted

of obtaining supplies, can, from their very nature, only ^!^^^^°^

be temporary
—how great soever may be the accumulated

wealth of a state, it must in time be exhausted, if not

supplied by the continued labours of private industry.

The Reign of Terror, by stopping all the efforts of indivi-

duals to better their condition, and paralysing the arms of

labour over the whole country, dried up the sources of
^ ^^^

..

national wealth
;
even had the fall of Robespierre not put 402. Th.

a period to the violent means adopted fur rendering it
jjj„*^^y

available to the state, the same result must soon have fol- 56.

lowed from the cessation of all the sources of its supply.^

During the winter of 1794, the French government
made the greatest exertions to put their navy on a respect- ^^

able footing, but all their efforts on that element led to Naval opora-

nothing but disaster. Early in March the Toulon fleet, *\™lt^,.^'"^

consisting of thirteen ships of the line, put to sea with the ranean.

design of'expelling the English squadron from the Gulf of
La'sjezia!^

Genoa, and landing an expedition in Corsica. Being igno-

rant of their intention. Lord Hotham, who commanded

the English blockading fleet, was at Leghorn at the time,

and they succeeded in capturing the Berwick, of seventy-

four guns, in the Gulf of St Florent, which found itself

surrounded by the French fleet before its crew M-ere aware

it had put to sea. But the British admiral was not long in

taking his revenge. On the 7th March he set sail from

Leghorn with thirteen line-of-battle ships, and on the 13th March 13.

fell in with the French squadron of the same force. By a

skilful manoeuvre he succeeded in cutting off two ships of

the line, the
(}a.

Ira and the Censeur, which fell into the

hands of the British ;
and the remainder of the fleet, after

a severe but partial action, was compelled to fall back to

the Isles de Hyeres, and disembark Mie land troops which

they had on board. Bv this vigorous stroke the object of
f,'^''™*'.V .

J • '

,• r, • • 1 /.
Naval Hist.

the expedition in the recovery of Corsica was entirely frus- ii. si, ns

trated ;- and such was the dismay with which the soldiers
p ""g^j'^, ,j

were inspired from their sufferings during its continuance, vU. 72,74.

that out of eighteen thousand men who were originally

VOL. y. D
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embarked, only ten thousand reached the French army,
then lying in the Marquisate of Oneille.

Meanwhile the courts of Vienna and of Turin were

making the most vigorous efforts for the prosecution of

the war on tlie Fiedmontese frontier. The Austrians
reinforced the King of Sardinia with fifteen thousand men,
and the Piedmontese troops raised the effective force in

the field to fifty thousand men. The French troops on
that frontier were in a still greater state of destitution and

misery than the army of the Rhine. From the effect of

desertion and sickness, during the severe winter of 1794,
amidst the inhospitable region of the Alps, the total effec-

tive forces on that frontier did not exceed forty-five
thousand. They occupied the whole crest of the moun-

tains, from Vado to the Little St Bernard, while eighteen
thousand of the allied forces were stationed in front of

Cairo, fifteen thousand near Ceva, ten thousand in the

valleys of Stura and Suza, and six thousand on the lofty

ridges which close the upper extremity of the valley of

Aosta. Generally speaking, the Republicans were perched
on the summits of the mountains, while the Piedmontese
forces occupied the narrow defiles where they sunk down
into the Italian plains.^

The campaign commenced by a well-concerted enterprise
of the French against the Col Dumont, near Mont Cenis,
which the Piedmontese occupied with a force of two thou-

sand men, from whence they were driven with considerable

loss. But shortly afterwards, Kellerman having been

obliged to weaken his right by large detachments, to sup-

press a revolt at Toulon, the Imperialists resolved to take

the lead by offensive operations against the French forces

stationed in the Maritime Alps. For this purpose a simul-

taneous attack was made on the Republican posts at St

Giacomo, Bardinetto, and Vado, which were all fortified.

Though the French gained an advantage at the Col di

Tende, their line was forced back after several days' fight-

ing, and the Republicans were obliged to evacuate all their

positions in the Maritime Alps. The allied forces occupied

Loano, Finale, and Voltri, with the whole magazines and

artillery which had been collected there, and threatened

the country of Nice, and the territory of the Republic.
Had the allied generals pushed their advantages with vigour,
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the whole right wing of the French army might have been chap.
driven from the mountains, or destroyed ;

for they could xviu.

have collected thirty thousand fresh troops, flushed with j„,

victory, to crush twenty thousand, harassed with fatigue,

destitute of shoes, and literally starving. Kellerman, with

the aid of his chief of the staff, Berthier, exerted the utmost

degree of skill and ability to compensate the inferiority of

their force
;
but it was with the greatest difficulty, and

only by pledging their private credit for the supplies of the

army, that they were enabled either to procure provisions
for the troops, or inspire them with the resolution to defend

the rugged and desolate ridge in which the contest was
carried on. Their situation was rendered the more despe-

rate, by an unsuccessful naval action between the British

and Toulon fleets in the bay of Frejus, in the course of

which the Alcide, of seventy-four guns, blew up ;
and the

French squadron, severely shattered, was compelled to take

refuge in the harbour of Toulon. Fortunately for the

Republicans, divisions between the allied generals at this i jom. rji.

time paralysed their movements, and prevented them from ^^^^ 293

following up those advantages which their recent successes 297, 300.

and the open communication with the English fleet seemed
to afford.^

These disasters on the frontiers of Provence induced the

government to detach seven thousand men from the army j,

of the Eastern Pyrenees, and ten thousand men from the French

army of the Rhine, to reinforce the combatants on the
str™Jfpiv

Alps. Their arrival, towards the end of August, restored reinforeecj,

the superiority to the Republican side, while no corre- the oftvu-"*

spending addition was made to the forces of the allied sive.

generals
—another proof, among the many which these

campaigns afford, of the total want of concert which pre-
vailed between the Allies on the vast circle of operations
from the Rhine to the Mediterranean, and the inestimable

advantages which the French derived from the unity of

government, and interior line of communication, which

they enjoyed. The consequences soon proved ruinous to

the allied armies. Kellerman, enabled by this powerful
reinforcement to resume tlie offensive, and encouraged by
the evident discord between the allied generals, formed the

design of separating the Sardinian from the Austrian forces

by a concentrated attack upon the centre of their line, and
'
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CHAP, compelling the latter to give battle alone in the valley of
xvni. Loano. But before this plan could be carried into effect,

,-,g-
the peace with Spain enabled the government to detach to

the support of the army of Italy the army of the Eastern

Pyrenees, which arrived in the Maritime Alps before the

end of September, and the command of the whole was given
to General Scherer, Kellerraan being detached to the com-
mand of the forces in Savoy. Tliis great addition rendered

the Republicans nearly double the allied forces in that

quarter ;
while the Courts of Turin and Vienna took no

steps to avert the storm preparing to burst upon their

heads. In truth, the Piedraontese government, experienc-

ing the fate of all weak states in alliance with powerful
ones, began to be as jealous of its friends as its enemies ;

while the Imperial generals rendered it too evident, by
their manner and conduct, that they had no confidence

either 'a the sincerity of the government, or the efficiency
of their soldiers. Devins trusted for his support not to the

1 jom. vii. strength of the mountains which he occupied, but to the

294' 297' co-operation of the English fleet in the Bay of Genoa; a
Toui. V. 301. signal error which soon led to the most disastrous conse-

quences.^
The Austrian army, consisting of forty thousand men,

j4
was posted in an extensive and fortified position, having

Prepara- its left resting on the little seaport town of Loano, and its

batue of
'^

right extending to the summit of the impending heights
Loano.- to the northward, from whence it communicated by a

chain of fortified posts with the strong places of Ceva,

Mondovi, and Coni, held by the Piedmontese troops.
Their position was strong ;

but it was balanced by the

circumstance, that in case of disaster the left wing had no
means of retreat. The llepublicans occupied a position in

front of their opponents, their right resting on the little

village of Borghetto on the sea-coast, their left extending
to the Col di Tende and the summits of the Maritime Alps.
The army at first consisted only of thirty-seven thousand

men, but it was raised by the successive arrival of the

columns from the Eastern Pyrenees, before the middle of

November, to sixty thousand men. Massena,* who had

acquired a remarkable knowledge of the localities of that

nigged district during the preceding campaigns, and whose
• See a biograpliy of Massena, Infra, c, xx. § 49.
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great military abilities had already become conspicuous, c4ap,

was intrusted with the command of the attack. Notwith- xviii.

standing the vast accession of force which the Republicans 1^95

had received, and the increased activity which they had

for some time evinced, the Austrian commander was so

little aware of his danger that he lay at La Pietra, detain- 1 jom. vii.

ed by an abscess in his mouth, while his officers were
^^^l^^'^l 3-y^

chiefly assembled at Feriole, where they were roused from 379.

a ball by the sound of the French cannon, at six o'clock

on the morning of the 23d November.

Seherer, the general-in-chief, commanded the right wing,

Augereau the centre, and Serrurier the left. Massena's ,5

design was to force the Austrian centre with an over- Comnience.

whelming force, and from that vantage-ground to take the ^^Uoa.

remainder of the line in flank and rear. After haranging

his troops he led them to the assault. The Austrian cen- Nov. 23.

tre, commanded by Argenteau, made an obstinate resist-

ance at the posts of Bardinetto and Melogno, and drove

back the first assailants ;
but such was the vehemence of

the fresh columns which the Republicans brought up to

the assault, that they were compelled at letigth to retire

to a second line on the right bank of the Bormida. Mas-

sena soon forced that position also, and by so doing, got

into the interior of the Austrian line, and was able to

take all their positions in rear. The result of this first

day's combat was, that the centre of the Allies being forced,

their left wing was liable to be overwhelmed by the com-

bined attacks of the French centre and right wing. No
sooner was the Austrian general made sensible of this

disaster, than he took the most precipitate steps to draw

back his right wing. But he was not permitted to do this

without sustaining the greatest losses. By break of day

Augereau was climbing the heights of the Apennines,
while his victorious battalions were driving every thing

before them. In conducting their retreat, the Imperialists

did not display the vigour or decision which could alone 2 touI. v.

save them in such perilous circumstances, and which, on 3"9, 38i.

the preceding day, had extricated the division commanded 310,315.

by Roccavini from equal danger.^

The consequence was, that' they were beset on all sides

in a ravine, which formed their only line of retreat
;
the

head of the column, seized with a panic, was driven back
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upon the centre, and thrown into utter confusion
;
and in

the midst of an unparalleled scene of carnage and horror,

forty-eight pieces of cannon, and one hundred caissons,

were abandoned. The other column of the right wing
only escaped by betaking themselves to almost inaccessible

paths, and abandoning all their artillery, and at length,
with great difficulty, effected their retreat by the road of

the Corniche. Five thousand prisoners, eighty pieces of

cannon, and an immense quantity of ammunition and

magazines, fell into the hands of the victors
; the total

loss on the side of the Austrians was not less than seven

thousand, while that of the French hardly amounted to

one thousand men. This great victory, which terminated

the campaign of 1795 in the Alps, was of decisive import-
ance to the Republic. It gave the French winter-quarters
at Loano, Savona, Vado, and other places on the Italian side

of the Apennines, and by rendering them masters of the

valleys of the Orba, the Bormida, and the Tanaro, afforded

every facility, at the commencement of the following

campaign, for achieving the great object of separating the

Austrian from the Piedmontese troops. In Savoy, the

early fall of the snows precluded active operations at that

rigorous season
;
but the French continued to occupy their

elevated position on the summits of the ridge of Mont
Genevre, Mont Cenis, and the Little St Bernard.^

This battle, the most decisive yet gained from the com-
mencement of the war by the Republican forces, is well

deserving of consideration. It was the first instance of

the successful application by the French troops of those

principle of strategy which were afterwards carried to such

perfection by Napoleon. It is the first victory in which a

decisive advantage was gained, where the strength of the

adverse army was at once broken by the number of

prisoners and artillery which were taken. The same

principle which the English adopted under Rodney and

Howe, that of breaking the line, and falling with an over-

whelming force upon one wing, was here carried into

execution with decisive effect. It is worthy of observation,
that this system was thus fully understood, and practically

exemplified, by Massena, before Napoleon ever had the

command of fm army ; another proof among the many
which exist, that even the greatest genius cannot by more
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than a few years anticipate the lights of the age. Such a chap.

plan is the' natural result of conscious prowess, and an xviii.

experienced superiority in combat, which leads the attack- ^95"

ing force to throw itself, without hesitation, into the

midst of the enemy's columns. It will never be adopted

but by the party by which such a superiority is felt
;

it

will never be successful but where such a superiority

exists.

The war on the Spanish frontier, during this campaign,

was speedily brought to a successful termination. In the
jg

Western Pyrenees, the Republicans, during the winter, War in

had sustained the greatest losses from sickness : no less indecisive

than twelve thousand men had perished in the hospitals oper.atiou3

since the troops went into their cantonments, and jonijl.

*'

twenty-five thousand were still sick ; only twenty-five

thousand, out of a nominal force of sixty thousand, were

in a condition to take the field, and they having long

been reduced to half a ration a-day, looked more like

spectres than men. It was not till the beginning of June

that the Republican forces were so much strengthened, by
reinforcements from the interior, as to be able to take the

field. The fall of Figueras and Rosas gave the French a

secure base for their operations in Catalonia ;
but the

operations there, though upon the whole successful, were

not of any decisive importance. The Spanish army in

that quarter was stationed on the river La Fluvia. Several

combats of inconsiderable importance took place, the most

remarkable of which was that of Bezalu, where Augereau, 1 jom. vji.

with a small force, defeated all the efforts of the Spanish t*;'\^'218'

army. The opposing armies were still on the Fluvia when 221.

the treaty of peace between the two powers suspended all

further hostilities.^

It was in Biscay that the decisive action took place which

hastened this important event. Twelve thousand men
,g

detached from the army of La Vendee, and replaced in Great sue

that quarter by the troops who had been engaged in the
Ke^pubhciuis

reduction of Luxembourg, at length put the French com- in Bisr.iy,

mander in a condition to take the field. Towards the end of Bale miu
of June, the campaign commenced by an unsuccessful ^i''''"- ^

/. , -ri , 1 111 June 25.

attempt of the French upon the corps commanded by

Felangieri ;
but in the beginning of July, Moncey forced

the passage of the river Deva, and by a vigorous attack
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CHAP, with his centre, succeeded in dividing the Spanish army
XVIII. into two parts, and interposing a hostile force between

them. General Crespo, who commanded the Spanish left,

was so vigorously pursued by the Republicans, that he

July 1". was compelled to abandon both Bilboa and Vittoria, and

found himself driven to the frontiers of Old Castile, with

a force reduced by the sword and desertion to seven thou-

sand men. The left wing of the invading army was not

so successful ;
and preparations were making for the

investment of Pampelun%, when hostilities were termi-

nated by the intelligence of the treaty of Bale, concluded

on the 12th July between the hostile powers. By this

treaty Spain recognised the French Republic, and ceded

to France the Spanish half of the island of St Domingo ;

an acquisition more embarrassing than valuable, in the

state of anarchy to which the precipitate measures for the

emancipation of the negroes had reduced that once flourish-

ing colony. In return, the Republic relinquished all its

conquests in Europe, and the frontiers of the two states

July 12. were fixed as before the commencement of hostilities. The

principal advantage gained to France by this treaty, and it

proved in the end a most important one, was the command
which it gave the government of two experienced and

226°"jora. courageous armies, which were forthwith transferred to the

Til. 118, 125. seat of war in the Alps, and laid the foundation of the

j24^
ens, vi.

„^.^^^ achievements which in the following campaign

signalised the progress of the army of Italy.^

During the whole winter of 1794, the unconquerable
Charette maintained, with a few thousand men, the con-

20

Pacification test in La Vendee. The increase of the Republican forces,
of La Vea- ^jjg diminution of his own followers, seemed only to aug-

ment the resources of his courage. So highly was his

perseverance prized, that SuwarroflF wrote with his own
hand a letter expressive of his admiration ;

and all the

princes of Europe looked to him as the only man capable
of restoring the royal cause. But after the fall of Robes-

pierre, and the execution of Carrier, more moderate idea?

began to prevail in the French government ;
and the

Jan. 18. Committee of Public Salvation becanie weary of a contest
- Lac. xii.

apparently interminable, and which consumed in intestine

vii. 26. war a large portion of the forces of the Republic.^ At

the suggestion of Carnot, they published a proclamation,
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couched in terms of reconciliation and amity ; and this chap.

having led to an address in similar terms from the Royalist xviii.

chiefs, conferences took place between the contending j_y^

parties, and a treaty was concluded at La Jaunais for the

final pacification of the west of France.

The principal conditions of this treaty were the free and

undisturbed exercise of their religion to the inhabitants

of the insurgent district ;
the establishment of a corps of Treaty with

two thousand territorial guards, composed of the natives
^'^^j"^'"'

of the country, and paid by government ;
the immediate

payment of two millions of francs for the expenses of the

war ;
various indemnities to the greatest sufierers from its

ravages ;
the removal of the sequestration laid on the pro-

perty of the emigrants, and all those condemned by the

Revolutionary Tribunal ;
the tacit permission to the people

to retain their arms, and an exemption from every kind

of tax, levy, or requisition. On their side, the Royalists

engaged to submit to the laws of the Republic, and, as

soon as possible, surrender their artillery. There were also

secret articles, the exact nature of which has never been

ascertained ;
but Charette and the Royalist party always

maintained, that they contained an engagement on the

part of the Convention, as soon as the state of public

feeling would admit of it, to restore the monarchy. This

treaty, though not at the time embraced by Stoiflet and

the Chouans, was shortly after acceded to by both the one

and the other. Xine days after the signature of this April 20.

treaty, Charette and his officers made a triumphal entry
into Nantes, amidst the acclamations of the inhabitants.

Discharges of artillery announced the passage of the

Loire, the scene of so many Republican atrocities, by the

Royalist hero, who was mounted on a splendid charger,

dressed in blue, with the Royalist scarf, and a plume of
LV'qo^"'

white feathers on his head. Four of his lieutenants rode Beauch. iii.

by his side, arrayed in the same manner, which formed a \*^' •'*?: „.
•' ' •' ' Jom. vu. 26,

striking contrast to the dress of the commissioners of 29.

the Convention, distinguished chiefly by the red cap of

liberty.
1

But after the first tumults of public joy had subsided, it

became evident that the treaty was a truce rather than a

final pacification, and that the seeds of inextinguishable dis-

cord subsisted between the opposite parties. The Royalists
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CHAP, and the Republicans associated exclusively among them-
x"^!^!- selves. The officers of Charette appeared at the theatre with

,.j95
the white cockade ; though he himself, who had so often

22 rivalled Coligny in war, surpassed him in prudence .and

Gradual caution during peace. Carefully avoiding every menacing
raenTof the ^^ hostile expression, he was yet reserved and circumspect
pacified par- jn hjc; dcmcanour ;

and it was evident to all, that though
each other, anxious to avoid an immediate rupture, he had no con-

fidence in the continuance of the accommodation. The
members of the Committee of Public Salvation were

impressed with the same conviction. The answer they
made to their friends, when pressed on the subject of the

treaty, was—"We have little reliance on the submission

of Charette ;
but we are always gaining time, and prepar-

ing the means of crushing him on the first symptoms of

a revolt." In truth, the Republican pride had too good
reason to be mortified at this treaty. Conquerors of all

their other enemies, they were yet seemingly humbled by
their own subjects ;

and the peasants of La Vendee had
extorted terms which the Kings of Europe had in vain

1 Lac. xii. contended for. It is painful to think that the renewal of

B'etuch iu
hostilities in this district, and its tragic termination, was

241, 248. owing to the delusive hopes held out by, and ill-judged'
assistance of Great Britain.^

Induced by the flattering accounts of the emigrants, the

2.,
British government had long been making great prepara-

Expedition. tions for a descent on the western coast of France, by a
to Quibe-

(.Qj-pg Qf those expatriated nobles whose fortunes had been
rendered all but desperate by the Revolution. Its success

appeared to them so certain, that all the terrors of the laws

against them, could not prevent a large force from being
recruited among the emigrants in England and Germany,
and the prisoners of war in the British prisons. The govern-
ment judged, perhaps wisely, that as the expected move-
ment was to be wholly national, it would be inexpedient
to give the command of the expedition to a British com-

mander, or support it by any considerable body of English

troops. The forces embarked consisted of six thousand emi-

grants in the pay of England, with a. regiment of artillery-
men from Toulon, and they carried with them eighty pieces
of cannon, with all their equipages and arms, and clothing
for eighty thousand men. They were divided into two

ran.
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divisions ; the first commanded by Piusaye, whose represen- chap.

tations had caused the adoption of the plan ;
and the second xviii.

by the Count de Sombreuil. A third division of English "7795^"

troops was destined to support the two first, when they had

made good their binding on the French coast. The com-

mand of the whole was given to the Count d'Artois, and

great hopes were entertained of its success, not so much
j j^^ ^..

from the numerical amount of the forces on board, as the 135, 143.

illustrious names which the nobles bore, and the expected ffg^'^g'j'

"'"

co-operation of the Chouans and Vendeans, who had en- Th. vii. 454.

gaged, on the first appearance of a prince of the blood, to

place eighty thousand men at his disposal.^

The naval afiairs of the French, on the western coast,

had been so unfortunate as to promise every facility to the
34.

invading force. In winter the Brest fleet, in obedience to Running

the positive orders of government, put to sea ; but its raw BeUefsie.*

and inexperienced crews were totally unable to face the

tempests, which kept even the hardy veterans of England
in their harbours. The squadron was dispersed by a storm,

five ships of the line were lost, and the remainder so much

damaged, that twelve line-of-battle ships were alone able

in June to put to sea. This fleet, accompanied by thirteen

frigates, surprised the advanced-guard of the Channel fleet,

under the command of Admiral Cornwallis, near Belleisle, 7th June.

on the 7th June
;
but such was the skill and intrepidity of

the British admiral, that he succeeded in maintaining a

running fight the whole day, and at length extricated his

little squadron without any loss, from the feai'ful odds by
which it was assailed. Six days afterwards Lord Brid- isth June.

port, with fourteen ships of the line, and eight frigates,

hove in sight, and after two days' manojuvring, succeeded

in compelling the enemy to engage. The British admiral

bore down in two columns on the hostile fleet, who, instead

of awaiting the contest, immediately fell into confusion,
and strained every nerve to escape. In the running fight ,

three ships of the line Avere captured by the English, and, 124, 127."

if the wind had permitted all their squadron to take part j""'-
^"•

in the action, there can be no doubt that the whole French rbr. p. i;(s.

fleet would have been taken or destroyed.^ As it was, f^^'f^g'i"

*"'

they were so discomfited, that they crowded all sail till Th. vU. 46".

they reached the harbour of L'Orient, and made no attempt
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CHAP.
xvin.

1795.

25.

Landing of
the emi-

grants in

Quiberon
Bay.

' Jom. vii.

lo3, 154.

Ann. Reg.
p. 71.

Beauch. iii.

453, 455,

470. Th.
vu. 460.

26.

Prodigious
agitation in

the west of
France.

during the remainder of the season to dispute with the

British the empire of the seas.

This brilliant engagement having removed all obstacles

in the way of the expedition, the three divisions of the

emigrants set sail, and on the 27th appeared in Quiberon

Bay. They immediately landed, to the amount in all of

about ten thousand men, and made themselves masters of

the Fort of Penthievre, which defends the entrance of the

peninsula of the same name. Encouraged by this success,

they next disembarked all the immense stores and train

of artillery, which were intended to organise the whole

Royalist forces of the west of France. But dissensions

immediately afterwards broke out between Puisaye and

D'Hervilly, neither of whom was clearly invested with the

supreme direction, the former having the command of the

emigrants, the latter of the British forces. At the same

time, a small force detached into the interior, having

experienced a check, the troops were withdrawn into the

peninsula and forts. The Chouans, indeed, flocked in great
numbers to the spot, and ten thousand of these brave

irregulars were armed and clothed from the British fleet ;

but it was soon discovered that their desultory mode of

fighting was altogether unsuited for co-operation with

regular forces
; and, on the first occasion on which they

encountered the Republicans, they dispersed, leaving the

emigrants exposed to the whole shock of the enemy. This

check was decisive of the fate of the expedition ; the troops
Avereallcrowded into the peninsula, lines hastilyconstructed

to defend its entrance, and it was determined to remain on

the defensive : a ruinous policy for an invading force, and

which can hardly fail of exposing it to destruction.^

Meanwhile, an inconceivable degree of agitation pre-

vailed in the Morbihan, and all along the western coast

of France. The appearance of a few vessels in the Bay of

Quiberon before the fleet arrived, filled the peasantry with

the most tumultuous joy ;
without the aid of couriers or

telegraphs, the intelligence spread in a :^w hours through
the whole province ;

and five hundred thousand individuals,

men, women, and children, spent the night round their

cottages, too anxious to sleep, and listening to every breeze

for further information. One of their cliiefs, D'Allegre,
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embarked on board a fishing-vessel, and reached Lord CHAP.

Comwallis's vessel, ffom whom he received a liberal ^^'i"-

supply of powder, which was openly disembarked on the "^795"

coast. Instantly the whole population was at work
; every

hand was turned towards the manufacture of the imple-

ments of war. The lead was stript from the roofs of the

houses and churches, and rapidly converted into balls;

the women and children made cartridges ;
not a hand was

idle ;
universal joy prevailed ;

the moment of deliverance

appeared to be at hand. The intelligence of the disembarka-

tion of the Royalist forces excited the utmost sensation

through all France, and demonstrated what might have

been the result, if a powerful army, capable of arresting the
, gg^^p,, jj;.

Republicans in the field, had been thrown into the western 432,434.

provinces, while its numerous bands were organised in

an effective manner.^

Hoche immediately took the most vigorous measures

to face the danger ;
his forces were so disposed as to

27.

overawe Brittany, and stifle the symptoms of insurrection vigorous

which manifested themselves in that extensive district, Hoche'^"^''

"

while he himself, having collected seven thousand men, The inva-

proceeded to the attack of the peninsula of Quiberon. On bi^^ci^'ded.

the 7th July, he advanced in close columns to the lines, July 7.

and, after a smart action, drove the Royalists back in con-

fusion to the intrenched camp which they had formed near

the Fort of Penthi^vre. This disaster lead to an open rup-

ture between the emigrants and Chouan chiefs. Mutually

exasperated, they accused each other of the bad success

of the operations, and many thousands of tlie latter dis-

banded, and sought to escape from the peninsula. While

vigour and resolution thus characterised all the operations

of the Republicans, disunion and misunderstanding para-

lysed the immense force which, under able and united

management, might have been placed at the disposal of

+he Royalists. The Royalist Committee at Paris, either

ignorant of, or determined to counteract the designs of

Puisaye on the C(5!lst, sent instructions to Charette and the

Vendeans in Lower Poitou, to attempt no movement till

the fleet appeared on his own shores. Ho, in consequence,
renewed his treaty with the Convention at the very time

when the expedition was appearing oflf Quiberon Bay ;
and

refused to accept the arms, ammunition, and money, which ,
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CHAP. Lord Cornwallis tendered to him to enable him to act with
XVIII. effect. At the very time when every thing depended upon

,-gg unity of action, and a vigorous demonstration of strength

^
in the outset, the Royalists of Poitou, Anjou, Upper

466,473. Brittany, and Maine, were kept in a state of inactivity

^°"-
^"-

by the Royalist Committee
;
while the emigrants and the

Beauch. iii. peasants of the Morbihan, not a tenth part of the real

545' 545'
force of the insurgents, sustained the whole weight of the

547. Republican attack.^

The misery of the troops, cooped up in the camp, soon

gg
became extreme. Eighteen thousand men fouiid them-

Theirdespe- selves sliut up in a corner of land, without tents or lodgings
of any sort to protect them from the weather, and the

want of provisions soon rendered it absolutely necessary
to discover some means of enlarging the sphere of their

operations. In this extremity, Puisaye, whose courage
rose with the difficulties with Avhich he was surrounded,
resolved to make an elFort to raise the blockade. He was

July 15. the more encouraged to make this attempt from the arrival

of the third division of the expedition, under the Count
de Sombreuil, with the best regiments of the Royalists,
and bearing the commission to himself as commander-in-
chief of the whole allied forces. For this purpose, four

thousand Chouans, under the command of Tinteniac, were
ijom. vu. sent by sea to the point of St James, to attack the Re-

Beauch! iii. publican intrencliments in rear, while Count Vauban, with
478,481. three thousand, was dispatched to Carnac to combine with

226,231.' him in the same object, and Puisaye, at the head of the

main body, assailed them in front.^

Notwithstanding the extensive line, embracing twenty
leagues, over which this attack on the Republican intrench-

Abortive lucnts was Combined, it might have been attended with
attempts at

guccess, had not Tinteniac, misled by orders received from
succour DV Ti T r^ 1-. • 1 • 1

the chouan the Royalist Committee at Pans, been induced, after
chiefs.

landing, to move to Elvin, where he indeed destroyed a

Republican detachment, but was prevented from taking

any part in the decisive action which ensued on the

peninsula ;
while Vauban, repulsed at Carnac, was com-

pelled to re-embark his troops, and came back only in

time to witness the rout of the main body of the Royalists.

Meanwhile, Puisaye, igiiurant of these disasters, marched
out of his camp, at daybreak on the 16th, at the head of
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four thousand five hundred gallant men, and advanced chap.
towards the enemy. The Republicans fell back at his xviii.

approach to their intrenchments
;
and a distant discharge

of musketry made the Royalistp believe that Tinteniac

and Vauban had already begun the attack in the rear, and
that the decisive moment was come. Full of joy and hope,

Puisaye gave the signal for the assault, and the emigrant
battalions advanced with the utmost intrepidity to the

foot of the redoubts
;
but scarcely had they reached them

when several masked batteries opened a terrible fire of

grape, a shower of musketry from above mowed down
their ranks, while the strength of the works in front

rendered any further advance impossible. The expected
attack in the rear never appeared, the Royalists were

exposed alone to the devastating fire of the intrenchments,
and after sustaining it for some time with firmness,

Puisaye, seeing that the expected diversion had not taken

place, gave the signal for a retreat. It was soon converted

into a rout by the Republican cavalry, which issued with
48'i!^48^d"'

fury out of the besiegers' lines, and threw the retirins:
•'''™- ^"-

•% 157 1^9
columns into disorder : D'Hervilly was killed, and the Beauch! iii.

Royalists driven back with such vehemence to the fort!?'>^^^-
t U1S3VG V

on the peninsula, that, but for the fire of the English 239, -ibi).

cruisers, the enemy would have entered it pell-mell with
the fugitives.'-

This bloody repulse was a mortal stroke to the Royalists.

Tinteniac, returning from his unfortunate digression to
3^

Elvin, towards the scene of action, on the following day, The Rovid.

was encountered and killed, after the dispersion of his
defeated,

forces, by a light column of the Republicans. On the same and their in-

day Sombreuil disembarked his forces, but they arrived stormeT"'*
in the fort only in time to be involved in the massacre

which was approaching. Hoche, resolved not to let the

Royalists recover from their consternation, determined to

storm the fort by escalade, without going through a regular

siege. On the night of the 20th July, the Republicans July 20.

advanced in silence along the shore, while the roar of the

waves, occasioned by a violent wind, prevented the sound
of their footsteps being heard in the fort. A division,
under Menaye, threw themselves into the sea, in order to

get round the rocks on which the redoubts were erected,
while Hocho himself advanced with the main body to ,
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CHAP, escalade the ramparts in front. Menaye advanced in silence

XVIII. with the water up to the shoulders of his grenadiers, and

j^gj though many were swallowed up by the waves, a sufficient

number got through the perilous pass to ascend and mount
the rocky ascent of the fort on the side next the sea.

Meanwhile the garrison, confident in their numbers, was

reposing in fancied security, when the sentinels on the

walls discovered a long moving shadow at the foot of the

works. The alarm was instantly given ;
the cannon fired

on the living mass, and the soldiers of Hoche, torn in

pieces by the unexpected discharge, were falling into

confusion and preparing to fly, when a loud shout from the

other side announced the success of the escalading party
1 Puisaye, v. under Menaye, and the flashes of the cannons showed them
261 267 . .

jom. vii. the tricolor flag flying on the highest part of the fort. At

Th' '"^4sq
*'^'^ joyful sight the Republicans returned with fury to

490. Lac.
'

the charge, the walls were quickly scaled, and the Royalists

I"- ^^^' ^j^^-
driven from their posts with such precipitation, that a

509, 517. large park of artillery placed in one of the most advanced

quarters was abandoned-^
Meanwhile Puisaye and Vauban, who were awakened

by the noise, made inefiectual efforts to rally the fugitives

They are in the peninsula. It was no longer possible. Terror had
driven into

ggj^gj every heart : emigrants, Chouans, men and women,the sea or
. . . .

capitulate, rushed in confusion towards the beach, while Hoche, vigo-

rously following up his success, was driving them before

him at the point of the bayonet. Eleven hundred brave

men, the remains of the emigrant legions, in vain formed

their ranks, and demanded with loud cries to be led back

to regain the fort. Puisaye had gone on board the Eng-
lish squadron, in order to put in safety his correspondence,
which would have compromised almost the whole of

Brittany, and the young and gallant Sombreuil could only
draw up his little corps on the last extremity of the sand,
while the surrounding waves were filled with unfortunate

fugitives, striving, amidst loud cries, and showers of balls,

to gain the fishing-barks which hovered in the distance.

Many of these boats sunk from the crowds which filled

them, and seven hundred persons lost their lives in that

way. The English fleet, from the violence of the tempest,
was unable to approach the shore, and the remains of the

emigrants were supported only by the fire of a British
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corvette which swept the beach. At length the Repiibli- chap.

cans, penetrated with admiration at the noble conduct of xvni.

their enemies, called out to them to laydown their arms,and j.^^

they should be treated as prisoners of war
;
and Sombreuil, j ^^^ ^'j

with generous devotion, stipulated that the lives of the in. Th.

soldiers should be spared, and the emigrants allowed to Lac. xii. 343,

embark, without providing any thing for his own personal
s^o-

safety. The capitulation was agreed to by Humbert and
509)"520,"''

the officers present, though Hoche was not implicated in 521,522.

it; and upon its conclusion an officer was dispatched 511.

through the surf, who, with great difficulty, reached the

corvette, and stopped its destructive fire.^*

The wretched fugitives, numbers of whom were women,
who had crowded round this last band of their defenders,

now rushed in despair into the waves, deeming instant Despair and

destruction preferable to the lingering torments awaiting ^^^''^ffj^g

them from their conquerors ;
from the beach, the Repub- fugitives.

licans fired at their heads, while many of the Royalist

officers, in despair, fell on their swords, and others had

their hands cut off in clinging to the boats, which were

already loaded with fugitives. Though numbers were

drowned, yet many were saved by the skill and intrepi-

dity of the boats of the British fleet, who advanced to

their assistance. One of the last boats which approached
the British squadron contained the Duke of Levis, severe-

ly wounded. Such was the multitude which crowded the
j ^^^^

shore, that the English boats were compelled to keep off Amis, xiv.

for fear of being sunk by the numbers who rushed into
La^' ^'i^;

.

them. " Approach," exclaimed the French to the boat- 350. jom.
1 1 i i. 1 1 1 >"• 168,

men,
" we ask you only to take up our commander, who jgg Th.

is bleeding to death." The ensign-bearer of the regiment ^"- *^^
of Hervilly added, "Only, save my standard and I die

526, 527

content ;"^ with heroic self-devotion they handed up their

Beauch. iii.

• Humbert advanced with the white flag, and said aloud, so as to be heard

by the whole line,
"
Lay down your arms ; surrender; the prisoners shall

be spared." At the same time he asked a conference witli the Royalist

general; Sombreuil advanced, and after a few minutes' conversation with
the Kepublicin, returned to his own troops, and called out aloud, that he
had agreed on a c.ipitulation with the general of the enemy. Many of his

officers, more accustomed to the treachery of the Republicans, refused to

trust to their promises, and declared, ftiat they would rather tight it out to

the last.
" What," said .Somlireuil,

" do you not believe the word of a
Frenchman? "—" Tlie faith of the Republicans," said Lanlivy,

"
is so well

known to me, that 1 will engage vpe shall all be sacrificed." His prophecy
proved too true.

VOL. v. , E
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xvm.

1795.

33.

Atrocious

cruelty of
the Repub-
lieans.

1 Deux
Amis, xiv.

114,116.
Lac. xii. 355,

Beauch. iii.

530. Jom.
vu. 170.

34.

Noble con-
duct and
death of the

Royalist
prisoners,
and of Som-
breuU.

leader and standard, and returned to the Republican fire,

which speedily destroyed them.

Tallien, whom the Convention had sent down with full

power, as commissioner of government, to Quiberon Bay,
made an atrocious use of this victory, and stained with

ineffaceable disgrace the glory of his triumph over Robes-

pierre. In defiance of the verbal capitulation entered

into with the Royalists by Humbert and the oflficers

engaged in the combat, he caused the emigrant prisoners,

eight hundred in number, to be conveyed to Auray,
where they were confined in the churches, which had

been converted into temporary prisons, while he himself

repaired to Paris, where, by a cruel report, he prevailed

upon the government to disregard the capitulation, and

bathe their hands in the blood of the noblest men in

Prance. " The emigrants," said he,
" that vile assemblage

of ruffians sustained by Pitt, those execrable authors of

all our disasters, have been driven into the waves by the

brave soldiers of the Republic ;
but the waves have thrown

them back upon the sword of the law. In vain have they
sent forward flags of truce to obtain conditions

;
what

legal bond can exist between us and rebels, if it be not

that of vengeance and death?" In pursuance of this

advice the Convention decreed that the prisoners should

be put to death, notwithstanding the efforts of the brave

Hoche, who exerted himself on the side of mercy.^
The unfortunate men were soon aware of the fate which

awaited them ;
and their conduct in the last extremity

reflected as much honour on the Royalist, as their murder
did disgrace on the Republican cause. The ministers of

religion penetrated into those asylums of approaching

death, and the Christian faith supported the last hours of

their numerous inmates. An old priest covered with rags
and filth, one of the few who had escaped the sword of the

Republicans, conveyed its consolations to the numerous

captives ;
and they joined with him in the last offices of

religion. Their last prayers were for their king, their

country, and the pardon of their enemies. To the execu-

tioners they gave the garments which were still at their

disposal. Such was the impression produced by the touch-

ing spectacle, that even the Republican soldiers, who had
been brought up without any sort of religious impressions.
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were moved to tears, and joined, uncovered, in the cere- chap.

monies which they then, for the first time in their lives,
xviii.

had witnessed. When brought before the military com-
j-95

mission, Sombreuil disdained to make any appeal in favour

of himself ;
but asserted, in the most solemn terms, that

the capitulation had guaranteed the lives of his followers ;

that but for a solemn promise to that effect, they would

have perished with arms in their hands ; that their death

was the work of executioners, not soldiers
;
and that their

execution was a crime which neither God nor man would

pardon. When led out to execution, he refused to have

his eyes bandaged ;
and when desired to kneel down to

receive the fatal discharge, replied, after a moment's reflec-

tion,
" I will do so

;
but I bend one knee to my God, and

another to my sovereign." The other victims who were

led forth insisted in such vehement terms on the capitula-

tion, that the Republican officers were obliged to give them

a respite ;
but the Convention refused to listen to the

dictates of humanity, and they were all ordered for execu-

tion. Seven hundred and eleven perished with a constancy ^

worthy of a happier fate
;
the remainder were suffered to 356, 359.

escape bv the indulgence of the soldiers who were intrusted ?Ji""^^-
"^•

111 . p 1 • • o^2, ooy.

with their massacre, and the humanity of the commissioner jom. vu.

who succeeded Tallien in the command. These atrocious 'J''.,^?"^

scenes took place in a meadow near Auray, still held in 115, 116.

the highest veneration by the inhabitants, by whom it is

termed the field of martyrs.*
^

* The Republican authors of the valuable History of the Revolution by
Two Friends of Liberty, much to their lionour, admit tliat this violation of
the capitulation at Quiheron was indefensilile. " Nous n'exaniinerons point
ici," say they,

" de quel cote setrouve la veritc ; nouspresuinons seulenient

que les emigres, s'attendant bien au sort qui leur etait reserve d'apres les

decrets portes contrc ccux qui seraient pris les amies a la main, n'ont du
se rendre qu'en capitulant qu'ils auraient la vie sauvee ; mais que le General
et le representant qui, sans doute, n'avaient pas ete prcsens a cette capitu-
lation, ne se regardaient pas comiiie lirs, et pensorent devoir executer

rigoureusemeut les decrets, determines dailleurs par des raisons de poli-

ti(iue qui deraandaient uu exemple. Sans vonloir blamer ces motifs, ni

justifier des hommes qui rentraient dans leur jiatrie en rebelles, nous pen-
chons a croire quil eut ete plus gcnereux de renier ces emigres pour des

Fr.in9ais, et de les regarder comine des prisonniers de guerre."—Ilistoire

de In Revolution, par Deux Amis de la Itiberte. xiv. 116, 117. The English
historian need feel no hesitation in condemning this cruel violation of a

miliary capitulation, even when said to have been unauthorised, because
I'e will have occasion to pass a similar judgment on similar violations of

milit.ary conventions, even when attended w ith less tragic consequences—
in the cases of Schwartzenberg's breach of the Convention of Dresden,
infro, c. Ixxxii. § 37; of Nelson's violation of the Cajiitulation of N.aides,
c. xxvii. 5 98. 99; and the declinature of \V(llin;.;tou and Bluchcr to protect
Ney,after the Convention of Paris, c. xcv. i '>. '
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CHAP. The broken remains of the Quiberon expedition were
^^"^- landed in the Isle of Houat, where they were soon after

,-g- joined by an expedition of two thousand five hundred

35
men from England, which took possession of the Isle

Rapid (ie- Dieu, and where the Count d'Artois assumed the com-

RoytiisV^^
mand. The insurgents of La Vendee, under Charette,

<au8e in marched in three columns to the Sables d'Olonne to join

France!
°

the expedition ; but so rapid and decisive wei'e the mea-

sures of Hoche, that they were soon assailed by a superior

force, and compelled to seek safety by separating in the

forest of Aizenay. Several partial insurrections at the

same time broke out in Brittany ;
but from want of con-

cert among the Royalist chiefs they came to nothing.
Soon after, the English expedition not having met with

the expected co-operation, abandoned Isle Dieu, which

was found to be totally unserviceable as a naval station,

and returned with the Count d'Artois, who evinced neither

spirit nor conduct in this ill-fated service, to Great Bri-

tain. From that moment the afiiiirs of the Royalists

rapidly declined in all the western provinces ;
the efforts

of the Chouans and Vendeans were confined to an incon-

siderable guerilla warfare ;
and it was finally extinguished

in the succeeding year by the great army and able dispo-

sitions of Hoche, whom the Directory invested, at the end

' Deux of the campaign, with the supreme command. It is pain-
Amis, xiv. f^i to reflect how different might have been the issue of
1 IG 1 18

Beaucii! iii. the campaign had Great Britain really put forth its strength
540, and

ly. jj-^ ^|jg gQntest I and instead of landing a few thousand men
29. iViitr. 11.

402. Th.vii. on a coast bristling with bayonets, sent thirty thousand

vif 56''240
^'^^ *^ make head against the Republicans, till the Royal-

249. ists were so organised as to be able to take the field with

regular troops.^

The situation of the armies on the northern and eastern

frontier remained the same as at the conclusion of the last

Waroiithe Campaign; but their strength and efficiency had singularly

Extreme diminished during the severe winter and spring Avhich

penury .and followed. Morcau had received the command of the army
ofThe Re.^ of the Nortli, encamped in Holland ; Jourdan, that of the

pubUcans. Sambre and Meuse, stationed on the Rhine near Cologne ;

Pichegru, that of the army of the Rhine, cantoned from

Mayence to Strasburg. But all these forces were in a state

of extreme penury, from the fall of the paper money,
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in which their pay was received ;
and totally destitute chap.

of the equipments necessary fur carrying on a campaign,
x^"'^-

They had neither caissons, horses, nor magazines; the
i^g^^

soldiers were almost naked, and even the generals fre-

quently in want of the necessaries of life, from the failure

of tiie "eight francs a-month, in silver, which formed the

inconsiderable, but necessary supplement to their paper

salaries. Those who were stationed in foreign countries

contrived, indeed, by contributions upon the vanquished,

to supply the deficiency of their nominal pay ;
and the

luxury in which they lived offered a strange and painful

contrast to the destitute situation of their brethren on the

soil of the Republic. Jourdan had neither a bridge equi-

page to enable him to cross the Rhine, nor a sufficiency of

horses to move his artillery and baggage ; Kleber, in front

of Mayence, had not a quarter of the artillery or stores

necessary for the siege of the place. Discipline had relax-

ed with the long-continued sufferings of the soldiers
;
and

the inactivity, consequent on such a state of destitution,

had considerably diminished their military spirit. Multi-

tudes had taken advantage of the relaxation of authority

following the fall of Robespierre, to desert and return to

their homes ;
and the government, so far from being able

to bring them back to their colours, was not even able

to levy conscripts in the interior, to supply their place.

Many resorted to Paris, where the Convention was happy
to form them into battalions, for their own protection

against the fury of the Jacobins. Soon the intelligence

spread that the deserters were undisturbed in the interior
;

and this extended the contagion to such a degree, that in

a short time a fourth of the effective force had returned to

their homes. The soldiers thought they had done enough
for their country when they had repelled the enemy from i

mjjj, i,,

its frontiers, and advanced its standards to the Rhine
;
the *^-- Th. vu.

generals, doubtful of their authority, did not venture to
vii.'se, ss

"

take severe measures with tlie refractory ;
and those who

^' ^V,"'
remained, discouraged by the loss of so great a number of 50!

their comrades, felt that depression which is the surest

forerunner of defeat.^

The Austrians, on the other hand, having made the

greatest efforts during tlic winter to reinforce their armies,

and not having as yet experienced any part of the ,
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CHAP, exhaustion which extraordinary exertion had bi'ought on
XVIII. the Republican forces, were in a much better state, both in

j^gj point of numbers, discipline, and equipment. Including

3^
the contingents of Swabia and Bavaria, their forces on the

state of the Rhine had been raised to a hundred and fifty thousand

ari"\e"!^and
^^*^'^

!
while the French forces on the same frontier,

ftvU of Lux- though nominallyamounting to three hundred and seventyem ourg. thousand men, could only muster a hundred and forty-five
thousand in the field.* And such was the state of desti-

tution of these forces, that the cavalry was almost com-

f>letely dismounted
;
and Jourdan could not move a few

marches from his supplies, until he got twenty-five thou-

sand horses for the service of his artillery. The Rhine,
that majestic stream, so long the boundary of the Roman
empire, separated the contending armies from the Alps
to the ocean. The Imperialists had the advantage aris-

ing from the possession of Mayence. That bulwark of

the empire had been put into the best possible state of

defence, and gave the Allies the means of making an

irruption with security upon the left bank. Notwith-

June 24. Standing this great advantage, such was the consternation

produced by their former reverses, that they remained
inactive on the right bank of the river till the end of June,
when Marshal Bender, having exhausted all his means
of subsistence, and seeing no hope of relief, was compelled

435. Join, to Surrender the important fortress of Luxembourg to the

fii' ^st r^' Republican generals. Ten thousand men, and an immense
iii. 35.

'

train of artillery, on this occasion fell into the hands of the

victors.^

While the Imperialists were thus allowing the bulwark

of the Lower Rhine to fall into the hands of the enemy, the

• The distributinn of the Republican forces at the commencement of the

c.amiiaigD was as follows, in effective troops, deducting the detachments
and sick.
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Prince of Conde, on the Upper Rhine, was engaged in a chap.

negotiation, by which he hoped to procure the frontier xa'iii.

fortresses of Alsace for the Bourbon Princes. This Prince,
'

j-^^

whose little corps formed part of the left Aving of the
gg

Austrian army, was engaged in a correspondence with the Secret nego-

malcontents in Alsace ;
and from them he learned that twee°nPiche.

Picheorru was not altogether inaccessible to negotiation, gru and the
Allies

In fact, that illustrious man was, on many accounts, dis-

contented both with his own situation and that of his

country. Like Dumourier and La Fayette, he had been

horror-struck by the atrocities of the Convention, and

saw no hope of permanent amendment in the weak and

disunited government which had succeeded it
; while, at

the same time, the state of destitution to which, in com-

mon with all the army, he was reduced by the fall of the

. assignats, in which their pay was received, rendered him

discontented with a government which made such returns

for great patriotic services. During all the extremities of

the Reign of Terror, Pichegru and his army, instead of

obeying the sanguinary orders of the Dictators, had done

every thing in their power to furnish the means of escape

to their victims. He had nobly refused to execute the

inhuman decree, which forbade the Republican soldiers to

make prisoners of the English troops. His soldiers, after

the conquest of Holland, had set a rare example of disci-

pline ;
and the sway he had acquired over them was such,

as to prevent all the license and insubordination which

had followed the conquest of Flanders by the forces of

Dumourier. In these circumstances nothing was more

natural or laudable, than that the same general who had

secured the independence of his country by his arms,

should strive to establish its internal prosperity by the

restoration of a constitutional throne
;
and it is certain

that he engaged in a correspondence with the Prince of

Conde for the attaiTiment of this object. The Republican
historians allege that his fidelity was shaken by different

motives
; that his passion for pleasure was restrained i xh. vii.

by the elusory nature of his pay, which, although *f.V ^y^"-
• ,,/.! 1 r I • 1- xui. 8b.

nommally four tJiousand francs a-month, was in reality jom. vU. 62,

only one hundred francs, from the depreciation of the
?J- q^^-^^^'

assignats, and that he yielded to the offer of a marslial's 75.

baton, the government of Alsace/ a pension of 200,000
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CHAP, francs, the chateau and park of Chambold. and a million
xviu. in silver. No decisive evidence has yet been produced on

,„g.
the subject ;

but it is certain that, after six months con-

sumed in mysterious communication, Pichegru broke off

the negotiation, and prepared to obey the orders of the

Convention, by commencing the campaign.

Wurmser, to wliom the cabinet of Vienna had entrusted

the command of its forces on the Upper Rhine, remained

Vast forces till the beginning of September without making any
of the Aus- movement. Mutually afraid, the hostile armies occupied
trians on the . t i V- i -n i • i •

Rhine, the oppositc banks ot the Khme, without attempting to

R"^ubUtans ^isquiet each other. His forces, including garrisons,

eros§. amounted to eighty thousand men ;
while those of Clairfait,

including the same species of force, were ninety-six thou-

sand. The formidable state of defence in which Mayence
had been placed, left no hope of reducing it without a

regular siege ;
while a squadron of gun-boats on the Rhine

gave the Allies the command both of that stream and of

the numerous islands which lay on its bosom. Jourdan,

having at length procured the necessary bridge-equipage,

prepared to cross the river in the beginning of September.

Sept. 6. On the 6th of that month he effected the passage without

any serious opposition, at Eichelcamp, Neuwied, and

Dusseldorf, and compelled the garrison of the latter town
to capitulate. After repulsing the Austrian corps in that

vicinity, he advanced slowly towards the Lahn, and esta-

blished himself on that stream a fortnight afterwards.

Sept. 20. Meanwhile Pichegru, in obedience to the orders of govern-

ment, crossed the Upper Rhine at Manheim, and, by the

terrors of a bombardment, compelled that important city,

one of the principal bulwarks of Germany, to capitulate.

This unexpected event threatened to change the fortune of

179. Toui. the war ; for Pichegru, now securely based on the Rhine,
V. 314 St seemed equally in a situation to combine with Jourdan for
C\T. 111. 96

97, 105, 110. a general attack on the allied forces, or to direct his arms

to the reduction of Mayence.^
Alarmed by these successes, the Austrian generals made

the most prudent dispositions which could have been

Able arid adopted to arrcst the enemy. Clairfait, unable, after the

vitcorous ](jgg Qf Manheim, to defend the line of the Lahn, abandonedmeasures of ., ,
. icni iii-iinr-

cuirfoit iu his position Oil tliat river, and tell back behind the Maine
;

defence.
-^vhilc Jouidan, following his opponent, and leaving a
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division before Ehrenbreitstein, descended into the rich chap.

valley of the Maine, and invested IMayence on the left bank xviii.

of the Rhine, at the same time that Pichegru was debouch-
j^gj^

inf-from Manheim. In these critical circumstances, Clair-

fait displayed a degree of vigour and ability which led to

the most inportant results. Reinforced by fifteen thousand

Hungarian recruits, that able general deemed himself iu

a situation to resume the offensive. Accumulating his

forces on his own right, he succeeded, by a skilful march,

in turning the French left, and forcing them to fall back

into a situation where they had the enemy in their front,

and the Rhine in their rear. Jourdan was now in the most

perilous position. His communications being threatened,

his flank turned, and his rear resting on a great river,

exposed his army to destruction in the event of defeat.

To avert the catastrophe of the French army a century
before at Turin, no other course remained but to raise the

siege of Mayence, and fall with his whole forces on Clair-

fait, who was now in communication with Wurmser, or to

abandon all his positions, and recross the Rhine. The dis-

organised state of his army rendered the former project,

afterwards so ably practised by Napoleon before Mantua,

impracticable ;
and therefore he commenced his retreat.

It was conducted in the utmost confusion
; cannon, men,

and horses, arrived pell-mell at the bridges over the Rhine,

and hardly fifty men of any corps were to be found together

when they regained the left bank. The loss in men was

inconsiderable, but the moral consequences of the retro-

grade movement were equivalent to a severe defeat. Had
Clairfait been aware of the circumstance, a great and deci-

sive blow might have been struck
;
for General Marceau, to

whom the blockade of Ehrenbreitstein had been entrusted,

having burned his flotilla when he raised the siege, some

of the burning vessels were carried down by the stream to

Neuwied, where they set fire to the bridge established at

that place, which was speedily consumed. Kleber, with 1 touI. v.

twenty-five thousand men, who had not as yet repassed, jj^^^^'lj^

was now in a desperate situation ; but, fortunately for him, 2uo. 202.

the Allies were ignorant of the accident, and Clairfait about
j^q^ "[s'g,"*' ,

the same time relinquished tlie pursuit and drew his forces 189^192.

towards Mayence, where he meditated operations which

soon produced the most important results.^
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CHAP.
XVIII.

1795.

41.

He attacks
the lines

round May-
ence.

Oct. 29.

1 Toul. V.

320, 322.

Jom. vii.

252, 259.

St CjT, iii.

200, 202.

42.

Other opera-
tions aloiifj

this river,
and the Re-

publicans
driven from
before Man-
heim.
Oct. 31.

Suddenly abandoning the pursuit of the French left

wing, this intrepid general turned by forced marches to

Mayence, at the head of a chosen corps, and at daybreak
on the following morning issued out by several columns
to attack the lines of circumvallation which were still in

the hands of the Republicans on the left bank of the river.

These lines, the remains of which still excite the admiration

of the traveller, were of immense extent, and required an

army for their defence. The French army had been

engaged for a year in their construction, and they were

garrisoned by thirty thousand men. The secret of the

march of the Imperial army had been so well preserved,
that the besiegers were first apprised of their arrival by
the sight of the formidable columns which advanced to

storm their intrenchments. The Imperialists advanced in

three columns, and in admirable order, to the assault
;
and

such was the consternation of the Republicans, that they
abasdoned the first line almost without opposition. An
event of that description is generally decisive of the result

in the defence of intrenchments, because the defenders are

thunderstruck by seeing their redoubts forced in any quar-

ter, and, instead of thinking of driving back the enemy as

in the open field, betake themselves to a precipitate flight.

So it proved on the present occasion. The measures of the

Austrians were so well taken, that the French found them-

selves assailed in all quarters at once
; they made for some

time an obstinate defence in the second line
;
but at length,

perceiving that they were turned by other forces which

had crossed below Mayence, they fell into confusion, and

fled in all directions. Their loss in this brilliant affair was

three thousand men
;
and they lost, in addition, the whole

artillery, magazines, and stores, which they had collected

with so much care for the siege of the bulwark of Germany.^
This attack on the part of Clairfait was combined with

other operations along the whole line, from Coblentz to

Manheim. On the same day on which it took place, an

island, which the Republicans had fortified a league above

Coblentz, was captured, with two battalions which com-

posed its garrison ; and by this success, which rendered

the evacuation of the tete-chi-pont of Neuwied unavoidable,

they were entirely driven below Mayence to the left bank

of the river. At the same time, Wurmser attacked and
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carried the tete-dn-pont erected by Picliegru on the Neckar
; chap.

and this success, coupled witli the great blow struck by xvni.

Clairfait, compelled Pichegru to retire behind the Pfrim, ,-95

which was not accomplished without the utmost confusion.

The small number of troops which Clairfait had brought

to the left bank of the Rhine, alone saved the Republicans

on this occasion from the greatest disasters. Pichegru had

left a garrison ten thousand strong in Manheim, and the

position which he had occupied enabled him to communi-

cate with the place by his right flank. Despairing of being Nor. 9.

able to effect its reduction as long as this communication

was preserved open, the Austrians resolved to dislodge the

French from their position. For this purpose Clairfait

was reinforced with twelve thousand men from the army ^touI^V.

of the Upper Rhine, and he immediately made preparations 324. Th.

for an attack. It took place' on the following day, and ^;^^" 2f^
after an obstinate resistance, the Republicans were compelled 219.

to abandon the line of the Pfrim, and retire behind the

Elsbach, leaving Manheim to its own resources.^

While these important events were going forward on

the Upper Rhine, Jourdan, with his defeated and discour-
^3

aged force, was suffering the most cruel perplexity on the Capitulation

Lower. His army was with difficulty reorganised, and and^prch""^

put in a condition for active service ;
and the Directory gru driven

having meanwhile succeeded to the helm of affairs, Carnot behind the

transmitted to him the most pressing orders to advance to Quiech.

the succour of jNIanheim, which was now severely pressed

by the Austrians. At length, towards the end of November, Nov. 26.

he put himself in motion at the head of forty thousand

men, and advanced to the Natre, in the midst of the most

dreadful weather. But all his efforts were in vain. The

central position of Clairfait and Wurmser both covered

the siege of Manheim, and prevented the junction of the

Republican armies ;
the dehles by which a communication

could have been maintained were all in the hands of the

Imperialists, and after several unsuccessful attacks, Jourdan Nov. 28.

was obliged to fall back, leaving Manheim to its fate.

That strong fortress, with a garrison of nine thousand

men, capitulated at the same time to Wurmser. This

important event was decisive of the fate of the campaign.

Wurmser, now relieved from all apprehensions as to his

communications, brought his whole forces to the left bank
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CHAP, of the Rhine, and drove back Pichegru to the lines of tlie

XVIII. Quiech, and the neighbourhood of Landau
;
while Clairfait

pressed Jourdan so severely, that he began to construct

an intrenched camp at Traerbach, with a view to secure
Dec. 16.

]^jg passage over the Moselle. In this disastrous state it

was with the utmost joy that he received a proposition
ijom. vii. from the Austrians, who, as well as their opponents, were

Th'vi'ii 115 exhausted with the fatigues of the campaign, for a sus-

130. TouL pension of arms durins* the winter, in virtue of which, a
V 323 324 .

St Cvr, u. li"6 of demarcation was drawn between the contending
240,257. parties; and both armies were put into winter-quarters

on the left bank of the Rhine.^

The French marine was so completely broken by the

44 disasters in the Mediterranean, and at L'Orient, that

Maritime nothing moi'c of consequence took place at sea during the

Capture"of
remainder of the year. The English availed themselves of

Cape of their maritime supremacy to make themselves masters
ope.

^^ ^j^^ important station of the Cape of Good Hope,
Sept. 16. which surrendered to Sir James Craig on the 16th of

September. Unable to act in large squadrons, the French

confined themselves to mere predatory expeditions ;
and

p. 139 jom *^^6 ^^^^ extent of the English commerce afibrded them an
vii. 330. ample field for this species of warfare, from which, towards

the close of the year, they derived great gains.^

By the result of this campaign the Allies gained con-

45 siderable advantages. The career of French conquest was
Results of checked, the Republican soldiers driven with disgrace

paLn!" behind the Rhine
;
and while the Imperial forces, so lately

Declining disheartened and desponding, were pressing forward with

affiiirs of the the energy of conquest, their opponents, distracted and
KepubU- disorderly, had lost all the spirit by which they were for-

merly animated. The movements of Clairfait and Wurmser

proved that they had profited by the example of their

adversaries. Their tactics were no longer confined to a war
of posts, or the establishment of a cordon over an extensive

line of country, but showed that they were aware of the

value of an interior line of operations, and of the import-
ance of bringing an overwhelming force to the decisive

point. By adopting these principles, they checked the

career of conquest, restored the spirits of their troops, and

not only counterbalanced the disadvantage of inferior

numbers, but inflicted severe losses upon their adversaries.
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This result was the natural effect of the continuance of the chap,

contest. The energy of a democracy is often formidable xviii,

during a period of popular excitement, and is capable of

producing unparalleled exertions for a limited period ;
but

it seldom succeeds in maintaining a lasting contest with

a regular and organised government. The eiForts of the

populace resemble the spring of a wild beast ;
if the first

burst fails, they rarely attempt a second. During the

invasions of 1793 and 1794, the French nation was ani-

mated with an extraordinary spirit, and urged to the

defence of their country by every motive which can sway
a people. But their efforts, how great soever, after a time

necessarily and rapidly declined. By the prolongation of

the contest they had exhausted the means of longer main-

taining war
;
the vehemence of their exertions, and the

tyranny by which they were called forth, rendered it

impossible that they could be continued. The nation,

accordingly, which had twelve hundred thousand men on

foot during the invasion of 1794, could not muster a third

of the number in the following campaign ;
and the victor

of Fleurus, within a year after his triumph, was compelled
to yield to an inferior enemy.

Nothing also is more remarkable than the comparative-

ly bloodless character of the war, up to this period. The
battle of Jemappes, which gave Flanders to Dumourier

; peebie cha-

that of Nerwinde, which restored it to the Imperialists ;

racterof the
' i ' war up to

that of Fleurus, which gave it back to the Republicans, this period.

were all concluded at a cost of less than five thou.-and men
to the vanquished ;

and the loss sustained by the French

in the storming of their lines before Mayence, which decided

the fate of the German campaign, was only three thousand

men. Whereas, the loss of the Austrians at Aspern
•was thirty thousand ; that of the Russians at Borodino,

forty thousand ;
that of Wellington's army at Waterloo,

twenty-two thousand ;
and out of seven thousand five

hundred native English who conquered at Albuera, hardly
two thousand were umvoundcd at the conclusion of the

fight. So much more dcs[)erately did the parties fight as

the contest advanced ;
so much more vehement were the

passions excited in its later stages ; and so much more
terrible was the struggle when the Republicans, instead of
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CHAP, the lukewarm soldiers of the South, met the sturdy
XVIII. inhabitants of the North of Europe.

j-g. Every thing, therefore, conspires to indicate, that, by a

^_
concentrated and vigorous efibrt, after the first burst of

Great re- French patriotism was over, the objects of the war might

m/ghUiave
li3.ve been achieved, and security from aggression afforded

followed a to the neighbouring powers. These objects were not the

ejfertio'n of forcing of au unpopular dynasty upon France, or of a
the aUied

tyrannical government upon its people, but the compelling
s reng . .-

^^ j.g^jj.g within those limits which are consistent with

the peace of Europe, and give up its attempts to propagate
its revolutionary principles in other states. Had Prussia,

instead of weakly deserting the alliance in the beginning
of 1795, sent a hundred thousand men to the Rhine, to

support the Austrian troops ;
had Great Britain raised

three hundred thousand soldiers, instead of a hundred and

twenty thousand, and sent eighty thousand native English
to Flanders, instead of five thousand emigrants to Quiberon

Bay, no one can doubt, that in the state of exhaustion in

which France then Avas, the Republic would have been

compelled to abandon all its conquests. The moment her

armies were forced back from foreign states, andthrown upon
their own resources

;
the moment that war was prevented

from maintaining war, the weakness arising from financial

embarrassments and blighted industry would have become

apparent ;
the decrepitude of age would at once have fallen

on the exhausted state. The great error of the Allies, and,

above all, of England, at this period, was, that they did not

make sufficiently vigorous efforts at the commencement ;

and thought it enough, in a struggle with the desperate

energy of a revolutionary state, to exert the moderate

strength of an old and methodical warfare. Nothing is so ill

judged, in such a situation, as the niggardly conduct which

prolongs a contest
; by spending fifty millions more at its

commencement, Great Britain might have saved five

hundred millions
; by sending an army worthy of herself

to the Continent in 1795, she might have then achieved

the triumph of 1815. It was to this period of lassitude

and financial embarrassment, necessarily consequent upon
a series of extraordinary revolutionary exertions, that Mr
Pitt always looked for the successful termination of the
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war. Possibly, even Avitli the slight efforts which alone chap.

were then thought practicable by this country, his expec-
xviii.

tations might have been realised before many years had "^7957"

elapsed, if the ordinary course of human affiiirs had

continued. But the hand of fate was on the curtain
; a

new era was about to open on human affairs, and a resist-

less impulse to be given for a period to French ambition,

by the genius of that wonderful man who has since chained

the history of Europe to his own biography.

I
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CHAPTER XIX.

FRENCH REPUBLIC—FROM THE FALL OF ROBESPIERRE TO
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DIRECTORY.

CHAP. " It is a sad calamity," says Jeremy Taylor,
" to see a

^^"
kingdom spoiled, and a church afflicted

;
the priests slain

1794. with the sword, and the blood of nobles mingled with

1. cheaper sand
; religion made a cause of trouble, and the

Moral effectj)est men most cruelly persecuted ; government turned,

mourning on and laws ashamed ; judges decreeing in fear and covetous-
nations,

jjggg^ g^,^j ^Ijg ministers of holy things setting themselves

against all that is sacred. And what shall make recom-

pense for this heap of sorrows when God shall send such

swords of fire ? Even the mercies of God, which shall

then be made public, when the people shall have suffered

for their sins. For so I have known a luxuriant vine

swell into irregular twigs and bold excrescences, and spend
itself in leaves and little rings, and afford but little clus-

ters to the wine-press ;
but when the lord of the vine had

caused the dressers to cut the wilder plant, and make it

bleed, it grew temperate in its vain expense of useless

leaves, and knotted into fair and juicy bunches, and made
account of that loss of blood by the i-eturn of fruit. It is

thus of an afflicted kingdom cured of its surfeits, and

punished for its sins
;

it bleeds for its long riot, and is left

ungoverned for its disobedience, and chastised for its

wantonness
;
and when the sword hath let forth the

corrupted blood, and the fire hath purged the rest, then it

1 Jeremy enters into the double joys of restitution, and gives God
i^Y'iT'/"'. thanks for his rod, and confesses the mercies of the Lord
ISJ, lieber 3 ^

Edition. in making the smoke to be changed into fire, and his

anger into mercy."
^
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Never were these truths more strongly exemplified than chap.
in France during the progress of the Revolution. Each xix.

successive convulsion had darkened the political atmo-

sphere ; anguish and suffering incessantly increased
;
vir-

tue and religion seemed banished from the earth
; relent- ExamiJie

less cruelty reigned triumphant. The bright dawn of the
pj*Jj'^ "]

morning, to which so many millions had turned in thank- ing the kc-

fulness, was soon overcast, and darkness deeper than Genera? re-

midnight overspread the world. " But there is a point action

of depression in human affairs," says Hume, " from which ifeT-ni of
^^

the change is necessarily for the better." This change is Terror,

not owing to any oscillation between good and evil, in the

transactions of the world, but to the reaction which is

always produced by long-continued suffering, and the

provision made by Nature for the correction of vicious

institutions by the consequences which they produce.
Wherever the tendency of institutions is erroneous, an
under current begins to flow, destined to open men's eyes
to their imperfections ;

when they become destructive, it

overwhelms them. The result of the conspiracy of Robes-

pierre and the Municipality, proved that this point had

been reached under the Reign of Terror. On all former

occasions since the meeting of the States-General, the

part)" which revolted against the constituted authorities

had been victorious ;
on that it was vanquished. The

Committees of the Assembly, the subsisting government,
crushed a conspiracy headed by the powerful despot who
wielded the revolutionary energy of France, and was still

supported by the terrible force of the Faubourgs, which

no former authority had been able to withstand. "This

single circumstance demonstrated that the revolutionary
movement had reached its culminating point, and that the

opposite principles of order and justice were beginning to

resume their sway. From that moment the anarchy and

passions of the people subsided, the storms of the moral

world began to be stilled, through the receding darkness

the ancient landmarks dimly appeared, and the sun of

heaven at length broke through the clouds which enve-

loped him.

" Defluit saxis afritatus humor :

Conceriunt venti, fugiuntque iiubes,
Et minax<'nain sic voluere) ponto

Unda recunibit."
,

VOL. V. P
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An interesting episode in the annals of the Revolution

occurred in the prisons during the contest which preceded
the fall of the tyrant. From the agitation and cries in

the streets, the captives were aware that a popular move-

ment was impending, and a renewal of the massacres of

2d September was anticipated from the frantic multitude.

Henriot had been heard in the Place de Carrousel to pro-
nounce the ominous words,

" We must purge the prisons."
The sound of the generah and of the tocsin made them

imagine that their last hour had arrived, and they em-
braced each other with tears, exclaiming, "We are all now

eighty years of age !

"
After two hours of breathless

anxiety, they heard the decree of the Convention cried

through the streets, which declared Robespierre hors la loi,

and by daybreak intelligence arrived that he was over-

thrown. The transports which ensued may be imagined ;

ten thousand prisoners were relieved from the prospect of

instant death. In one chamber, a female prisoner, who
was to have been brought before the Revolutionary Tribu-

nal that very day, was made acquainted with the intelli-

gence, by means of signs, from a woman on the street,

before she ventured to give public demonstration of her

joy ;
her name became afterwards memorable—it was

Josephine Beauharnais, future Empress of France.^

The transports were the same through all France. The

passengers precipitated themselves from the public convey-

ances, embraced the bystanders, exclaiming,
" My friends,

rejoice ! Robespierre is no more
;
the tigers are dead !

"

Two hundred thousand captives in the prisons throughout
the country were freed from the terror of death ; three

hundred thousand trembling fugitives issued from their

retreats, and embraced each other with frantic joy on the

public roads. An epitaph designed for his tomb expressed
in powerful language the public opinion on the conse-

quence of prolonging his life :

"
Passant, ne pleure point son sort.
Car s'il vivait tu serais mort."

No words can convey an idea of the impression which
the overthrow of Rob'espierre produced in Europe. The
ardent and entliusiastic in every country had hailed the

beginning of the French Revolution as the dawn of a

brighter day in the political world, and in proportion to the
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warmth of tbeir anticipations had been the grievousness of chap.

their disappointment at the terrible shades by which it was xix.

so early overcast. The fall of the tyrant revived those
j.g^

hopes, and put an end to those apprebensions ;
the moral

laws of nature were felt to be still in operation ; the

tyranny had only existed till it had purged the world of a

guilty race, and then it was itself destroyed. The thought-
ful admired the wisdom of Providence, which had made
the wickedness of men the instrument of their own desti'uc-

tion; the pious beheld in their fall an immediate mani-

festation of the Divine justice.
" The dawn of the arctic

summer day after the arctic winter uiglit ; the great

unsealing of the waters ; the awakening of animal and

vegetable life
;
the sudden softening of the air

;
the sudden ' Lac. xU.

blooming of the flowers ;
the sudden bursting of whole

pe^^x Amis
forests into verdure, is but a feeble type of that happiest xiii. 3, 5.

and most genial of revolutions,
—the Revolution of the 9th

Thermidor." * i

The Revolution of 9th Thermidor, however, was by
no means, as is commonly supposed, at least in its first

^

stages, the reaction of virtue against wickedness. It was Reni nature

the effort of one set of assassins threatened with death
yoi\^t'ion''of

against another. The leaders of the revolt in the Con- 9th Ther-

vention which overthrew the central government, Billaud
°" °^'

Varennes, Collot d'Herbois, Fouche, Amar, Barere, were in

no respect better, in some worse, than Robespierre and St

Just. Equally unscrupulous in the means they employed,

equally bloody in the executions they ordered, they were

far more selfish in their objects, and more despicable in

their characters. With them the Revolution was not, as

.with Robespierre, a desperate and sanguinary struggle for

the happiness of man, in which all its supposed enemies

required to be destroyed ;
it was merely an engine for

advancing their private fortunes. They conspired against

him, not because they hated his system, but because they

perceived it was about to be directed against themselves.

Little amelioration of the state government was to be

expected from their exertions. It was public opinion,

clearly and energetically expressed after the fall of the
con^'j^^'*

Committee of Public Salvation, Avhich compelled them to 215,218.

revert to the path of humanity.- But this opinion was
• Macaclav, in renew of the Memoirs o/B.uiere, Edinburgh liciietp. ,
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irresistible ;
it forced itself upon persons tlie most adverse

to its principles, and finally occasioned the destruction of

the very men, who, for their own sakes, had brought about

the first resistance to the reign of blood.

The Convention had vanquished Robespierre by means
of a unanimous effort, headed and directed by the com-

mittees ;
but this revulsion of public feeling proved too

strong for the committees themselves. The charm of the

Decemviral government was broken when its head was

destroyed. On the day after the fall of Robespierre there

were but two parties in Paris, that of the committee, who
strove to maintain the remnant of their power, and that

of the liberators, who laboured to subvert them. Every

day brought forth a new proof of the vehement revulsion

of public feeling. In the Theatre Fran9ais the bust of

Marat was pulled down and broken to pieces, amidst loud

applfuse. His bones were ejected from the Pantheon, and
cast into a common sewer. The picture of his death, which

hung in the hall of i;he Convention, was removed, and

the saviige inscriptions provoking to blood with which the

walls of the city had been covered, were effaced. The party

by whom these changes were urged on, was from the first

distinguished by the name of Thermidorians, from the day
on which their triumph had been achieved. Tallien was at

their head, and they soon numbered among their supporters
all the generous youth of the metropolis. The party of the

committees was paralysed by the fall of the Municipality of

Paris, sixty of the most obnoxious members of which had

been executed the day after the death of Robespierre. Their

influence arose only from the possession of the machinery
of government, and the vigour of some of their members,
all of whom saw no safety to themselves but in the mainte-

nance of the revolutionary government. Billaud Varennes,
Collot d'Herbois, Barere, Yadier, Amar, and Carnot, con-

stituted a body, influenced by the same principles, and

capable of maintaining their authority in the most diflicult

circumstances. But after the couTiter-revolution of the 9th

Thermidor, the current of public opinion soon became

irresistible, and they wfere impelled, in spite of themselves,

into measures of humanity.^
The Thermidorians were composed of the whole centre

of the Convention, the remnant of the Royalists, and the
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survivors of the party of Danton. Boissy d'Anglas, Sieyes, chap.

Cambaceres, Chenier, Tliibaudeau, from the moderate ^i^-

party, ranged themselves beside Tallien, Freron, Legendre, j-y^^

Barras, Bourdon de L'Oise, Rovfere, and others, who had
^

followed the colours of Danton. Four of this party were And rise of

chosen to replace the executed members of the Committee
^''dOTiirns.

of Public Salvation, and soon succeeded in moderating its

sanguinary measures. But great caution was necessary in

effecting the change. The Jacobins were still powerful
from their numbers, their discipline, and their connexion

with the affiliated societies throughout France ; and their

early support of the Revolution identified them in the

eyes of the populace with its fortunes. Hence the

Thermidorians did not venture at first to measure their

strength with such antagonists, and four days after the

death of Robespierre the sittings of that terrible
clubJ^Jy^T.

were resumed. But so vehement was the current of Amis, xiu.

public opinion, so dreadful had been the general suffering ?.' U-
g^j-

under the Reign of Terror, that the friends of clemency Lac. xii.

daily gained accessions of strength. The seventy-three Th'va^ie
members of the Assembly, who had protested against the n.

violence of 31st May, were brought forth from prison, and

joined their liberators.^

The two parties were not long in measuring their

strength after their common victory. Barere, on the part g

of the Committee, proposed, on the 30th July, that the Contests

Revolutionary Tribunal should be continued, and that two"parties.

Fonquier Tinville should continue to act as public accuser. Trial and
death of

At his name a murmur of indignation arose in the Fouquiir

Assembly, and Freron, taking advantage of the general J'?!!,'!'^'

feeling, exclaimed—" I propose that we at length purge
the earth of that monster, and that Fouquier be sent to

lick up in hell the blood which he has shed." The

proposal was carried by acclamation. Barere endeavoured

to maintain the tone of authority which he had so long
assumed ;

but it was too late. He was obliged to leave

the Tribune,iind the defeat of the Committee was apparent.
The trial of this great criminal took place with extraordinary

formality, and in the most public manner, before the

Revolutionary Tribunal. It developed all the injustice

and oppression of that iniquitous court
;
the trial of sixty

or eighty prisoners in one sitting of three or four hours
;

>
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the inluiman stopping of an}^ defence ;
the signature by

the judges of blank sentences of condemnation, to be

afterwards filled up with any names by the clerks ; and

the atrocious celerity of the condemnations. After a long

process he was condemned, and fourteen jurymen of the

same Tribunal along with him. The sentence bore among
other charges,

"
having under colour of legal judgment put

to death an innumerable crowd of French citizens of every

age and sex." The indignation of the populace was strongly
manifested when they were led out for execution

; cries,

groans, and applauses, broke from the crowd as they

passed along. The sombre, severe air of Fouquier espe-

cially attracted notice ; he maintained an undaunted

aspect, and answered the reproaches of the people by
ironical remarks on the dearth of provisions under which

they laboured.^

Thb next measures of the Convention were of a humane

tendency. The law of 22d Prairial against suspected

persons was repealed, and though the Revolutionary
Tribunal was continued, its forms were remodeled, and its

vengeance directed in future chiefly against the authors

of the former calamities. The captives were gradually
liberated from confinement, and, instead of the fatal

chariots which formerly stood at the gates of the prisons,

crowds of joyous citizens were seen receiving with trans-

port their parents or children, restored to their arms.

Agreeably to the advice formerly given by Danton and

Camille Desmoulins, they were not all discharged at once,

but were gradually enlarged from jails and all at length
restored to their friends ;

and at the end of two months,
out of ten thousand suspected persons, not one remained

in the prisons of Paris. The efforts of the Jacobins to

prevent the liberation of the persons confined in prison in

the departments, whom they designated as all aristocrats,

were very great: but the numerous and heart-rending
details of the massacres which were transmitted to the

Convention from every part of the country overwhelmed

all opposition. Among the rest, one related by Merlin

de Thionville excited particular
'

attention. It was an

order signed by a man named Lefevre, an adjutant-

general, addressed to, and executed by, a Captain Mace,

to drown at Piamboeuf forty-one persons ; of whom
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one was an old blind man seventy-six years of age ; twelve chap.

were women of different ages ; twelve girls below twenty xix.

years ;
fifteen children, of whom ten were between five ~Y^

and ten years of age ;
and five still at the breast. The

order was conceived in these terms, and rigidly executed : ^(^y' ^^
^

" It is ordered to Peter Mace, captain of the brig Destiny, 242. 243.

to put ashore the woman Bidet, and the remainder of the Trib Rev.

precedinsr list shall be taken to the heights of Black Peter, Proces de
r ^ Carrier
and thrown into the sea, as rebels to the law. . This opera- no. 12, 13.

tion concluded, he will return to his post."^

The imprudent zeal of one of their party, however, soon

convinced the Thermidorians how necessary it was to pro- premature

ceed with caution in the counter-revolutionary measures. f.''"""Pl?"•'
,

tion of the

Without any general concert with his friends, Lecomtre jacobin

denounced Billaud, CoUot, and Barere, of the Committee i'^^'^^''^-

of General Safety, and A^adier, Amar, and Vouland, of -Deux

that of Public Salvation, in the National Assembly. This 26™28. ^Lac.

measure was premature ;
it alarmed the friends of the ^i-

132-.
144 nllET

Revolution, and was almost unanimously rejected. But u. 351, ^bii.

for the strong feeling: against the former government wliich *J**^*- '^^
''*

" 00
1 f ^

Conv. IV.

existed in Paris, this defeat might have been fatal to the 220, 231.

friends of humanity, and restored the Reign of Terror.^

By the advice of Madame de Fontenai, the beautiful

mistress, but afterwards the courageous and eloquent wife

of Tallien, the Thermidorians called to their support the Rise of'the

youth of the metropolis ;
men at an age when generous ^^o""^*^^

feeling is strong, and selfish considerations weak, and

whose minds, unwarped by the prejudices or passions
of former years, had expanded during the worst horrors

of the Revolution. They soon formed a powerful and

intrepid body, ever ready to combat the efforts of the

Jacobins, and confirm the order which was beginning
to prevail. Composed of the most respectable ranks in

Paris, they almost all numbered a parent or relation

among the victims of the Revolution, and had imbibed

the utmost horror at its sanguinary excesses. To distin-

guish themselves from the populace, they wore a particular

dress, called the Costume d la Victime, consisting of a

robe without a collar, expressive of their connexion with

those who had suffered by the guillotine. Instead of

arms, they bore short clubs loaded with lead, and were

known bv the name of La Jeunesse Doree. Thev pre-

»
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CHAP, vailed over the Jacobins at the Palais Royal, where they
XIX. had the support of the shopkeepers of that opulent quarter,

but were worsted in the gardens of the Tuileries, where

the vicinity of the club of their antagonists rendered revolu-

tionary influence predominant. Their contests with the

democrats were incessant ; on the streets, in the theatres,
1 Deux .

Amis, xiii. in the public walks, they were ever at their post, and con-

^?.' ^'^. V''°- tributed by their exertions in a most signal manner to
xii. 13d, 147. •'

1 • 1

Th. vu. 38, confirm and direct the public mind. In revolutions, the

Mi<'^\t 352 grsat body of mankind are generally inert and passive ;

356, 357.
'

the lead speedily falls into the hands of those who have

the boldness to take it.^

These contests between the two parties at length assumed

j2
the most important character. The whole of Paris became

Their con- one vast field of battle, in which the friends of humanity,

the* Jaco-*^
and the supporters of terror, .strove for the mastery of the

bins. They Republic. But public opinion pronounced itself daily more

hautn/"^ strongly in favour of the Thermidorian party. Billaud

destroy Varennes declared in the Popular Society :
—" The lion

"^ '

sleeps, but his wakening will be terrible." This declara-

tion occasioned the greatest agitation in Paris ; and the

cry was universal to assault the Club of the Jacobins. The
National Guard of the Sections supported the troops of the

Jeunesse Doree, and their combined forces marched against
that ancient den of blood. After a short struggle the doors

were forced, and the Club dispersed. On the following

Sept. 7. day they proceeded to lay their complaints before the Con-

vention, but Rewbell, who drew up the report on their

complaints, pronounced their doom in the following
words :

—" Where was the Reign of Terror organised ? At
the Club of the Jacobins. Where did it find its supporters
and satellites 1 Among the Jacobins. Who are they who
have covered France with mourning ; peopled its soil with

Bastiles
;
and rendered the Republican yoke so odious, that

2 Deux ^ slave bent beneath his fetters would refuse to live under
Amis, Lac. jt 1 The Jacobins. Who now regret the hideous yoke

Mig. ii.'357,
fi'om which we have so recentlj^ escaped 1 The Jacobins.

359. Toui. jf you want courage to pronounce on their fate at this

Th. vii. moment, you have no longer a Republic, since you have the

J^^ Jj^'
Janobins." The Assembly provisionally suspended their

159^ 1G4'. sittings ;
but the Club having resumed their meetings

on the following day,^ they were again assailed by the
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Troupe Doree, with the cry,
" Vive la Convention ! k bas chap.

les Jacobins !

"
After an ineffectual struggle, they were ^^^-

finally dispersed, with every mark of ignominy and con- 1794.

tempt ;
and on the following day, the commissioners of Sept. s.

the Convention put a seal on their papers, and terminated

their existence.

Thus fell the Club of the Jacobins, the victim of the

crimes it had sanctioned, and the reaction it had produced. 13.

Within its walls all the great changes of the Revolution Universal

?, . ... 1 , joy at their

had been prepared, and all its prmcipal scenes rehearsed
; overthrow.

from its energy the triumph of the democracy had sprung,

and from its atrocity its destruction arose. A signal proof

of the tendency of revolutionary violence to precipitate

its supporters into crime, and render them at last the

victims of the atrocities which they have committed. A
contemporary journalist has preserved a striking account

of the universal transports at the closing of this terrible

club, which with its affiliated societies had so long covered

all France with mourning.
" It was a truly touching

spectacle to behold the joy of the people at the extinction

of the Jacobins. All hearts were opened at the news of

the salutary decree of the Convention. In the evening
the streets and public places resounded with cries of joy,

with almost childish mirth, with games and dances.

Every one pressed his friend's hand, without mentioning

why: all understood what was meant. In the coffee-

houses, in the cabarets, toasts were universal to- the health

of the National Convention ;
in the public gardens they

parodied a stanza of the Carmagnole with the words—
• Les Jacobins avaient proniis
De faire egorger tout Paris.'

" Many citizens spontaneously illuminated their win-

dows
;
a sweeter, a more cordial joy was universal than

had appeared during the noisj' fetes conceived by the

Committee of Public Salvation, to strew with flowers tlie

bloody avenue to slavery, and adorn the victims whom 'L'Oratcur

they were about to sacrifice to their ambition. Is there n". xxxi.^'

one amongst you, who, during those odious fetes, did not sceaisoUist.
o •' ' ' o '

_ Pari, xxxvi.
feel his heart sink within him, his flesh creep, and who in 179. L'Ami

the enchantment of that compulsory illumination, in the
^^^ n*"^"

whirl of bought dances, cries of joy,^ and strains of music xxiii.

in those gardens, decked with so much care, did not
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CHAP, withdraw within himself in the midst of the intoxicated

XIX. multitude, to weep over the present, and mourn over the

j_g^
future? Very different is thespontaneous joy, the unbought
entraneement, of this auspicious moment."
Another event, which contributed in the most powerful

J
. manner to influence the public mind, was the trial of the

Trial of the prisoners from Nantes, who had been brought up to Paris

frilm"*^'^
under the reign of Robespierre. These captives, who

Nantes. were one hundred and thirty in number when they left

the banks of the Loire, were reduced to ninety-four by
the barbarous treatment they experienced on the road.

Their trial was permitted to proceed "bj the Thermidorian

party, in hopes that the detail of the atrocities of the

Jacobin leaders, would increase the horror which they had

excited in the public mind. It proceeded slowly, and the

series of cruelties which it developed exceeded even what
the ii'aagination of poets had figured of the most terrible.

The exposure of these, and similar atrocities, could not

fail in increasing the public indignation against the

society of the Jacobins, from whose emissaries they had

all proceeded. The prisoners were acquitted amidst the

acclamations of the people ;
and the public voice, wrought

iBuUetin up to the highest pitch by the recital of these atrocities,

R,"

^
n!* 20 ^*^^dly demanded the punishment of their authors. Pressed

21. L'Af-
'

by the force of public opinion, the Convention was obliged

Naiftes^
to authorise the accusation of Carrier, the head of the

Toui. V. 101, Revolutionary Committee of Nantes, how unwilling soever

Th.'vii. 144 they might be to sanction a proceeding which they were
146. conscious might be drawn into an example fatal to many

of themselves.!

The trial of this infamous man developed a still more

,5
dreadful series of iniquities, and contributed perhaps more

Trial and than any other circumstance to confirm the inclination of

CarrS'and the public mind. One of the witnesses deponed,
" that he

dreadful had obtained permission to visit a chamber in the prisons

divulged in where three hundred infants were confined
;
he found

its progress, them groaning amidst filth, and shivering with cold ; on

the following morning he returned, but they were all

gone ; they had been drowned the preceding night in the

Loire." Many thousand persons of both sexes, and all ages,

including an extraordinary number of children, perished

in this inhuman manner. Carrier did not deny these
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atrocities, but sought only to justify himself by alleging chap.
the orders of the Committee of Public Salvation at Paris, xix.

and the necessity of making reprisals against the fanatical

cruelty of the insurgents of La Vendee. The massacres of

the children, of the women, and the noyades of the priests,

which could not be vindicated on that ground, he alleged

he had not commanded ; although he could not dispute
that he had permitted them, in a district where his

authority was unbounded. After a long trial, this infam-

ous wretch was found guilty of numerous noyades and „ . ,*
.

1 Bulletin du

illegal massacres, and condemned and executed. With him xrib. Rev.

were also convicted Grand-Maison and Pinard, members ?_"•?*''?•..
, 7 i . Lac. xu.

of the Revolutionary Committee of Nantes. The acquittal i67, les.

of the others excited the public indignation so strongly, J,^^^- ^j,^^^'

that the Convention ordered that they should be arrested vii. 169.

anew, and the Tribunal which had absolved them abo-

lished.2

Yielding to the growing influence of public opinion,

which daily pronounced itself more strongly in favour of
,g

humane measures, the Convention at length revoked the Return to

decree which had expelled the nobles and priests ;
and i„""he Con-

Cambaceres, taking advantage of a moment of enthusiasm, vention.

. Dsc ft

proposed a general amnesty for all revolutionary offences

other than those declared capital by the criminal code.

The proposition was favourably received, and remitted to

a committee. On the following day, Tallien proposed the

suppression of all the Revolutionary Tribunals
;
the Jaco- 2 touI. v.

bins vehemently opposed the proposal, and the Assembly,
^^f^;^ ^utj^

fearful of precipitating matters by too hasty measures, \8S,'iS9.

contented themselves for the present with abridging their

power.i
The manners of the people during those days of reviving

order, exhibited an extraordinary mixture of revolutionary j.

recklessness with the reviving gaiety and elegance of the puWic

French character. The captives recently delivered from ~i"this

prison comprised all the higher classes iu Paris, and their period,

habits gave the tone to the general manners of the day.

Never was seen a more remarkable union than thoir circles

afforded of grief and joy, of resentment and forgetfulness,

of prudence and recklessness, of generous exalt:itioTi and

blamable indifference, of Jacobin vulgarity and returning

elegance. The first attempt madewas to return to gentleness
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of feeling and social enjoyment ; any approach to luxury in

the dilapidated state of their fortunes was out of the ques-
tion. The barbarous retaliation of severity for cruelty,
which produced such a frightful reaction in the south of

France, was unknown in the metropolis : in the saloons of

the Thermidorians, nothing but the most humane mea-
sures were proposed, or the most generous sentiments

uttered. Minds subdued by misfortune, and influenced by
the approach of death with religious feeling, breathed, on
their first return into the world, much of that benevolent

and Christian spirit which had been awakened in many
cases for the first time in their minds. Nor was the trans-

formation less violent and immediate in the dresses gene-

rally worn
;
but in the tumult of reviving enjoyment,

pleasure, as is always the case in such circumstances, was

sought after with an avidity inconsistent with decorum,
fatal to morals. The ladies, in their desire to attract

admiration, outstripped the bounds of decency in their

attire.* The hideous unwashed Jacobins, with their long
black uncombed locks, their haggard eyes and revolting

stare, disappeared. Their filthy rags, assumed to please the

mob, were exchanged for elegant attire : out of the secret

deposits of their plunder were brought out stores of wealth :

furniture, dresses, pictures, all of the most costly descrip-

tion, suddenly made their appearance ;
the removal of the

necessity of assuming the appearance of incorruptibility
revealed at once the extent of their cupidity, and the

magnitude of their spoliations.^

The two centres of the society of Paris were the Faubourg
St Germain, and the quarter of the Chaussee d'Antin

;
the

first comprising the residence of the remains of the nobility,

the last of the bankers and merchants who had risen to

wealth during the recent troubles. Rigid economy pre-

vailed in the former; the pride of riches, and the passion
for newly acquired distinction, swayed the latter. At the

theatres, at the public assemblies, every thing breathed the

* " Le libertinage etait pris pour la galanterie, et I'indecence la plus con-

dainnahle pour un raffinenient d'elegance. La licence dans la parure fut

portee a un tel point que les femmes ne se montraient plus dans les

assemblees, et dans les promenades publiqu'es, que la gorge absohiment

nue, les bras totalenient deooviverts ; un seul voile de gaze cachait si

foiblement le reste de leurs corps, que non seulement toutes leurs formes

etaient necessairement indiqui'es par la icgeret c de leur vetenient, mais que sa

transpai enos laissait souvent apercevoir la uudite."—Deux Amis, xiv. 33, 34,
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recent deliverance from death. No such thunders of ap- chap.

plause shook the opera, as when the orchestra struck up xix.

the favourite air of the Troupe Doree, called Le Reveil die
^-^^

Peuple, which successfully combated the revolutionary

energy of the Marseillaise hymn. One of the most fashion-

able and brilliant assemblies was called Le Baldes Victimes,

the condition of entrance to which was the loss of a near

relation by the guillotine. Between the country-dances,

they said,
" We dance on the tombs

;

" and a favourite

dress for the hair was adopted from the way in which it

had been arranged immediately before execution. The

almanacs most in request were called " Les Almanachs

des Prisons," in which the sublime resignation and courage
of many of the captives were mingled with the ribaldry

and indecency with which others had endeavoured to dis-
, -^^^^

pel the gloom of that sombre abode. But the Christian Amis, xiv.

virtue of charity was never more eminently conspicuous ^11.^74 riu"

than among those who, recently delivered themselves from iiig. u. 356.

death, knew how to appreciate the sufferings of their

fellow-creatures.^

ifeanwhile the Convention gradually undid the laws

which had been passed during the government of the
jg

Terrorists. The law of the maximum of prices, which Gradual

had been introduced to favour the tumultuous inhabitants ott'hl^Revo-

of the towns, at the expense of the industrious labourers of lutionary
, , ., . . •

, /-11 • i- 1 • measures.
the country ;

the prohibitions against Christian worship ; Amnesty to

the statutes confiscating the property of the Gironde party,
^1'^^^^'^/^"^°^

condemned by the Committees, were successively repealed, cuted dur-

This was followed by a general measure, restoring to the
Rf^.Q^utiou

families of all persons condemned since the Revolution, Dec. 8.

their property, so far as it had not been disposed of to ^^H' jg]

others. The Abbe Morellct published an eloquent appeal Dec. 22.

to the public, entitled Le On des Families, and Legeiidre

concluded a powerful speech in their favour with these

touching words :
—" If I po.ssessed one acre belonging to 2 Hist. Pari,

these unfortunate sufferers, never could I taste of repose, ^^^g^^^®'
In the evening, while walking in my solitary garden, I Mis.ii.36i,

'iiyi. Lac.
xii. 177, 179.would fancy I beheld in each rosebud, the tears of an ^''•'- ^^-

J
~ ' XII. Ill, ll».

orphan whom I had robbed of its inheritanca The bust Th. vii. 229,

of Marat was soon after broken at the Theatre Feydeau by ^g""^ ^^y_
a band of the Troupe Doree, as it had already been at the iv. 237,245.

Theatre Fran9ais,2 and next day his busts were destroyed in
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all the public places. About the same time, the survivors

of the twenty-two proscribed members of the Girondist

party, who had been in concealment since the revolt of

the 31st May, were restored to their seats in the Assembly ;

and the Thermidorian party saw itself strengthened by the

accession of Louvet, Isnard, Lanjuinais, Henri Lariviere,

and others, alike estimable for their talents, and their con-

stancy under adverse fortune.

Strengthened by the accession of so many new members,
and the increasing force of public opinion, Tallien and his

friends at length proceeded to the decisive measure of im-

peaching Billaud Varennes, Collot d'Herbois, Barere, and

Vadier, theremainingheadsof the Jacobins. "Tou demand
the Restoration of Terror, said Tallien :

" Let us consider the

means it employs before we estimate its effects. A govern-
ment can never inspire terror but by menacing with capital

punishments, by menacing without intermission, without

distinction, without investigation, all who oppose it : by
menacing without proof, on mere suspicion, on no ground
at all : bvstriking continuallywith relentless hand, in order

to inspire terror into all the world. You must suspend over

every action a punishment, over every word a threat, over

silence even a suspicion : you must place under every step a

snare,in everyfamilya traitor,in every tribunal an assassin :

you must put every citizen to the torture, by the punish-
ment of multitudes, and subsequent massacre of the execu-

tioners, lest they should become too powerful. Such is the

system of governing by terror
;
does it belong to a free,

humane, and regular government, or to the worst species

'Hist. Pari, of tyranny 1" These eloquent words produced a great im-

pression : the opposition against the Jacobins became soxxxTi. 254,

Amis, xiii. powerful, both within and without the Assembly, that a

^.
Hist, de return to severe measures was impossible, and the govern-

ment was swept along by the universal passion for a

humane administration.^

This bold step, however, excited the most violent tumults

among the democratical party. Several causes at that

period contributed to inflame the public discontent. The
distress and

-winter, which had set in with uncommon severity, exposed
agitationin r xi i i ^ jv '•

-i. /
many ot the lower classes to suiiering ;

a scarcity ot pro-
visions was, as usual, ascribed by the multitude to the

conduct of government, and the dreadful depreciation of

231.

21.

Extreme

France.
March 1795.
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tlie assignats threatened almost every individual in the chap.

kingdom with ruin. Instruments of this dangerous descrip-
xix.

tion to the amount of above eight milliards of francs, or "TrgsT

£320,000,000 sterling, had been put into circulation by the

Revolutionary government ;
and although their influence

had been prodigious at the moment in sustaining the credit

of the state, and even causing its coflers to overflow, yet

tbeir nominal value soon gave way, from the distrust of

government, the vast excess of the circulating medium, and

the immense quantity of conflscated property which was

at the same time brought to sale ;
and they had now fallen

to one-fifteenth of the sum for which they were issued.

" The worst rebellions," says Lord Bacon,
" are those which

proceed from the stomach ;" and of this truth Paris soon

furnislied an example. The Jacobin leaders, threatened

with accusation, used their utmost exertions to rouse the

populace, and the discontent arising from so much sufier-

ing made them lend a willing ear to their seditious

harangues. Carnot was not included in the Act of Accu- i peux

sation ;
but he had the magnanimity to declare, that, ^V™s, xiu.^^

having acted with his colleagues for the public good, he paVi. xxxvi.'

had no wish but to share their fate. This generous pro- Lac. xU. 174

ceeding embarrassed the accusers ; but, in order to avoid i9i, 194.

implicating so illustrious a character in the impeachment, gg."" Th^y^-.

it was resolved to limit it to some only of the members of 249,250.

the Committee, and Amar, Vouland, and the painter David, conv. w!^

were excluded : the last of whom had disgraced a fine 232.

genius by the most savage revolutionary fanaticism.^

On the 1st April, a revolt was organised in the Faubourgs,

to prevent the trial of Billaud Varcnnes, Collot d"Herbois, 32.

Barere, and Vadier, which was about to commence two Revolt of

days after. The cry of the insurgents was—"
Bread, the to'savl'the'*

constitution of 1793, and the freedom of the patriots in
^^^°^^^

confinement." The universal sufiering which had followed AprU 1'.

the democratic rule, afforded the Jacobins too powerful a

lever to move the passions of the people ;
and as usual in

such cases, they found no difficulty in making them believe

that their distresses were not owing to their own excesses,

but to the abridgement of their power.
" Since France

had become republican," says the graphic annalist, himself

a member of the Convention, and supporter of Robespierre,
"
every species of evil had accumulated upon its devoted
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CHAP, head : famine, a total cessation of commerce, civil war,
XIX. attended by its usual accompaniments, conflagration, rob-

1795 bery, pillage, and murder. Justice was interrupted, the

sword of the law wielded by iniquity : property spoliated,
confiscation rendered the order of the day, the scaifold

permanently erected, calumnious denunciations held in the

highest estimation. Nothing was wanting to the general
desolation : virtue, merit of every sort, were persecuted
with unrelenting severity : debauchery encouraged, arbi-

trary arrests universally established, the revdlutionary
armies ploughing through the state like a devouring flame,
hatred every where fomented, hatred and disunion brought
into the bosom of domestic circles. Never had a country
descended so low : never had a people been overwhelmed

by a similar chaos of crimes and abominations." Instigated

by such sufferings, a formidable band soon surrounded the

'Hist. Pari. Assembly. Speedily they forced their way in; drunken
xxxvi. 260, women, abandoned prostitutes, formed the revolting ad-

(le la conv. "V'anced guard ; but speedily a more formidable band of
u. 215, 216.

petitioners, with pikes in their hands, filled every vacant

space.^

Having penetrated to the bar, they commenced the most

23 seditious harangues :
—" You see before you," said they.

Defeat of " the men of the 14th July, the 10th August, and the 31st

gents!*"'^' May. They have sworn to conquer or die : they will main-
tain the constitution of 1793, and the declaration of rights.

It is high time that the working-classes should cease to be

the victims of the selfishness of the rich, and the cupidity
of merchants. Where is the abundant harvest of last year ?

Have we destroyed the Bastile to raise up a thousand others

for the imprisonment of the patriots 1 Public misery is

at its height : the assignats are worth nothing ; for you
have passed decrees which have destroyed their value

; and

you, sacred Mountain, the men of the 14th July invoke

your aid in this crisis to save the country." With these

words, ascending the benches of the members, they seated

themselves with the deputies of the Mountain. Every
thing announced the approach of a crisis

;
the Jacobins

were recovering their former audacity, and the majority of

the Assembly, labouring under severe apprehension, were
on the point of witlidrawing, when, fortunately, a large

body of the Troupe Doree, who had assembled at the sound
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of the tocsin, entered the hall, under the command of chap.

Piche,2;ru, chanting in loud strains the " Reveil du Peuple."
x^^-

The insurgents knew their masters
;
and that formidahle

body, before whom the strength of the monarchy had so
* * 1 Jjist Pari

often trembled, yielded to the courage of a few thousand xxxvi. 269,

'

undisciplined young men. The crowd, lately so clamorous, ^ij^'igg**^'

gradually withdrew from the bar, and in a short time, the Mijr. ii. 365.

accused members were left alone to the vengeance of the
con,'. '^^v^''

Assembly, to answer for a revolt which they had so evi- 295,305.

lently excited.^

The Thermidorians made a humane use of their victory.

They were fearful of making too large chasms in the ranks

of the allies by whose assistance they had so recently been Humanitv of

delivered from the tyranny of Robespierre : and they t^"" .Thel•lm-
_

•
_

• i ' •> dorians after

justly feared a reaction in the public mind, if they put their vic

themselves in practice, on their first triumph, the bloody accuse/a're

maxims which they had so severely condemned in their o^y trans-

adversaries. By concert with the leaders of the Girond-
^"^ ''

ists, Billaud Varennes, Collot d'Herbois, and Barere, were
condemned to the limited punishment of transportation ;

and seventeen members of the Mountain, who had seemed
most favourable to the revolt, were put under arrest, and
the next day conducted to the Chateau of Ham. The per-
sons thus put in confinement included Cambon, Buamps,
Thuriot, Amar, and the whole strength of the Jacobin

party. The transference of the condemned deputies to

the Chateau of Ham was not accomplished without some

difficulty. They were once rescued by the insurgent popu- Am^s.'^xiii.'

lace
; but Pichegru having arrived at the head of throe ^^S-

H'**;

hundred of the Troupe Doree, the mob was dispersed, and 274/300.^'''

the prisoners were again seized and conducted to the place Jt'"^- ^^'i-.'^"'
. —00, iNXitr

of their confinement. Nothing is more instructive in the Ti. 367.

history of the French Revolution than the important con- Th"vii'2Bo'

sequences which, in all its stages, attended the efforts even 30o".

of the smallest body, acting energetically in the cause of
order.2

The fate of these revolutionary leaders was commensur-
ate to their crimes, in the colony to which they were con- 25

veyed. Their lives, which were in the first instance Their sub-

threhtened by the burning climate of Cayenne, were saved
arcayew'.*

by the generous kindness of the Sisters of Charity, who, in

the hospital on that distant shore, continued to piiictise ,

VOL. v. &
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towards the most depraved of mankind the subh'me prin-

ciples of forgiveness of injuries. Collot d'Herboi.s, shortly
after his recovery, endeavoured to engage the slaves of the

colony in a revolt
; being defeated in the attempt, he was

confined in the Fort of Siminari, where he died from

the effects of a bottle of spirits, which he swallowed in a

moment of despair. Billaud Varennes survived long the

other companions of his exile
;
his hardened mind pre-

vented him from feeling the pangs of remorse, and his

favourite occupation was teaching a parrot which he had

tamed, the jargon and the indecencies of the revolutionary

language. His punishment, and it was a dreadful one, con-

sisted in the tempest of passion within his own breast.

" NuUo martirio, fuor clie la tua rabbia,
Sarebbe al tuo furor dolor compito." •

Barfere had nearly died shortly after his sentence, of a

loathsome malady which he had contracted at Rochefort
;

but he sur\'ived that disease and escaped from prison, and

was restored to France by Napoleon in 1800, where he

lingered out his life an obscure pamphleteer in the Impe-
rial pay ; and before the expiry of his exile, Billaud

Varennes beheld the arrival, in the hut next his own, of

the illustrious Pichegru, whose vigour had been so instru-

mental in conducting him thither.^ t

The Jacobins were broken, but not subdued. By the

fall of Robespierre, and the execution of his associates in

the Municipality, they had lost the Commune
;
the closing

of their place of debate had deprived them of their centre

of operations : by the exile of so many members of the

Assembly, they were bereaved of their ablest leaders. Still

there remained to them the forces of the Faubourgs ; the

inhabitants of which retained the arms which they had

• ' No martyrdom but your own rage
Could be a pain equal to your atrocity."

Dante, Inferno, xiv. 65.

f Barere was employed in obscure situations by Napoleon, and was alive

at Brussels, where he was living in great poverty, in 1831. It was one of
his favourite positions at that time,

'' that the world could never be cirilized

till the punishment of death was utterly abolished, and that no human bein^
had a right to take away the life of another." This was the man who said

in 1793. ''the Tree of Lii)erty cannot flourish if it is not watered by the blood
of a king;" and "II n'y a que les morts qiiine rerlennent pas." So com-

pletely does a Revolution unhinge the human mind, that no reliance can be

placed, in its vicissitudes, on any thing but the sense of duty which religion

inspires. Before the Revolution he was the Jlarquis de Vieussae, with an

ample fortune. Hedied at Brussels on 13th January 1841.—See Sir AxTHnu
Brookg Falk>er"s Travels in German^/, i. 196.
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received at an early period of the revolutionary troubles ;
chat'.

•while their needy circumstances, and exasperation at the ^'^•

hish price of provisions, rendered them ready fur the most ^-y^

desperate enterprises. In the Annates Patriotiques of

19th May 1795, it was stated—"It would be difficult to May 19.

find a people upon the face of the globe so unhappy as

that of Paris. Yesterday we received each a ration of two

ounces of bread
;
that pittance, small as it is, has been

diminished to-day. That measure has spread consterna-

tiun among the people, who murmur now louder than

ever. All our streets resound with the cries of those who
are dvinc of famine." The failure of the revolt on 1st

April did not discourage their leaders
; they saw in it only

a proof of the necessity of making a greater effort with

more formidable forces. A general insurrection of the'i'eux

Faubourgs was agreed on for the 20th May; above thirty i25?i29.'"'

thousand men, armed with pikes, were then to march Hist. Pari,

. . 1 , I • 1
xxxvi. 310,

against the Convention, a greater force than that which 312. An-

had proved victorious on many former occasions, and
J^^'upJ"*""'

never before had they been animated by so ferocious a March 19.

spirit. Their rallying cry was,
" Bread and the Constitu-

tion of 1793." 1

The misery at Paris at this time, in consequence of the

famine which the Reign of Terror had brought upon

France, and the general failure of agricultural exertion. Excessive

in consequence of the forced requisitions and the law of
""'.'^'"y j**

the Maximum, had now risen to the very highest pitch, great' insur-

A contemporary republican writer gives the following j^^*"^
°"

energetic picture of the public suflFering :
" The Convention

had lost all its popularity, because it had evinced so little

disposition to relieve the sutferings of the people, which

had now become absolutely intolerable. The anarchists,

the enemies of order, profited by this ferment, and did

their utmost to augment it, because that class reaped no

harvest but in the fields of misery. France, exhausted by

every species of sufi'ering, had lost even the power of

uttering a complaint; and we had all arrived at such a 2 Duchess

point of depression, that death, if unattended by pain, p"Aiirantps.

would have been wished fur even by the youngest human |j 3;^
"'

being, because it ofi'orcd the prospect of repose, and every
Hist. Pari.

one panted for that blessing at any price.^ But it was a-is."'

" '

ordained that many days, months, and years, should still •
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continue in that state of horrible agitation, the true fore-

taste of the torments of hell." The mobs which liad, for

some weeks preceding, assembled in the streets on account

of the high price of provisions and universal suffering, pre-
vented the Convention from being aware of the approach
of a great popular movement, or of the magnitude of the

danger which threatened them.

No sooner, however, were they informed of it, on the

morning of the revolt, by the Committees of Government,
than the leaders of the Convention took the most prompt
measures to maintain their authority. They instantly
declared their sittings permanent, voted all assemblages
of the people seditious, named commanders of the armed

force, and summoned the National Guard of the Sections

by the sound of the tocsin to their defence. The suc-

ceeding night (19th May) was one of the most frightful
which occurred during the whole course of the Revolu-

tion. From sunset Paris was the theatre of unceasing

perturbation. Seditious groups were formed on the quays,
in the squares, on the boulevards : a crowd of noisy
discontented persons traversed every quarter, calling on
the discontented, the famishing, the desperate to revolt :

bands of women went from door to door knocking aloud,

raising alarming cries in the streets, deploring the death

of the "
good Robespierre,'''' whom the aristocrats had put to

death, and calling on the people to rise against their

oppressors, march straight to the Tuileries, and install the

true Republicans in power. The generale and the tocsin

sounded at the same time : to their incessant clang were
soon joined hideous cries, fierce vociferations, mingled with

the occasional discharge of muskets and pistols : while the

cannon of government sounded at intervals : and the deep
bell, placed lately on the summit of the Great Pavilion

of the Tuileries, by its loud and measured toll called the

National Guard to the defence of the Convention.^

Hesitation, as usual in presence of real danger, appeared
on the following morning among the supporters of order.

The Jacobins were already in arms
;
immense assemblages

appeared round the Pantheon, in the Place of the Bastile,

in that of Notre Dame, in the Place de Greve, in the Place

Royale. The whole city was in agitation : vast bodies of

insurgents by daybreak surrounded the Assembly, and by
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ten o'clock every avenue to its liall was choked with a forest chap.
of pikes. The insurgents had adopted the most energetic

xix.

measures to restore the democratic order of things. In the „

name of the "
Insurgent people, avIio had risen to obtain

bread, and resume their rights," they established a provi-
sional committee, which immediately abolished the exist-

ing government, proclaimed the democratic Constitution of

1793 ;
the dismissal of the members of administratioii and Am^fxui.

their arrest
;
the liberation of the patriots in confinement

; '^.''
i*-''-

the immediate convocation of the primary assemblies
;
the xxxvi. sn,

suspension of all authority not emanating: from the people. ?-'•
^'"•

mi iii 1 Tir-.V. 11.368,369

lliey resolved to create a new Municipality to serve as a Tii.vii.384.

centre of operations, to seize the telegraph, the barriers, p'^v'^''^^
the cannon of alarm, and the tocsin; and to invite all 311,312."

tlie forces, both regular and irregular, to join the banners
of the people and march against the Assembly.^

Scarcely were the decrees of the Convention passed,
when a furious multitude broke into the hall, crying aloud 3^
for bread and the Constitution of 1793. The President Convention

Vernier behaved with a dignity befitting his situation. Herofc c'on-
" Your cries," he said,

" will not alter one iota of our duct of

measures
; they will not hasten by one second the arrival dAngUs.

of provisions : they will only retard them." A violent '^^^ "^"^

tumult drowned his voice
;
the insurgents broke open convention,

the inner doors with hatchets, and instantly a vociferous

multitude filled the whole of the room. A severe struggle
ensued between the National Guard, entrusted with the

defence of the Assembly, and the furious rabble. Vernier
was torn from the chair : it was immediately occupied by
Boissy d'Anglas, who, through the whole of that perilous

day, evinced the most heroic firmness of mind. Feraud,
with generous devotion, interposed his body to receive

the blows destined for the president ;
he was mortally

wounded, dragged out by the populace, and beheaded in

the lobby. They instantly placed his head on a pike, and
with savage cries re-entered the hall, bearing aloft in

triumph the bloody trophy of their violence. Almost
all the deputies fled in consternation

;
none remained

excepting the friends of the revolt and Boissy d'Anglas,
who, with Roman constancy, filled the chair, and, regard-
less of all the threats of the multitude, unceasingly pro-
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tested, in the name of the Convention, against the

violence with which they were assailed. They presented
to him the lifeless head of Feraud on the top of the

pike, and waved it before his eyes ;
he turned aside with

emotion from the horrid spectacle; they again presented

it, and he bowed with reverence before the remains

of fidelity and devotion. The multitude laughed loudly
and applauded long at the sight of the bloody head. Cries

of " Bread ! bread ! Liberate all the patriots !" resounded

for more than half an hour through the hall, with such

vehemence that no other voice could be heard. He was at

length torn from the chair by the efforts of his friends, and
the insurgents, overawed by the grandeur of his conduct,

permitted him to retire without molestation. Being now
undisputed masters of the Convention, the insurgents,
with the aid of their associates in the Assembly, proceeded
without delay to assume the government. Amidst the

gloom of twilight, they named a president, got possession
of all the bureaux, and in the midst of deafening applause,

passed a series of resolutions declaratory of their intentions.

The most important of these were, the restoration of the

Jacobin club, the re-establishment of the democratic con-

stitution, the recall of the exiled members, the dismissal

of all the existing members of the government. A provi-
sional administration, and a commander of the armed

force, were named, and every thing seemed to indicate a

complete revolution.^

But though the Assembly was dissolved, the Committees

still existed, and their firmness saved France. All the

efforts of the insurgents to force their place of meeting
were defeated by the vigour of a few companies of the

National Guard, and a determined band of the Troupe

Doree, who guarded the avenues to that last asylum of

order and humanity. As night approached, many of the

mob retired to their homes, and the troops of the Sec-

tions began to assemble in force round the Committees.

Encouraged by the strength of their defenders, they even

returned to the seat of government, and there ventured on

an open attack on the insurgents. The grenadiers of the

Sections advanced with fixed bayonets, the pikemen of the

Faubourgs stood their ground, and a bloody strife ensued
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in the hall and on the benches of the Convention. The chap.

opposing cries,
" Vivent les Jacobins !"

" Vive la Conven- xix.

tion !

"
resounded from the opposite sides of the room, and

j-y^^

success was for a few minutes doubtful. At length the

insurgents were forced back at the point of the bayonet,

and a frightful mass of men and women, half of whom
were intoxicated, were driven headlong, amidst frightful

cries, out of the hall. At eleven o'clock Legendre made a

sally, and speedily routed the surrounding multitude :

they made a resistance as pusillanimous as their conduct

had been violent ;
and the members who had fled, re-

sumed at midnight their places in the Convention. All

that had been done by the rebel authority was imme-

diately annulled ; eight-and-tvventy members who had

supported their proceedings were put under arrest, and

at five in the morning they were already five leagues from

Paris. Such was the termination of this memorable revolt,

which obtained the name of the insurrection of the 1st

Prairial. On no former occasion had the people evinced

such exasperation, or a spectacle so terrible been exhibited
Am^is,\iii.

in the legislature. If cannon were not planted in battery i44._ Mig

against the Convention, as on the 31st May, yet the scenes Lac.'xii. -223.

in the interior of its hall were more bloody and appalling;
Th. viu 3S)5,

1 /• J.1 i' J- 1
oi)H, Hist.

and the victory of the populace tor the time not less com- de la c<mv.

plete. The want of design and decision on the part of
'Hj^f'^j'"'*-

the insurgents alone made them lose the victory after xxxv'i. 35i'.

they had gained it, and saved France from a return to the

Reign of Blood.

But the Faubourgs, though defeated, were not subdued.

On the following day the tocsin sounded in every quarter ^^

of Paris at eight o'clock in the morning ;
the generale beat Fresh . 'fforts

to summon the National Guard ; and the Convention, '^^^^l'^

•''''''-

little expecting to survive the day, assembled in their hall May 21.

at nine. The insurgents quickly appeared in great

strength ; they advanced in still greater force against the

Convention, and had alrea<ly pointed their cannon against

the place of its deliberation. The conduct of the Presi-

dent Legendre on this trying occasion was in the highest

degree admirable. The sound of the approach of the can-

non made several members start from their seats, and run

towards the door. There new terrors appeared : the can-

noniers of the Convention, as soon as they saw the guns •
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CHAP, of the Faubourgs charged, went over to the mob, and,
XIX. both united, pointed them, with the matches lighted,

against the Assembly. All seemed lost : a similar defec-

tion the other way had ruined Robespierre. But, in that

extremity, the conduct of the President Legendre proved
the salvation of the country.

"
Representatives !

"
cried he,

" remain at your posts ;
be steady. Nature has destined

us all to death ;
a little sooner or later is of trifling

moment
;
but an instant's vacillation would ruin you for

ever." Awed by these words, they resumed their seats,

and awaited in silence the enemies who surrounded the

hall. Their defenders soon arrived ;
the Jeunesse Doree

appeared in strength : arms were distributed to thirty

thousand men ;
the cavalry di-ew around them in imposing

numbers
;
the Sections Lepelletier and La Buttemoulins

ranged themselves on the side of the Convention ; cannon

were planted, and platoons ready to discharge on both

sides. Intimidated by a resistance they had not expected,
the chiefs of the insurgents paused : and the Assembly,

taking advantage of their hesitation, entered into a nego-
tiation with their leaders, who prevailed on the people

1 Hist. Pari, to retire, after receiving the assurance that the supply of

S72!^^beus provisions for the capital should be attendetl to, and the

Amis, xiv. ]aws of the Constitution 1793 enforced. The result of
147 149

Mig. U.372. that day demonstrated, that the physical force of the
Hist, de la

populace, however formidable, being depiived of the guid-

319,350. ance of leaders of ability, could not contend with the

permanent influence of the government.^
Instructed by so many disasters, and such narrow escapes

from utter ruin, the Convention resolved on the most de-

Triai and cisive measures. Eleven of the most obnoxious members of

tk.n'^of'"^
the Mountain—viz., Rlml, Romme, Goujon, Du Quesnoy,

Rommeand Duroy, Soubrani, Bourbotte, Peyssard, Forrestier, Albitte,

reranan°'^'" and Prieur de la Marne, were delivered over to a military

June 17. commission, or the ordinary tribunals, by whom they were
2 Lac. xii. all condemned, except the three last, who escaped. Three

u. 373. 'xh. of them, Romme, Goujon. and Du Quesnoy, stabbed them-
vvi. 407, 408. selves at the bar on receiving sentence, and expired in pre-

Conv. iv. sence of the judges ;
several of the others mortally wounded

351 Hist,
themselves, and were led, still bleeding, to the scaffold.^

Pari, xxxvi. '
. , „ ~ ,• i

379. They all died with a stoical firmness, so often displayed

during those days of anarchy, the victims of political, worse
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than any religious fanaticism. Barere, Collot d'Herbois, chap,

Varcnnes, and Vadier, were ordered to be tried by the ^X-

criminal tribunal of Charente Inferieure ; but before the

decree arrived at Rochefort, they had all, except Barere,

been transported or escaped. Barere was tried and sen-

tenced to transportation ;
but he succeeded in escaping

from the prison of Saintes.

At length the period had arrived when the Faubourgs,
whose revolts had so often proved fatal to the tranquillity 34.

of France, were to be finally subdued. The murderer of Condemna-

the deputy Feraud had been discovered, and condemned aud's mur-

bv a military commission. When the day of his punish- ^^'^^J'- ^}^-
•' •' '^ arming of

ment approached, the Convention, to prevent another the Fau-

revolt, ordered the disarming of the Faubourgs. A band
^""tofnp'

of the most intrepid of the Troupe Doree imprudently andtermi-

advanced into that thickly peopled quarter ;
and after

"eign^of the*

seizing some guns found themselves surrounded by its multitude.

immense population. They owed their safety to the
" ^^

humanity or prudence of the leaders of the revolt, who
hesitated to imbrue their hands in the blood of the best

families of Paris. But no sooner were they permitted to

retire, than the National Guard, thirty thousand strong,

supported by four thousand troops of the line, surrounded

the revolutionary quarter ;
the avenues leading to it were

planted with cannon, and mortars disposed on conspicuous
situations to terrify the inhabitants into submission.

Alarmed at the prospect of a bombardment, by which their

property woiild have been endangered, the master manu-

facturers, and chiefs of the revolt, had a conference, at which
it was resolved to make an unconditional siirrender. They
submitted without restriction to the terms of tlie Assembly ;

their cannon were taken from them, the cannoniers dis-

banded
;
the revolutionary committees suppressed ; the

constitution of 1793 abolished
;
and the formidable pikes,

which since the 14th July 1789, had so often struck terror

into Paris, finally given Tip. Shortly after, the military
force was taken from the populace. The National guards

1 Deux
were organised on a new footing ;

the workmen, the valets. Amis, xiH.

the indigent citizens, were excluded from their ranks
;
and If";' p*'

the new members, regularly organised by battalions and xxxvi. 206,

brigades, were subjected to the orders of the Military Com-
^''^'

mittee.^ At the same time, in accordance with an earnest >
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CHAP, petition from the few remaining Catholics, they were
XIX. permitted to make use of the churches, ou condition of

maintaining them at their own expense.
Thus TERMINATED THE ReIGN OP THE MULTITUDE, six

years after it liad been first established by the storming of

^!^ ^- „„„ the Bastile. From the period of their being disarmed, the

Th. vii. 410, populace took no further share in the changes of govern-

xiL 227

*''" °^6^i*
; t'l^y were brought about solely by the middle

Toui. V. 260, classes and the army. The Revolution, considered as a

fie\a conv niovemeiit of the people, was thereafter at an end
;
the

ir. 351, 352. subsequent struggles were merely the contests of other

powers for the throne which they had made vacant.^

The gradual relaxation of the extraordinary rigour of

government erected by the Convention, presents an inter-

esting epoch in the history of the Revolution.

Aft-^r the overthrow of Robespierre, the Convention

35
endeavoured to retrace their steps towards the natural

Measures of order of society ;
but they experienced the utmost difficulty

timi^afteT"' "1 the a^ tempt. To go on with the maximum, forced requi-
the tall of sitions, and general distribution of food, was impossible ;

pierre."
^^t how to relax these extreme measures was the question,
when the general industry of the country was so grievously

reduced, and the usual supplies so much straitened, both by
the abstraction of agricultural labourers, the terror excited

by the requisitionists, and the forced sales at a nominal and
ruinous price. The first step towards a return to the natural

state was an augmentation of the price fixed as a maximum

by two-thirds, and a limitation of the right of making
forced requisitions. But these oppressive exactions were
in fact abandoned by the reaction in the public feeling,

and the cessation of terroi-, after the fall of the Dictatorial

government. The assignats going on continually declining,
J Deux the aversion of all the industrial classes to the maximmn

137!^39
"'"

"^^^ constantly increasing, because the losses they sustained

Hist. Pari, through the forced sales were thereby daily augmented ;

Migl^ii.402.
^^d the persons entrusted with the administration of the

Hist, de la
laws, being of a more moderate and humane character, were

257, 258. averse to have recourse to the sanguinary measures which

m 2*4
^^' '^^^^ ^ti^^ placed at their disposal.^ Thus there was every

225!
'

where in France a general endeavour to elude the maximum,
and the newly constituted authorities winked at frauds
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•\vliicli they felt to be the necessary consequence of so chap.

unjust a law. No one, during the Reign of Terror, ventured ^i^.

openly to resist regulations which rendered the industrial
"^7967"

and commercial classes tributary to the soldiers and the

multitude
;
but when the danger of the guillotine was at

an end, the reaction against them was irresistible.

Many months had not elapsed after the 9th Thermidor,

before the total abolition of the maximum and forced
gg

requisitions was demanded in the Assembly. Public Reaction

feeling revolted against their continuance, and they were yfoYem im'-a-

abolished almost by acclamation. The powers of the Com- sures of the

mission of Subsistence and Provisions were greatly cir- Tenor!

cumscribed ;
the right of making forced requisitions

continued only for a month, and its army of ten thousand

employes restricted to a few hundred. At the same time,

the free circulation of gold and silver, which had been

arrested by the Revolutionary government, was again

permitted. The inextricable question of the assignats

next occupied the attention of the Assembly ;
for the

suffering produced by their depreciation had become

absolutely intolerable to a large portion of the people.

Being still a legal tender at par, all those who had money
^ Hist. Pari,

to receive lost eleven-twelfths of their property. The i^ra^^-rh.'

salaries of the public functionaries, and the payments to !,"
^36, 2-io.

^
• 1 Rapport lie

the public creditors, were to a certain degree augmented, Lindpt sur

but by no means in proportion to the depreciation of the
|;'tp*j"„""."

paper. But this was a trifling remedy ; the great evil de la Rep.

still remained unmitigated in all payments between man
and man over the whole country.^

The only way of withdrawing the assignats from circu-

lation, and in consequence enhancing their value, was by ^.

the sale of the national domains, when, according to the inextricable

theory of their formation, they should be retired by
^i^Vi'^f^,;^!

government, and destroyed. But how were purchasers the assig.

"

to be found ? That was the eternal question which "'''^•

constantly recurred, and never could be answered. The

same national convulsion which had confiscated two-thirds

of the land of France belonging to the emigrants, the

clers:y, and the crown, had destroyed almost all the

capital which could be employed in its purchase. Sales

to any considerable extent were thus totally out of tlie

question, the more especially as the estates thus brought ,
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CHAP, all at once to sale, consisted in great part of sumptuous
XIX.

palaces, woods, parks, and other domains, in circumstances,

of all others, the worst adapted for a division among
the industrial classes. It was not the capitals of a few

shopkeepers and farmers which had escaped the general
wreck that could produce any impression on such immense

possessions. The difficulty, in truth, was inextricable ;

, „. , „ , no sales to any extent went on : the assignats were con-
'Hist.P.irl. .,,.''..,, ,." „

xxxvi. 212 tniually mcreasmg With the vast expenditure oi govern-

^'2 ^^g^ii,
ment : and at length it was got over, as will apjjear in the

403. sequel, by forced means, and the proclamation of a national

bankruptcy of the very worst kind.^

But the attention of the Convention was soon drawn
to evils of a still more pressing kind. The abolition of

Dreadful the maximum and of the forced requisitions, had deprived
scarcity in povemmeiit of its violent means of feeding the citizens,Pans fi'om s 07
the abolition while, in. consequeiice of the shock which these tyrannical

requisitions'^ P^'oceedings
had given to industry, the usual sources of

supply were almost dried up. The consequence was a

most severe scarcity of every kind of provisions, which

went on increasing during the whole of the winter of

1794-5, and at length, in March 1795, reached the most

March 24. alarming height. To the natural evils of famine were

superadded the horrors of a winter of uncommon severity,
'

such as had not been experienced in Europe for a hundred

years. The roads, covered with ice, were impassable for

carriages ;
the canals were frozen up ;

and the means of

subsistence to the metropolis seemed to be totally ex-

hausted. In this extremity every family endeavoured to

lay in stores for a few days, and the few convoys which

approached Paris were besieged by crowds of famishing

"citizens, who proceeded twenty and thirty miles to anti-

cipate the ordinary supplies. Nothing remained for

government, who still adhered, though with weakened

powers, to the system of distributing food to the people,

'xm\%\\\. l^ut to diminish the rations daily issued ; and on the

99, 108.
report of Boissy d'Anglas, the quantity served out from

xx.xvi. 261. the public magazines was diminished to one-half, or a
Th. vji. 24a,

pound of bread a-day for eacli person above the working
xii. 192.

'

classes, and a pound and a half to those actually engaged
in labour.2

At this rate, there was daily distributed to the G36,000
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inhabitants of the capital, eighteen hundred and ninety- chap.

seven casks of tlour. But small as this quantity was, it xix.

was soon found necessary to reduce it still further ;
and at

j.g^

^

length, for several weeks, each citizen received only two
^^

onnces of black and coarse bread a-day. Small as this Miserable

pittance was, it could be obtained only by soliciting
^^J'^^^.!»J^,^^j.

tickets from the committees of government, and after the people,

waiting at the doors of the bakers from eleven at night

till seven in the morning, during the rigour of an arctic
^^.^^ _^^^^

winter. The citizens of Paris were for months reduced to xxxvi'. 2'do,'

the horrors of a besieged town ;
numbers perished of

'f^;^^\j^„^

famine, and many owed their existence to the kindness of Lac. xii'lgi.

some friend in the country, and the introduction of the
^^^'ig^^?,"'

potato, which already began to assuage this artificial, as it 24, 26'.

has so often since done the most severe natural scarcities.^

The abolition of the maximum, of tiie requisitions, and

of all the forced methods of procuring supplies, produced, ^^

as might have been anticipated, a most violent reaction on Enormous

the price of every article of consumption, and, by conse-
f^^'j"'',':^;""

quence, on the value of the assignats. Foreign commerce of theassig.

having begun to revive with the cessation of the Reign of
pubiie"aes.

Terror, sales being no longer forced, the assignat was pah- in cuh-

brought into comparison with the currency of other ^'=i"^°'^'^'

countries, and its enormous inferiority precipitated still

further its fall. The rapidity of its decline gave rise to

numerous speculations on the exchange of Paris
;
and the

people, in the midst of the horrors of famine, were

exasperated by the sight of fortunes made out of the

misery which they endured. Government, to provide for

the necessities of the inhabitants, had no other resource

but to increase the issue of assignats for the purchase of

provisions ; three milliards more of francs (<£ 120,000,000)

were issued for this necessary purpose, and the consequence

was, that the paper money fell almost to nothing. Bread

was exposed for sale at twenty-two francs the pound, and

what formerly cost 100 francs, was now raised to 4000.

In the course of the year the depreciation became such, sujst. Pari.

that 28,000 francs in paper were exchanged for a louis ^J*^"-f^'.-

d'or, and a dinner for five or six persons cost 60,000 francs xiv. 28, 29.

in assigTiats.2 A kind of despair seized every mind at such
JJj- ''\^^'

prodigious and apparently interminable losses, and it was :iiii. 40.

th^ force of this feeling which produced the great revolts
,
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CHAP, already mentioned, which had so nearly proved fatal to
x'^- the Thermidorians, and restored the whole forced system

,yg-
of the Reign of Terror.

The overthrow of this insurrection led to several laws

4, which powerfully tended to diminish the destructive

ciianf,'esin ascendency of the people in the government. The National
the laws -,i -i ,~. ,-,,
June and buards Were reorganised on the footmg on which they
^^^i'- had been before the 10th August ;

the labouring and

poorer classes excluded, and the service confined to the

more substantial citizens. At Paris this important force

was placed under the orders of the military committee.

The government got quit at the same time of a burden-

some and ruinous custom, which the Convention had
borrowed from the Athenian Democracy, of allowing

every indigent citizen fifty sous a-day, while they were

engaged at their respective Sections ;
a direct premium

on idleness, and a constant inducement to the turbulent
Th. vii. and restless to assemble at these great centres of democratic

419 420
Lac. .xiii. 43. power. The churches were restored to the anxious wishes
Hist. Purl. Qf the Catholics, on the condition that they should main-

12.
'

tain them themselves
;
the first symptom of a return to

religious feeling in that infidel age.^

All the evils, the necessary result of an excessive and

42 forced paper circulation, went on increasing after the
Vain niea- government, which had returned to moderate measures,

government ^^^ installed in power. Subsistence was constantly
to arrest the

-wanting in the great towns; the treasury was empty of

all but assignats ;
the great bulk of the national domains

remained unsold
;
the transactions, debts, and properties

of individuals were involved in inextricable confusion.

Sensible of the necessity of doing something for those

who were paid in the government paper, the Directory

adopted a scale by which the assignats were taken as

worth a fifth of their nominal value
;
but this was an

inconsiderable relief, as they had fallen to a hundred-and-

fftieth part of the sum for which thej' had been originally

Amis,xiv. Issued. The consequence of this excessive depreciation in

28,29. Hist.j^ paper which was still a legal tender, was, that the whole

12,36. Th. debts of individuals were extinguished by a payment

Lac xUi^32
'^^'ortli nothing ; that the income of the fundholders was

86
'

annihilated ;2 and the state itself, compelled t© receive its

own paper in payment of tlie taxes, found the treasury
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filled with a mass of sterile assignats. But for the half, of chap.

the land-tax, which was received in kind, the government
^^•

would have been literally without the means either of
j-f,^

feeding Paris or the armies.

Hitherto the reaction had been in favour of constitutional

and moderate measures ; but the last great victory over
^^

the Jacobins revived the hopes of the Royalists. The Further

emigrants and the clergy had returned in great numbers humane'"'

since the repeal of the severe laws passed against them measures,

during the Reign of Terror, and contributed powerfully to tion oftiie

incline the public mind to a moderate and constitutional Revolution-

ary Tri-

monarchy. The horror excited by the sanguinary proceed- buuai.

ings of the Jacobins was so strong and universal, that the

reaction naturally was in favour of a Royalist government.
The recent successes of the Troupe Doree, who formed the

flower of the youth of Paris, had awakened in them a

strong esprit de corps, and prepared the great and inert

body of the people to follow a banner which had sp

uniformly led to victory. So strong was the feeling at

that period from recent and grievous experience of the

danger of popular tumults, that, after the disarming of the

Faubourgs, several sections made a voluntary surrender of

their artillery to the government. A large body of troops
of the line, supported by a considerable train of artillery,

was brought to Paris, and encamped in the plain of

Sablons ; and the galleries of the Assembly were closed

except to persons having tickets of admission. The

language of the deputations of the Sections at the bar of

the Convention became openly hostile to the dominion of

the people, and such as would a few months earlier have

been a sure passport to the scaffold.
"
Experience," said

the deputies of the Section Lepelletier,
" has taught us

that the despotism of the people is as insupportable as the

tyranny of kings." The Revolutionary Tribunal, at the

same period, was abolished by a decree of the Convention, june ir.

A journal of the day observed,
" Such was the tranquil IZ^g-'o^'

and bloodless end of the most atrocious institution, of Th.' viii. 20,

which, since the Council of Blood, established l>v the ?,'

'

1

^'*''
••

Duke of Alva in the Low Countries, the history of oc, "6.

tribunals, instruments of injustice, has preserved the

remembrance."^ ,
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CHAP.
XIX.

1795.

44.

Formation
of a uew
constitu-

tion.

'Rapport
de Boissy
d'Anglas
sur la Con-
stitution.

Toul. V. 272,
273. Hist.

Pari, xxxvii.
34.

During this reYolution of public opinion, the Convention
was engaged in the formation of a Constitution. It is in

the highest degree both curious and instructive to con-

template the altered doctrines which prevailed after the

consequences of popular government had been experienced,
and how generally men reverted to those principles which,
in the commencement of the Revolution, were stigmatised
as slavish and disgraceful. Boissy d'Anglas was chosen to

make a report upon the form of the Constitution
;
his

memoir contains much important truth, which preceding
events had forced upon the observation of mankind.
"
Hitherto," said he,

" the efforts of France had been

solely directed to de.stroy ;
at present, when we are neither

silenced by the oppression of tyrants, nor intimidated by
the cries of demagogues, we must turn to our advantage
the crimes of the monarchy, the errors of the Assembly,
the horrors of the Decemviral tyranny, the calamities of

anarchy. Absolute equality is a chimera
; virtue, talents,

physical or intellectual powers, are not equally distributed

by nature. Property alone attaches the citizen to his

country ;
all who are to have any share in the legislature

should be possessed of some independent income. All

Frenchmen are citizens
; but the state of domestic service,

pauperism, or the non-payment of taxes, forbid the great

majority from exercising their rights. The Executive

government requires a central position, a disposable force,

a display calculated to strike the vulgar. The people
should never be permitted to deliberate indiscriminately
on public affairs

;
a populace constantly deliberating

rapidly perishes by misery and disorder
;
the laws should

never be submitted to the consideration of the multitude."

Such were the principles ultimately adopted by the Revo-

lutionary Assembly of France. In a few years, centuries

of experience had been acquired.^
If such was the language of the Convention, it may

easily be conceived how much more powerful was the

reaction among the middle classes of the people. The
National Guard, and the Jeunesse Doree of several Sections,

had become open Royalists. They wore the green and
black uniform which distinguished the Chouans of the

western provinces ;
the Reveil du Peuple was beginning

to awaken the dormant, not extinguished, loyalty of the
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French people. The name of Terrorist had hecome in many chap.

places the signal for proscriptions as perilous as that of xix.

Aristocrat had formerly been. In the south, especially, j-gj

the reaction was terrible. Bands, bearing the names of 45.

the " Companies of Jesus," and the "
Companies of the general

Sun," traversed the country, executing the most dreadful ment of

reprisals upon the revolutionary party. At Lyons, Aix,
p^p^j^f^*]"

Tarascon, and Marseilles, tliey massacred the prisoners from the

without either trial or discrimination ; the 2d of Septem-
p'^/Zi^ir/e^'''

ber was repeated with all its horrors in most of the prisons and violent

of the south of France. At Lyons, after the first massacre thrsoutil'of

of the Terrorists, they pursued the wretches through the France,

streets, and when any one was seized, he was instantly

thrown into the Rhone
;
at Tarascon, the captives were

cast headlong from the top of a lofty rock into that rapid

stream. One prison at Lyons was set on fire by the

infuriated mob, and the unhappy inmates all perished in

the flames. The people, exasperated by the blood which
^

had been shed by the revolutionary party, were insatiable
^^^j^^^^

in their vengeance ; they invoked the name of a parent, 44, 50! Hist,

brother, or sister, when retaliating on their oppressors ; 4f7''43|_'''''

and while committing murder themselves, exclaimed, with Lac xii. 210,

every stroke, "Die, assassins!" History must equally prfro"", o^"'

condemn sucli horrors by whomsoever committed
;
but it 32,73.

must reserve its severest censure for those by whom they
y>'cre first perpetrated.'-

Many innocent persons perished, as in all popular

tumults, during those bloody days. The two sons of the 46.

Duke of Orleans, the Duke de Montpensier, and the Count Generous
conduct ot

Beaujolais, were confined in the Fort of St John at the Duke

Marseilles, where they had been forgot during the Reign
"^ Orleans'

? ,1 o
^

c3 u
younger

of Terror. On the 6th June, a terrible noise round the sons, and

fort announced the approach of the frantic multitude. sUonrto^
The cries of the victims in the adjoining cells too soon theJaco-

informed them of the danger which they ran
; Royalists

and Jacobins were indiscriminately murdered by the

bloody assassins. Isnard and Cardroi at length put a stop

to the massacres, but not before eightj^ persons had been

murdered. The former, though he strove to moderate tlie

savage measures of the Royalists, increased their fury by
the fearful energy of his language. "AVe want arrHs,"

said the young men wlio were marching against the
,

•\A)L. v. U .
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CHAP. Jacobins of Toulon. "Take," said he, "the bones of your
XIX. fathers to march against their murderers." The fate of

these young Princes was in the highest degree interesting.

Some months afterwards they formed a plan of escape ;

but the Duke de Montpensier, in descending the wall of

the fort, broke his leg, was seized, and reconducted to

prison. He consoled himself for his failure by the thoughts
that his brother had succeeded, when he beheld him
re-enter the cell, and fall upon his neck. Escaped from

danger, and on the point of embarking on board a vessel

destined for America, he had he^rd of the misfortune of

his brother, and, unable to endure freedom without him,
he had returned to prison to share his fate. They were

both subsequently liberated, and reached America
;
but

they soon died, the victims of a long and severe captivity

of four years. During the predominance of these principles,

upwards of eighty Jacobins were denounced in the Con-

vention, and escaped execution only bysecreting them-selves

in different parts of France. The only secure asylum
which they found was in the houses of the Royalists,

whom, during the days of their power, they had saved

from the scaffold. Not one was betrayed by those to

whom they fled. So predominant was the influence of

, T •• the Girondists, that Louvet obtained a decree, ordering an
1 Lac. 111. ' 7 o

212,216, expiatory fete for the victims of 31st May. ISone of the

Amis^v"'^ Thermidorians ventured to resist the proposal, though
44,49. many amongst them had contributed in no inconsiderable

degree to their fate.^

About the same time, the infant King of France, Louis

XVII., expired. The 9th Thermidor came too late to save

Last days the life of this unfortunate prince. His savage jailer,

of LoSs^ Simon, was indeed beheaded, and a less cruel tyrant sub-

xyii. in stituted in his place ;
but the temper of the times would

uberaHon of iiot ^t ^^'^^ admit of any decided measures of indulgence
the Duchess in favour of the heir to the throne. The barbarous treat-

lemef°" ment he had experienced from Simon, had alienated his

reason, but not extinguished his feelings of gratitude. On
one occasion, that inhuman wretch had seized him by the

hair, and threatened to dash his head against the wall
;

the surgeon, Naulin, interfered to prevent him, and the

unhappy child next day presented him with two pears,

which had been given him for his supper the preceding
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evening, lamenting, at the same time, that he had no other chap.

means of testifying his gratitude. Simon and Hebert had ^'^•

put him to the torture, to extract from him an avowal of
j^g^

crimes connected with his mother, which he was too young
to understand ;

after that cruel day, he almost always

preserved silence, lest his words should prove fatal to some

of his relations. This resolution, and the closeness of his

confinement, soon preyed upon his health. In February

179.5, he was seized with a fever, and visited by three

Members of the Committee of General Salvation ; they
found him sitting at a little table, making castles of cards.

They addressed to him the words of kindness, but could

not obtain any answer. In May, the state of his health

became so alarming, that the celebrated surgeon Dessault

was directed by the Convention to visit him
;
his generous

attentions assuaged the sufferings of his latter days, but

could not prolong his life : he soon after died in prison. June 8.

The public sjTiipathy was so strongly excited by this event,

that it induced the Assembly to consent to the freedom of

the remaining child of Louis XVI. On the 18th of June, June is.

the Duchess d'Angouleme was liberated from the Temple,
and exchanged for the four Commissioners of the Conven-

tion whom Dumourier had delivered up to the Austrians.
, ^^^ ^„

She had owed her life, during the ascendancy of Robe- 3«9, 374,

spierre, to a project which he was revolving in his mind, Amis.^i".'^

of marrying that unhappy princess, and thus uniting in 172,173.

his person the Revolutionary and Royalist parties.^*

The fate of La Fayette, Latour Maubourg, and other

eminent men who were detained in the Austrian prisons, ^g^

since their defection from the armies of France, at this Continued

time excited the most ardent sympathy both in France and
LTrayltte,

England. They had been rigorously guarded since their and general

captivity in the fortress of Olmutz ;
and the humane in ^"s behalf,

every part of the world behold with regret men who had

voluntarily delivered themselves up to avoid tiie excesses

of a sanguinary faction, treated with more severity than

prisoners of war. Mr Fox in vain endeavoured to induce

the British government to interfere in their behalf; the

• " Dans ces tems cette jcune infortunoe n'avait dft son s-ilut qu";i I'ambi-

tion lie Robespierre: et si sous la Regno de la Tcrreur elle n'avait jmint
suivic sa famille a rechafaud. c'est que cc monstre avuit des vues sur elle,

et se proramettait de I'epouser pour atiirmer sa puissance."—Deux Amis,
xiT. 173. «
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CHAP, reply of Mr Pitt in the House of Commons equalled tlie

^ix-
speech of his eloquent rival, and nothing followed from the

j-y. attempt. The wife and daughters of La Fayette, finding all

attempts at his deliverance inefi'ectual, generously resolved

to share his captivity ;
and they remained in confinement

with him at Olmutz, till the victories of Napoleon in 1796

compelled the Austrian government to consent to their

liberation. His imprisonment, however tedious, was pro-

bably the means of saving his life
;
it is hardly possible that

, Lac X. 38i!
^"^ France he could have survived thq Reign of Terror, or

387. escaped the multitude which he had roused to revolution,
and to whom he had long been the object of execration.^

Meanwhile, the Convention proceeded rapidly with the

^j,
formation of the new constitution. This was the third

Comii]etion which had been imposed tipon the French people during

"onstitu'l^ the space of a few years ;
a sufficient proof of the danger

tion. of incautiously overturning long-established institutions.

But the constitution of 1795 was very different from those

which had preceded it, and gave striking proof of the

altered erudition of the public mind on the state of politi-

cal affairs. Experience had now taught all classes that

the chimera of perfect equality could not be attained
; that

the mass of the people are unfit for the exercise of political

rights ; that the contests of factions terminate, if the people
are victorious, in the supremacy of the most depraved. The
constitution which was framed under the influence of

these sentiments differed widely both from that struck out

during the glowing fervour of 1789, or the democratic

transports of 1793. The ruinous error was now acknow-

ledged of uniting the whole legislative powers in one

Assembly, and enacting the most important laws, without

the intervention of any time to deliberate on their

tendency, or recover from the excitement under which

they may have originated. Guided by experience, France

reversed its former judgment on the union of the orders in

1789, which had brought about the Revolution. The legis-

.
jj. jj

lative power, therefore, was divided between two Councils,
385. Toui. that of the Fiee Hundred, and that of the Aiicients. The

viii. 13. Council of Five Hundred was entrusted with the sole right
Hist. Pari, of Originating laws

;
that of the Ancients with the power

500.
'

of passing or rejecting them ;2 and to ensure the prudent

discharge of this duty, no person could be a member of it
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till he had reached the age of forty years. No bill could chap.

pass till after it had been three times read, with an interval ^^^-

between each reading of at least five days. ,^95

The executive power, instead of being vested as hereto-

fore in two committees, was lodged in the hands of Five 50

Directors, nominated by the Council of Five Hundred, The consti-

« , . . . mi T 1 1 i L tutionoftne

approved by that of the Ancients. They were liable to be
Directory.

impeached for their misconduct by the Councils. Each

individual was by rotation to be President during three

months
;
and every year a fifth new Director was to be

chosen in lieu of one who was bound to retire. The Direc-

tory thus constituted had the entire disposal of the army
and finances, the appointment of public functionaries,

and the management of all public negotiations. They
were lodged during the period of their official duty in the

Palace of the Luxembourg, and attended by a guard of

honour. The privilege of electing members for the legis-

lature was taken away from the great body of the people,

and confined to the colleges of delegates. Their meetings 1 Hist. Pari,

were called the Primaiy Assemblies ; and, in order to
494"'Mi|!'

ensure the influence of the middle ranks, the persons ii. 385, 387.

elected by the Primary Assemblies were themselves the
^5^' toulV.

electors of the members of the legislature. All popular 399.

societies were interdicted, and the press declared absolutely

free.^

It is of importance to recollect that this constitution, so

cautiously framed to exclude the direct influence of the 51

people, and curb the excesses of popular licentiousness,
Reflections

s: i. ^ ^^
. ,.,011 tins con-

was the voluntary work of the very Convention which stitution.

had come into power under the democratic constitution of

1793, and immediately after the 10th August ;
which had

voted the death of the king, the imprisonment of the

Girondists, and the execution of Danton ;
which had sup-

ported the bloody excesses of the Decemvirs, and survived

the horrors of the reign of Robespierre. Let it no longer

be said, therefore, that the evils of popular rule are

imaginary dangers, contradicted by the experience of

mankind. The checks thus imposed upon the power of

the people were the work of their own delegates, chosen

by universal suff"rage during a period of unexampled public

excitation, whose proceedings had been marked by a more

violent love of freedom than any that ever existed from ,
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CHAP, the beginning of the world. Nothing can speak so strongly
XIX. in favour of the necessity of controlling the people, as the

work of the representatives whom they had themselves

chosen, without exception, under the influence of the most

vehement excitement, to confirm their pewer.
The formation of this constitution, and its discussion

in the assemblies of the people, to which it was submitted

Great agi-
for Consideration, excited the most violent agitation

tationin
throughout France. Paris, as usual, took the lead. Its

throughout forty-eight sections were incessantly assembled, and the

fhesl''^''* public effervescence resembled that of 1789. This was

changes. brought to its height by a decree of the Assembly, declaring
that two-thirds of the present Convention should form a

part of the new legislature, and that the electors should

only fill up the remaining part. The citizens beheld with

horror so large a proportion of a body, whose proceedings
had deluged France with blood, still destined to reign over

them. To accept the constitution, and reject this decree,

rAssembiee Seemed the only way of getting free from their domination.
Prim, de Tlie Thermidorian party had been entirely excluded from
LcDellBtier x •' j

1. Sept.

'

the Committee of Eleven, to whom the formation of the
Hist. Pari, jj^-^y constitution was entrusted, and in revenge they joined
21. Toui'. the assemblies of those who sought to counteract the ambi-

330^^'Th^'
tion of the Convention. The focus of the effervescence

viii. 16, 19. was the section Lepelletier, formerly known by the name

389^' \lv^' of that of the Filles de St Thomas, the richest and most
xii. 402,403. powerful in Paris, which, through all the changes of the

Revolution, had steadily adhered to Royalist principles.^

The Royalist Committee of Paris, of which Le Maitre

53 was the known agent, which had still existed through all

Coalition of the horrors of the Revolution, finding matters brought to

with sec- this crisis, coalesced witli the journals and the leaders of

N°r^ °Ii
*^® sections. They openly accused the Convention of

Guard. attempting to perpetuate its power, and of aiming at usurp-

ing the sovereignty of the people. The orators of the

sections said at the bar of the Assembly,
" Deserve our

xxxvii/23]' choice, do not seek to command it
; you have exercised an

404 ^T ^""^"*'^*^'''*^
without bounds

; you have united in yourselves
V. 331, 333. all the powers—those of making laws, of revising them, of

liil^^ms changing them, of executing them. Recollect how fatal

ii.'389. military despotism was to the Roman republic."
^ The

press of Paris teemed with pamphlets, inveighing against

2 Hist. Pari.
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the ambitious views of the legislature ; and the efforts of chap.

the sections were incessant to defeat their projects. The ^i^-

agitation of 1789 was renewed, but it was all now on the

other side
;
the object now was, not to restrain the tyranny

of the court, but to repress the ambition of the delegates

of the people.
" Will the Convention," said the Royalist orators,

" never

be satisfied 1 Is a reign of three years, fraught with more
crimes than the whole annals of twenty other nations, vehement

not sufficient for those who rose into power under the ^o.^"ii?t
'^^-

auspices of the 10th August and the 2d September ? Is at the sec-

that power fit to repose under the shadow of the laws,
*'°°*'

which has only lived in tempests 1 Let us not be deceived

by the 9 th Thermidor
;
the bay of Quiberon, where Tallien

bore so conspicuous a part, may show us that the thirst

for blood is not extinguished, even among those who over-

tlirew Robespierre. The Convention has done nothing
but destroy : shall we now entrust it with tlie work of

conservation 1 What reliance can be placed on the

monstrous coalition between the proscribers and the pro-
scribed ? Irreconcilable enemies to each other, they have

only entered into this semblance of alliance in older to

resist those who hate them—that is, every man in France.

It is we ourselves who have forced upon them those acts

of tardy humanity on which they now rely as a veil to

their monstrous proceedings. But for our warm repre-

sentations, the members hors la loi would still have been

wandering in exile, the seventy-three deputies still lan-

guishing in prison. Who but ourselves formed the faithful

guard which saved them from the terrible Faubourgs, to

whom they had basely yielded their best members on

the 31st May % They now call upon us to select among
its ranks tiiose who should continue members, and form
the two-thirds of the new Assembly. Can two-thirds of

the Convention be found who are not stained with blood ?

Can we ever forget that many of its basest acts passed

unanimously, and that a majority of three hundred and

sixty-one concurred in a vote which will be an eternal

subject of mourning to France 1 Shall "we admit a majority
of regicides into the new assemblj^, entrust our liberty to ,,

coMards, our ftn-tunes to the authors of so many acts of 406,409.

rapine, our lives to murderers ?^ The Convention is only ,
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CHAP. Strong because it mixes up its crimes with the glories of
^^^- our armies. Let us separate them

;
let us leave the Con-

1795
ventioTi its sins, and our soldiers their triumphs, and the

world will speedily do justice to both."

Such discourses, incessantly repeated from the tribunes
S5. of forty-eight sections, violently shook the public mind in

agitation
^^^^ Capital. To give greater publicity to their opinions,

at Paris. the orators repeated the same' sentiments in addresses at

the bar of the Assembly, which were immediately circulated

with rapidity through the departments. The effervescence

in the south was at its height ; many important cities and

departments seemed already disposed to imitate the sections

of the metropolis. The towns of Dreux and Chartres

warmly seconded their wishes
;
the sections of Orleans

sent the following message :
—"

Primary assemblies of

Paris, Orleans is at your side
;

it advances on the same
line

;
let your cry be resistance to oppression, hatred to

usurpers, and we will second you." The National Guard
of Paris shared in the general excitation. The bands of

the Jeuneise Doree had inspired its members with part of

^
.

their own exultation of feeling, and diminished much of

XXX vii. 14,
their wonted timidity. Resistance to the tyrants was

^l-
I'''"'-

openly spoken of; the Convention compared to the Long
Th. viii. 22, Parliament which shed the blood of Charles I.

; and the
-''• assistance of a Monk ardently looked for to consummate

the work of restoration.^

Surrounded by so many dangers, the Convention did

5g not abate of its former energy. They had lost the Jacobins
Convention by their proscriptions, the Royalists by their ambition.

seiv"eTon'the'^^'i^t remained? The Army; and this terrible engine
a'-my. they resolved to employ, as the only means of prolonging

their power. They lost no time in submitting the consti-

tution to the soldiers, and by them it was unanimously
adopted. Military men, accustomed to obey, and to

take the lead from others, usually, except in periods of

uncommon excitement, adopt any constitution which is

recommended to them by their officers. The officers, all

,
^^

raised during the fervour of 1793, and in great part
414,115. strangers to the horrors which had- alienated so large a

36^'^jiig^u. P^*"* °^ ^'^® population of Paris from the Revolution,^
390. eagerly supported a constitution which promised to con-

tinue the regime under which they had risen to the stations
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they now occupied. A body of five thousand regular troops chap.

was assembled in the neighbourhood of Paris, and their xix.

adhesion to the constitution eagerly announced to the citi-

zens. The Convention called to tlicir support the Praetorian

Guards ; they little thought how soon they were to receive

from them a master.

It soon appeared that not only the armies, but a large

majority of the departments had accepted the constitution.
g^

The inhabitants of Paris, however, accustomed to take the Sections

lead in all public measures, were not discouraged; the solve to^*'

Section Lepelletier unanimously passed a resolution,
revolt.

" That the powers of every constituted authority ceased in Oct. 2.

presence of the assembled people ;" and a provisional

government, under the name of a Central Committee, was
established under the auspices of its leaders. A majority
of the Sections adopted their resolution, which was imme-

diately annulled by the Convention, and their decree was,
in its turn, reversed by the Assemblies of the Electors.

The contest now became open between the Sections and
the Legislature ;

the former separated the constitution

from the decrees ordaining the re-election of two-thirds of

the old Assembly ; they accepted the former, and rejected

the latter. On the 3d October, (11th Vendemiaire,) it was oct. 3.

resolved by the Sections, that the electors chosen bv the 'Hist. Pari.
* xxxvii. 27

people should be assembled at the Theatre Fran9ais, under 33. jwig. u.

protection of the National Guard; and on the 3d they ^^J|.' ^^.1-^,5

were conducted there by an armed force of chasseurs Th. viu. 26,

and grenadiers. The danger of an insurrection against a de'ia'conv'

government having at its command the military force of iv. 368, 369.

France, was apparent ;
but the enthusiasm of the moment

overbalanced all other considerations.^

On the one side it was urged,
" Are we about to conse-

crate, by our example, that odious principle of insurrections ^
which so many bloody days have rendered hateful ? Our Meeting nf

enemies alone are skilled in revolt
;
the art of exciting ^t the*^*^'""

them is unknown to us. The multitude is indifferent to Tii^iitre

our cause
; deprived of their aid, how can we face the nh'e'n're^'ist-

government ? If they join our ranks, how shall we restrain ""''<' '^ re-
' solved on.

their sanguinary excesses 1 Should we prove victorious,

what dynasty shall we establish ? What chiefs can we

present to the armies 1 Is there not to© much reason to

fear tliat success would only revive divisions now happily
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CHAP, forgotten, and give our enemies the means of profiting by
XIX. our discord ?

" But to this it was replied,
—" Honour

forbids us to recede ; duty calls upon us to restore freedom

to our country, his throne to our monarch. We may now,

by seizing the decisive moment, accomplish that which

former patriots sought in vain to achieve. The 9th Ther-

midor only destroyed a tyrant ;
now tyranny itself is to

be overthrown. If our names are now obscure, they will

no longer remain so ;
we shall acquire a glory of which

even the brave Vendeans shall be envious. Let us Dare :

that is the watchword in Revolutions : may it for once be

employed on the side of order and freedom. The Conven-

tion will never forgive our outrages ;
the revolutionary

tyranny, curbed for more than a year by our exertions,

will rise up with renewed vigour for our destruction, if we
do not anticipate its vengeance by delivering ourselves."

Moved by these considerations, the Sections unanimously
resolved upon resistance. The National Guard amounted

to above thirty thousand men ;
but it was totally destitute

of artilh ry ;
the Sections having, in the belief that they

were no further required, delivered up the pieces with

which they had been furnished in 1789, upon the final

disarming of the insurgent Faubourgs. Their want was

now severely felt, as the Convention had fifty pieces at

their command, stationed at Sablons near Paris, whose

terrible efficacy had been abundantly proved on the 10th

August ;
and the cannoniers who were to serve them were

the same who had broken the lines of Prince Cobourg.

1
- .. The National Guard hoped, by a rapid advance, to capture

391, 419.

'

this formidable train of artillery, and then the victory was

secure.^

The leaders of the Convention, on their side, were not

gg i41e. In the evening of the 3d October, (11th Vendemiaire,)
Measures of a decree was passed, ordering the immediate dissolution of

tion!^°°^''° the electoral bodies in Paris, and embodying into a regiment
Failure of fifteen hundred of the Jacobins, many of whom were

appointment liberated from the prisons for that especial purpose. These
of Napoleon, nieasures brought matters to a crisis between the sections
Oct 3

and the government. This decree was openly resisted, and

the National Guard having assembled in force to protect

the electors at the Theatre Fran9ais, the Convention ordered

the military to dispossess them. General Mcuou was
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appointed commander of the armed force, and he advanced chap.
with the troops of the line to surround the Convent des xix.

Filles de St Thomas, the centre of the insurrection, where
the Section Lepelletier was assembled. Menou, however,
had not the decision requisite for success in civil contests.

Instead of attacking the insurgents, he entered into a

negotiation with them, and retired in the evening with-

out having eflfected any thing. His failure gave all the

advantages of a victory to the sections
;
the National Guard

mustered in greater strength than ever, and resolved to

attack the Convention at its place of assembly on the

following day. Informed of this failure, and the dangerous i^^^ p^^j

excitement which it had produced in Paris, the Conven- xxxvii. 37,

tion, at eleven at night, dismissed General Menou, and
sgi, 3.I2.'

"'

gave the command of the armed force, with unlimited ^ac xii.

421 4S4

powers, to General Barras. He immediately demanded ThNiuiss,
the assistance, as second in command, of a youns; officer of ^?- . ^''"!'Am is X i ll

artillery, who had distinguished himself at the siege of 374, 385.

Toulon and in the war in the Maritime Alps,
—Napoleon

Buonaparte.!
This young officer was immediately introduced to the

Committee. His manner was timid and embarrassed
; the

career of public life was as yet new
;
but his clear and His decisive

distinct opinions, the energy and force of his language, ™i2^"''^ti/"

already indicated the powers of his mind. By his advice, artillery.

the powerful train of artillery in the plain of Sablons,

consisting of fifty pieces, was immediately brought by a

lieutenant, afterwards well known in military annals,
named Murat, to the capital, and disposed in such a posi-
tion as to command all the avenues to the Convention.

Early on the following morning, the neighbourhood of the

Tuileries resembled a great intrenched camp. The line of

defence extended from the Pont Neuf, along the quays of

the river to the Pont Louis XV. : the Place de Carrousel,
and the Louvre, were filled with cannon, and the entrances a!!,1c^;-:

of all the streets which open into the Rue St Honore were •'^?'
•'S'-

strongly guarded. In this position the commanders of the Nap. 11'. 2«7'

Convention awaited the attack of the insurgents. K'a. and lii. 70,

poleon was indefatigable in his exertions to insi)ire the loi 41, 42.

troops with confidence: he visited every post, inspected
Hist.deia

every battery, and spoke to the men with that decision 383.

and confidence which is so often tlie prelude to victory.^
»
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CHAP.
XIX.

1795.

61.

C^ombat
round the
TuUeries.
Defeat of

the sections

1 Hist. Pari.

3xxvii. fi3,

57. Deux
Amis, xiii.

394, 399.

Mig. ii. 394,
395. Lac.
xu. 436, 441

Th. viii. 42,
50. Toul.
V. 66, 368.

Nap. i. 70,

78. Bour.
i. 90, 96.

62.

Establish-
ment of

military

despotism.

The action was soon commenced. Above thirty thousand

men, under Generals Danican and Duhoux, surrounded

the little army of six thousand, who, with this powerful

artillery, defended the seat of the legislature. The combat

began in the Rue St Honore at half-past four ;
the grena-

diers, placed on the Church of St Roch, opened a fire of

musketry on the cannoniers of the Convention, wlio repli-
•

ed by a discharge of grape-shot, which swept destruction

through the serried ranks of the National Guard which

occupied the Rue St Honore. Though the insurgents

fought with the most determined bravery, and the fire

from the Church of St Roch was well sustained, no-

thing could resist the murderous grape-shot of the regu-

lar soldiers. Many of the cannoniers fell at their guns,

but the fire of their pieces was not diminished. In

a few minutes the Rue St Honore was deserted, and the

flying columns carried confusion into the ranks of the

reserve, who were formed near the Church of the Filles

de St Thomas. General Danican galloped off at the first

dischargf, and never appeared again during the day.

Meanwiiile, the Pont Neuf was carried by the insurgents,

and a new column, ten thousand strong, advanced along

the opposite quay to the Tuileries, to attack the Pont

Royal. Napoleon allowed them to advance within twenty

yards of his batteries, and then opened his fire
;
the insur-

gents stood three discharges without flinching ;
but not

having resolution enough to rush upon the cannon after

they were fired, they were ultimately driven back in dis-

order, and by seven o'clock the victory of the Convention

was complete at all points. At nine, the troops of the

line carried the posts of the National Guard in the Palais

Royal, and on the following morning the Section Lepelle-

tier was disarmed, and the insurgents every where sub-

mitted. ^

Such was the result of the last insurrection of the

people in the French Revolution ;
all the subsequent

changes were effected by the government, or the armies,

without tlieir interference. The insurgents were not the

rabble or the assassins who had so long stained its history

with blood ; they were the flower of tlie citizens of Paris,

comprising all that the Revolution had left that was gene-

rous, or elevated, or noble in the capital. They were over-
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thrown, not by the superior numbers or courage of their chap.

adversaries, but by the terrible etFect of their artillery, by ^^•

the power of military discipline, and the genius of that "TrgsT"

youthful conqueror before whom all the armies of Europe
Avere destined to fall. The moral strength of the nation

was all on their side
;
but in revolutions, it is seldom that

moral strength proves ultimately victorious ;
and the

examples of Cassar and Cromwell are not required to show

that the natural termination of civil strife is military

despotism.
The Convention made a generous use of their victory.

The Girondists, who exercised an almost unlimited sway g^

over its members, put in practice those maxims of cle- Humanity of

mency which they had so often recommended to others
; Jl'on^f^er'"'

the officers who had gained the victorj^, felt a strong repug- their Tic-

nance to their laurels being stained with the blood of their °'^^'

fellow-citizens. Few executions followed this decisive

victory : M. Lafont, one of the military chiefs of the

revolt, obstinately resisting the means of evasion Avhich

were suggested to him by the court, was alone condemned,
and died with a firmness worthy of the cause for which he 'Hist. rari.

1 11 J i- xxxvii. ay,

suffered. Most of the accused persons were allowed time 72. Th. viii.

to escape, and sentence of outlawry merely recorded
^?; ^^^''^

against them
; many returned shortly after to Paris, and mir. ii. 395.

resumed their place in public affairs. The clemency of
conv.'wl*

Napoleon was early conspicuous; his counsels, after the 387,390.

victory, were all on the side of mercy, and his intercession

saved General Menou from a military commission.^

In the formation of the Councils of Five Hundred and

of the Ancients, the Convention made no attempt to con- ^^

strain the public wishes. The third of the legislature,
Election of

who had been newly elected, were almost all on the side of Ancients

of the insurgents, and even contained several Royalists ; ^"^ ^^^ j'""^

and a proposal was in consequence made by Tallicn, that
^

the election of that third should be annulled, and antither Amis. xv.

appeal made to the people. Thibaudeau, with equal firm- 399.
^^^.^^^

ness and eloquence, resisted the proposal, which was Lac. xii.

rejected by the Assembly. They merely took the precau- *^*^^ ]"]"''•

tion, to prevent a return to royalty, to name for the Th. viii. 65,

Directors five persons who had voted for the death of the
je'ia'c^oiiv.

king—Lareveillere, Rewbcll, Letourneur, Barras, and iv. 389.

Carnot.2 Having thus settled the new government, they ,
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CHAP, published a general amnesty, changed the name of the

XIX. Place de la Revolution into that of Place de la Concorde,
and declared their sittings terminated. The last days of an

Assembly stained with so much blood, were gilded by an

act of clemency, of which Thibaudeau justly said the annals

of kings furnished few examples.
The Convention sat for more than three years ;

from

g5
the 21st September 1 791, to the 26th October 1795. During

Reflections that long and terrible period, its precincts were rather the

toryofthe
^^^^ ^^^ which faction strove for ascendancy, than the

Convention, theatre on which legislative wisdom exerted its influence.

The destruction of human life which took place during its

government, in civil dissension, was unparalleled : it

amounted to above A million of human beings ! All the

parties which divided France there endeavoured to estab-

lish their power, and all perished in the attempt. The
Girondists attempted it, and perished ;

the Mountain

attempted it, and perished ; the Municipality attempted

it, and perished ; Robespierre attempted it, and perished ;

the Royalists attempted it, and perished. In revolutions,

it is easy to destroy ;
the difficulty is to establish and

secure. All the experience of years of suffering, fraught
with centuries of instruction ; all the wisdom of age, all

the talent of youth, were unable to form one stable

government. A fcAv years, often a few months, were

sufl5cient to overturn the most apparently stable institu-

tions. A fabric seemingly framed for eternal duration,

disappeared almost before its authors had consummated
their work. The gales of popular favour, ever fickle and

changeable, deserted each successive faction as it rose

into power ;
and the ardent part of the nation, impatient

of control, deemed any approach to regular government
1 Mig. ii. insupportable tyranny. The lower classes, incapable of
397. Prud- rational thought, gave their support to the different parties
Vict, de !a only as long as they continued to inveigh against their

superiors ;
when they became those superiors themselves,

they passed over to their enemies.^

Human institutions are not like the palace of the archi-

tect, framed according to fixed rules, capable of erection

Slow growth in any situation, and certain in the effect to be produced.

ribie human They resemble rather the trees of the forest, slow of growth,
institutions, tardy of development, readily susceptible of destruction.

KOv. vi. 522
Table 7
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An instant will destroy what it has taken centuries to chap.

produce ;
centuries must again elapse before in the same xix.

situation a similar production can be formed. Transplan-

tation, difficult in the vegetable, is impossible in the moral

world ;
the seedling must be nourished in the soil, inured

to the climate, hardened by the winds. Many examples

are to be found of institutions being suddenly imposed

upon a people ;
none of those so formed having any

duration. To be adapted to their character and habits,

they must have grown with their growth, and strengthened

with their strength.

The progress of improvement is irresistible. Feudal

tyranny must give way in an age of increasing opulence, ^^

and the human mind cannot be for ever enchained by the Reflections

fetters of superstition. No efforts of power could have
tory'onhe"

prevented a change in the government of France ;
but they Revolution,

might have altered its character and checked its horrors, causes of its

Nature has ordained that mankind should, when they are disasters,

fit for it, be free
;
but she has not ordained that they

should reach this freedom steeped in blood. Although,

therefore, the overthrow of the despotic government and

modification of the power of the privileged orders of

France was inevitable, yet the dreadful atrocities with

which their fall was attended might have been averted by
human wisdom. The life of the monarch might have

been saved instead of sacrificed ; the constitution modified,

without being subverted ;
the aristocracy purified, without

being destroyed. Timely concession from the Crown,

perhaps, might have altered the character of the French

Revolution. Had Louis, in the commencement of the

troubles, yielded the great and reasonable demands of

the people, and the nobility permitted him to carry his

intentions into effect ;
had he been allowed to grant them

equality of taxation, the power of voting subsidies, freedom

from arrest, and periodical parliaments, the agitation of

the moment might have been allayed, and an immediate

collision between the throne and the people prevented.
At a subsequent period, indeed, increasing demands, and

the want of more extended privileges, might have arisen ;

but these discontents, being turned into a regular and

legal chaiuiel, would prcjbably have found vent without

destroying the state. Wlien the floods are out, safety is to '
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CHAP, be found only in providing early and effectual means for
XIX.

letting off the superfluous waters, and, at the same time,

j_g5 strengthening the barriers against their further encroach-

ment.

But although the gradual concession of power, and the

gg
redress of all real grievances before the Revolution, would

Ruinous have been not less politic than just, nothing can be clearer

Neck'er's
^^an that the sudden and vast accession of importance con-

dupijcation ferred by M. Necker on the Tiers Etat, by the duplication

Etat.^

' ^
of their numbers, without any decision as to the voting by
head or by order, was to the last degree prejudicial, and

was, in fact, the immediate cause of the Revolution. Such
a sudden addition, like the instantaneous emancipation of

slaves, cannot but prove destructive, not only to the

higher classes but to the lower. The powers of freedom
can only be borne by those who have gradually become
habituated to them ;

those who acquire them suddenly,

by their intemperate use speedily fall under a worse

despotism than that from which they revolted. By the

consequences of this sudden and uncalled-for innovation,
the Commons of France threw off the beneficent reign of

a reforming monarch, fell under the iron grasp of the

Committee of Public Salvation, were constrained to trem-

ble under the bloody sway of Robespierre, and fawn upon
the military sceptre of Napoleon.
No lesson is more strongly impressed upon the mind by

the progress of the French Revolution, than the disastrous

Dreadful consequences which followed the desertion of their country

emigration" "^^ *^^° higher Orders, and the wonderful effects which
of the no- might have resulted from a determined resistance on their

®^'"''

part to the first actual outrages of the people. Nearly a

hundred thousand emigrants fled from France, at a time

when a few hundred resolute men might have saved the

monarchy from destruction. La Fayette, with five battalions

of the National Guard, \'anquished the Jacobins in the

Champ-de-Mars in the most fervent period of the Revolu-

tion : had he marched agaiyst their club,and been ^^gorously

supported, the Reign of Terror would have been prevented.
Five hundred horse would have enabled the Swiss Guard
to have saved the throne on the 10th August, and subdue

an insurrection which deluged the kingdom with blood.

Three thousand of the troops of the sections overthrew
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Robespierre at the zenith of his power ; a body of undisci- chap.

plined young mtn chased the Jacobins from the streets,
^i^-

and rooted out their den of wickedness : Napoleon, with
"Tt^s

six thousand regular soldiers, vanquished the National

Guard of Paris, and crushed an insurrection headed by
the whole moral strength of France. These examples

may convince us what can be accomplished by a small

body of resolute men in civil convulsions
;
their physical

'

power is* almost irresistible
; their moral influence com-

mands success. One-tenth part of the emigrants who fled

fi'om France, if properly headed and disciplined, would
, g n •

have been sufficient to have curbed the fury of the populace 237.

in Paris, crushed the ambition of the reckless, and prevented
the Reign of Terror.^

No doubt can now exist that the interference of the

Allies augmented the horrors, and added to the duration
-^

of the Revolution. All its bloodiest excesses were com- Effects of

mitted during, or after, an alarming but Tinsuccessful
terferenee"'

invasion by the allied forces. . The massacres of September
2d were perpetrated when the public mind was excited to

the highest degree, by the near approach of the Duke of

Brunswick
;
and the worst days of the government of

Robespierre, were immediately after the defection of

Dumourier, and the battle of Nerwinde, threatened the

rule of the Jacobins with destruction. Nothing but a

sense of public danger could have united the factions

who then strove with so much exasperation against
each other ; the peril of France alone could have in-

duced the people to submit to the sanguinary rule which
so long desolated its plains. The Jacobins maintained
their ascendancy by constantly representing their cause

as that of national independence, by stigmatising their

enemies as the enemies of the country ;
and the patriots

wept and suflTercd in silence, lest by resistance they
should weaken the state, and cause France to be erased

from among the nations.

In combating a revolution, ope of two courses miist be
followed

; either to advance with vigour, and crush the

hydra in its cradle, or to leave the factions to contend with ciusesW

each other, and trust for safety to the reaction which crime i'tLduced"
and suffering necessarily produce. The suppression of the

VOL. V. I
•
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CHAP.
XIX.

1795.

72.

Dreiulful
retribution
endured by
France.

Spanish Revolution by the Duke d'Angouleme in 1823,
is an example of the success of the first system : the blood-

less restoration of the English monarcbs, in 1660, a proof
of the wisdom of the second. To advance with menaces,
and recoil with shame

;
to awaken resistance and not

extinguish opposition ; to threaten and not execute, is the

most ruinous course that can possibly be adopted. It is

to unite faction by community of danger ; to convert

revolutionary energy into military power ;
to sti'engthen

the hands of crime by giving it the support of' virtue.

Ignorance of the new element which was acting in human
affairs, may extenuate the fatal errors committed by the

European powers in the first years of the Revolutionary
war

;
no excuse will hereafter remain for a repetition of

the mistake.

But it is not with impunity that such sins as disgraced
the Revolution can be committed by any people. The
actors in the bloody tragedy almost all destroyed each

other ; their crimes led to their natural and condign

punishment, in rendering them the first victims of the

passions which they had unchained. But a signal and
awful retribution was also due to the nation which had
suifered these iniquities, which had permitted such torrents

of innocent blood to flow, and spread the bitterness of

domestic suffering to such an unparalleled extent through-
out the land. These crimes were registered in the book of

fate ; the anguish they had brought on others was speedily
felt by themselves ;

the tears they had caused to flow were

washed out in the torrents which fell from guilty eyes.*
France was decimated for her cruelty ; for twenty years
the flower of her youth was marched away by a relentless

power to the harvest of death
;
the snows of Russia

revenged the guillotine of Paris. Allured by the phantom
of military glory, they fell down and worshipped the

power which was consuming them
; they followed it to

the verge of destruction, till the mask of the spectre fell,

and the ghastly features of death appeared.
This dreadful punishment also was the immediate effect

of the atrocities which it chastised. In the absence of all

• " There is in the misfortunes of France, enough," says Savary,
" to

make her sons shed tears of blood."—Savary, iv. 382.
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the enjoyments of domestic life, in the destruction of every chap.

pacific employment, one only career, that of violence,
^ix.

remained. From necessity, as well as inclination, every j-g^

man took to arms
;
the suiFerings of the state swelled the „,

ranks on the frontier, and France became a great military Manner in

power, from the causes which it was thought would have
brought

"**

led to its destruction. The natural consequence of this about.

was the establishment of military despotism, and the

prosecution of the insane career of conquest by a victori-

ous chieftain. France only awoke from her dream of

ambition when her youth was mowed down, her armies

destroyed, her conquests rifled, and her glory lost.

Both the allied powers and the French people suffered

in these disastrous conflicts, because both deserved to

suffer : the former for their ambitious projects on the

territory of the Republic, and total oblivion of the moral

objects of the contest
;
the latter for their unparal-

leled internal cruelty, and universal external oppres-
sion.

Finally, the history of those melancholy periods affords

the strongest evidence of the incessant operation of the _.

principles destined for the preservation and extension of incessant

social happiness, even in the darkest periods of human
°he^iaws"of

^

existence. Since the fall of the Roman empire, no such Providence

calamitous era had arisen as that which immediately fol- the p«il!d.
lowed the 10th of August ; none in which innocence so

generally suffered, and vice so long triumphed; in which

impiety was so openly professed, and profligacy so gene-

rally indulged; in which blood flowed in such ceaseless

torrents, and anguish embittered such a multitude of

hearts. Yet, even in those disastrous times, the bene-

volent laws of nature were incessantly acting : this

anguish expiated the sins of former times
; this blood

tamed the fierceness of present discord. In the stern

school of adversity wisdom was learned, and error for-

gotten ; speculation ceased to blind its votaries, and
ambition to mislead by the language of virtue. Years of

suffering conferred centuries of experience ;
the latest

posterity will, it is to be hoped, in that country at least,
*

reap the fruits of the Reign of Terror. Like all human
things, the government of France may undergo changes in

the lapse of time
; different institutions may be required,

'
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CHAP, and new dynasties called to the throne : but no bloody
XIX. convulsion similar to that "niiich once tore its bosom

j^gg
wHl again take place ; the higher ranks will not a second

time be massacred by the lower;—ere another Irench
Revolution of the same character as that which has been

portrayed can ensue, the age in which it occurs must be

ignorant of the first.
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17%.

CHAPTER XX.

RISE OF NAPOLEON, AND CAMPAIGN OF 1796 IN ITALY.

Napoleon Buonaparte was born at Ajaccio, in Corsica, chap.
on the 5th February 1768.* The Duke of Wellington was xx.

'

born in the same year with that which he subsequently
assumed as that of his nativity, in order to constitute

himself a French citizen. "Providence," said LouisXYIII., Parentage
" owed us that counterpoise." His family, thoudi noble,

^nd famUy
11 1. T • • , 1

"'"»^, ofNapuleon.
nad not been distinguished, and had suffered severely
from misfortune. He was too great a man to attempt
to derive distinction from any adventitious advantages
which did not really belong to him, and could afford to

discard all the lustre of patrician descent. When the

Emperor of Austria endeavoured, after he became his son-

in-law, to trace his connexion with, some of the obscure
Dukes of Treviso, he answered that he was the Rudolph of

Hapsburg of his family ;
and when the genealogistswere en- i Las cas. i.

gaged in deducing his descent from an ancient line of Gothic !<'«' ^'f '37.

princes, he cut short their labours by declaring that his 23!*^^'

^' '

patent of nobility dated from the battle of Montenotte.i
His mother, like that of many other eminent men of

whom history has preserved a record, was distinguished by
great beauty, and no common firmness and intrepidity of His mo'tiier,

mind. She shared in the fatigues and dangers of her .""'' ,^'"':'^-,.

hi 1 1
• ii ••IT 1 . , ,. , , leons birth,

usbaiid during the civil dissensions which distracted the
islandat the timeofNapoleon's birth,and had recently before
been engaged in some expeditions on horseback with him.

• He was born on 5th February 1768, and subsequently gave out that be
was born in August 1769, as, in the interim, Corsica had "been incorjiorated
with tlie French monarchy—Ouelebe.n, i. 230, and llisloire de France, par >

M. Salgues, i. 3, 4.
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CHAP. His father died at the age of thirty-eight, of a cancer in the
-^^^

stomach, a complaint hereditary in his family, which also

i^c)Q_ proved fatal to Xapoleon himself ;
but the want of pater-

nal care was more than supplied by his mother, to whose

early education and solicitude he, in after life, mainly
ascribed his elevation.* Though left a widow in the

prime of life, she had already borne thirteen children,

of whom five sons and three daughters survived their

father. She lived to see one of them wearing the crown

»LasCa9. i. of Charlemagne, and another seated on the throne of

OMe"ra.'if' Charlcs V. On the day of his birth, being the fe;^tival of

100. u'Abr. the Assumption, she had been at church, and was seized

Las. cas! i.
with her pains during high mass. She was bi'ought home

116, 117, 119, hastily, and, as there was not time to prepare a bed, was

ojieara, ii. laid upon a couch covered with tapestry representing the
100. herops of the Iliad, and there the future conqueror was

brought into the world.^

In the years of infancy he exhibited nothing remark-

3 able, excepting irritability and turbulence of temper. But
His early these qualities, as well as the decision with which they were

accompanied, were so powerfully developed, that they gave
him the entire command of his eldest brother Joseph, a boy
of a mild and unassuming character, who was constantly

beaten, pinched, or tormented by the future ruler of the

world. But even at that early period it was observed that

he never wept when chastised
;
and on one occasion, when

he was only seven years of age, having been suspected un-

justly of a fault, and punished when innocent, he endured

the pain, and subsisted in disgrace for three days on the

coarsest food, rather than betray his companion, who was

really in fault. Though his anger was violent, it was

generally of short endurance, and his smile from the first

was like a beam of the sun emerging from the clouds. But,

nevertheless, he gave no indications of extraordinary

capacity at that early age ;
and his mother was frequently

heard to declare, that, of all her children, he was the one

2D'Abr. i. whom she would least have expected to have attained
49,52,54.

any extraordinary eminence.^ This is often observed of

123. those destined for ultimate greatness ; and the reason is,

that they are reflecting rather than qu,ick, and that their

« "
>ry opinion," said Napoleon, "is, that the future jjood or bad conduct

of a child depends entirely ou the mutUer."— O'iitARA, ii. 100.
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attention is fixed on things, which render a man eminent, chap.

rather than words, which make a schoolboy distinguished.
^X-

The winter residence of his father was usually at Ajaccio, j.gg

the place of his birth, where there is still preserved the
^

model of a cannon, weighing about thirty pounds, the His resi-

early plaything of Napoleon. But in summer the family habltVwifen

retired to a dilapidated villa near the isle Sanguiniere, in Corsica,

once the residence of a relation of his mother's, situated

in a romantic spot on the sea-shore. The house is ap-

proached by an avenue, overhung by the cactus and acacia,

and other shrubs which grow luxuriantly in a southern

climate. It has a garden and a lawn, showing vestiges of

neglected beauty, and surrounded by a shrubbery permit-
ted to run to wilderness. There, enclosed by the cactus,

the clematis, and the wild olive, is a singular and isolated

granite rock, beneath which the remains of a small sum-
mer-house are still visible, the entrance to which is nearly
closed by a luxuriant fig-tree. This was the favourite

retreat of the young Xapoleon, who early showed a love

of solitary meditation, during the periods when the vaca-

tions at school permitted him to return home. We might
suppose that there were perhaps formed those visions of

ambition and high resolves, for which the limits of the

world were erelong felt to be insufficient, did we not know i Benson's

that childhood can hardly anticipate the destiny of maturer ^""^cott^lii

years ;
and that, in Cromwell's words, a man never rises lo.

so high as when he does not know where his course is to

terminate.!

At an early age he was sent to the Military School, first

of Angers, and latterly of Brienne. It is remarkable that 5.

the Duke of Wellington also learned the rudiments of the Removed

art of war at the first of these seminaries.
'

His character tary'schooi

there underwent a rapid alteration. He became thought- f. i^^j'^""'';

ful, studious, contemplative, and diligent in the extreme, ter there.

His proficiency, especially in mathematics, was soon
remarkable

;
but the quickness of his temper, though

subdued, was not extinguished. On one occasion, having
been subjected to a degrading punishment by his master,
that of dining on his knees at tiie gate of the refectory,
the mortification he experienced was so excessive, that it ."^*5-

^''^•

produced a violent vomiting and a universal tremor of the i! 22'.

^""''

uerves.2 But in the games of his companions he was '
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CHAP.
XX.

1796.

1 Bour. i.

25, 28.

6.

Pichegru
at the same
school.

2 Las. CIS.

i. 128, 131.

O'Meara,
i. 240.

inferior to none in spirit and agility, and already began to

evince, in a decided predilection for military pursuits, the

native bias of his mind. During the winter of 1783-4, so

remarkable for its severity even in southern latitudes, the

ordinary amusements of the boys without doors were com-

pletely stopped. Napoleon proposed to his companions to

beguile the weary hours by forming intrenchments and

bastions of snow, with parapets, ravelins, and hornworks.

The little army was divided into two parties, one of which

was intrusted with the attack, the other with the defence of

the works
;
and the mimic war was continued for several

weeks, during which fractures and wounds were received

on both sides. On another occasion, the wife of the porter

of the school, well known to the boys for the fruit which

she sold, having presented herself at the door of their

theatre to be allowed to see the Death of C(esar, which

was to be played by the youths, and been refused an

entrance, the sergeant at the entrance, induced by the

vehemence of her manner, reported the matter to the

young Napoleon, who was the officer in command on the

occasion.
" Remove that woman, who brings here the

license of camps," said the future ruler of the Revolution.^

It was the fortune of the school at Brienne at this time

to possess among its scholars, besides Napoleon, another

boy, who rose to the highest eminence in the Revolution,

Pichegru, afterwards conqueror of Holland. He was

several years older than Napoleon, and instructed him in

the elements of mathematics, and the four first rules of

arithmetic. Pichegru early perceived the firm character

of his little pupil ;
and when, many years afterwards, he

had embraced the Royalist party, and it was proposed

to him to sound Napoleon, then in the command of the

army of Italy, he replied,
'-' Don't waste time upon him :

I have known him from his infancy ;
his character is

inflexible ;
he has taken his side, and will never swerve

from it." The fate of these two illustrious men afterwards

rose in painful contrast to each other: Pichegru was

strangled in a dungeon, when Napoleon was ascending the

throne of France.^

The speculations of Napoleon at this time were more

devoted to political than military subjects. His habits

were thoughtful and solitary ;
and his conversation, even
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at that early age, was so remarkable for its reflection and chap.

energy, that it attracted the notice of the Abbe Raynal,
xx.

with whom he frequently lived during vacations, and who
j-g^

discoursed with him on government, legislation, and the

relations of commerce. He was distinguished by his His early

Italian complexion, his piercing look, and the decided
tho|,ght.°^

style of his expression : a peculiarity frequently inducing

a vehemence of manner, which rendered him not generally

popular with his schoolfellows. The moment their play-

time arrived, he flew to the library of the school, where

he read with avidity the historical works of the ancients,

particularly Polybius, Plutarch, and Arrian. His com-

panions disliked him, on account of his not joining their

games at these hours, and frequently rallied him on his

name and Corsican birth. He often said to Bourrienne,
his earliest friend, with much bitterness—" I hate these

French—I will do them all the mischief in my power." L^gg^'U'

Notwithstanding this, his animosity had nothing ungene- 35'. Las.'

rous in it
;
and when he was intrusted, in his turu, with

fy^^^^
^?^'

the enforcing of any regulation which was infringed, he 111.

preferred going to prison to informing against the young
delinquents.^

Though his progress at school was respectable, it was

not remarkable ;
and the notes transmitted to government g

in 1784, exhibited many other young men much more His pro-

distinguished for their early proficiency. But from the fchooL.

very first he gave decided marks of the inflexibility of his

temper. In the private instructions communicated to

government by the masters of the establishment, he was

characterised as of a "
domineering, imperious, and head-

strong disposition." During the vacations of school, he

returned in general to Corsica ;
where he gave vent to the

ardour of his mind, in traversing the mountains and

valleys of that romantic island, and listening to the tales

of feudal strife and family revenge by which its inhabi-

tants are so remarkably distinguished. The celebrated

Paoli, the hero of Corsica, accompanied him in some of

these excursions, and explained to him on the road the
^.4"*°™-,"-

actions which he had fought, and the positions which he had cas. i. 136,

occupied, during his struggle for the independence of the
y^^^'j 37

island.2 "phe energy and decision of his young companion as.

at this period, made a great impression on that illustrious
'
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man. "
Oh, Napoleon !

"
said he,

"
you do not resemble

the moderns—you belong to the heroes of Plutarch."

At the age of fourteen, he was sent from the school of

Brienne to the Ecole Militaire at Paris, for the completion
of his military studies. He had not been long there,

when he was so much struck with the luxurious habits iu

which the young men were then brought up, that he
addressed an energetic memorial to the governor on the

subject, strongly urging, that instead of having footmen

and grooms to wait upon their orders, they should be

taught to do every thing for themselves, and be inured to

the hardships and privations which awaited them in real

warfare. In the year 1785, at the age of sixteen, he

received a commission in a regiment of artillery, and was
soon promoted to the rank of first lieutenant, in a corps

quartered at Valence. Shortly after, he gave a proof of

the varied subjects which occupied his mind, by writing a

history of Corsica, and an Essay for a prize, proposed by
the Abbe Raynal, on the " Institutions most likely to con-

tribute to Public Happiness." The premium was adjudged
to the young soldier. These productions, as might have

been expected, -were distinguished by the revolutionary
doctrines then generally prevalent, and were very diiferent

from his maturer speciilations. The essay was recovered

by Talleyrand after Napoleon was on the throne
;
but the

moment the Emperor .saw it he threw it into the flames.^

At this period. Napoleon was generally disliked by his

companions : he was considered as proud, haughty, and
irascible

;
but with the few whose conversation he valued,

and whose friendship he chose to cultivate, he was already
a favourite, and high expectations began to be formed

of the future eminence to which he might rise. His

powers of reasoning were especially remarkable
;

his

expressions lucid and energetic ;
his knowledge and

information Immense, considering his years and the oppor-
tunities of study which he had enjoyed. Logical accuracy
was the great characteristic of his mind

; and his subse-

quent compositions have abundantly proved, that if he

had not become the first conqueror, he would have been

one of the greatest writers, as he assuredly was one of the

most profound thinkers, of modern times.^

His figure, always diminutive, was at that period thin
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and meagre in the highest degree ; a circumstance which chap.

rendered his appearance somewhat ridiculous when he first ^T-

assumed the military dress. Mademoiselle Permon, after-
j^gg

wards Duchess of Abrantes, one of his earliest female
jj

acquaintances, and who afterwards became one of the most His personal

brilliant wits of the Imperial court, mentions that he came at that'tlme.

to their house on the day on which he first put on his

uniform, in the highest spirits, as is usual with young men
on such an occasion : but her sister, two years younger
than herself, who had just left her boarding-school, was

so struck with his comical appearance, in the enormous

boots which were at that period worn by the artillery,

which he had entered, that she immediately burst into au

immoderate fit of laughter, saying he resembled nothing so

much as Puss in Boots. The stroke told ;
the libel was too

true not to be felt : but Napoleon soon recovered his good iD'Abr. i.

humour, and, a few days afterwards, presented her with an U3.

elegantly bound copy of Puss in Boots, as a proof that he

retained no rancour on account of her raillery .^

"When the Revolution broke out, he adhered, like almost

all the young "officers of subaltern rank, to the popular 12.

side, and continued a warm patriot during the whole time He espouses
. with his

of the Constituent Assembly. But, on the appointment regiment

of the Legislative Assembly, he has himself declared that *I,*^ ^^"*^,
'^^

his sentiments underwent a rapid change ;
and he soon tion.

imbibed, under the Reign of Terror, that profound hatred

of the Jacobins which his subsequent life so strongly

evinced ;
and which he never, even for the purposes of

ambition, made any attempt to disguise. It was his

fortune to witness both the mob which inundated the

Tuileries on the 20th June, and that which overturned the

throne on the 10th August ;
and on both he strongly

expressed his sense of the ruinous consequences likely to

arise from the want of resolution in the govcrimient. No
man knew better the consequences of yielding to popular

clamour, or how rapidly it is checked by proper firmness

in the depositaries of power. From the weakness shown
on the 20th June, he predicted the disastrous effects which

so speedily followed on the next great revolt of the popu-
lace. When he saw the monarch, in obedience to the

Lfs°Cas' i*'*

rabble, put on the red cap, his indignation knew no bounds. H6.

" IIow on earth," he exclaimed,^
" could they let those

~

.
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CHAP, wretches enter the palace ! They should have cut down
XX. four or five hundred with grape-shot, and the rest would

speedily have taken to flight."

The first military exploit of Napoleon was in his native

country. The disturbances in Corsica having led the

His first revolutionary forces into that island, he was dispatched

cJrsicVand
^^"^"^ Bastia, in spring 1793, to surprise his native city of

at the siege Ajaccio, and succeeded in making himself master of a
of Toulon.

^Q^y^j. cjiiiej the Torre di Capitello, in its vicinity, where

he was shortly afterwards besieged, and compelled to eva-

cuate it. Thus, like Frederick of Prussia, and Wellington,

his first essay in arms proved unfurtunate. His talents

and the high character which he had received from the

masters of the military academy, ere long, however, led to

a more important employment. At the siege of Toulon,

the command of the artillery, after the operations had

advane jd a considerable length, was intrusted to his direc-

tion, and he soon communicated a new impulse to the

hitherto languishing progress of the siege. By his advice,

the attack was changed from the body of the place to the

forts on the Hauteur de Grasse, and on the Mountain of

Faron, which proved so successful, that the siege, which

before his arrival was on the point of being abandoned in

despair, was speedily crowned with complete success.

During this operation he was first struck by the firmness

and intrepidity of a ybuug corporal of artillery, whom he

immediatelyrecommended for promotion. Havingoccasion

to send a dispatch from the trenches, he called for some

person who could write, that he might dictate the order.

A young soldier stepped from the ranks, and resting the

paper on the breastwork, began to write as he dictated,

when a shot from the enemy's batteries struck the ground
close to him, and covered the paper with earth. " Thank

you," said the soldier; "we shall have no occasion for

sand on this page." Napoleon asked him Avhat he could

do for him. "
Every thing," replied the young private,

blushing Avith emotion, and touching his left shoulder

with his hand ;

"
you can turn this worsted into an

epaulet." A few days after. Napoleon sent for the same

soldier to order him to reconnoitre in the enemy's trenches,

and recommended that he should disguise himself, for fear

of his being discovered.
"
Never," replied he. " Do you
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take me for a spy ? I will go in my uniform, though I chap.

slioukl never return." And in effect he set out instantly,
x^-

dressed as he Avas, and had the good fortune to come back

unhurt. Napoleon immediately recommended him for

promotion, and never lost sight of his courageous secretary.
He was Junot, afterwards Marshal of France, and Duke
of Abrantes. So strongly did Napoleon's character impress
Junot at that time, that he quitted his regiment to devote i

scott, Hi.

himself to his fortunes as aide-de-camp, and wrote to his ^i- Duchess
» , . _ . ..... D Abr. u.
father in 1/94, m answer to his inquiries, what sort of 191. l.is

young man he was to whom he had attached himself,— 2^^- \- \^^-
? , . . Nap. 1. 10," He is one of those men of whom Nature is sparing, and 13.

whom she does not throw upon the earth but with

centuries between them."^

On another occasion, an artilleryman having been shot

while loading a gun, he took up the dead man's ramrod, ^^

and with his own hands served the piece for a considerable First ac-

time. He first took notice, at the same siege, of another ^"^^JumTt

young soldier named DuRoc, whom he never afterwards and Duroc.

lost sight of, made Marshal of the Palace, and ever treated

with the most unlimited confidence, till he was killed by
his side the day after the battle of Bautzen. Duroc loved

Napoleon for himself, and possessed, perhaps, a larger share

of his confidence than any of his other generals ;
and none

knew so well, in after years, how to let the first ebullitions

of the Imperial wrath escape without producing fatal

effects, and allowing the better judgment of his sovereign
to resume its sway in cooler moments. The reputation
which Napoleon acquired from the successful issue of this

siege was very great. All the generals, representatives,
and soldiers, who had heard the advice which he gave at

the councils, three months before the capture of the town,
and witnessed his activity at the works, anticipated a

j^®^- ^^?.-

*•

future career of glory to the young officer. Dugommier ise' 157.

wrote to the Committee of Public Salvation in these
}^3^''''^j?itt

words:—"Reward and promote that young man; for ifiu. 35.

you are ungrateful towards him, he will raise himself

alone." 2

Tliis success procured for Napoleon the command of the

artillery of the army of Italy during the campaign of

1794. Dumorbion, who was advanced in years, submitted

all the operations to a council of younger officers, among
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whom Napoleon and Massena soon acquired a decided

lead ;
and the former, from the force of superior talents,

gradually came to direct the whole operations of the

campaign. It was his ability which procured for the

Is attached French armies the capture of Saorgio, the Col di Tende,
to Dumor. ^^^ g^jj ^^g j^jgher chain of the Maritime Alps. These

in theMari- successes awakened in his ardent mind those lofty visions
time Alps. ^^ ambition which he was so soon destined to realise. One

night in June 1794, he spent on the summit of the Col di

Tende, from whence at sunrise he beheld with delight the

blue plains of Italy, already to his prophetic eye the theatre

of glorious achievement.^

In July 1794, Napoleon was sent by the Commissioners

of the Convention to Genoa upon a secret mission, in

which he was connected with Robespierre's brother, then

refiisesthe
intrusted with the supreme command at Toulon. This

command of mission Saved his life
;
the younger Robespierre, for

whom, at that period, he had conceived the highest

admiration, earnestly entreated Napoleon, instead of going,

to accompany him to Paris, whither he was returning to

support his brother ;
but he was inflexible in his refusal.

Had he yielded, he would infallibly have shared the fate

of both
;
and the destinies of Europe might have been

changed. The situation he was offered was that of Henriot,

commander of the National Guard, of whose capacity the

Committee of Public Salvation had become somewhat

doubtful. It was brilliant enough, however, in those

days to awaken the ambition of his brothers Joseph and

Lucien, who urged him to close with the offer.
"
No,"

said Napoleon,
" I will not accept it : this is not a time to

play the enthusiast ;
it is no easy matter to save your

head at Paris. Robespierre the younger is an honourable

man, but his brother is no trifler ;
if I went to Paris, I

should be obliged to serve him. Me serve such a man !

Never. I am not ignorant of the service I might be of in

replacing that imbecile commander of the National Guard

of Paris, but I do not choose to do so
;
this is not the time

for engaging in such an undertaking. What could I do in

that huge galley 1 At present there is no honourable
Buonaparte, pjace for One but the army ;

but have patience, the time is
Mem. 1. 56,

'
. r i 77 7 zj • "2

connng icnen I shall rule Fans. ^

As it was, Napoleon was exposed, from his connexion

2 Lucien

57.
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with these leaders, to no inconsiderable dangers even on chap.

his Italian mission. Within a month after, he was, in xx.

consequence of the fall of Robespierre, arrested by the
j.gg

new commissioners, whom the Thermidorian party sent ,»

out to the army of Italy, and made a narrow escape with He is arreet

his life. He addressed, in consequence, an energetic afed°and
'^'^'

remonstrance to the commissioners, remarkable for the returns to

strong sense, condensed thought, and powerful expression eth^Au".

Avhich it contains ;
while his friend Junot was so pene- ^^9*-

trated with grief at his misfortune, that he wrote to them, 20th Aug.

protesting his innocence, and imploring to be allowed to
^^*^ ^^^*'

share his captivity. The generous application was attended iBour. i.6o,

Avith complete success ; a fortnight afterwards, he was "i, 69, 70.

Las Cas 167

provisionally set at liberty, and immediately returned to D'Abr. a.

Paris. He was there offered a command in La Vendee
;

.l?^-
^^p-

and, having declined it, he was deprived of his rank as a 34.

general officer, and reduced to private life.^

The period which now intervened from the dismissal of

Napoleon to the attack of the Sections on the Convention,
in October 179.5, he has himself described as the happiest Hissubse.

in his life. Living almost without monev, on the bounty quent life
*

ill Paris
of his friends, in coffee-houses and tlieatres, his ardent

imagination dwelt incessantly on the future
; and visions

floated across his mind, tinged with those bright colours

in wliich the eye of youthful genius arrays the path of

life—a striking proof of the dependence of happiness on

the mind itself, and the slight influence which even the

greatest external success has in replenishing the secret

fountains from which the joys or sorrows of existence are

drawn. During these days of visionary romance, he dwelt

with peculiar pleasure on his favourite idea of repairing
to Constantinople and offering his services to the Grand

Signior, under the impression that things were too stable

in the Western World, and that it was in the East alone

that those great revolutions were to be effected which at

once immortalise the names of their authors. He even

went so far as to prepare, and address to the French

government, a memorial, in which lie offered, with a few

oflicers who were willing to follow his fortunes, to go to

Turkey, to organise its forces against Russia ; a proposal

which, if acceded to, Avould probably have changed the

fate of the world. This impression never forsook him '

through life ; it was, even more than the destruction of
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British commerce, the secret motive of the expedition to

Moscow
;
even after all the glories of his subsequent

career, he looked back with regret to these early visions,

and, when speaking of Sir Sidney Smith and the check at

Acre, repeatedly said—" That man made me miss my
destiny."

1

So low, however, were the fortunes of the future

emperor fallen at that period, that he was frequently
indebted to his friends for a meal, which he coxild not

alFord to purchase himself. At one time, his fortune

being reduced to five francs, he went out to the quays
of Paris, intending to throw himself into the river

; from

which he was only diverted by the generosity of a friend,

who in the midst of his anguish presented him with

a large sum of money.* His brother Lucien and he

brought the black bread received in their rations to

Madame Bourrienne, and received in exchange loaves of

white flour, which she had clandestinely, and at the

hazard of her life, received during the law of the Maximum
from a neighbouring confectioner. At this period she

lodged in a new house in the Rue des Marais. Napoleon
was very anxious to hire, with the assistance of his uncle,

afterwards Cardinal Fesch, the one opposite.
" "With that

house," said he,
" the society of yourself, a few friends, and

a cabriolet, I should be the happiest of men." ^ In those

days Napoleon wore the grey great-coat, which has since

become more celebrated than the white plume of Henry
IV.

;
he had no gloves, for, as he said himself, they were a

useless expense ;
his boots, ill made, were seldom black-

ened ;
his yellow visage, meagre countenance, and severe

physiognomy, gave as little indication of his future appear-
ance as his fortunes did of his future destiny. Salicetti

had been the author of his arrest.
" He did me all the

mischief in his power," said Napoleon, "but mt/ star -wowlA

not permit him to prevail ;"^ so early had the idea of a

brilliant destiny taken possession of his mind. He after-

wards made a generous return to his enemy: Salicetti Avas

ordered to be arrested by the Convention after the con-

demnation of Romme,* the chief of the conspirators, and he

was concealed in the house of the mother of the future

* Dem.-isis was this generous friend : he pave him 30,000 francs in gold,
with whirh he relieved the distresses of his family.—See Montholo."*,

Co,ptivUe de St Uellne, ii. 33, 34.
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Ducliess of Abrantes. Napoleon learned the secret in chap.

consequence of a love intrigue between his valet and their xx.

maid; but he concealed his knowledge, facilitated their
j-gj

escape, and sent a letter to his enemy on the road, in-

forming him of the return he had made for his malevo-

lence.

But another destiny awaited the young soldier. The

approaching conflict of the Convention with the Sections, ^o

was the first circumstance which raised him from the Receives the

obscurity into which he had recently fallen. His great from^th"'^

abilities being known to several persons of influence in the Directory,

government, especially Carnot, he was, on the first appear- v°endemt

ance of the approaching struggle, taken into the confidence aire.

of administration, and had been consulted by them for

some months before the contest began. When the attack

by Menou on the Section Lepelletier failed, Napoleon
was sent for. He found the Convention in the utmost

agitation ;
and measures of accommodation with the in-

surgents were already talked of, when his firmness and

decision saved the government. He painted in such vivid

colours the extreme peril of sharing the supreme autho-

rity between the military commander and three commis-

sioners of the Convention, that the Committee of Public

Salvation agreed to appoint Barras commander-in-chief,

and Napoleon second in command. No sooner was this

done than he dispatched at midnight a chief of squadron,

named Murat, with three hundred horse, to seize the park
of artillery lying at Sablons. He arrived a few minutes

before the troops of the Sections, who came to obtain them

for the insurgents ; and, by this decisive step, put at the

disposal of government those formidable batteries, which

next day spread death through the ranks of the national

guard, and at one- blow extinguished the revolt. Barras

declared in his report, that it was to Napoleon's skilful

disposition of the posts round the Tuileries that the success

of the day was owing ;
but he himself never ceased to

lament, that his first success in separate command should gg.

°

N^ap. la!

have been gained in civil dissension
;
and often said, in 67,74.

after times, that he would give many years of his life to

tear that page from his history.^

Though not gifted with the powers of popular oratory.

Napoleon was not destitute of that ready talent which '

VOL. V. K
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CHAP, catches the idea most likely to divert the populace, and
^X-

frequently disarms them even in the moment of their

j-yg greatest irritation. When in command in Paris, after the

suppression of the revolt, he Ava^j frequently brought into

His ready colUsion with the people in a state of the utmost excite-
popuiar wit.

Q^gj^i-
.

jjjj(j (jjj these occasions his presence of mind was as

conspicuous as his humanity was admirable. Above a

hundred families, during the dreadful famine which fol-

lowed the suppression of the revolt of the Sections in the

winter 1795-6, were saved from death by his beneficence.

On one occasion, he was trying to appease a mob in a state

of extreme irritation, when a fat woman, bursting from
the throng, exclaimed, "These wearers of epaulets, provided

they fill their own skins, care not though the poor die of

1 Las Cas. famine."—" My good woman," said Napoleon, who at that

iJAbr ii
time was exceedingly thin,

" look at me, and say which of

28. us haa fed the best." This at once turned the laugh on his

side, and he continued his route without interruption.^
Joachim Murat, who was, by a singular coincidence,

thus associated with Napoleon in his first important com-

Eariyhis- mand, was born on 25th March 1771, at La Bastede, near

Murat^ Cahors, in Languedoc, where his father was an innkeeper.
His bold and turbulent disposition early gave him a

distaste for letters : he was soon taken from school, where
he was making no progress ;

and the future King of

Naples began life as an assistant to the waiter in his

father's hotel. He afterwards enlisted in the Chasseurs

of Ardennes
;
but having got into a scrape, he deserted his

regiment, and repaired to Paris, where he got employment
again as a waiter, at a humble restaurateur's. There,
his activity, address, and elegant figure, having attracted

notice, he was offered a situation, in 1792, in the Constitu-

tional Guard of Louis XVI. On its being disbanded, he

was appointed sub-lieutenant in the Eleventh Regiment
of Chasseurs-a-cheval of the line, and soon made himself

remarkable by the daring of his character, and the ultra-

revolutionary sentiments which he uttered
; qualities

which, in those days of democratic turmoil, procured for

'him rapid advancement. He \A*as already lieutenant-

colonel, in command of his regiment at Abbeville, when,
on the assassination of Marat, in 1793, by Cliarlotte Corday,
lie wrote to the Jacobin Club, that he intended,from admira-
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tion for the illustrious deceased, to change his name to chap.

Marat. His extreme principles were so Avell known, that ^^
after the 9th Thermidor, during the reaction against the

"Ttug

Reign of Terror, he was deprived of his command, and
came to Paris, where, like Napoleon, he lived an idle life,

dreaming away the time in great poverty, in coifee-houses,

till the revolt of the Sections, when he volunteered his

services to the government, and powerfully contributed,

by the sudden seizure of the artillery at Sablons, to the

decisive success which they obtained.

The sketch of this celebrated man given by the master-

hand of Napoleon, will serve at once to furnish a key ^
to his actions, and prepare the reader to follow his Outline of

achievements with interest. "
Murat," said he,

" was a ^^
^hcuac-

most singular character. He loved, I may rather say,
adored me : with me he was my right arm

; Avithout

me he was nothing. Order Murat to attack and destroy
four or five thousand men in such a direction, it was
done in a moment ; leave him to himself, he was an
imbecile without judgment. In battle he was perhaps the

bravest man in the world : his boiling courage carried him
into the midst of the enemy, covered with plumes and

glittering with gold ;
how he escaped was a miracle, for,

from being so distinguished a mark, every one fired at

him. The Cossacks admired him on account of his exces-r

sive bravery. Every day Murat was engaged in single
combat with some of them, and returned with his sabre

j
.

dripping with the blood of those he had slain. He was a a. 96^'^^'^

Paladin in the field
;
but in the cabinet destitute of cither

decision or judgment."^
The next event in Napoleon's career was not less impor-

tant on his ultimate fortunes. On occasion of the general

disarming of the inhabitants, after the overthrow of the Napoleon's

Sections, a boy of ten years of age came to request from ".'""'f-'
•HT 1 • ^ r>i 1,.1-r With Jos

Napoleon, who was appointed General of the Interior after phUie.

this success, that his father's sword, which had been deli-

vered up, should be restored to him. His name was
Eugene Beauiiarnais

;
and Napoleon was so much

struck by his appearance, and the earnestness with which
he enforced his request, that he was induced not only to

comply with the request, but to visit his mother, the

Countess Josephine Beauiiarnais. Her husband, Count «

Jose-
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CHAP. Alexander Beai;harnais, had been one of tlie most elegant
XX. dancers of his day, and from that accomplishment was

^»gg frequently honoured with the hand of Marie Antoinette

at the court balls at Versailles. Napoleon, whose inclina-

tion already began to revert to the manners of the old

regime, used to look around, during his evening visits to
1 Las pas i.

^|^g Countess, Ills widow, if the windows were closed, and
lT3'iiiyO
191.' D'Abr. say,

" Now let us talk of the old court ;
let us make a

Na^^f'72 **^"'* *'' Versailles." From thence arose the intimacy
Scott, iii. 80. which led to his marriage with that lady, and ultimately

placed her on the throne of France. ^

Her history had been very remarkable. She was born

in the West Indies ; and it had early been prophesied, by
Her history, an old negress, that she should lose her first husband, be

abie'atUen'' extremely unfortunate, but that she should afterwards be

ture at the greater than a queen.* This prophecy, the authenticity

besp'ier^e'
0^ whIch is placed beyond a doubt, was fulfilled in the

most singular manner. Her first husband, Count Alexan-

der Beauharnais, a general in the army on the Rhine, had

been guillotined during the Reign of Terror, solely on

account of his belonging to the nobility ; and she herself,
2Mem. de who was also imprisoned at the same time, was only saved

pa^Mad!'''
from impending death by the fall of Robespierre. So

Crevier, i.

strongly was the prophecy impressed on her mind, that,

Scott, u'ir82! while lying in the dungeons of the Conciergerie, expecting

r-^3^ ^'d
••' ^'^^'T hour to be summoned to the Revolutionary Tribunal,

190' 191. she mentioned it to her fellow-prisoners, and, to amuse

siI^^'n^ them, named some of them as ladies of the bedchamber ;

i. 72. a jest which she afterwards lived to realise to one of their

number.t ^

• The author heard this prophecy in 1801, lonz before Napoleon's eleva-

tion to the throne, from the late Countess of Bath, and the late Countess of

Ancruni, who were eduoated in the same convent with Josephine, and had
repeatedly heard her mention the circumstance in early youth.

+ Josephine herself narrated this extraordin.iry passage in her life in the

following terms ;—•

" One morning the jailer entered the chamber where I slept with the
Duchesse d'Aiguillon and two other ladies, .and told me he was going to

tiike my mattress to give it to another prisoner.
'

Why,' said Madame
d'Aiguillon eagerly,

' will not Madame de Beauharnais obtain a better

one?'—'

No, no,' replied he, with a fiendish smile, 'she will liave no need
of one ; for she is about to be led to the Conciergerie, and thence to the

guillotine.'
" At these words ray companions in misfortune uttered piercing shrieks.

I consoled them as well as I could: and at length, worn out with their

eterniil lamcnlations. I told them that their grief was utterly unreasonable ;

that not only I should not die, but live to be Queen of Fr.ance. ' Why, then,
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Josephine possessed all the qualities fitted to excite chap.

admiration. Graceful in her manners, affectionate in her ^^'

disposition, easy in temper, elegant in appearance, she was 1796.

qualified both to awaken the love, and form the happiness, 26.

of the younar general, whose fate was now united with Her charac-

her own. She was never possessed of regular beauty, and,
when united to Napoleon, was past her first youth, being

twenty-eight years of age. But she was grace personified ;

her taste in dress was exquisite, and no one made so much
of the physical advantages which yet remained to her.

Her influence in subsequent times, when placed on the

throne, was never exerted but fur the purposes of huma-

nity ;
her failings, for she had some, redeemed by the

readiness with which she gave ear to the tale of suffering.

Napoleon himself said, after he had tasted of all the great-

ness of the world, that the chief happiness he had known
in life had flowed from her affection* These good and

amiable qualities were not without a mixture of feminine

passions and weakness. She was passionately fond of

dress : a failing which, when her husband rose to great-

ness, led her into excessive extravagance ; and her care-

do you not name your maids of honour?' said Madame d'AiguiUon, irritated

at such expressions at such a moment. '

Very truPj' said I ;

'
I did not tliink

of that ;
—well, my dear, I make you one of them." Upon tliis the tears of

these ladies fell apace, for they never doubted I was mad. But the truth
was, 1 was not gifted > ith any extraordinary courage, but internally per-
suaded of the truth of the oracle.

'• Madame d'Aiguillon soon after became unwell, and I drew her towards
the window, which I opened, to admit through the bars a little fresh air :

—I

there perceived a poor woman who knew us, and who was making a number
of signs, which I at first could not understand. She const.intly held up her

gown {robe ;) and seeing that she had some object in view, I called out '

robe,'

to which she answered 'yes.' She then lifted up a stone aud put it in her

lap, which she lifted up a second time; I called out '

pierre,' upon which
she evinced the greiitcst joy at percei™ig that her signs were understood.

Jimiing, then, tfie stone to her robe, she eagerly imitated the motion of

cuttmg off the head, aud immediately began to dance, and evince the most
extravagant joy, This singul;ir pantomime awakened in our minds a vague
hope that possibly Robespierre might be no more.

" At this moment, when we were vaciU-ating between hope and fear, we
heard a great noise in the corridor, and the terrible voice of our jailer, who
said to his dog, giving him, at the same time, a kick, 'Get on, you cursed

Robespierre.' "That coarse phrase at once taught us that we had nothing
to fear, and that France was saved."—Hem. de Josephine, i. 252, 25.').

• '•
Josephine," said Napoleon,

" wai grace personified. Every thing she
did was with a grace and delicacy peculiar to herself. I never saw )icr act

inelegantly the whole time we lived together. Wer toilet was a perfect
arsenal; and she effectually defended herself against the assaults of time."—
O'Mkaua, ii. 101. Being some years oMer than her liusband. she took this

method. Uke many others of her sex, of concealing the advances of time,—
" Annos celans elegantid."
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CHAP, lessness and ease of temper during her widowhood, had
XX. led her frequently into doubtful society during the profli-

j„gg gacy which followed the Reign of Terror. After her mar-
1 Bour. i. riage with Napoleon had fixed her destinies in an exalted

372.' ^cott station, she still retained the levity of manner and spirit
iii. 83. Hist, of coquetry which she had then acquired, and sometimes,

i. 191. though without any real foundation, excited furious fits

of jealousy in his breast.^

In the first instance, however, motives of ambition

27
combined with a softer feeling to fix Napoleon's choice :

Marries her, Madame Beauhamais had formed an intimacy in prison

the com-^*^ with Madame de Fontenai, the eloquent and beautiful mis-

mandof the tress of TalUen, who afterwards became his wife : and the

itS"/."
former was, during those days of universal dissolution of

manners, a great favourite of Barras, at that period the

leading character of the Directory. Withhis usual volatility,

however, he was not sorry of an opportunity of establish-

ing her in marriage with the young general, after the first

'Hard. iii. novelty of the intimacy was over.^ His influence, after
^'" the fall ot Robespierre, promised to be of essential impor-

tance to the rising ofiicer. Napoleon married her on the

9th March 1796 ;
he himself being in the twenty-sixth,

and she in the twenty-eighth year of her age. At the

same time, he laid before the Directory a plan for the

Italian campaign, so remarkable for its originality and

genius, as to attract the special notice of the illustrious

Carnot, then minister at war. The united influence of

these two directors, and the magnitude of the obligation

which Napoleon had conferred upon them by his decisive

victory over the Sections, prevailed. With Josephine he

received the command of tlie Italian armies ; and, twelve

days after, set out for the Alps, taking with him two

thousand louis-d'or for the service of the campaign, the

whole specie which the treasury could furnish. The
instructions of the Directory were, to do all in his power

3 Hard. iii. to revolutionise Piedmont, and so intimidate the other

Las' Cas. i. Italian powers ;
to violate the neutrality of Genoa

; seize

173. Bour. ti^e forts of Savoiia ; compel the Senate to furnish him

Scott, iii. 83, with pecuniary supplies, and surrender the keys of Gavi,
84. Hist,

r^ fortress perched on a rocky height, commanding the

i. 227.

'

pass of the Bocchetta. In case of refusal, he was directed

to carry it by assault.^ His powers were limited to mill-
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tary operations, and the Directory reserved to themselves chap.

the exclusive power of concluding treaties of peace or ^^•

truce ; a limitation which was speedily disregarded by the
j-gg

enterprising genius of the young conqueror.

Italy,
"

il bel paese

28.

Che rAppenin parte, et il mar circonda, et I'Alpe,"

is divided by nature into three great districts, essentially

different from each other, and yet distinguished by indel-

ible features from every other country in Europe. The phystcai de-

first contains the noble plain, watered by the Po, which
^^^1^5'';;;^°^

stretches from the southern foot of the Alps to the northern plain 'of

declivity of the Appenines, and extends from Coni on the Lombardy.

west to the Adriatic on the east. This noble plain, which

is tliree hundred miles in length by a hundred and

twenty in breadth, is, beyond all question, the richest and

most fertile in Europe. On the west it is sheltered by a

vast semicircle of mountains, which there unite the Alps

and Appenines, and are surmounted by glittering piles of

ice and snow, forming the majestic barrier between France

and Italy. In those inexhaustible reservoirs, which the

heat of summer converts into perennial fountains of living

water, the Po takes its rise, and that classic stream, rapidly

fed by the confluence of the torrents which descend through

every cleft and valley in the vast circumference, is already

a great river when it sweeps under the ramparts of Turin.

This immense surface, formerly submerged over its whole

extent by water, is a perfect level
; you may travel two

hundred miles in a straight line in it without coming to a

natural eminence ten feet high. Towards its western end,

the soil, chiefly composed of the debris brought down from

the adjacent mountains, is for the most part sandy or

gravelly ;
but it becomes richer as you advance with the

course of the Po to the eastward, and the plain from

Lodi to Ferrara is composed of the finest alluvial soil,
iPersonal

^ <• • .1 • 1 mi • observation.

generally thirty-five or forty feet in thickness, llus mag- chateau,

nificent expanse, the garden of Europe, is watered by pj,^i",^;/
''''"'"

numoruus rivers, the Ticino, the Adda, the Adige, the ditaiie, 12.

Tagliamento, and the Piave, which, descending from the
^raviis^.

snowy summits of the Alps, fall perpendicularly into the 67,73,

line of the Po,^ while the Taro and other lesser streams, ,
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XX.

1796.

29.

Physical
qualities of
the first

region.

1 Malte-
Bruii, vii.

201,207.
Person.il

obsemution

flowing on the southern side into the same river, from the

lower ridges of the Appenines, afford equally to all parts

of the plain the means of extensive irrigation, the only-

requisite in that favoured region for the production of the

richest pastures and most luxuriant harvests.

It is hard to say whether the cultivation of the soil, the

riches of nature, or the structures of human industry in

this beautiful region, are most to be admired. An un-

rivalled system of agriculture, from which eveiy nation in

Europe might take a lesson, has been long established

over its whole surface, and two, sometimes three, successive

crops annually reward the labours of the husbandman.

Indian corn is produced in abundance, and by its return,

quadruple that of wheat, affords subsistence for a numerous

and dense population. Rice arrives at maturity to a great

extent in the marshy districts ;
and an incomparable

system of irrigation, diffused over the whole, conveys the

waters of the Alps into an endless series of little canals,

like the veins and arteries in the human body, to every

field, and in some places to every ridge, in the grass lauds.

It is in these rich meadows, stretching round Lodi, and

from thence to Verona, that the celebrated Parmesan

cheese, known over all Europe for the richness of its

flavour, is made. The vine and the olive thrive in the

sunny slopes which ascend from this plain to the ridges of

the Alps ;
and a woody zone of never failing beauty lies

between the desolation of the mountain and the fertility

of the plain. But the climate is severe in winter, and the

orange and citron are chilled by the blasts which descend

from the frozen glaciers. The cities of this district, both

in ancient and modern times, have been worthy, alike in

grandeur and opulence, of the luxuriant plain bywhich they
are surrounded. Mantua boasts of the residence of Virgil,

Padua of having been the birthplace of Livy, Arqua of the

tomb of Petrarch. Leonardo da Vinci, Titian, Canova, have

adorned these cities by their works, or immortalised them

by their birth ;
and the stately edifices of Turin, Milan,

Bologna, Parma, Verona, and Venice, still attract the

learned and ardent from every part of Europe, though
their political independence has been extinguished, and

their literary celebrity consists rather in the recollection of

past than the greatness of present genius.^
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The second region, totally different in character from chap.

the former, extends over all the ramifications and declivities ^X-

of the Appenines, that vast range, which, branching ofi"
j^gg

from the Alps in the neighbourhood of Genoa, runs down
3^

the whole centre of Italy to the south of the plain of character of

Lombardy, from the frontiers of Provence to the extremity i.egion'!°°

of Calabria. This great chain, in its central and highest

parts, rises to the height of more than 7000 feet above the

sea ;
but in general the elevation is less considerable, and

seldom reaches in the centre of the ridge above six thou-

sand feet. It is not one simple central ridge of mountains,

having a broad bolt of level country on either side between

it and the sea
;
nor is it a chain rising abruptly, like the

Andes in South America, from the ocean on one side, so

as to leave space for an ample extent of plain, in which

the rivers, descending from its summits, may become great

and navigable. It is, like all the other chains which branch

olF from the great stony girdle of the earth, a huge back-

bone, thickly set with spines of unequal length, some

running parallel* to each other, others twisted and inter-

laced in the strangest imaginable manner. As if to

complete the disorder in those spots where the spines of

the Appenines, being contorted, run parallel to their own
central chain, and thus leave a level plain between theirbase

and the sea, volcanic agency has broken in, and filled up the

space thus left with clusters of hills or lofty mountains of

its own formation, as is the case with the Alban Mount

near Rome, and Vesuvius in the neighbourhood of Naples. ^

Generally speaking, then, Italy to the south of the plain Lectures on

of Lombardy, is composed of an infinite variety of valleys ^^lonai'^^'

pent in between high and steep hills, each forming a observation,

country to itself, and separated by rugged natural barriers

from the others.^

If the climate of the country were more rigorous, this

rugged and woody region, spreading, as it does, over three-
3,

fourths of its whole extent, would for the most part be Productions

composed, like the Doverfelt of Norway, or the Grampians th"m^n-"
of Scotland, of cold and cheerless hills, tenanted only by tain region.

the roe and the heath-fowl. But, under the blue heavens

and delightful sun of Italy, the case is very different.

Vegetable productions, cnpable of yielding ample food for

man, and in far greater variety than in the plain, are reared •
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with ease in every part of the varied ascent, from the hase

to the summit of the mountains. The olive, the vine, the

fig-tree, the pomegranate, the sweet chestnut, the peach
and nectarine, witli all the fruits of northern climates,

flourish in the utmost luxuriance on the sunny slopes of

Tuscany, and in the Roman States
;
while in Naples and

Calabria, in addition to these, are to be found the orange-

tree, the citron, the palm, the prickly pear, the prickly

cactus, the palm-tree, and the fruits and flowers of tropical

regions. An admirable terrace-cultivation, where art and

industry have combined to overcome the obstacles of

nature, has every where converted the slopes, naturally

sterile and arid, into a succession of gardens, loaded with

the choicest vegetable productions. A delicious climate

there brings the finest fruits to maturity ;
the grapes

hang in festoons from tree to tree
;
the song of the night-

ingale is heard in every grove ;
all nature seems to rejoice

in the paradise which the industry of man has created.*

To this incomparable system of horticulture, which ap-

pears to have been unknown to the ancient Romans, and

to have been introduced into Europe by the warriors who
returned from the Crusades, the riches and smiling aspect of

Tuscany, and the mountain region of Italy, are chiefly to

be ascribed ; for nothing can be more desolate by nature

than the waterless declivities, in general almost destitute

of soil, on which it has been formed.^

The earth required to be brought in from a distance,

retaining walls erected, the steep slopes converted into a

series of gentle inclinations, the mountain torrents diverted

or restrained, and the means of artificial irrigation, to

sustain nature during the long droughts of summer,
obtained. By the incessant labour of centuries this prodigy
has been completed, and the very stony sterility of nature

converted into the means of heightening, by artificial

means, the heat of summer. The quantity of rock with

which the soil abounded, furnished at hand the materials

of walls and terraces. Those terraces are always covered

• " Omnia tunc florent: tunc est nova teinporis aetas :

Et nova de gravido palmite gemma turaet:

Et modo forniatis amicitur vitihus arbos;

Prodit et in sunimum seminis herba solum:

Et tepidum voluiTes oonceiitiluis ai'ra mulcent,
Ludit et in pratis luxuri;'.tque pecus."— Ovid.
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with fruit-trees placed in tlie reflected rays of the sun. chap.

Amidst the reflection of so many walls the fruit is xx.

most abundant, and superior of its kind. No room is lost "j^^
in these little but precious freeholds ;

the vine extends its

tendrils along the terrace-walls ;
a hedge, formed of the

same vine-branches, surrounds each terrace, and covers it

with verdure. In the corners formed by the meeting of

the supporting-walls, a little sheltered nook is found,

where fig-trees are planted, which ripen delicious fruit

under their protection. The owner takes advantage of

every vacant space to raise melons and vegetables. Olives

shelter it from the rains ;
so that, witliin the compass of a

very small garden, he obtains olives, figs, grapes, pomegran-

ates, and melons. Such is the return which Nature yields j chateau-

under this admirable system of management, that half the vieux, 2911,

crop of seven acres is sufficient in general for the main- go„;^ o^'er-

tenance of a family of five persons, being little more than
^'?'^°;^j.

the produce of three-fourths of an acre to each soul ; and Agric. de

the whole produce supports them all in rustic affluence.
Youn'"^^!

^*'

Italy, in this delightful region, still realises the glowing 152, 157.

'

description of her classic historian above three hundred

years ago.*
Great part of the mountain region of Italy has adopted

this admirable cultivation ;
and this explains what, to a

33

northern traveller, at first sight seems inexplicable,
—the Constant

_

vast population, which is found not merely in the valleys, sit^to"?"-''

but over the greater part of the ridges of the Appenines,
vent the ter.

and the endless succession of villages and hamlets which toruiS.

are perched on the edge or summits of rocks, often, to

appearance, scarcely accessible to human approach. Great

care, however, and the constant labour of the husbandman,

are required to uphold the little freeholds thus formed out

of natural sterility, for, if his attention is intermitted for

any considerable time, the violence of the rain destroys

what it had cost so much labour to produce. Storms and

torrents wash down the soil ; the terraces are broken

through ;
the heavy rains bring down a shapeless mass of

• " Ridotta tutta in somma p.aoe, e tranquillata collevata non meno ne

luo^hc pen montuosi, e pevisterli, che nclle iiianure e regioni pou fcrtili. ne
sotto posta a<l altro iinperio chc de suoi medesimi, non solo ora abbimdata

d'abitatati e di richczzc, ma illustrata somma meiite dalla ma;^iufKenza
di molti principi, dallo splendore di niolte nobilissime o bellissimc citte,

dalla scdia e m.aesta dalla rcligione."
—Guicciauoim, Lib. i.

'
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ruins
; every thing returns rapidly to its former state, and

of so much laboured construction there soon remain only

shapeless vestiges covered with briers. The sweet chest-

nuts, which grow luxuriantly in almost every part of the

Appenines, contribute to uphold this dense population,

by the subsistence which they afford in regions where the

terrace-cultivation cannot be introduced
;
while at the

summit of all, above this zone of wood, where the frequent
clouds nourish a short but sweet herbage, mountain-

pastures are to be found similar to the dry and healthful

downs of the south of England.^
Hence arises the romantic character of Italian scenery,

the constant combination of a mountain outline, and all

the wild features of an alpine country, with the rich

vegetation of a southern climate : the intermixture of the

wildest and most awful with the softest and most delicate

features of nature.—Hence, too, the rudeness, the pastoral

simplicity, and the occasional predatory habits to be found

in the population : for these rocky and crooked fastnesses

render it almost impossible for any police, however vigilant,
to track out robbers who are sheltered by their numerous
inhabitants. The insalubrious air which still infects the

plains, and the devastation which they formerly underwent
from mutual warfare, or the plunder of the robber moun-
tain chivalry, have still further contributed to fix industry
and population in the mountains

;
for the malaria does

not rise above a certain level, generally as clearly defined

as the surface of a lake, on the hills, and the feudal horse-

men paused at the entrance of these mountain-asylums of

industry. The effects of these causes are still conspicuous.
To this day, you may travel for miles together in the

plains and valleys, without meeting with a single town or

village, or even a human habitation
; while the towns

cluster on the mountain sides, the houses nestling together
on some scanty ledge, with cliffs rising above them, and

sinking down abruptly below them, the very congesta
manu prmrnptis oppida saxis of Virgil's description, which
he even then called "

antique walls." They had been the

strongholds of the primeval inhabitants of the country,
and are still inhabited after the lapse of so many
centuries ; nothing of the stir and movement of other

parts of Europe having penetrated these lonely valleys,^
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and tempted the people to quit their mountain fastnesses chap.

for the more accessible dwellings in the plain.
xx.

The third region comprises the plains which lie between "Ttqq^
the western declivity of the Appenines and the Medi-

gg

terranean. This district comprehends the Marshes of Third

Volterra, still as pestilential as when they proved all but
The^pikins

fatal to Hannibal's army: the plain of the Clitumnus, rich between the

as in ancient days in herds and flocks ;
the Campagna of ^^ the&ea.

Rome, once inhabited by numerous tribes, now an almost

uninhabited desert ;
the Pontine Marshes, formerly the

abode of thirty nations, now a pestilential swamp ;
the

plain of Psestum, at one time inhabited by the luxurious

Sybarites, now known only by its stately ruins and de-

serted thickets ;
the Campagna of Naples, still the scene of

industry, elegance, and agricultural riches. The character

of these plains is so different from that of the other great

divisions of Italy, that it is hardly possible to believe that

they belong to the same quarter of the globe. In the

Campagna of Naples, indeed, still, as in ancient times, an

admirable cultivation brings to perfection the choicest

gifts of nature. Magnificent crops of wheat and maize

cover the rich and level expanse ;
rows of elms or willows

shelter their harvests from the too scorching rays of the

sun, and luxuriant vines, clustering to the very tops of the

trees, are trained in festoons from one summit to the other.

On its hills the orange, the vine, and the fig-tree flourish in

luxuriant beauty ; the air is rendered fragrant by their

ceaseless perfume ;
and the prodigy is here exhibited of the

fruit and the flower appearing at the same time on the

same stem.* The banks of the Clitumnus, too, in Tuscany,

still, in some places, maintain their ancient character of

being
" rich in men and the fatness of the soil."t But,

with these exceptions, these plains are covered only with

• " L'aura che reiide gli alberi fioriti

Co' fiori eterni eterno il frutto dura;
E raentna spunta I'un, laltro matura.
Nel tronco istesso, e tra I'ist essa f(i;^li.a

Sovra U nascente fico invecchia il fico ;

Pondono a un raiiio, un con dorata spoglia,
L'altro con venlo, il novo e' 1 poino antico.

Lussurcgfiiante serpe alto e germoKlia
La tnrta vite ov' c piu I'orto aprico :

Qui I'uva ha in fiori acerba, e qui d'orTave
E di piropo, e gia di nettar grave."

Oerusaleinme Liherata, xvi. 10, 11.

I
" Dives viris atque ubere glebse."
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CHAP, grass, and exhibit the usual features of the pastoral charac-

XX. ter. After leaving the centres of elegance and refinement—TT" in Florence and Rome, the traveller is astonished to find
' '

himself in the midst of uninclosed and desolate plains,

over which numerous herds of cattle wander at large,

under the care of shepherds mounted on horseback, and

armed with lances, after the fashion of the Steppes of

Tartary. Every thing in those immense pasture-fields is at

variance alike with the plain of Lombardy and the peopled

mountains of the Appenines. The farms are of great size,

and entirely composed of pasture ;
the inhabitants few

and unhealthy; hardly any villages or hamlets are to be

met with ;
the towns, too, are far distant, and declining;

and were it not for the vestiges of a dense population,

which still exist in the ruins, scattered at intervals over its

J surface, one would be led to believe they had never been

obsTrvTtion. tenanted by any other inhabitants but the wild-boar and

the bafflilo.i

The cities of Italy have been celebrated since the very

infancy of civilisation, from the marvellous celebrity in

TJnparaUel- arts and arms which their inhabitants have attained ;
but

ed interest
^j^gy j^j.^ j^gt SO considerable in point of population, as

o*^"™<^-

jiiight have been expected, from their long-established

fame. Alone, of the whole countries in the world, Italy

has tivke risen to the highest eminence both in the achieve-

ments of war and peace. On the rums of the Capitol, the

former mistress of the world, a new empire has arisen,

founded not on arms, but on religious reverence, which

at one period embraced a wider dominion than had ever

been conquered by the arms of the Consuls. Rome in

consequence possesses an interest, a'nd exhibits a mag-

nificence, which no other city in the world can boast
;
for

it contains the remains of genius, and the monuments of

art, alike of ancient and modern times; and is peopled

with the shades at once of Cicero and Virgil, of Tasso and

Alfieri, of Raphael and Michael Angelo. The Amphi-
theatre of Titus still remains in ruined grandeur, beside

the Obelisk of Thebes ;
but it looks down on St John-

Lateran, from whence so many laws have issued to the

Christian world ;
the horses of Praxiteles yet adorn the

eternal city, but they front the Palace of the Quirinal, the

abode of the Supreme Pontiff; the ancient pavement of
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the Sacred Way, furrowed by the wheels of an hundred chap.

triumphs, again, after a burial of fourteen liundred years,
^^•

is exposed to the light of the sun, but it leads only to the "^796
modern Capitol, where " barefooted friars sing vespers in

the remains of the Temple of Jupiter." The Columns of

Trajan and Antoninus still surmount the ancient plain of

the Campus Martius, but they look down on the crowded

ajid brilliant scene of the modern Corso; the Tomb of

Adrian has been bespoiled, but it was so to adorn the " fane

of the Vatican ;
the Dome of St Peter's, the noblest monu-

ment which the hands of man have ever raised to the

purposes of religion."
^ Before a second Rome appears in i Gibbon,

the world, a second Republic must have been followed by
a second Empire ;

a second Mythology by a second Pope-
dom; a second Forum by a second St Peter's; and the

genius of Modern Europe, drawn to a centre by one con-

quering State, must have been succeeded by another night
of a thousand years, during which superstition has sub-

jected the whole civilised world to its sway.

During the days of its greatness, Rome is said ito have

contained three millions of inhabitants ;
but it may be

gr.

doubted whether it in reality ever was inhabited by so PopuUition

great a number of souls as modern London.* It is ascer- hs dfief'^"''

tained, by an authentic enumeration, that at the capture
towns.

of the city by Alaric, it contained 1,200,000 inhabitants.

Its present population is only 172,000 ; and in the time of

Napoleon's government, it had sunk to 120,000. Venice,

Milan, Florence, and Genoa, so celebrated in history,

poetry, and romance, are less considerable in point of

wealth and population, than second-rate manufacturing
towns of Great Britain

;
and the only really great city of

Italy, Naples, will apparently soon be outstripped in num-
bers by Glasgow, a provincial town of Scotland.t The

industry and population of the great towns of Italy have

• By the census of 1841, London coiitnined l,S()4,OflO souls, the greatest
aprgres^te of human beings in a single city, of which the history of the
world has preserved an authentic record. Glasgow, next to it in point of
number in the British emjiire, contained 274,000.

f The following is the populations of the principal cities of Italy, accord-
ing to the latest statistical accounts (1830) :—

Souls. Sonls. Souls.

Milan, . I.SO.OHO Turin, . 117,000 Pcrrugio, 30,000
Venice, . 110,000 Geima, . 10(1.000 Na))Ies, 304.000

Verona, . 6(i.O0O I.c^'luirn, . 7r..000 Kmue, i:)!),000

Padua, . 47,aOO Alexandria, U5,000 I'alBrmo, l(i!3,000 ,
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1796.

1 Gibbon's

Rome, iv.

91, c. 31.

Malte-

Brun, vii.

283, 490.

sensibly declined during the last three centuries, in con-

sequence of the alteration in the channels of commerce,
the result of the rise of Great Britain, and the discovery of
the Cape of Good Hope. Florence, which formerly con-
tained 150,000 souls, can now boast of little more than
half the number : Venice and Genoa have scarce a third
of their former inhabitants. But the industry of the

country is undecayed. Commercial wealth, deprived of its

former channels of investment, has generally turned to

rural occupation,
—the towns have declined, but the pro-

vinces have increased both in riches and inhabitants, and
the population of Italy was never, either in the days of the

Emperors, or of the modern Republics, so considerable as it

is at the present moment. It amounts at this time (1842,)
to nineteen millions of souls, and exceeded sixteen mil-
lions in the days of Napoleon; a population which gave
1237 to the square marine league, a density greater than
that of either France or England at that period.*

^

The causes of the extraordinary population, which has
thus survived the political decline of modern Italy, and

S Malte-Brnn,
vii. 2Rn. "!.!),

358, 403, 4S0.

Souls. • Sonls.

Vicenza, 30,000 Coni, . . 18,000
Bergama, 30,500 Adi, . . 22,000
Parma, . 30,000 Bologna, . 71,000
Modeua, . 28,000 Ferrara, . 24,000
Florence, 78,000 Ravenna, . 24,000
Pisa, . 20,000 Ancona, . 30,000

* The following table exhibits the population
1810 under Napoleon, and in 1832, with the square
density of the population to the square league:—

Square Marine Population
Leagues. in 1810.

I. Naples contained, . 4,100 4,963,000

SicUj and Lesser Isles, 1,360 1,635,000

Souls.

Jlessina, 40,000
Catane, 47,000

Tarentum, 14,000

Keggio, 17,008

Foggio, 21,000 2

of the Italian States in

leagues of territory, and

Population Pop. per Squ.
in 1S32. League in 1S32.

5,810,000 1,414

1,682,000 1,236

Total of Naples, 5,460
II. Kingdom of Sardinia—

Piedmont aud Savoy, 2,050 3,470,000
Sardinia, .... 1,600 520,000

2,598,000 7,492,000 1,372

3,434,000

490,087
1,675
306

Total of Sardinia, &c., 3,650 3,990,000
III. Kingdom of Lombardy and Venice—

Province of Milan, . 1,042 2,082,000
• of Venice, ." 1,127 1,982,000

3,924,087 1,174

2,416,000 2,424
2,041,000 2,017

Total of Lombardy) „
,
,.„

and Venice, . J
A'tJ9

IV. Ecclesiastical States, 2,230
V. Tuscany and Elba, . 1,098
VI. Parma, Placentia, and^

Guastalla, . . )

VII. Modena, 272
Vlll. Lucca, Carrara, and Massa, 54
IX. Republic of St Marino, 5

228

4,064,000

2,346,000

1,180,000

377,000

332,000

138,000

7,000

4,457,000

2.850,000

1,282,000

433,000

385,000

144,500
9,000

2,210

1,266

1,167

1,538

1,415
2.673

1,700
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the decay of the principal seats of its mantifacturing chap.

industry, is to be found in the direction of its capital to ^^•

agricultural investment, and the increasing industry with "7-96^"

which, during a long course of centuries, its inhabitants
gg

have overcome the sterility of nature. The admirable Cause of

cultivation which has crept up the mountain sides, furnishes
popuiatLu

food for a numerous population at the height of several ^ it^iy.

thousand feet above the sea, and explains the singular fact,

at first sight so inexplicable to a northern observer, that

in scenes where, at a distance, nothing but continued

foliage meets the eye, the traveller finds, on a nearer

approach, villages and hamlets, and all the signs of a

numerous peasantry. The terrace gardening of the hills in

Tuscany, the irrigations in the valley of the Arno, are

extraordinary monuments of human industry. Means
have been taken to avert or regulate the devastating
torrents which descend, charged with autumnal rains,

from the mountains, and to diffuse them in an infinity of

little canals over the whole face, whether broken or level,

of the country. The chestnut forests, wliich grow sponta-

neously in the hicrher regions, furnish subsistence for a

large part of the peasantry ; while, on the summit of all,

the cool pastures of the Appenines, from whence the

shepherd can see from sea to sea, feed vast herds of cattle ;

and flocks of sheep and goats find a delicious pasture,

which, during the summer months, are driven thither from

the great pasture-farms of the Maremme, then brown,

parched, and intersected by cracks from the long-con-
tinued drought. Thus every part of tlie country is made
to contribute to the use of man

;
and Italy exhibits

the extraordinary spectacle, interesting alike to the phi-

lanthropist and the economical observer, of a country in

which population and civilisation have withstood the

SCMMARY.
1810. 1832.

Naples in Italy, 4,90.3,000 5.810,000

Piedmont, without Savoy and Sardinia, 3,020,00u 3,01«,000

LombaTdy and Venice, 4,064,000 4,4r>7,000

Ecclesiastical States, 2,346,000 2,S50,0(iO

Tuscany and Elba, 1,180,000 1,282,000
Parm.-i, Pl.icentia,and Guastalla, . . 377,000 413,000
Blodona, 332.000 385,000 1 MttltcBrnn,

Lucca, Carrara, and Massa, .... 13H,000 144,.^00 Tii.237.4S7.

St Marino, 7,000 9,000 d'ltaUoTliXO

Italy Proper, 16,407,000 I8,''.90,.'i00
'

,

VOL. V. h
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CHAP, successive decline of two periods of political greatness,
X.X. and the human race has found the means of happiness

and increase amidst the destruction of all the sources of

commercial prosperity, in the steady application of wealth

1 Chateau- ^"^ industry to the cultivation of the soil. It is a spectacle
vieux. 80, on which the eye of an inhabitant of these islands may
Youngs well rest with complacency ; for it affords, perhaps, the

vo^T'v
"

only solid ground for hope and confidence in contemplating
sismondi's the futurc fate of the people of this empire, now resting,

f'^I}^-
''" in a great degree, on the splendid, but insecure and shifting,

III Toscane, * *'
.

^
,

"'

102, 156. foundation of commercial greatness.^
Land in the Appenines is very much subdivided

; there

are eighty-seven thousand owners of little freeholds in

Tuscany alone, producing below £5 sterling a-year, and

Great divi- thirty-oiie thousand between that and £25* It is in the

in"the Ap"' Unremitting industry and constant toil, generated by the

i.enmes, attachments which this general diffusion of property pro-

miraWe" duces, that one great cause of the extraordinary population
effects. and general wellbeing of the people in the mountain

regions ^s to be found. It has not been the result, as in

Republican France, of the violent spoliation of the clerical

and the higher orders, nor of the boundless expansion of

civilised man through the unappropriated recesses of the

forest, as in North America. It has been the simple effect

of industry steadily pursued, and frugality unceasingly

practised, in a country not revolutionised and wholly

appropriated during a long series of centuries. And what
has been the consequence 1 Why, that Tuscany now
exhibits the marvellous, and, to an economical observer,

highly interesting combination of ancient civilisation with

social felicity, of density of population with general well-

vieux*8o"97 ^^^"s' ^^ declining commercial prosperity with increasing
Youngs agricultural opulence. The high wages of manufacturing

l.4t^'"57'.

"
industry have not there been wasted in intoxication or

Msm. Agric. devotcd to extravaganco : they were invested during the

i<i-2. Rau days of their prosperity in numerous little freeholds,
mer's Italy, -which at once elevated the character and improved the
II. 28. . .

'

Cadastre, tastes of their possessors, and have communicated the same

sonii obser
^'-''^i^''' ^0 their descendants ;2 and, in consequence, Tuscany

vation. has surmounted equally the ruin of its commercial estab-

lishments and the fall of its political independence ;
and

• Cadastre of 18-8. given in Raumer's Italy, ii. 28.
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population, duly regulated by the elevated standard of chap.

comfort among the poor, exhibits the features of general
^^

wellbeing in the latest stages of national existence.
j-gg

Another proof among the many which history affords of

the eternal truth, that the real issues of national, equally

as of individual, felicity are to be found in the habits of the

people ;
and that no misfortunes, how great soever, are

irremediable, except such as undermine their virtue.

In a political point of view, however, the importance
of Italy is at an end

;
and the garden of Europe seems ^g

destined to no other fate, during the remainder of European PoUtifai

story, but that of being the prize of the most valiant and of luiy!

powerful of the transalpine nations. Still its inhabitants

are doomed to utter the mournful lamentation :

" Vincitrice o vinta, sempre asserva." *

The cause of this is twofold. Italy, though overrun suC'

cessively by the Goths and the Lombards, never was the

resting-place of so considerable a portion of the northern

nations, as to acquire the magnitude and consistence of

modern empires. It was broken into small separate states,

and when civilisation revived, in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, it was on the model, and according to the ideas

of antiquity, that industry and population were distribut-

ed. The Forum, equally as in Athens, Corinth, or Rome,
was the centre alike of power and of deliberation in the

modern Italian republics : the subject territory was asso-

ciated in uone of the duties of government. Monarchy
had not givcTi its states the unity and vigour of undivided

administration. Its civilisation was that of the city, not

of the tribe. Ko representative system united its inhabi-

tants with the dominant burgh : the rule of a few thou-

sand citizens was felt to be insupportable by the rural

inhabitants, because self-interest regulated all their pro-

ceedings, and central power had given them none of its

protection. Hence tlie territory of the Italian republics
was limited to the district which a single city could

govern : and a country thus subdivided was wholly
unable to withstand the shock of the great transalpine

monarchies, to whom the feudal institutions had given

unity and vigour, and who had inherited from their Gothic

ancestors the spirit of concpiest.
• "

Conquering or (.onquered, ever enslaved." *
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CHAP. The second cauise which has paralysed Italy, in a
XX.

political point of view, in recent times, has been the

loss, speaking generally, of the military spirit by its

inhabitants. That its charming climate is capable of

Loss of bringing to maturity a race of heroes and patriots as well
iniiitary ,^^ ^j^g ^^f poets and artists, need be told to none who are
spirit by ^

.

the people, acquainted with the glorious story of Rome in ancient,

and the not less heart-stirring annals of the Italian repub-
lics in modern times. But the history of Italy for the

last three hundred years, and since the independence of

the lesser states has been merged in the ascendant of the

transalpine monarchies, has completely demonstrated that

the warlike virtues are no longer in estimation, and that

the arts and enjoyments of peace have entirely disqualified

themfor the generous sacrifices, the heroic self-denial, which

are necessary, either to attain national independence, or

to supjort military courage. When led by Fiench officers,

and placed beside Fiench regiments, the inhabitants of

Lombardy, during the wars of Napoleon, attained a high
and deserved reputation ; but so did the Portuguese and

Hindoos under British direction, in the campaigns of the

Peninsula and India. The peasantry of every country,
even the most effeminate, will fight well if gallantly led :

it is in the impossibility of finding such gallant leaders

among their own higher classes, that the never-failing

mark of national decline is to be found. Often indivi-

dually courageous, the Italians, in a national point of

view, have been, for centuries, totally destitute of the

military virtues
; they have never, since the defeat of the

invasion of Charles VIII., in the close of the fifteenth

century, been able to stand before the shock of the French

or German bayonets. Experience has not yet enabled us

to determine, whether this decline from the heroic courage
of ancient times is to be ascribed to the enervating effects

of a delicious climate, or the general selfishness produced

by a long period of pacific enjoyment. But the future his-

tory of England will solve the problem, for its winters

are not likely to be ever less rigorous than they were in

the days of Nelson and Wellington ;
and if its inhabitants

lose their courage, it can be ascribed to no other cause but

the corrupting influence of commercial greatness.

The character of the Italians at this time is so different
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from what it was in the daj^s of the ancient Romans, that chap.
it is hardly possible to believe that they belong to the ^^•

same country. Unlike their sturdy and heroic progenitors, j-y^

they are almost entirely absorbed in the arts and elegan- ^^
cies of life. And while their political consideration and Present

military reputation have become extinct, they are now the p'eopie?*^

distinguished chiefly, if not entirely, by their extraordi-

nary genius in the fine arts
; and the universal spread of

a refined taste for the works of imagination, and an enthu-
siastic perception of their charms, to an extent among the

middle and labouring classes wholly unknown among the

transalpine states. Reversing the maxims by which the

ancient republic rose to greatness, they have devoted
themselves to the formation of the living canvass, the

breathing brass, and left to others the care of conquering
the world.* In this respect, they bear a much closer

resemblance to the inhabitants of Greece than those of
Rome in former times. Passionately attached to the ele-

gancies of life, lively and ingenious in conversation,
endowed with an ardent imagination and a refined taste,

they have risen, like the ancient Athenians, to the very
higliest eminence in the fine arts, and, like the Greeks of

old, continue in these respects to give law to their con-

querors long after they have sunk before the ascendant of

energy and courage among ruder nations.

At the period of the French invasion of Italy in 1796,
the total forces of the Italian States amounted to one
hundred and sixty thousand men under arms, which calamities

could with ease have been raised, from a population
"'"ch the

of sixteen millions, to three hundred thousand. But, invasion

with the exception of the Piedmontese troops, this mill-
it^'^^^'

°"

tary array was of no real use
; except wlien led on by

French officers, the soldiers of the other Italian states were
almost valueless, at least amidst the shock of the

transalpine nations. Bitterly did Italy suffer for tlii

decay in her national spirit, and extinction of her military

courage. With the French invasion commenced a long
period of suffering : tyranny, under the name of liberty ;

• " Excudent alii spirantia mollius aem.
Credo equidem; \ivos ducent de marmore vultus;
Or.abunt causas melius, cciJique meatus
Describent radio, et sursentia sidera dicent :

Tu ro<;ere imperio populos, Romane, memento ;

*

H;e tibi eruiit artes; ]iacisque imponere niorcin,
Parcere subjectis, et dcbcllare supeihus."—^Cneid, vi 850.
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CHAP, rapine, under that of generosity ; excitement among the
XX-

J oor, spoliation of tlie rich
;
chimour in public against tlje

nobility, and adulation of them in private ;
use made of

the lovers of freedom by those who despised them
;
and

revolt against tyranny, by those who aimed only at being

tyrants ; general praise of liberty in words, and universal

extinction of it in action
;
the stripping of churches

; the

robbery of hospitals ; the levelling of the palaces of the

great, the destruction of the cottages of the poor ;

—all that

military license has of most terrible, all that despotic

authority has of most oppressive. Then did her people
1 Bot. i. 29S. feel, that neither riches of soil nor glories of recollection

3*^' ^"!' on*''
—neither a southern sun, nor the perfection of art, can

Nap. m. 29, . „ , .
^

130. save a nation from destruction, if it has lost the vigour to

uphold, or the courage to defend them.^

Although the plains of Piedmont and Lombardy, where
the war was to be carried on, present few positions, which,

Description -from the inequality of the ground, are capable of defence,
of the plain „g^ j^ .^.j^^ jj^ gome places one of the most defencible
ot Lom- '

_ _
'

bardyina countries in Europe. Its great rivers and numerous

poinfof
fortified towns were the cause of this peculiarity. At its

view. western end, the principal passes leading over the Alps
into France were closed by mountain forts, the strength of

which had been amply proved by the French during the

war of the Succession
;
and if these were surmounted, and

the plain of Piedmont were reached, a strong chain of

fortresses was prepared to arrest the steps of the invader.

Coni, Turin, Alexandria, Tortona, Voghera, Genoa, Gavi,
and Ivrea, formed so many bulwarks, the possession of

which was essential to a firm footing on the Italian plains,

and which it was yet difficult to besiege, from the obstacles

to regular operations, arising from the English having the

undisputed command at sea, and the extreme difficulty of

transporting heavy battering-trains over the rugged and

inhospitable summits of the Alps. But, if these fortresses
2 Nap. 111.

* '

120, 131 ;
were ever reduced, or won by treaty, they would form the

arobterva""
^^** possible base for oflTensive operations, which would

tiou. render it probably impossible to stop the invader's progress
till he reached the banks of the Adige.^

There, however, most serious obstacles awaited an invad-

ing army. The great defence against the passage of a

hostile force over the plain of Lombardy is to be found in

the number, depth, and rapiditj' of the Alpine xivers,
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which, descending from the glaciers of Switzerland, fall chap.

generally at right angles into the Po, near the centre of ^^
the level expanse. Not only are these rivers at all times

j-gg

deep and rapid, but they have this peculiarity, arising ^^

from the melting of the snows during the warm season, its rivers as

in the higher Alps, that they flow with the most ^efeuce!
°^

impetuous torrents in the height of summer, the season in

other respects most favourable for military operations.
The art of man has improved upon these great natural

barriers, and strong fortified towns protect the principal
and often the only bridges over their otherwise impassable
floods. The Adige, in particular, presented an uncommonly
strong line of defence in these respects ;

its deep and

ample stream, from the foot of the Alpine cliff's behind

Verona, to its junction with the Po, was strongly fortified

at every point where a passage could be attempted ;
and

the line of fortresses which guarded its bridges, Verona,

Legnago, and Peschiera, could only be reduced by opera-
tions in form, and by the aid of heavy artillery. Mantua,

protected by its strong bastions and surrounding lakes,

would itself require an army for its reduction : the rugged
banks and swollen streams of the Mincio, the Piave, the

Tagliamento, the Brenta, formed so many defensible posi-
tions to which the defending army could retire

; while the

broad channel of the Po secured one flank from being
turned, and the vast natural fortress of the Tyrol, on the

other, presented a sure refuge in case of disaster. It

already might have been anticipated, what experience in i Napoleon,

the sequel amply demonstrated, that it was amidst the li'-
'^-' ''»"•

„ ,
. J,

Personal
intricacies of these rivers, fortresses, and mountains, that observation,

the great contest for the empire of Italy would take

place.i

When Napoleon assumed the command of the Repub-
lican ariny in the end of March, he found every thing in

the most miserable state. The eflScient force under arms, state of the

and ready for offensive operations, amounted only to forty- l^he," n^,"^,'"^

two thousand men
;
but it was continually reinforced by lion took the

troops from the depots in the interior, after his successes March 27.'

commenced
;
so that, notwithstanding the losses of the

campaign, it was maintained throughout nearly at that

amount. The guns did not exceed sixty pieces, and the

cavalry was almost dismounted
; but the garrisons in tho *
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CHAP, rear, amounting to eight thousand men, could furnish
^^-

supplies when the war was removed from the frontier,

and the arsenals of Nice and Antibes were well provided
with artillery. For a very long period the soldiers of all

ranks had suffered the extremity of want. Perched on the

inhospitable summits of the Appenines during the whole

of the dreadful winter of 1795-6, they had enjoyed neither

tents nor shelter ; magazines they had none
; their shoes

were worn out, their clothing in rags ; the troops had

for a long time been placed on half a ration a day, and
even this scanty supply was for the most part procured

by marauding expeditions of the soldiers into the neigh-

bouring valleys. The officers, from the effect of the depre-
ciation of paper, had for a long time in reality received only

eight francs a mouth of pay ; and the staff was entirely
on foot. On one occasion, the Directory had awarded a

gratific:ition of three louis-d'or to each general of division ;

and the future marshals and princes of the empire sub-

sisted for long on the humble present. But, considered

with reference to their skill and warlike qualities, the

army presented a very different aspect, and was, beyond
all question, the most efficient one which the Republic

possessed. Composed, for the most part, of young soldiers,

whom the great levies of 1793 had brought into the field,

they had been inured to hardship and privations during
the subsequent campaigns in the Pyrenees and Maritime

Alps ;
a species of warfare which, by leading detached

parties continually into difficult and perilous situations, is

singularly calculated to strengthen the frame, and augment
the intelligence of the soldier. "

Poverty," says Napoleon,

iNap. iii.
"
privations, misery, are the school of good soldiers." Its

135,
I36,i5i:gpjj.j^ jjj^(j i^ggjj greatly elevated by the successlul result of

59. Hard, 'the battle of Loano
;
and its chiefs, Massena, Augereau,

Th^vui S'o Serrurier, and Berthier, had already become distinguished,
221.

'

'and, like stars in the firmament on the approach of

twilight, began to give token of their future light.^

Berthier was chief of the staff, a situation which he con-

47 tinned to hold in all the eampaigiis of Napoleun, down to

Character of the battle of Waterloo. He was son of the Governor of

Berthier'!^' the Hotcl de la Guerre, at Versailles, who had formerly
His early j^gg^ chief engineer of the armies under Louis XV., and
'* '"^^"

colonel of the corps of geographical engineers ;
so that he
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enjoyed the advantages of respectable birth and a miUtary chap.

education. He was born at Versailles on the 2Sth Novem- ^^

bor 1753, and was at this period forty-three years of age. ~~yj^
He had entered the army at the age of seventeen, and, in

1778, had served with such distinction under Rochambeau

in America, that, before the end of that war, he had risen

to the rank of colonel—a very unusual thing in those days

for an officer who did not possess the advantages of patri-

cian birth. In 1789 he was appointed major-general of

the National Guard at Versailles, in which character he

rendered the Royal Family some service, during the stormy

days of the 5th and 6th October. His disposition, however,

decidedly marked him as for the popular side, and, in 1790,

he presented a petition to the National Assembly, praying

for the erection of a monument to the soldiers killed during

the democratic revolt of Nancy. On the 17th February

1791, he behaved with equal coolness and conduct, on

occasion of the furious mob which attempted to break into

and pillage the chateau of Bellevue, the residence of the

princesses, aunts of Louis XVI. His good conduct on this

occasion gave great umbrage to the Jacobin party, and he

was glad to secure his safety by accepting the situation of

adjutant-general of the army of old Marshal Luckner.

Dumourier, however, who had a command in it, perceived

that his capacity was not equal to the general direction of

affairs, and he wrote to the Directory, that he was ruining

the old marshal. He was in consequence removed early in

1792 to La Vendee, where he acted in a subordinate situa-

tion with distinction ;
and at the battle of Saumur, in

1793, he had three horses shot under him. He was after-

wards chief of the staff to Custrin, and it was with no

small difficulty, and only by consummate prudence, that he

avoided the fate of his unfortunate general. Immediately
after the 9th Thermidor, he was sent by the Government

as chief of the staff to Kellerman, in the army of the Alps ;

^^fp^^'f;;^"^'-

and it was in that capacity he was found by Napoleon, loa, io4.

when he took the command of that army, in April 1796.1

Active, indefatigable alike on horseback and in the

cabinet, he was admirably qualified to discharge the duties
^g

of that important situation, without being possessed of the His charac-

originality and decision requisite for a commander-in-chief.
*"•

Perfectly master of tlie geography of every country which >
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the army was to enter, understanding thoroughly the use of

maps, he was able to calculate with admirable precision the

time requisite for the different corps to arrive at the ground

assigned to them, as well as to direct in a lucid manner the

course they were to pursue. He was precision itself in his

habits
;
and above all possessed of such an extraordinary

faculty of enduring fatigue, that he was never, on any
occasion, whatever labour he had previously undergone,
unable to resume the duties either of the field or the

cabinet. Faithful and entirely trustworthy, he obeyed his

instructions with docility, readiness, and perfect silence.

A secret divulged to Berthier, was as safe as if its possessor

was in his grave ;
and these qualities made him an invalu-

able assistant to Napoleon. But he had no genius in his

character
;
he was incapable alike of great conceptions and

generous feelings : an admirable second in command, he

was wholly unfit to be general-in-chief.^

Massena, a native of Nice, was born on the 6th May 1758,

of respectable parents, in the mercantile line
;
but having

lost his father early in life, he never received an education

suitable to the elevated duties to which he was afterwards

called in life. One of his relations, a captain of a trading

vessel, out of humanity took the young orphan on board his

ship, and he made several voyages with him
;
but having

conceived a dislike for a sea life, he entered the army as a

private soldier in the year 1775, in the regiment Royal-

Italien, in which one of his uncles was captain. Erelong

he was made a corporal ;
and after he had become a marshal

of France, he said that that step was the one in his whole

career which had cost him most trouble to gain, and

which had given him most satisfaction when acquired.

His intelligence and good conduct soon promoted him to

the rank of sergeant and adjutant; but in those days of

aristocratic exclusion, he could not rise higher,
—the epau-

lettes of a sub-lieutenant being rarely conferred except on

those of noble birth. After having served fourteen years,,

he became weary of a life of inactivity, and retired in 1789

to his native city, where he made an advantageous marriage ;

but no sooner did the Revolution break out, and the mili-

tary career become open to all ranks, than he resumed his

old profession, and was soon raised by the suffrages of the

soldiers to the rank of adjutant-major of the battalion of
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the Var, and subsequently to tliat of colonel of the same chap.

regiment. His great military abilities now rapidily en- xx.

sured him promotion. He was made general of brigade in
j.

August 1793, and general of division in December of the

same year ;
and it was mainly owing to his able movements,

that the great victory was gained in the defile of Saorgio in

August 1794, and on the Col de San Giacomo, in September i Biog des

1795. In effect, he had acquired, by the force of his talents, ^sj'"^ Mas**"'

the chief direction of the army of Italy, during these two sena.)

campaigns ;
and it was by the effect chiefly of his councils,

that their brilliant successes had been obtained.^

Gifted by nature with a robust frame and an undaunted

spirit, indefatigable in exertion, unconquerable in reso-

lution, he was to be seen night and day on horseback, His charac-

among the rocks and the mountains. Decided, brave, and *'^''"
-

intrepid, full of ambition, his leading characteristic was

obstinacy ;
a quality which, according as it is rightly or

wrongly directed, leads to the greatest successes or the most
ruinous disasters. His conversation gave few indications

of genius ; but at the first cannon-shot his mental energy
redoubled, and, when surrounded by danger, his thoughts
were clear and forcible. In the midst of the dying and
the dead, of balls sweeping away those who encircled him,
Massena was himself, and gave his orders with the greatest
coolness and precision. Even after defeat, he recommenced
the struggle as if he had come off victorious

;
and by these

means saved the Republic at the battle of Zurich. But
these great qualities were disfigured by as remarkable 3 xap. iit

vices. He was rapacious, sordid, and avaricious ; mean in
'^^j

character, selfish in disposition, he shared the profits of 239.

the contractors and commissaries, and never could keep
himself clear from acts of peculation.^

Augereau, born in the faubourg St Marceau, on the 11th

November 1757, was the son of a common mason. In 51.

infancy he gave no small disquiet to his parents by his
^,"'•^^,1-'"'"

quarrelsome and fractious disposition, insomuch that they Augereau.

were glad to get quit of him by enlisting him as a private

dragoon in the regiment of Burgundy. He was soon,

however, dismissed the corps for a serious offence, and
returned to Paris peimiless and in disgrace. Here, how-
ever, his lofty stature and military air again attracted the

attention of the recruiting sergeants, and he was enrolled •
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CHAP, in the regiment of carabineers, commanded by the Marquis
XX. Poyanna. There, however, his mischievous disposition a

'

second time broke out, and he was expelled from his new

corps for carrying off his captain's horses to sell them in

Switzerland. Again thrown loose on the world, he became
a fencing-master in the little town of Lodi

; and having
soon tired of its monotonous life, he made his way to

Naples, where he entered the Royal Guard, and, bj^ his

skill in the use of arms, was soon made a sergeant. After

serving there for some years, he resumed his profession of

a fencing-master, which he followed for a considerable

time in that capital with success. The breaking out of

the Revolution in France, however, soon attracted him to

the great centre of plunder and advancement ; he returned

in December 1792 to Paris, and immediately enlisted in a

regiment of volunteers which was then raising, and which
soon afterwards marched to La Vendee. There his activity,

skill, and courage speedily became so conspicuous, that he

was chosen by the men as their colonel. The distinction

thus acquired procured for him the situation of adjutant-

general of the army of the Pyrenees, where he signalised
himself in several actions under Dugommier, particularly
on occasion of the recapture of Bellegarde in 1794, and the

actions on the Floria in the spring following. After the

termination of the Spanish war, he was transferred, with

a division of twelve thousand strong, to the Army of

1 Biog Univ. Italy ;
and at the outset of his career there, bore a

sup. M. 547, prominent part in the decisive battle of Loano, which
CIO

^ A n

gereau.) Opened to Napolfeon, who soon after assumed the command,
the gates of Italy.^

With little education, hardly any knowledge, no grasp
of mind, he was yet beloved by the soldiers, from the

His charac- order and discipline which he always enforced. Sprung
ter. from the ranks, he knew how to excite and rule the men

with whom he had formerly served. He was severe and

unrelenting in discipline, stern in enforcing obedience to

his commands, but willing to allow his soldiers, if they

proved obedient, every species of license at the expense of

the inhabitants of the conquered territory. His attacks

were conducted with courage and regularity, and he led

his columns with invincible resolution during the fire;

but he had not the moral firmness requisite for lasting
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success, and was frequently thrown into unreasonable chap.

dejection shortly after his greatest triumphs. He had xx.

nothing chivalrous or elevated in his character ; his man-
j^gg

ners were co.arse, his ideas often savage, and he had no
other idea of governing men but the brute force against

which, in youth, he had so much revolted, and to which in

age he was so much inclined. His political opinions led

him to sympathise with the extreme republicans ;
but no

man was less fitted by nature, either to understand, or

shine in, the civil contests in which he was always so

desirous to engage, and, like many others of that party, he jss?

showed himself at last equally ungrateful to his benefactor,
and despicable by his conduct in adversity.^

Serrurier, born in the department of the Aisne, was a

major at the commencement of the Revolution, and in-
^^

curred many dangers in its early wars, from the suspicion Serrurier.

of a secret leaning to the aristocracy under which he
laboured. He was born at Laon in 1742, so that he was

past fiftj' when the revolutionary war broke out. Rapidly
raised to eminence, as all the officers of that period were,

by the election of the soldiers, in the army of the Alps he

distinguished himself as general of division commanding
the French right wing, in the capture of the Col di Fermo,
in July 1795, and at the battle of Final, on the lltli

December in the same year. No man was a better soldier,
but he had not the qualities requisite for a general in sepa-
rate command

;
and accordingly, after the first campaign

of 1796, he never was entrusted by Napoleon with the
direction of any considerable operations. He was brave
in person, firm in conduct, and severe in discipline ; but, 2 Ring, dcs

though he gained the battle of I\Iondovi, and took Mantua, P-T*xt'^'
, .

, J. .
' lo9. Nap.

he was not m general lortunate m his operations, and iii. iso.

became a marshal of France with less military glory than

any of his other illustrious compeers."
On the other hand, the Allies had above fifty thousand

men, and 200 pieces of cannon
;
while the Sardinian army, state of the

of twenty-four thousand, guarded the avenues of Dauphiiie tofd^.
and Savoy, and was opposed to the army of Kellerman of

nearly equal strength. Their forces weretlius distributed: ^^T'^-T'"'

iseaulieu, a veteran of seventy-five, with tliirty thousand viii. 57.

combatants, entirely Austriaiis,3 and 140 pieces of cannon, ^^l' "^iJ^^*'

was on the extreme right of the French, and in commu- i"- 3cn, 'Mb.
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CHAP, nication with the English fleet; wliile Colli, with twenty
XX. thousand men, and sixty pieces, was in a line with him

to the north, and covered Ceva and Coni. Generally

speaking, the French occupied the crest of the mountains,
while the Allies were stationed in the valleys leading into

the Italian plains.

Napoleon arrived at Nice on the 27th March, and soon

5g gave indications of the great designs Avhich he was medi-

Napoieon's tatlng, by the following striking proclamation to his

mation'to'^ troops :
—" Soldiers ! you are almost naked, half-starved :

ids soldiers, the Government owes you much, and can give you
the fain." nothing. Your [j^tience, your courage, in the midst of

paigu. these rocks, have been admirable, but they reflect no

splendour on your arms. I am about to conduct you into

the most fertile plains of the earth. Rich provinces,

opulent cities, will soon be in your power : there you
will find abundant harvests, honour and glory. Soldiers

of Italy, will you fail in courage V "
Famine, cold, and

misery," said the young general :

" these are the school

of good soldiers."* His plan was to penetrate into Pied-

mont by the Col de Cadibone, the lowest part of the

ridge which divides France from Italy, and separate the

Austrian from the Piedmontese armies, by pressing with

the weight of his forces on the weak cordon which united

them. For this purpose, it was necessary that the bulk

of the troops should assemble on the extreme right
—

a delicate and perilous operation in presence of a superior

enemy, but which was rendered comparatively safe by the

snow which encumbered the lofty ridges that separated the

two armies. Early in April, the whole French columns

were in motion towards Genoa, while the French minister

demanded from the Senate of that city leave to pass the

Bochetta, and the keys of Gavi, that being the chief route

from the maritime coasts to the interior of Piedmont. At
i.Tom. viii. the Same time Beaulieu, in obedience to the directions of

ut. iRo'^^ss the Aulic Council, was, on his side, resuming the offensive,
Th. viii. 138, and directing his columns also towards his own left at

iii. 307.

'^'^

Genoa, with a view to establisli a connexion with that

important city and the English fleet. He left his right
" Le faim, le froid, et la misere, voilal'ecole des bons soldats.'' Our young

guardsmen and dragoon officers wiW scarcely admit tliis assertion, but tlie

Lacedemonians thouglit the same :
—" Labor in venatu. cursus ah Eurota,

fames, frigor, sitis, his rebus Laceduimoniorum epulai condiuutur."
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wing at Dego, pushed his centre, under D'Argenteau, to chap.

the ridge of Montenotte, and himself advanced with his xx.

left, by Bochetta and Genoa, towards Voltri, along the sea-
j-,,g

coast.

The two armies, respectively defiling towards the sea-

coast through the higher Alps, came into contact at Mon-
^^

tenotte ;
the Austrian general having advanced his centre Battle of

to that place, in order to cut asunder the French force, by
*^°"'^e°"tte-

falling on its left flank, and intercept, by occupying

Savona, the road by the Cornice, which they were pur-

suing, from Provence to Genoa. The Imperialists, ten

thousand strong, encountered at Montenotte only Colonel

Rampon, at the head of twelve hundred men, whom they
forced to retire to the Monte Prato and the old redoubt of

Monte Legino ;
but this brave officer, feeling the vital

importance of this post to the whole army, which, if it was

lost, would have been cut in two, defended the fort with

heroic courage, repeatedly repulsed the impetuous attacks of

the Austrians, and in the midst of the fire made his soldiers

swear to conquer or die. With great difficulty and severe

loss, he maintained his ground till nightfall; but this

heroism saved the French army, and prevented the star of

Napoleon from being extinguished in the very commence-

ment of its course. The brave Roccavina, who commanded
the Imperialists, was severely wounded in the last assault,

and forced to be removed to Montenotte. Before retiring,

he strenuously urged his successor, D'Argenteau, to renew

the attack during the night, and gain possession of the

fort before the distant aid of the Republicans could advance

to its relief; but this advice that officer, not equally

impressed with the value of time and the vital impor-
tance of that position, declined to follow. If he had !.a'^°'!1-,^V..'

. 69. Til. viu.

adopted it, and succeeded, the fate of the campaign and of 220. B<.t. i.

the world might have been clumged ; but, as it was, the
fi'i"'3i ";ri'2

French general speedily hastened to Rampon's relief, and Nap. iii. wg.

converted his danger into the means of achieving a bril-

linnt victory.^
When this attack was going forward, Napoleon was at

Savona ;
but no sooner did he receive intelligence from

^_

R;inipon, than he resolved to envelope the Austrian force, Success of

which had thus pushed into the centre of his lino of march. *'"' irench.

With this view, having stationed Cervoni to make head
,
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against Beaulieu in front of Voltri, he him.?elf set out after

sunset from Savona with the divisions of Massena and
•

Serrurier, and having crossed the ridge of Cadibone,

occupied the heights in rear of Montcnotte. The night
was dark and tempestuous, which entirely concealed his

movements from the Austrians. At daybreak the latter

found themselves surrounded on all sides. La Harpe and

Rampon, issuing from the redoubt ofMonte Prato, attacked
them in front, while Massena and Joubert* under Napo-
leon pressed their rear

; they resisted long and bravely, but
were at length broken by superior forces, and completely
routed, Avith the loss of five pieces of cannon, two thousand

prisoners, and above one tjiousand killed and wounded.
This great success paralysed the movements of Beaulieu,
w^ho had advanced unopposed beyond Voltri

;
he hastened

back with the bulk of his forces to Millesimo, but such
was the circuit they were obliged to take, that it was two
days before he arrived at that place to support the ruined
centre of his line.^

This victory, by opening to the French the plains of

Piedmont, and piercing the centre of the Allies, completely
separated the Austrian and Sardinian armies

;
the former

concentrated at Dego to cover the road to Milan, and
the latter round Millesimo to protect the entrance into
Piedmont. Napoleon, in possession of a central position,
resolved to attack them both at once, although by drawing
together their detachments from all quarters, they had
more than repaired the losses of Montenotte. On the

13th, Augereau, on the left, assailed the forces at Millesimo,
where the Piedmontese were posted, while the divisions
of Massena and La Harpe descended the valley and moved

« Joubert, whom an early death alone prevented from rising to the
highest destinies, was born in 1769—that year so fertile in great men—at
Pont de Vau.\, in the district of Bris-e and" dep.-irtment of Ain, in the Jura.
Passionately fond of the mjUtary profession, he entered a regiment of artil-

lery at tlie age of lifteen. His fatlier, however, who was a judge in that
town, prevailed on hmi to leave the army, and follow the bar ; and he was
pursuing his legal studies at Dijon when the Revolution broke out. He
immediately entered, upon that event, the first battalion of Xitional Guards
which was raised in his -t-icinity; and it w.is soon perceived that he was
much more occupied in his mihtary exercises than liis legal studies. Ardent,
enterprising, entliiisiastic, he shared in aU the excitement, political and
military, of the period : and finding the career of the bar insupportably
dull in those stirring times, he again enUsted as a private in a regiment of
grenadiers Tlie choice of the soldiers rajiidly raised liira through th»
various grades above the lowest; and in Septeiiiher J-793, he was in com-
mand of thirty erenadiers in a redoubt on the Col di Tende, where, being
surrounded by five hundred Piedmontese, he was at leuyth made prisoner
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towards Dego. With such fury was the attack on the chap.

Piedmontese conducted, that the passes were forced, and ^^

General Provera, who commanded, was driven, with two

thousand men, into the ruins of the old castle of Cossaria.

He was immediately assaulted there by superior forces ;

but the Piedmontese, skilled in mountain warfare, poured
down upon their adversaries such a shower of stones and

rocks, that whole companies were swept away at once,

and Joubert, who was in front animating the soldiers, ij^''^^"''

was severely wounded. After many ineiFectual efforts. Hard. iii.

the Republicans desisted on the approach of night, and xh^viiL

intrenched themselves at the foot of the eminence on 229.

which the castle was situated, to prevent the escape of the

garrison.^
The following day was decisive

;
Coli and the Piedmon-

tese on the left made repeated eflforts to disengage Provera, jg^

but their exertions were in vain ;
and after seeing all And at

their columns repulsed, that brave officer, destitute
of^j,rui4.

provisions and water, was compelled to lay down his arms,

witli fifteen hundred men. Meanwhile, Napoleon himself,

with the divisions of Massena and La Harpe, attacked and

carried Dego after an obstinate resistance, while Joubert

made himself master of the heights of Biestro. The retreat

of the xiustrians was obstructed by the artillery, which

blocked up the road in the defile of Spegno, and the soldiers

had no other resource but to disperse and seek their safety J^^"^;,]"'

on the mountains. Thirteen pieces of artillery and three tu. viii'.

thou.s.-md prisoners fell into the hands of the victors.^ No
^^;^^''^^

sooner was this success achieved, than the indefatigable 312,315.

conqueror moved forward the division of Augereau, now

after a de.sperate resistance. Beinp afterwards exchanped, he returned to

liis |)arern:d home at Pont de Vaiix, vvliere he narrowlj- escaped destruction

in consequence of the indii;nant vehemence with which, in a club of wliich

he was a member, he denounced the sanguinary and atrocious cruelty of

Albitte, the oouimissioner of tlie Convention, who was then desolating the

dei>artment. In 1 794 he was ajipointed adjutant-gener.il to the army of the

Alps; and, in July 179.'', he was unsuccessful in an attack on a fortitled

position at Melagno, occupied by :?<)00 grenadiers. Kellernian, however,
who saw his abilities, continued him in the command, notwithstanduig this

reverse. lie distinguished himself by his conduct and intrepidity at the

battle of Loano, on which occasion he was made general of brigade on the

field of battle. w)iich rank beheld wlien Napoleon took the command of the

army in April 1796. He had the soul of a hero as well as the eye of a gene-
ral ; and was distinguished, like N.apoleon, Hoche, and Dessaix, by th.it

ardent spirit and thirst for clory, wliich is the invariable characteristic of

great minds.— See Biographic Universtlle (Joubert;, .\xii. 47. 1

VOL. V. M
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CHAP, disengaged by the surrender of Provera, to the important
XX.

heights of Monte Zemolo, the occupation of which com-

I79g pleted the separation of the Austrian and Piedmontese
armies. Beaulieu retired to Acqui, on the road to Milan,
and Coli towards Ceva, to cover Turin.

Meanwhile the brave Wukassowich, at the head of six

gQ thousand Austrian grenadiers, made a movement which,
Bold ad- if supported, might have completely re-established the

wukasso- affairs of the Allies. Separated from the body of the

D^*^^*"-! --h I™P^^'^^ forces, he advanced to Dego, with the intention

in the end, of forming a junction with D'Argenteau, who he imagined
^^^^^- still occupied that place. Great was his surprise when he

found it in the hands of the enemy ; but instantly taking
his resolution, like a brave man, he attacked and carried

the place, making prisoners six hundred French, and

regaining all the artillery lost on the preceding day. But
this success not being supported by the other divisions of

the Allied army, which were in full retreat, only led to

the destruction of the brave men who had achieved it.

Napoleon rapidly returned to the spot, and commenced a

vigorous attack with superior forces. They were received

with such gallantry by the Austrians, that the Republican
columns were in the first instance repulsed in disorder,

and the general-in-chief hastened to the spot to restore the

combat ;
but at length General Lanusse, putting his hat

on the point of his sword, led them back to the charge,
and carried the place, with the loss of fifteen hundred

men to the Imperialists, who escaped with diflRculty by
the road to Acqui, after abandoning all the artillery they
had retaken. In this action Napoleon was particularly
struck by the gallantry of a young chief of battalion,

whom he made a colonel on the spot, and who continued

g/^^Nap"
®^*^^" after the companion of his glory. His name was

iu. 145. Lannes, afterwards Duke of Montebello, and one of the

most heroic marshals of the empire.^
Jean Lannes was born at Lesboure, on the 11th April

1769, in the same year with Ney, Wellington, and a host of

Early his- other lieroes. He was descended of humble and obscure
tory of

parents, and was at first bred to the trade of a dyer, which

he quitted in 1792, to enrol himself in one of the battalions

of volunteers. It was soon discovered that he had marked
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talents for war, and the suifrages cf his fellow-soldiers chap.

rapidly raised him to the rank of colonel, which he attained xx.

at the close of 1793, during which he had served with his

regiment in the army of the Eastern Pyrenees. After the

9th Thermidor, however, he was deprived of his command,
as well as JS^apoleon and Massena, in consequence of their

connection with the younger Robespierre, and the extreme

Jacobin party ; and being without employment, he re-

turned to Paris, where he formed an acquaintance with

both these generals. Massena and he served together
under Napoleon on occasion of the revolt of the sections on

the 13th Yendemiaire ;
and the services they then rendered Lamies,

at once reinstated them in the favour of government.
Paris, i8io,

When Napoleon received the command of the army of Biog. limv

Italy, Lannes solicited and received leave to accompany fjj^'t*^*'

him, and he was immediately placed at the head of a regi- beUo.)

ment, which distinguished itself in the highest degree in

the course of the campaign.^
Lannes was one of the greatest generals which the

French Revolution produced.
" His talent," said Napo- g„

leon,
" was equal to his bravery. He was at once the His charac-

Roland of the army, and a giant in capacity. He had great
^'^'

experience in war, had been in fifty-four pitched battles,

and three hundred combats. He was cool in the midst of

fire, and possessed a clear penetrating eye, ready to take

advantage of any opportunity which might present itself.

Violent and hasty in his temper, sometimes even in my
presence, he was yet ardently attached to me. As a general,
he was greatly superior to either Moreau or Soult." In
his private character, however, this great general never 'o'^feara,

recovered the defects of his early education. He was igno- La's. Cas.

rant on all matters excepting his profession, coarse in "y^l^ vi

conversation, often irritable in temper, vehement in anger, 326.

and altogether destitute of the lighter graces which soften

jmd adorn the military character.-

After the battle of Dego, La Harpe's division was placed
to keep the shattered remains of Beaulieu's forces in check, 63.

while the weight of the army was moved against the -Arrival of

Sardinian troops. Augercau drove the Piedmontese from li'ans'.fiTti^*

the heights of Monte Zemolo, and soon after the main body ''<''g'"s "*"

- . . ,
' Monte

ot the army arrived upon the same ridge. From thence Zemoio.

the eye could discover the immense and fertile plains of •
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CHAP. Piedmont. The Po, the Tanaro, the Stura, and a multi-
XX. tude of smaller streams, were descried in the distance at the

j^gg
foot of the mountains, meandering in infant beauty ;

beyond them the blue plains of Italy bounded the horizon,
while a glittering semicircle of snow and ice, of a prodi-

gious elevation, seemed to inclose within its mighty walls

the promised land. It was a sublime spectacle when the

troops arrived on this elevated point, and the soldiers,

exhausted wath fatigue, and overwhelmed by the gran-
deur of the sight, paused and gazed on the plains beneath.

Those gigantic barriers, apparently the limits of the world,
Avhich nature had rendered so formidable, and on which art

had lavished its treasures, had fallen as if by enchantment.
"
Hannibal,"' .said JVapoleon, fixing his eyes on the moun-

147^^ Th. tains,
" forced the Alps, but we have turned them." Soon

viii. 23a.
after, the troops descended the ridge, passed the Tanaro,
and found themselves in the Italian plains.^

Serrurier was now detached by the bridge of St Michael
to turn the right of Colli, who occupied the intrenched

I9tti AprU. camp of Cevo, Avhile Massena passed the Tanaro to turn

Sp"r""*
"^ his left. The Piedmontese, who were about eight thousand

with Colli, strong, defended the camp in the first instance with success
;

i>ia"oieon'^ but, finding their communications on the point of being
lost, they retired in the night, and took a position behind
the deep and rapid torrent of the Cursaglia. There they
were assailed, on the following day, by Serrurier, who
forced the bridge of St Michael : while Joubert, who had
waded through the torrent further up, in vain endeavoured

to induce his followers to pass, and was obliged, after incur-

ring the greatest risks, to retire. Relieved now from all

anxiety about his flank. Colli fell with all his forces on

Serrurier, and, after a severe action, drove him back again
over the bridge, with the loss of six hundred men. This

check exposed Napoleon to imminent danger. The Sardinian

general occupied a strong position at Mondovi in his front,

while Beaulieu, with an army still formidable, was in his

rear, and might easily resume offensive operations. A
council of war was held in the night, at which it was

unanimously resolved, notwithstanding the ftitigue of the-

troops, to resume the attack on the following day. All

the dispositions, accordingly, Avere made for a renewed

assault on the bridge, with increased forces
; but, on
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arriving at the advanced posts at daybreak, they found chap.

them abandoned by the enemy, who had fought only in xx.

order to gain time for the evacuation of the magazines in
j.gg

liis rear, and had retired in the night to Mondovi. He was 2ist April,

overtaken, however, in his retreat, near that phice, by the

indefatigable victor, who had seized a strong position,

\vhere he hoped to arrest the enemy. The Republicans

immediately advanced to the assault, and, tnough Ser-

rurier was defeated in the centre by the brave Austrian

grenadiers of Dichat, yet that courageous general having
been struck dead by a cannon-ball at the moment when

his troops, somewhat disordered by success, were assailed i xh. viii.

in flank by superior forces, the Piedmontese were thrown ^33, 234.

into confusion, and Serrurier, resuming the offensive, 150.' jom.

attacked and carried the redoubt of Bicoque, the principal h"^^^?^'
defence of the position, and gained the victory. Colli 310.

retired to Cherasco, with the loss of two thousand men,

eight cannon, and eleven standards. ^

Thither he was followed by Xapoleon, who occupied

that town, which, though fortified, and important from its

position at the confluence of the Stura and the Tanaro, immense

was not armed, and incapable of resistance
;
and by so

^^i^^"j\f^^

doing, not only acquired a firm footing in the interior of the F/encU

Piedmont, but made himself master of extensive maga- operations,

zines. This important success speedily changed the situa-

tion of the French army. Having descended from the

sterile and inhospitable summits of the Alps, they found

themselves, though still among the mountains, in commu-
nication with the rich and fertile plains of Italy ; provi-

sions were obtained in abundance, and with the introduc-

tion of regularity in the supplies, the pillage and disorders

consequent upon prior privations disappeared. The sol-

diers, animated with success, speedily recovered from their

fatigues ;
the stragglers, and those left behind in the

mountains, rejoined their colours ;
and the bands of con-

scripts from the depots in the interior eagerly pressed
forward to share in the glories, and partake the spoils, of

the Italian army. In a short time the Republicans, not-

withstanding all their losses, were as strong as at the

commencement of the campaign : while the Allies, besides ^:'°'"..""-

having been driven from the ridge of the Alps, the barrier iii. loo.

of Piedmont,^ were weakened by the loss of above twelve
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CHAP, thousand men and forty pieces of cannon. The effect of
XX. these successes was such, that the Allies every where

retired from the field, and the French army in a few days

appeared before the gates of Turin.

The court of Victor Amadeus was now in the utmost

gg consternation, and opinions were violently divided as to

Consterna- the coursB which sliould be pursued. The ministers of

Court of
^

Austria and England urged the King, who was by no
Turin. means deficient in firmness, to imitate the glorious exam-

to submit t^o ple of his ancestors, and abandon his capital. But as a
France.

preliminary to so decided a step, they insisted that the

fortresses of Tortona, Alexandria, and Valence, should be

put into the possession of the Austrians, in order to give
Beaulieu a solid footing on the Po

; and to this sacrifice in

favour of a rival power, he could not be brought to sub-

mit. At length the Cardinal Costa persuaded him to

throw himself into the arms of the French, and Colli was
authorised to open negotiations. This was one of the

numerous instances in the history of Napoleon, in which
his audacity not only extricated him from the most peril-

ous situations, but gave him the most splendid triumphs ;

for at this period, by his own admission, the French army
was in very critical circumstances. He had neither heavy
cannon nor a siege equipage to reduce Turin, Alexandria,
or the other numerous fortresses of Piedmont, without

the possession of which it would have been extremely
hazardous to have penetrated further into the country :

the Allied armies, united, were still superior to the French,
and their cavalry, of such vital importance in the plains,

had not at all suffered ;
while his own troops, confounded

at their own achievements, and as yet unaccustomed to

such rapid success, were beginning to hesitate as to the

iNap. iii.

expedience of any further advance. " The King of Sar-

Hard. ik.

'

dinia," says Napoleon,
" had still a great number of for-

323,326. tresses left ;
and in spite of the victories which had been

96,97. gained, the sliglitest check, one caprice of fortune, would
have undone every thing."

^

It was, therefore, with the most lively satisfaction that

g- Napoleon received the advances of the Sardinian govern-
Armistioe. ment

;
but he insisted that, as a preliminary to any

tionT"*^ armistice, the fortresses of Coni, Tortona, and Alexandria,
should be jjut into his hands. The Piedmontese commis-
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sioners were at first disposed to resist this demand ; but chap.

Napoleon sternly replied
—"It is for metoimpose conditions xx.

—your ideas are absurd : listen to the laws which I impose "7:96

upon you, in the name of the government of my country,

and obey, or to-morrow my batteries are erected, and

Turin is in flames." These words so intimidated the

Piedmontese, that they returned in consternation to their

ca})ital, where every opposition speedily gave way. After

some negotiation, the treaty was concluded, the principal

conditions of which were, that the King of Sardinia

should abandon the alliance, and send an ambassador to

Paris to conclude a definite peace ;
that in the mean time

Ceva, Coni, and Tortona, or, failing it, Alexandria, should

be delivered up to the French army, with all the artillery 27th April.

and magazines they contained ; that the victors should

continue to occupy all the positions which at present were

in their possession ;
that Valence should be instantly 1 Nap. m.

ceded to the Republicans in lieu of the Neapolitans ; that
?j^'''32j^'^'^'''

the militia should be disbanded, and the regular troops jom. viii. 93.

dispersed in the fortified places, so as to give no umbrage
to the Freneh.i

The armistice was followed, a fortnight after, by a

treaty of peace between the King of Sardinia and the
gg

French Republic. By it his Sardinian Majesty finally Followed by

renounced the coalition ; ceded to the Republic, Savoy, pea^e be°^

Nice, and the whole possessions of Piedmont to the west- tween

ward of the highest ridge of the Alps, (extending from sardini""

Mount St Bernard by Mount Genevre to Roccabarbone i^thMaj.

near Genoa
;)

and granted a free passage through his

dominions to all the troops of the French nation. The

importance of this accommodation may be judged of by the

letter of Napoleon to the Directory the day the armistice

was signed
—"

Coni, Ceva, and Alexandria are in the hands

of our arm)" ;
if you do not ratify the convention, I will

keep these fortresses, and march upon Turin. Meanwhile,
I shall march to-morrow against Bcaulieu, and drive him
across the Po

;
I sliall follow clo.se at his heels, overrun all „„

_
,

-
Corre.sp.

Lombardy, and in a month be in the Tyrol, join the army Secrete de

of the Rliine, and carry our united forces into Bavaria.
April ^**Joiii

That design is worthy of you, of the army, and of the viii. 102.

destinies of France.^ If you continue your confidence iu
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CHAP, rne, I shall answer for the results, and Italy is at your
XX. feet."

1Y96.
This treaty vias of more service to the French general

gg than many victories. It gave him a firm fuuting in

Its immense Piedmont
; artillery and stores for the siege of Turin, if the

to^Napo"'^^
final conditions should not be agreed to by the Directory ;

leon. general stores and magazines in abundance, and a direct

communication with Genoa and France for the future sup-

plies of the army. Xapoleon, from the solid base of the

Piedmonte>e fortresses, was enabled to turn his undivided

attention to the destruction of the Austrians, and thus

commence, with some security, that great career of conquest
which he already meditated in the Imperial dominions.

Nevertheless, a large proportion of his trooj^s and officers

openly condemned the conclusion of any treaty of peace
with a monarchical government ;

and insisted that the

opportunity should not have been suffered to escape, of

establishing a revolutionary government in the frontier

state of Italy. But Napoleon—whose head was too strong
to be carried away by the fumes of democracy, and who

already gave indications of that resolution to detach

himself from the cause of revolution by which he was
ever after so strongly distinguished

—
replied, that tlie first

duty of the army was to secure a firm base for future

operations ; that it was on the Adige that the French

standard must be established to protect Italy fi-om the

Imperialists ;
that it was impossible to advance thus far

without being secured in their rear
;
that a revolutionary

government in Piedmont would require constant assist-

ance, scatter alarm through Italy, and prove a source of
'

^"P- ?"• weakness rather than strength ;
whereas the Sardinian

Th! TOi! 237. fortresses at once put the Republicans in possession of the

keys of the Peninsula.^

At the same time, he despatched his aide-de-camp,

Murat, with the standards taken, to Paris, and addressed

Histriiim. to his soldiers one of those exaggerated but eloquent pro-
piiaiit pro. clamations, which contributed as much as his victories, by
clamation to

. .,, .,- xi- ^ • , •

his soldiers. Captivating the mmds ol men, to his astonishing success.
General in. " gQUJers ! vou have gained in fifteen davs six victories,

at Paris. taken one-and-twenty standards, htty-five pieces of cannon,

many strong places, and conquered the richest part of
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Piedmont ; you have made fifteen thousand prisoners, chap.

killed or wounded ton thousand men. Hitherto you have ^^•

fousht on sterile rocks, rendered illustrious, indeed, by i^^y.

vour courage, but of no avail to your country ;
now you

rival, by your services, the armies of the Rhine and the

North. Destitute at first, you have supplied every thing.

You have gained battles without cannons ; passed rivers

without bridges ;
made forced marches without shoes

;

bivouacked without bread ! The phalanxes of the Republic
—the soldiers of liberty—were alone capable of such sacri-

fices. But, soldiers, you have done nothing, while any

thing remains to do. Neither Turin nor Milan is in your

hands ; the ashes of the conqueror of Tarquin are still

trampled on by the assassins of Basseville ! I am told

that there are some among you whose courage is giving

way ;
who would rather return to the summits of the

Alps and the Appenines. No—I cannot believe it. The

conquerors of Montenotte, of Millesimo, of Dego, of Mon-

dovi, burn to carry still further the glories of the French

name !" When these successive victories, these standards,

these proclamations, arrived day after day at Paris, the

joy of the people knew no bounds. The first day the

gates of the Alps were opened ; the next, the Austriaus

were separated from the Piedmontese
;

the third, the

Sardinian army was destroyed, and the fortresses surren-

dered. The rapidity of the success, the number of the

prisoners, exceeded all that had yet been witnessed.

Every one asked, who was this young conqueror whose

fame had burst forth so suddenly, and whose proclamations i Th. vUi.

breathed the spirit of ancient glory 'i Three times the
h^^^^Jj^

Councils decreed that the army of Italy had deserved well 338.

of their country, and appointed a ftfe to Victory, in

honour of the commencement of the campaign.^

Having secured his rear by this advantageous treaty,

Napoleon lost no time in pursuing the discomfited remains
_j_

of Beaulicu's army, which had retired behind the Po, in Designs of

the hope of covering the Milanese territory. The forces of ^^p°'«"°-

the Austrians were plainly now unequal to the struggle ;

a coup-de-main, which Beaulicu attempted on the fortresses

of Alexandria, Tortona, and Valence, failed, and they were

immediately after surrendered to the Republicans ; while

the army of Napoleon was about to be united to the corps 2dMi«r.
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CHAP, of Kellerman, and the possession of the Col di Tende, tne
^^-

principal passage in that quarter from France into Italy, by

jj.c,g
the conclusion of the armistice, now rendered disposable a

reinforcement of above twenty thousand men. Napoleon,
.on his side, indulged the most brilliant anticipations ; and

iio°Ti2^^"' confidently announced to the Directory that he would
Th. viii. 253. cross the Po, expel the Austrians from the Milanese terri-

337. Nap. tory, traverse the mountains of the Tyrol, unite with the
iii. 164, 165.

^miy of the Rhine, and carry the war, by the valley of

the Danube, into the heart of the Imperial dominions.^*

By inserting a clause in the treaty with the King of

72. Sardinia, that the French army was to be at liberty to

Crosses the cross the Po at Valence, he completely deceived the

ceeifsagahist
Aiistrians as to the place where the passage was to be

Beauiieu. eiFected. The whole attention of Beaulieu having been

drawn to that point, the Republican forces were rapidly
movef^ to Placentia, and began to cross the river in boats

7th May. at the latter place. Lannes was the first who eiFected the

passage, and the other columns soon passed with such

rapidity that a firm footing was obtained on the opposite

bank, and two days afterwards Napoleon arrived with the

« Nap. iii.
^^^^ of his forces and established a bridge. By this skilful

165. Th. march, not only the Po was passed, but the Ticino turned,
viii 254 "57 .. .... »

Jom. viii" ^^ Placeiitia IS below its junction with the former river
;

'1^- so that one great obstacle to the conquest of Lombardy
was already removed.^

Beaulieu, however, was now considerably reinforced,and

73. his forces amounted to thirty-six battalions, and forty-four
Action at

squadroiis, besides 120 pieces of cannon, in all nearly forty
thousand men. He was at Pavia, busily engaged in erect-

ing fortifications, when he received intelligence of the

passage at Placentia. He immediately moved forward his

advanced guard, consisting of three thousand infantry, and
two thousand horse, under General Liptay, to Fombio, a

* Napoleon wrote to the Directory at this period :—" The King of Sar-
dinia has surrendered at discretion, given up three ofhis strongest fortresses,
and the half of liis dominions. Ifyou do not choose to accept liis submission,
but resolve to dethrone him, you must amuse him for a few weeks, and
give me warning ; I will get possession of Valence, and march upon Turin.
On the other band, I shall impose a contribution of some niUlions on the
Duke of Parma, detach twelve thousand men to Rome, as soon as I have
beaten Beaulieu and driven him across the Adige, and then I am assured
that you will conclude peace with the King of Sardinia, and strengthen me
by the army of Kellerman. As to Genoa, by aU means oblige it to pay
fifteen millions

"—Secret Despatch to Directory, 29th April 1796. Corres.

Se.crite de Napoleon, i. 103.
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small town a short distance from the Repnblican posts, chap.

Napoleon, who feared that he might be strengthened in xx.

this position, and was well aware of the danger of fighting

a general battle with a great river in his rear, lost no time

in advancing his forces to dislodge him. D'Allemagne, at

the head of the grenadiers, attacked on the right ;
Lanusse

by the chaussee on the centre ;
and Lannes on the left.

After a vigorous resistance, the Austrians were expelled

from the town, with tlie loss of above a thousand men.

Liptay fell back to Pizzighitone. Meanwhile, Beaulieu ^^^ ^^^
was advancing with the bulk of his forces

;
and the leading 258. Nap.

division of his army surprised General La Harpe in the
jonJ^^'m.

night, who was killed bravely fighting at the head of his in.

division, but not before the Austrians had been compelled
to retire.^

The French troops having now entered upon the states

of Parma, it was of importance to establish matters on a
^^

pacific footing in their rear before pressing forward to Capitulation

Milan. The Grand Duke had no military resources what- i)uke of
''"

ever ;
the victor, therefore, resolved to grant him terms, Parma,

upon the surrender of what he had to give. He was

obliged to pay 2,000,000 of francs in silver, and to furnish

sixteen hundred artillery horses, of which the army stood

much in need, besides great supplies of corn and provi-

sions. But on this occasion Napoleon commenced another

species of military contribution, which he has himselfcon-

fessed was unparalleled in modern warfare, that of exacting
from the vanquished the surrender of their most precious

works of art. Parma was compelled to give up twenty of

its principal paintings, among which Avas the celebrated

St Jerome by Correggio. The Duke ofFored a million of

francs as a ransom for that inestimable work of art, which

many of his officers urged the French general to accept, as

of much more service to the army than the painting ; but

Napoleon, whose mind was fixed on greater things, replied—" The million which he offers us would soon be spent ; \^^'^
but the possession of such a chef-d'oeuvre at Paris will adorn viu. 255.

that capital for ages, and give birth to similar exertions of

genius."
2

Thus commenced the system of seizing the great works of

art in the conquered states, wliich the French generals
uflervvurds carried to such a height, and which finally pro- ,
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CHAP, duced the noble gallery of the Louvre. The French have
XX. since had good reason to congratulate themselves that the

Allies did not follow their bad example ;
and that, on

occasion of the second capture of Paris, their victors had

Commence- tliB generosity to content themselves with enforcing resti-
mentof Na- tutjon of the abstracted spoils, without, like them, cora-
poleon s

. f

system of pelling the surrender of those that had been legitimately

trlbiTtfonT' acquired. Certainly it is impossible to condemn too

ontheworksstronglj^a useof the powers of conquest, which extends the'"
ravages of war into the peaceful domain of the fine arts;

which transplants the monuments of genius from the

regions where they have arisen, and where their value is

appreciated, to those where they are exotics, and their

merit is probably little understood ; which renders them,
instead of being the proud legacy of genius to its country,
the mere trophy of a victor's glory ; which exposes them to

be tossjd about by the tide of conquest, and subjected to

irreparable injury in following the fleeting career of suc-

cess; and converts works, de.«tined to elevate and captivate
the hum;in race, into the subject of angry contention, and
the badge of temporary subjugation.
On the 8th, Xapoleon marched towards Milan

; but,

yg
before arriving at that city, he required to cross the Adda.

Terrible The wooden bridge of Lodi over that river was held by a

the Bridge strong rearguard, consisting of twelve thousand Austrian
of Lodi. infantry and four thoiisand horse

;
while the remainder of

their forces had retired to Cassano, and the neighbourhood
of Milan. By a rapid advance, he hoped to cut otF the

bulk of their troops from the hereditary states, and make
them prisoners ;

but as there was not a moment to be

lost in achieving the movements requisite to attain this

object, he resolved to force the bridge, and thus get into

their rear. He himself arrived at Lodi, at the head of the

grenadiers of D'Allemagne ; upon which, the Austrians

withdrew from the town, and crossed the river
; drawing

up their infantry, with twenty pieces of cannon, at the

further extremity of the bridge, to defend the passage.

Napoleon immediately directed Beaumont, with all the

cavalry of the army, to pass at a ford half a league further

up, while he himself directed all the artillery which had
arrived against the Austrian battery, and formed six

thousand grenadiers in close column, under cover of the
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houses at his own end of the bridge. No sooner did he chap.

perceive that the discharge of the Austrian artillery was xx.

beginning to slacken, from the effect of the French fire, j^gg

and that the passage of the cavalry on their flank had

commenced, than, addressing a few animating words to his

soldiers, he gave the signal to advance. The grenadiers

pushed on in doiible quick time through a cloud of smoke

over the long and narrow defile of the bridge. The terrible

storm of grape-shot for a moment arrested their progress ; loth May.

the front ranks were entirely swept away: but those in

rear, finding themselves supported by a cloud of tirailleurs,

who waded the stream below the arches, and led with

heroic courage by their general, soon recovered, and,

rushing forward with resistless fury, carried the Austrian

guns, and drove back their infantry. Had the French

cavalry been ready to profit by the confusion, the whole

corps of the Imperialists would have been destroyed ; but,

as it had not yet come up, their numerous squadrons

protected the retreat of the infantry, which retired with

the loss of two thousand men, and twenty pieces of

cannon. The loss of the victors was at least as great.

The object of this bold measure was indeed lost, for the
123,1-2.;.

Austrians, whom it had been intended to cut off, had
fo?"'i"'

meanwhile gained the chaussee of Brescia, and made good m. 351.

their retreat : but it contributed greatly to exalt the
^l'!|'\"]'

character and elevate the courage of the Republican troops, Th. viii. 26o,

by inspiring them with the belief that nothing could resist
^or^.a J^ser-

them : and it made a deep impression on the mind of vatiun.
•

Napoleon, who ever after styled it the '• terrible passage of

the bridge of Lodi."^*

The victory at Lodi had an extraordinary effect on the

French army. Aft-er each success, the old soldiers, who
had at first been somewhat distrustful of their young Great ef>>i-t

commander, assembled, and gave him a new step of pro- j^/y
'* *'^'

motion. He was made a corporal at Lodi
;
and the sur-

name of " Le Petit Caporal," thence acquired, was long
remembered in the army. When, in 1815, he was met by
the battalion sent against him from the fortress of

Grenoble, the soldiers, the moment they saw him, ex- y

claimed,
"
Long live our little corporal ! we will never

• Thebridije of I.odi exactly respmbles the wooden liriHfreover the Clyde
at Glasgow, both in form, materials, and length —Personal obicrvation. »
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CHAP, oppose him." 'Not did this fearful passage produce a less

x^-
powerful impression on the mind of the general.

" The

13th Vendemiaire, and the victory of Montenotte," said

Napoleon,
" did not induce me to believe myself a superior

character. It was after the passage of Lodi that the idea

J J.

„ shot across my mind, that I might become a decisive actor

162, 182. on the political theatre. Then arose, for the first time,

the spark of great ambition." ^

After this disaster, Beaulieu retired behind the Mincio,

leaving Milan to its fate
;
and Pizzighitone, with it? gar-

Napoieon rison of five hundred men, capitulated. Serrurier was

fj*'^''* placed at Cremona, from whence he observed the garrison

of Mantua, while Augereau pushed on from Pizzighitone

to Pavia. On the 15th, Napoleon made his triumphal

entry into Milan at the head of his troops, with all the

263. Nap. pomp of war, to the sound of military music, amidst the

',"• ^^^•... acclamations of an immense concourse of spectators, and
Jom viu

127. through the lines of the national guard, dressed in three

colours, in honour of the triumph of the tricolor flag.^

On this occasion the conqueror addressed to his soldiers

another of those heart-stirriiig proclamations which so
79. . .

ffis procia- powerfully contributed to electrify the ardent imagination
mation there q£ ^^le Italians, and added so much to the influence of his
to Ills

troops. victories.—" Soldiers ! you have descended like a torrent

from the summit of the Appenines ; you have over-

whelmed and dispersed every thing which opposed your

progress. Piedmont, delivered from the tyranny of Aus-

tria, has felt itself at liberty to indulge its natural inclina-

tion for peace, and for a French alliance : Milan is in your
hands

;
and the Republican standards wave- over the

whole of Lombardy. The Dukes of Parma and Modena
owe their existence only to your generosity. The army
which menaced you with so much pride, can now no

longer find a barrier to protect itself against your arms :

the Po, the Ticino, the Adda, have not been able to stop

you a single day ;
these boasted bulwarks of Italy have

proved as nugatory as the Alps. Such a career of success

has carried joy into the bosom of your country : fi-tcs in

honour of your victories have been ordered by the Na-

tional Representatives in all the communes of the Repub-
lic ; there, your parents, your wives, your sisters, your

lovers, rejoice at your success, and glory in their connexion
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with you. Yes, soldiers ! you have indeed done much ; chap.

but much still remains to be done. Shall posterity say
xx.

that we knew how to conquer, but not how to improve j.yg

victory ? Shall we find a Capua in Lombardy 1 The

hour of vengeance has struck, but the people of all nations

may rest in peace ;
we are the friends of every people,

and especially of the descendants of Brutus, Scipio, and

the other great men whom we have taken for examples.

To restore the Capitol ;
to replace there the statues of the

heroes who have rendered it immortal
;

to rouse the

Romans from centuries of slavery
—such will be the fruit

of our victories : they will form an era in history ;
to you

will belong the glory of having changed the fiice of the

most beautiful part of Europe. The French people, free

within and dreaded without, will give to Europe a glorious

peace, which will indemnify her for all the sacrifices she has
j^/^Jo*^"'^'

made for the last six years. Then you will return to your kap.'iii 178.

homes, and your fellow-citizens will say of each of you in

passing
—' He was a soldier in the army of Italy !"'i

Great was the enthusiasm, unbounded the joy, which

these unparalleled successes and eloquent words excited
^^

among all that ardent and generous part of the Italian Enthusiasm

people, who panted for civil liberty and national inde-
j^e'Iul''^

pendence. To them Napoleon appeared as the destined cesses

regenerator of Italy, the hero who was to achieve their ^"^"^raUc

liberation from Transalpine oppression, and bring back the party in

glorious days of Roman virtue. His burning words, his
'^^'

splendid actions, the ancient cast of his thoughts, diffused

a universal enchantment. Even the coolest heads began
to turn at- the brilliant career thus begun, by a general

not yet six-and-tweiity years of age, and the boundless

anticipations of future triumph, of which he spoke with

prophetic certainty. From every part of Italy the young
and the ardent flocked to Milan ;

balls and festivities gave
token of the universal joy ; every word and look of the

l^^l'^g

conqueror was watched, the patriots compared him to Th. viii. 265.

Scipio and Hannibal, and the ladies on the popular side

knew no bounds to their adulation.^

But this illusion was 'of short duration, and' Italy was

soon destined to experience the bitt^ fate and cruel de-

gradation of every people who look for their deliverance

to foreign assistance. In the midst of the general joy, a .
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CHAP, contribution of twenty millions of francs, or ^800,000
XX. sterling, struck Milan with astonishment, and wounded

the Italians in their tenderest part
—their domestic and

economical arrangements. So enormous a contribution

Cruel dis- upon a single city .seemed scarcely possible to be realised
;

P^'^"^ "/ but the sword of the victor offered no alternative. Great
the illusion

by the requisitions were at the same time made of hor.ses for the

contribu- artillery and cavalry in all the Milanese territory ; and
tions. provisions were amassed on all sides at the expense of the

inhabitants, for which they received nothing, or Repub-
iTth May. licaii paper of no A-alue. Nor did the Duke of Modena

escape more easily. He was compelled to purchase peace

by a contribution of ten millions of francs in money, or

1 Th. viu. • stores for the army, and to submit to the exaction of
265. Jom.

twenty paintings from his gallery for the Republican

Nap. ui. 183. Museum. Liberated Italy was treated with more severity
than i-- generally the lot of conquered states.^

Thus commenced the system of "
making war support

war," which contributed so much to the early success of the

War laade Republican arms, which compensated for all the penury
to support and exhaustion of the Republican territory, which raised

to the clouds the glory of the empire, and brought about

with certainty its ultimate destruction. France, abounding
with men, but destitute of money—incapable of supporting
Avar by its own resources, from the entire stoppage of

domestic industry, but teeming with a restless and indigent

population
—found in this system the meansofadvancement

and opulence. "While the other armies of the Republic
were suffering under the horrors of penury, and could

hardly find food for their support, or clothes for their

covering, the army of Italy was rolling in opulence, and

the spoils of vanquished states gave them every enjoyment
of life. From that time there was no want of soldiers to

follow the career of the conqueror ; the Alps were covered

with files of troops pressing forward to the theatre of

glory, and all the chasms occasioned by the relentless

system of war which he followed, were filled up by the

multitudes whom the illusion of victory brought to his

standard. But the Republican saldiers were far from

anticipating the terrible reverses to which this system of

spoliation was ultimately to lead, or that France was

destined to groan under exactions as severe as those she

wur.
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now so liberally inflicted upon others. Clothed, fed, and chap.

lodged at the expense of the Milanese, the soldiers pursued xx.

with thoughtless eagerness the career of glory which had

opened before them. The artillery, the cavalry, were
soon in the finest condition, and hospitals established for

fifteen thousand sick in the diflFerent towns in the con-

quered territory ;
for to that immense number had the

rapidity of the marches, and the multiplicity of the com-
^

...

bats, swelled the sick list. Having amply provided for 137, 265,

'

his own army. Napoleon dispatched several millions by ^^- i**P-

the route of Genoa for the service of the Directory, and one i. 159.

million over the Alps to Moreau, to relieve the pressing
wants of the army of the Upper Rhine.^

These great successes already began to inspire the French

Government with jealousy of their lieutenant, and they in
gg

consequence transmitted an order by which Kellerman, The Diree-

with twenty thousand men, was to command on the left of hi'i^'^°'^

bank of the Po, and cover the siege of Mantua, while power,

Napoleon, with the remainder of the forces, was to march
^ap^Jieon

upon Rome and Naples. But he was both too proud to t° march

submit to any division of his authority, and too sagacious He refuses,

not to see that, by thus separating the forces, and leaving

only a small army in the north of Italy, the Austrians

would speedily regain their lost ground, drive their incon-

siderable opponents over the Alps, and cut off, without

the possibility of escape, the corps in the south of the

Peninsula. He, therefore, at once resigned his command,
accompanying it with the observation, that one bad general
is better than two good ones. The Directory, however,
unable to dispense with the services of their youthful

officer, immediately reinstated him, and abandoned tlicir „2 xh Tiii

project, which was indeed in itself so absurd that it would seg.

'

Nap.

have thrown great doubts on the military capacity of
","•

^^*-...

Carnot, the minister at war, if it had not in reality been 133.

suggested by the wish to extinguish the rising ambition of

Napoleon.2*

• Napoleon on this occasion wrote to Carnot :
—" Kellerman could

command the armj- as well as I ; for no one is more convinced than I am of
the courage and audacity of the soldiers ; but to unite us together would
ruin every thing. 1 will not serve with a man who considers himself the
first general in Europe ; and it is better to have one bad general than two
pood ones. War is, like government, decided in a great degree b.v tact." .

To the Directory he observed,—" It is in the highest degree impolitic to
divide in two the army of Italy, and not less adverse to the iiitcrcils of

'

VOL. V.
* N
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CHAP. In less than ten days after the occupation of Milan,
XX. national guards in the Republican interest "were organised

j„gg
in the whole of Lombardy ; revolutionary authorities were

every where established, and the country rendered subser-

Aiarming vient to the military power of France. The garrison of
insurrection ^^^ thousand men which Beaulieu had left in the citadel
at Pavia.

of Milan, was closely invested, and the headquarters were

moved to Lodi . But an event here occurred which threaten-

ed great danger to the French army,and was only prevented
from proving calamitous by the decision and severity of its

chief. Opinions were much divided in Italy, as in all states

undergoing the crisis of a revolution, on the changes which
were going forward. The lower classes in the towns had
been moved by the equality which the French every where

proclaimed; but the peasantry in the country, less liable

to the contagion of new principles, and more under the in-

flue-^.ce of the nobility and priests, were still firmly attached

to the ancient regime, with which the Austrian authority
was now identified. When men's minds were in this divided

state, the prodigious contribution levied upon Milan, and
the vast requisitions of provisions and horses which had
been made for the use of the army, over the whole country
the Republic, to place at its head two different generals. The expedition
to Lepliorn, Rome, and Naples, is a very inconsiderable matter, and should
be made by divisions in echelon, ready, at a moment's warning, to wheel
about and face the Austrians on the Adige To perform it with success,
both armies must be under the command of one general. I have hitherto
conducted the campaign without consulting any ime ; the results would
have been very different if I had been obhged to reconcile my views with
those of another. If you impose upon nje vexations of every description;
if I must refer all my steps to the ccjramissaries of government ; if they are
authorised to change my movements, to send away my troops—expect no
further success. If you weaken your resources by cUviding your forces;
if you disturb in Italy the unity of military thought, I say it with grief, you
will lose the fairest opportunity that ever occurred of giving laws to that
fine peninsula. In the position of the affairs of the Republic, it is indispen-
sable that you possess a general who enjoys your confidence

;
if I do not do

so, I shall not complain, and shall do my utmost to manifest my zoal in the
service which you intrust to me. Every one has his own method of carry-
ing on war ; Kellerm.an has more experience, and may do it better than I ;

but together we would do nothing but mischief. Your resolution on tliis

miitter is of more importance th.an the fifteen thousand men whom the
1 Corresp. Emperor has just sent to Beaulieu." 1 But Napoleon did not intrust this
Secrete Nap. important matter merely to these arguments, strong as they were. Murat,
i. 160, 10-.

^.j^Q ^^g gjjjj gj Paris, received instructions to inform B.arras, thatamillion
of francs were deposited at Genoa for his private use; and the influence of
Josephine was employed both with him and Carnot to prevent the threat-
ened division, and the result was th.it it wasabandoned. " The Directory,"
said Carnot, "has maturely considered your arguments; and th? confidence
which they have in your talents and republican zeal, have decided tlie

matter in your favour. Kellerman will remain at Chamberry, and you may
adjourn the expedition to Rome as long as you please."—HakdeiNeerg, iii.

49,351.
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districts, inflamed the rural population to the highest chap

degree. The people of Lombardy did not consider them- xx.

selves as conquered, nor expect to be treated as such : they
had welcomed the French as deliverers, and now they
found a severer yoke imposed upon them than that

from which they had just escaped. Roused to indignation

by such treatment, a general insurrection was rapidly

orsfanised over the whole of that beautiful district. An
attack, in concert with a sortie from the garrison of the

, _, ...,1 Tn Till

castle, was made on Milan
;
and though it failed, the msur- 272, 273.

gents were more successful at Pavia, where the people rose
^^^.p- "'^^^"'

against the garrison, forced it to capitulate, admitted eight viii. 136.

thousand armed peasants within the walls, and closed

their gates against the French troops.^

The danger was imminent
;
the tocsin sounded in all

the parishes; the least retrograde movement would have
gg

augmented the evil, and compelled the retreat of the storm and

army, whose advanced posts were already on the Oglio. ^j^^y ^y the

In these circumstances, prudence counselled temerity; and French

Napoleon advanced in person to crush the insurgents.
'^°°'^^-

Tiieir vanguard, posted at Brescia, was routed by Lannes ;

the village burnt, and a hundred of the peasants killed ;

but this severe example having failed in producing intimi-

dation, he marched himself next day to the walls of Pavia,

with six pieces of light artillery. The gi'enadiers rushed

forward to the gates, which they broke open with hatchets :

while the artillery cleared the ramparts, the victorious

troops broke into the town, which the peasants precipi-

tately abandoned to its fate. Napoleon, wishing to terrify

the insurgents, ordered the magistrates and leaders of the

revolt to be shot, and the city to be delivered up to plunder,
while the unhappy peasants, pursued into the plain by the

French dragoons, were cut down in great numbers. The

pillage continued the whole day, and that opulent and ^.T^- ^,'"-

flourishing town underwent all the horrors of war
;
but iii. 194.

the terrible example crushed the insurrection over the
j°™- ^"j

whole of Lombardy, where tranquillity was speedily re- i. 390, 394.

established, and hostages were taken from the principal
families and dispatched into France.^

In this act was displayed another feature of Napoleon's

character, who, without being unnecessarily cruel, never

hesitated to adopt the most sanguinary measures when >

requisite for his own purposes. Pillage and rapine, in-
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CHAP, deed, invariably follow the capture of a town carried by
XX.

assault, and it is impossible to prevent it : but Napoleon
in this instance authorised it by a general order, and shot

gg
the leading persons of the city in cold blood. It is in vain

Moral retri- to appeal to the usages of war for a vindication of such

wh\ci°this (cruelty; the inhabitants of Pavia were not subjects of

system uiti- France who were not entitled to resist its authority; they
^^^«3 e .

^,gpg Austrian citizens, entitled to defend their country
from invasion. Nor can it be said they were not soldiers,

and that simple citizens have no right to interfere with the

contests of hostile armies; the words of Napoleon himself

furnish his own condemnation :
—" It is the first duty,"

said the Emperor, in his proclamation to the peasantry of

France, on March 5, 1814,
" of every citizen to take up

arms in defence of his country. Let the peasantry every
where organise themselves in bands, with such weapons as

they can find
;
let them fall upon the flanks and rear of

tion°M^c*h
*^^ invaders

;
and let a consuming fire envelope the pre-

5, 1814. sumptuous host which has dared to violate the territory of

KecvTeTil^vi*
the gr'.'at nation." It will appear in the sequel to what

645. Infra, a terrible retribution on France and Napoleon this system

ultimately led.^

Having by this severity stifled the spirit of insurrection

in his rear. Napoleon continued his march, and on the 28th

Napoleon entered the great city of Brescia, situated on the neutral

Bnfsci nd ''^^rritory of Venice. Meanwhile, Beaulieu experienced the

the Vene- usual fate of a retiring army, that of being weakened by
torV'^'^"'

*^^® detachments necessary to garrison the fortified places
28th May. which it leaves uncovered in its retreat. He threw twenty

battalions of his best troops into Mantua, and took up a

defensive position along the line of the Mincio. There he

29th May. was assailed on the following day by Napoleon, who, after

forcing a bridge in front of his position, attacked his rear-

20^^^ lom g"^'"d ^t Vallegio with all his cavalry, and made prisoners,
viii. 139, 142. in spite of the bravest efforts of the Austrian horse, twelve

hundred men, and took five pieces of cannon.^

When the French army entered the Venetian territory,
and it had become evident that the flames of war were

Debates in approaching its capital, it was warmly discussed in the

Senat*^"''*^"
^^""^^^'"^^^ Senate what course the Republic should pursue

what should in the perilous circumstances that had occurred. Peschiera
be done.

j^j^^j \^qqj^ occupied by the Austrians, but, being abandoned

by them, was instantly seized by the French, who insisted
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that, though a Venetian fortress, yet, having been taken chap,

possession of by one of the belligerent powers, it had now
become the fair conquest of the other ; and, at the same

time. Napoleon threatened the Republic with all the ven-

geance of France, if the Count de Lille, afterwards Louis

XVIIL, who had resided for some years at Verona, was not

immediately compelled to leave their territories. The

Republican forces, under Massena, were advancing towards

Verona, and it was necessary to take a decided course. On
the one hand it was urged, that France had now proclaimed

principles subversive of all regular governments, and in

an especial manner inimical to the aristocracy of Venice
;

that certain ruin, either from foreign violence or domestic

revolution, was to be expected from their success
; that

the haughty tone even now assumed by the conqueror,

already showed that he looked upon all the continental

possessions of the Republic as his own, and was only
waiting for an opportunity to seize them for the French
nation

; and, therefore, that the sole course left, was to

throw themselves into the arms of Austria, the natural

ally of all regular governments. On the other, it was
contended that they must beware lest they mistook a

temporary irruption of the Republicans for a permanent
settlement

; that Italy had in every age been the tomb of

the French armies
; that the forces of the present invader,

how successful soever they had hitherto been, were unequal
to a permanent occupation of the Peninsula, and would
in the end yield to the persevering efforts of the Germans

;

that Austria, therefore, the natural enemy of Venice, and
the power which coveted, would in the end attempt to

seize, its territorial possessions ;
that their forces were now

expelled from Lombardy, and could not resume the offen-

sive for two months, a period which would suffice to the

French general to destroy the Republic ;
that interest,

therefore, equally with pi-udence, prescribed that they
should attach themselves to the cause of France

; obtain

thereby a barrier against the ambition of their powerful
neigiibour, and receive in recompense for their services

part of the Italian dominions of the Austrian empire.
That in so doing, they must, it is true, to a certain degree

modify their form of government ; but that was no more
than the spirit of the age required, and was absolutely
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CHAP, indispensable to secure the preservation of their continental
XX-

possessions. A third party, few in numbers but resolute

j-gg
in purpose, contended, that the only safe course was that

of an armed neutrality ;
that the forces of the Republic

1 Bot. i. 403, should be instantly raised to fifty thousand men, and

Th' viu 276
either of the belligerent powers which should violate their

279. territory, be threatened with the whole vengeance of the

Republic.^
Had the Venetians possessed the firmness of the Roman

Senate, they would have adopted the first course ;
had they

They merely been inspired by the spirit of the Athenian democracy,

the hoTtUity ^^^^Y ^ould liave followed the second
;
had they been

of France, animated by the courage of the Swiss confederacy, they

might have taken the third. In any case the Republic
"would probably have been saved

;
for it is impossible to

consider the long and equal struggle which ensued round

Mantua, between France and Austria, without being con-

vinced that a considerable body, even of Italian troops,

might then have cast the balance. The Venetian Govern-

ment possessed a country inhabited by three millions of

souls
;
the capital was beyond the reach of attack ;

their

army could easily be raised to fifty thousand men
;
thir-

teen regiments of Sclavonians in their service were good

troops ; their fleet ruled the Adriatic. But Venice was

worn out and corrupted ;
its nobles, drowned in pleasure,

were destitute of energy ;
its peasantry, inured to peace,

were unequal to war
;

its defence, trusted merely to mer-

cenary troops, rested on a tottering foundation. They

adopted in consequence the most timid course, which, in

presence of danger, is generally the most perilous. They
made no warlike preparations ;

but merely sent commis-

sioners to the French general to deprecate his hostility,

and endeavour to secure his good-will. The consequence
2 Bot. i 408, was, what might have been anticipated from conduct so

iii.' 204, 205. unworthy of the ancient fame of Venice : the commission-

JJV "i^ ^l^' ers were disregarded ;
the war was carried on in the Vene-

280. Hard. .° ,. i it>t.t j.

iii. 357. tian territories, and at its close the Republic was swept
from the book of nations.^

In adopting this course. Napoleon exceeded the instruc-

tions of his government ; and, indeed, on him alone

appears to rest the atrocious perfidy and dissimulation

exercised in the sequel towards that Republic. The direc-
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tions of the Directory were as follows :
—" Venice should chap;

be treated as a neutral, but not a friendly power ; it has xx.

done nothing to merit the latter character." But to the
j.^g

Venetian commissioners, Napoleon from the first used the

most insulting and rigorous language. "Venice," said he, Perfidy of

"
by daring to give an asylum to the Count de Lille, a

J^'^^^s'the

pretender to the throne of France, has declared war against Venetian

the Republic. I know not why I should not reduce doners.*

Verona to ashes—a town which had the presumption to

esteem itself the capital of France." He declared to

them that he would carry that threat into execution that

very night, if an immediate surrender did not take place.

The perfidy of his views against Venice, even at this early-

period, was fully evinced in his secret despatch to the

Directory on 7th June. " If your object," said he,
"

is to

extract five or six millions out of Venice, I have secured

for you a pretence for a rupture. You may demand it as

an indemnity for the combat of Borghetto, which I was

obliged to sustain to take Peichiera. If you have more

decided views, we must tahe care not to let that subject of

quarrel drop ; tell me what you wish, and be assured I

will seize the most fitting opportunity of carrying it into ' Corresp.

execution, according to circumstances, for we must take Nap. 7th

care not to have all tbe world on our hands at once." ^J''>V--?''^'Hard. iii.

The truth of the afiair of Peschiera is, that the Venetians aei.

were cruelly deceived by the Austrians, who demanded a

passage for fifty men, and then seized the town.

Massena entered the magnificent city of Verona, the

frontier city of the Venetian dominions, situated on the
.j

Adige, and a military position of the highest importance M-issena

for future operations, in the beginning of June. Its posi- roi'r and"
tion at the entrance of the great valley of the Adige, and Naf)oi(>onis

on the high road from the Tyrol into Lombardy, rendered onthe*^'^

it the advanced post of the French army, in covering the Adige.

siege of Mantua. He occupied, at the same time, Porto

Legnago, a fortified town on the Adige, which, along
with Verona, strengthened that stream, whose short and

rapid course from the Alps to the Po furmed the best

military frontier of Italy. There Napoleon received the

commissioners of Venice, wlio vainly came to deprecate June 3.

the victor's wrath, and induce him to retire from the ter-

ritories of the Republic. With such terror did his menaces
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CHAP, inspire them, that the Venetian government concluded a
XX.

treaty, by which they agreed to furnish supplies of every

j»gg
sort for the army, and secretly pay for them

; and the

June 4. commissioners, overawed by the commanding air and

288^289" stern menaces of Napoleon, wrote to the Senate—" This

Hard. iii. young man will one day have an important influence on

iii. 205.
^^

the destinies of his country,"
^

The French general was now firmly established on the

line of the Adige, the possession of which he always deemed

Description of SO much importance, and to the neglect of which he

^^'^^^^^*^® ascribed all the disasters of the succeeding campaigns of

the French in Italy. Nothing remained but to make him-

self master of Mantua ;
and the immense efibrts made by

both parties to gain or keep possession of that place, prove
the vast importance of fortresses in modern war. Placed in

the middle of unhealthy marshes, which are traversed only

by fivp chaussees, strong in its situation, as well as the for-

tifications which surround it, this town is truly the bul-

wark of Austria and Italy, without the possession of which

the conquest of Lombardy must be deemed insecure, and

that of the Hereditary States cannot be attempted. The
entrances of two only of the chaussees, which approached

it, were defended by fortifications at that time ;
so that by

placing troops at these points, and drawing a cordon

round the others, it was an easy matter to blockade the

place, even with an inferior force. Serrurier sat down
14th June, before this fortress, in the middle of June, with ten thou-

sand men
;
and witli this inconsiderable force, skilfully

disposed at the entrance of the highways which crossed

the lake, and round its shores, he contrived to keep in

check a garrison of fourteen thousand soldiers, of whom,
it is true, more than a third encumbered the hospitals of

the place. As the siege of this important fortress required
a considerable time, Napoleon had leisure to deliberate

concerning the ulterior measures which he should pursue.
An army of forty-five thousand men, which had so rapidly
overrun the north of Italy, could not venture to penetrate
into the Tyrol and Germany, the mountains of which
were occupied by Beaulieu's forces, aided .by a warlike

peasantry, and at the same time carry on the blockade of

Mantua, for which at least fifteen thousand men would be

required. Moreover, the southern powers of Italy were
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not yet subdued ; and, though little formidable in a mill- chap.

tary point of view, they might prove highly dangerous to xx.

the blockading force, if the bulk of the Republican troops j„gg

were engaged in the defiles of the Tyrol, while the French

armies on the Rhine were not yet in a condition to give iNap. ui.

them any assistance. Influenced by these considerations, i^^' 209;

Napoleon resolved to take advantage of the pause in mill- ue. Th.

tary operations which the blockade of Mantua and retreat "" "^'^,
•' •

. Personal
of Beaulieu afforded, to clear the enemies in his rear, and observation,

establish the French influence to the south of the Appe-
nines.^

The King of Naples, alarmed at the retreat of the

German troops, and fearful of having the whole forces of

the Republic upon his own hands, upon the first appear- Napoleon

ance of their advance to the south, solicited an armistice,
resolves to

' '
proceed

which the French commander readily granted, and which against Flo-

was followed by the secession of the Neapolitan cavalry, ^"me before

two thousand four hundred strong, from the Imperial army, the Austrian

Encouraged by this defection, Napoleon resolved instantly arrive!"^*

to proceed against the Ecclesiastical and Tuscan states, in 5th June.

order to extinguish the hostility which was daily becom-

ing more inveterate, to the south of the Appenines. In

truth, the excitement was extreme in all the cities of

Lombardy ;
and every hour rendered more marked the

separation between the aristocratic and democratic parties.

The ardent spirits in Milan, Bologna, Brescia, Parma, and

all the great towns of that fertile district, were in full

revolutionary action, and a large proportion of their citi-

zens seemed resolved to throw off the patrician influence

under which they had so long continued, and establish re-

publics on the model of the great Transalpine democracy.
Wakened by these appearances to a sense of the danger
which threatened them, the aristocratic party were every
where strengthening themselves : the nobles in the Ge-

noese fiefs were collecting forces ; the English had made
themselves masters of Leghorn ;

and the Roman pontiff
was threatening to put forth his feeble strength. Napoleon ,

knew that Wurmser, who had been detached from the 213. Boi. i.

army of the Upper Rhine with thirty thousand men, Th'vm 293
to restore affairs in Italy,^ could not be at Verona before 294.

the middle of July, and before then there appeared time
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CHAP.
XX.

1796.

Enters Mo-
dena and

Bologna.
June 9.

to subdue the states of central Italy, and secure the rear

of his army.

Having left fifteen thousand men before Mantna, and

twenty thousand on the Adige, to cover its blockade, the

Castle of French general set out himself, with the division of Auge-
MUan taken

j.gj^y^ ^Q cross the Appenines. He returned, in the first

subdued.
"

instance, to Milan, opened the trenches before its castle,

and pressed the siege so as to compel its surrender, which

took place shortly after. From thence he proceeded against

the Genoese fiefs. Lannes, with twelve hundred men,
stormed Arquata, the chief seat of hostilities ;

burned the

village ;
shot the principal inhabitants ;

and by these

severe measures so intimidated the senate of Genoa, that

they implicitly submitted to the conqueror, sent off the

Austrian minister, and agreed to the occupation of all the

military posts in their territory by the French troops.

From thence Napoleon moved towards the Appenines,

entered Modena, where he was received with every demon-

stration ofjoy ; and, on the road to Bologna, made himself

master of the fort of Urbino, with sixty pieces of heavy

artillery, which proved a most seasonable supply for the

siege of Mantua. His appearance at Bologna, which has

always been distinguished beyond any other city in Italy

by liberal opinions, was the signal for universal intoxica-

tion. The people at once revolted against the Papal

authority; while Napoleon encouraged the propagation of

every principle which was calculated to dismember the

Ecclesiastical territories. The Italian troops were pursued
ijom. viii. ^Q Ferrara, which the Republicans entered without oppo-

Bot. i. 416. sition, and made themselves masters of its arsenal, con-

'^^'"Na^^^'*''^^""^?
114 pieces of artillery; while General Vaubois

^.^214.
''^'

crossed the Appenines, and, avoiding Florence, directed

his steps towards Rome.

At the intelligence of his approach, the Council of the

Vatican was thrown into the utmost alarm. Azara, Min-

ister of Spain, was dispatched immediately with offers of

and^me^a°^^' Submission, and arrived at Bologna to lay the tiara at the

sure^air^st feet of the Republican general. The terms of an armistice

24th°June ^^^^ ^oon agreed on :—It was stipulated that Bologna and

Ferrara should remain in the possession of the French

troops ;
that the Pope should pay twenty millions of

June 19.

9.1.

Submission
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francs, furnish great contributions of stores and provisions, chap.

and give up a hundred of the finest works of art to the xx.

French commissioners. In virtue of that humiliating j-gQ_

treaty, all the chief monuments of genius which adorned

the Eternal City, were soon after transported to the museum

at Paris. Genoa at the same time occupied the rapacious

eyes of the French general.
" You may dictate laws to

Genoa as soon as you please," were his expressions, in his

instructions to Faypoult, the French envoy there. And to

the Directory he wrote,—" All our affairs in Italy are now 6th July,

closed, excepting Venice and Genoa. As to Venice, the

moment for action has not yet arrived; we must first beat

"Wurmser and take Mantua. But the moment has arrived

for Genoa ;
I am about to break ground for the ten mil-

lions. I think, besides, with the minister Faypoult, that

we must expel a dozen of families from the government of

that city, and oblige the senate to repeal a decree which

banished two families favourable to France." And to

Faypoult, Napoleon prescribed his course of perfidious di.s- Hth July,

simulation in these words :
" I have not yet seen M.

Catanio, the Genoese deputy; but / shall neglect nothing

which may throw them off their guard. The Directory has i confident.

ordered me to exact the ten millions, but interdicted all
^4*^1^'}'^^'

political operations. Omit nothing which may set the Senate Corresp.

asleep; and amuse them with hopes till the moment of
^3°°*- 'jl,^^®-

wakening has arrived." The moment of Avakening thus m. 219.

contemplated by Napoleon, was an internal revolution,

which was not yet fully prepared.^

Having arranged this important treaty, Napoleon, with-

out delay, crossed the Appenines, and found the division
g,,

of Yaubois at Pistoia. From that point he detached violation of

Murat, who suddenly descended upon Leghorn, and seized
terVitory'Sf

the effects of a large portion of the English merchants, Tuscany,
... T 1 . • 1 i- i- 11 j.r r and seizure

which were sold m open violation 01 all the usages 01 war, ofLepiiom.

which hitherto had respected private property at land, and 26th June,

from their sale he realised twelve millions of francs for the

use of the army. What rendered this outrage more flagrant

was, that it was committed in the territories of a neutral

power, the Grand Duke of Tuscany, from whom he himself 2 Th. viii.

at the time was receiving the most splendid entertainment
^?,^g ^2p.^

at Florence.2 Thus early did Napoleon evince that uncon- m. '222.

querable hatred of English commerce, and that determi- ,
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CHAP, nation to violate the usages of war for its destruction, by
XX. which he was afterwards so strongly actuated, and which

j.gg
had so powerful a share in contributing to his downfall.

The rapine and pillage of the French authorities conse-

Q- quent on this irruption into Tuscany, knew no bounds.
Massacre of " If our administrative conduct," said Napoleon to the

at Lugor°
*

Directory,
" was detestable at Leghorn, our political conduct

towards Tuscany has been no better." His views extended
even further, for on the 25th he wrote to the Directory—
"
Reports are in circulation that the Emperor is dying ;

the Grand Duke of Tuscany, the heir to the throne, will

instantly set out for Vienna. We must anticipate him,
by taking military possession of the whole of Tuscany."
After a short stay at Florence, Napoleon returned to

Bologna, where Augereau took a severe vengeance on the
inhabitants of the village of Lugo, who had taken up arms

against the Republicans, and killed and wounded some
soldiers in a detachment sent for its reduction. The village
was carried by assault, burnt to ashes, and the unfortunate

peasants, to the number of one thousand, were put with
merciless severity to the sword. This terrible example

I gp^^^j. having struck terror into all the inhabitants of that part of

Desp. iith Italy, he returned to the vicinity of Mantua, to superintend

j^y^^*"^
the operations of the siege, which Serrurier was now about

Corresp. to undertake in good earnest, with the battering-train taken

Bo°\72o.'' ^t *he castles of Milan, Urbino, and Ferrara
; but for the

Nap. iii. 225. relief of which place Austria was making the most vigorous
exertions.^

The resolution of Napoleon to stir up a quarrel with

gg
Venice was more and more clearly evinced, as matters

Napoleon's approached a crisis in the north of Italy. On the 25th

sureft"*"*' *^^^y' ^® ^^^ ^ ^''"s ^"'^ confidential conversation with
bring on a Pesaro, the commissioner of that republic ; and such was

Vemce!"^'*''
t^® vehemence of his language, the exaggeration of his

complaints, and the sternness of his manner, that that

commissioner forthwith wrote to the Senate of St Mark
that Avar appeared inevitable. It was in vain that Pesaro

represented,
" that ever since the entrance of the French

into Italy, his government had made it their study to

anticipate all the wishes of the General-in-chief
; that,

if it had not done more, it was solely from inability,
and a desire not to embroil itself with the Imperialists,
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who never ceased to reproach them with their partiality chap.

to France ;
that the Senate would do everj- thing in its

xx.^
power to restrain the public effervescence ;

and that the ~J^~
armaments, so much complained of, were directed as much

against the English and Russians as the French." ^ The i Letter of

determination of Napoleon in regard to the Venetian
J'^'^Napoilon,

Republic is revealed in his secret despatches at this period 26th July.

to the Directory :
" I have seized," said he,

" the citadel of confid.^de

Verona, armed it with the Venetian cannon, and sum- Nap. Hard.

,. , ., , 17- . , lu. 424.

moned the Senate to dissolve its armaments. Venice has

already furnished three millions for the service of the

army ; but, in order to extract more out of it, I have

found myself under the necessity of assuming a menacing

tone towards their commissaries, of exaggerating the

assassinations committed on our troops, of complaining

bitterly of their armaments ; and by these means I com-

pel them, to appease my wrath, to furnish whatever I

desire. This is the only way to deal with such persons, ^^f^^*^ ,,j.

There is not, on the face of the earth, a more perfidious or Napoleon,

cowardly government. I will force them to provide ^"J^ ;;p j

supplies for the army till the fall of Mantua, and then 327..

announce that they must further make good the contribu-

tions fixed in your instructions." ^

No sooner had they received intelligence of the defeat

of Beaulieu, and the retreat of his forces into the Tyrol, gg

than the Aulic Council resolved upon the most energetic Efforts of

measures to repair the disaster. The army of Beaulieu f^l f^'^'^";

retired to Roveredo, where they thrcv up intrenchments relief of

to cover their position, while eight tliousand Tyrolose

occupied the crests of the mountains, which separated the

valley of the Adige from the lake of Guarda. Meanwhile

Marshal Wurmser was detached from the Upper Rhine

with thirty thousand men, to assume the chief command

of the army destined for the relief of Mantua ; which, by
that great reinf(jrcemcnt, and numerous detachments drawn

from the interior, was raised to sixty thousand eflfectivc

troops. These extensive preparations, which were magni-
fied by report, and had roused the aristocratic party

throughout Italy to great exertions, filled Napoleon with

the most lively apprehensions. To oppose them he had

only fifty-five thousand men, of whom fifteen thousand

were engaged in the siege of Mantua, and ten thousand in '
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CHAP, keeping up his communication and maintaining garrisoTis
XX. in the conquered territory ;

so that not above thirty

„ thousand could be relied on for operations in the^eld.

He had incessantly urged the Directory to send him
reinforcements ; but, although eight thousand men from

the army of Kellerman had joined his standard, and
numerous reinforcements from the depots in the interior,

they were barely adequate to repair the losses arising from

that wasteful campaign. Nothing but the greatest ability

on the part of the general, and courage among the soldiers,

could have compensated for this inferiority in numbers
;

but the genius of Napoleon, and the confidence arising
, ^ ... from a series of victories, proved adequate to the task.
1 Jom. via. . ',

'
, . r

302,30.3. His success was mainly owing to the vicious plan of attack

^32^ ^Th^^' adopted by the Austrians, which, like all the others framed

viii. 360. by the Aulic Council, was exposed to defeat from the

division of their forces.^

The waters which descend from the southern ridges of

the Tyrol, unite into two streams, flowing nearly parallel

Description to eacli other, and issuing in the same latitude into the

the't^ f pl^"^ ^^ Lombardy, the Mincio and the Adige. The first

war. forms, in its course, the noble sheet of water called the lake

of Guarda, flows through the plain immortalised by the

genius of Virgil, swells into the lakes which surround

Mantua, and afterwards discharges itself into the Po. The

latter, after descending from the snowy ridges of the

Higher Alps, flows in an open valley to a narrow and pre-

cipitous pass above Verona, next emerges into the open

country, winds in a deep and rocky bed to Legnago, after

which it spreads into vast marshes, and is lost in the dikes

and inundations of Lombardy. Three roads present them-

selves to an enemy proposing to issue from the Tyrol to

the Italian plains :
—The first, turning sharp to the left at

Roveredo, traverses the romantic defiles of the Val Sugana,
and emerges into the open country at Bassano. The second

passes by the upper end of the lake of Guarda, and comes

down by its western shore to Salo and Brescia ; while
2 Th. viii. the third descends the left bank of the Adige, and, after
362 364. . . .

Jom. viii. traversing the gloomy pass of Galliano and Chiusa, reaches
305. Per-

^j^g smiling plains of Italy, a few miles above the town of

vation. Verona.^ The space between the Adige and the lake of

Guarda, though only three leagues broad, is filled by the
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Montebaldo, the precipices of which restrain the river on chap.

the one hand and the lake on the other. In this narrow xx.

and rocky space a road descends between the Adige and
the lake, from Roveredo to the plain. It follows the right
bank of the stream as far as Osteria della Dugana, when,

meeting impracticable precipices, it turns to the right, and

ascends the plateau of Rivoli.

The outlets of all these passes were occupied by the

French troops. Sauret, with only four thousand five

hundred men, was posted at Salo, to guard the western positions of

side of the lake of Guarda, as the road there was not ^nd A^ustH-

accessible to artillery. Massena, with fifteen thousand, an plan of

guarded the great road along the Adige, and occupied the
^"'^''' '

plateau of Rivoli ;
while Despinois, with five thousand,

was in the environs of Verona ; and Augereau, with eight

thousand in reserve, at Legnago. Napoleon himself, with

two thousand horse, took post at Castelnuovo, in order to

be equally near any of the points that might be menaced.

Wurmscr's plan was to make demonstrations only against
Verona and the left of the Adige ;

and to bring down the

bulk of his forces by the Montebaldo and the valley of Salo,

on the opposite sides of the lake of Guarda. For this pur-

pose he detached Quasdanovich, with twenty thousand

men, to go round the upper end of the lake, and descend

upon Salo, while he took the command of forty thousand

himself, whom he distributed on the two roads which

descend the opposite banks of the Adige ;
the one division

was destined to force Carona and the plateau of Rivoli,

while the other was to debouche upon Verona. The whole

columns were in motion by the end of July ;
rumour had

magnified their numbers ; and the partisans of Austria i Jom. viii.

and of tlie aristocratic system were already breaking out
fii'2.-?3^235

into exultation, and anticipating the speedy verification of Th. >iii. 4.

the proverb
—" That Italy was the tomb of the French." ^

In truth, the circumstances of the Republicans were all

but desperate. On the 29th July, the Imperial outposts „,
attacked the French at all points, and every where with And Rroat

success. Massena, vigorously assaulted at three in the
ti"^'i^f,tg'^

morning by superior forces, was driven from the intrench- July 29.

nients of Carona, and retired with loss to Rivoli, from

whence he was glad to escape towards Castelnuovo, upon
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CHAP.
XX.

1796.

' Th. viii.

364, 367.

Join. viii.

312,313.

Nap. iii.

233.

103.

Extreme
peril of Na-

poleon.
He raises

the siege of
Mantua.

31st July.

2 Jom. Tiii.

316. Nap.
iii. 238, 239.

Th. viii. 362,
369. Hard. ^ -^^

ju. 430. columns

finding that the cohimn which followed the left bank of

the Adige was getting in his rear. At the same time, the

Imperialists drove in the Republican posts on the great

road, forced the pass of Chiusa, and appeared before

Verona ; while, on the other side of the lake of Guarda,

Lusignan attacked and carried the town of Salo, and thus

cut off the principal line of retreat towards France. In

this extremit}', Napoleon, for the first time in the whole

campaign, called a council of war. All the officers, with

the exception of Augereau, recommended a retreat behind

the Po
;
but that intrepid chief resolutely held out for

battle. The generals were dismissed without the com-

mander-in-chief having signified his own opinion, but in

the course of the night he formed a resolution which not

only extricated him from his perilous situation, but has

immortalised his name in the annals of war.^

The Austrians, fifty thousand strong, were descending

the opposite banks of the lake of Guarda, and it was evi-

dent that, if they succeeded in enclosing the French army
near Mantua, they would infallibly crush it by their

great superiority of force. But in so doing they exposed

themselves to be attacked and beaten by superior forces in

detail, if the siege of that place were rapidly raised, and

the bulk of the French army thrown first on the one invad-

ing column and then on the other. Napoleon resolved

OH this sacrifice. Orders were immediately dispatched to

Serrurier to raise the siege of Mantua; the division of

Augereau was moved from Legnago across the Mincio
;
and

the French army, with the exception of Massena's division,

concentrated at the lower extremity of the lake of Guarda,

to fall, in the first instance, upon the corps of Quasdanovich,

which already threatened his communications with Milan.

These orders were promptly obeyed. During the night -of

the 31st July, the siege of Mantua was raised, the cannon

spiked, and the stores thrown into the lake, while Napoleon

himself, with the greater part of his army, crossed the

Mincio at Peschiera, and prepared to fall on the Austrian

forces on the western shore of the lake of Guarda. There

not a moment to lose; in a few hours the allied

would be in communication,^ and the French

compelled to fight greatly superior forces in a single field.
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No sooner had Napoleon arrived with his reinforcements, chap.

than he sent forward Aiigereau to clear the road to Milan,
x^-

and ordered Sauret to retake Salo.
1796.

Both expeditions were completely successful ; Brescia

was regained, and the Austrians were driven out of Salo.
j^^

Meanwhile, Napoleon himself, with the brigade of D'Alle- Napoleon

magne, advanced to Lonato ;
and after a violent struggle, offe"'^ve,

drove the Imperialists out of that place, with the loss of and arrests

five hundred prisoners. In these actions Quasdanovich vi^h!

lost few men ;
but his progress was arrested, and, astonished

at finding himself assailed by imposing masses, in a quarter

where he expected to find only the rear of the enemy, he

fell back towards the mountains, to await intelligence of

the operations of .the main body under AVurmser. Mean-

while that brave commander, having dislodged Massena

from his position, advanced to Mantua, into which fortress

he made his triumphal entry on the 1st August. The August 1.

sudden raising of the siege, the abandonment of the equi-

page, the destruction of works which it had cost the

Republicans so long to construct, all conspired to increase

his satisfaction at this event, and promised an easy con-

quest over the retiring remains of the enemy. But, on

the very night of his arrival, he received intelligence of

the check of Quasdanovich, and the capture of Brescia.

Immediately he advanced his columns across the Mincio,

and moved upon Castiglione, with the design of enveloping

the French army with all his forces, while Quasdanovich

resumed the oiFensive, and retook the town of Salo. The

crisis was now approaching : the Austrian armies were

not only in communication, but almost united, while the

Republicans, with inferior forces, lay between them.

Napoleon immediately drew back the divisions of Massena

and Augereau, above twenty tliousand strong, and caused

his whole army to face about : what had been the rear

became the advanced guard. lie put forth more than his

wonted activity and rapidity of movement. Incessantly

on horseback himself, he caused the soldiers, who had

marched all night, to fight all day. Having, by this raf)id g^J^^'xh

countermarch, accumulated the bulk of his forces opposite vm.371, :i72.

to Wurmser, he resolved to deliver himself from that
^gj"- Y,";.,,

formidable adversary by an immediate attack. It was full iu. 432, rsj.

time.^ The Austrians had discovered a passage over the *

VOL. V. O
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CHAP.
XX.

1796.

105.

Battle of
Lonato.
3d August.

1 Nap, iii.

242. Jom.
viii. 320.

Viet, et

Conq. vi.

244, 246.

106.

Glorious
efforts of

Augereau at

Castiglione.

Mincio, and driven the French from Castiglione, where they
had already begun to intrench themselves.

On the 3d August, Napoleon advanced, with twenty-five
thousand men, upon Lonato, while Augereau moved
towards Castiglione. The first attack of the Republicans

upon the former town was unsuccessful
;

their light

troops were thrown into confusion ; General Pegion, with
three pieces of artillery, captured by the enemy, and
Lonato taken. Upon this, the French general put himself
at the head of his soldiers, and formed the centre into one
formidable mass

; while the Imperialists were extending
themselves towards Salo, in the double view of enveloping
the French, and opening a communication with Quasda-

novich, whose artillery was already heard in that direction.

Napoleon immediately perceived the error of his adversary,
and made a desperate charge, with a column of infantry

supported by cavalry, upon his centre, which, being
weakened for the extension of the wings, speedily gave

way. Lonato was retaken by assault, and the Austrian

army cut asunder. One part of it effected its retreat

under Bayalitch to the Mincio, but the other, which was

moving towards Salo, finding itself irrecoverably separated
from the main body, endeavoured to eifect a junction with

Quasdanovich at Salo
; but Guyeux, with a division of

French, already occupied that place ;
and the fugitive

Austrians, pressed between the dragoons of Junot, who
assailed their rear, and the infantry at Salo, who stopped
their advance, disbanded, and sustained a loss of three

thousand prisoners, and twenty pieces of cannon.^

While the Austrians were experiencing these disasters

at Lonato, Augereau, on the right, had maintained an
obstinate engagement at Castiglione. There the Republi-
cans were the assailants, and the object of the French

general was to make himself master of Castiglione, the key
to the French position in that quarter. "With this view he
had detached General Robert, with a regiment of the line,

to gain, by a long circuit, the rear of the enemy ; while

General Pelletier, with two battalions, turned their right,

and Augereau himself, at the head of the main body of his

forces, advanced direct against the Austrian position in the

plain. The Austrians made a stout resistance
;
but being

at length compelled to give ground, they were thrown into
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confusion by the sudden apparition of Robert's two bat- chap.

talioiis, which sprung out of an ambuscade in their rear. xx.

Taking advantage of this disorder, Augereau pushed on to
^.^^^

gain the bridge of Castiglione, an indispensable prelimi-

nary to the capture of the town of the same name. But

the Austrians, under Liptay, having brought up their

reserve, returned to the charge with the most determined

resistance ;
and it was only by the most heroic efforts, in

which Augereau exposed his person like a simple grena-

dier, that the bridge was at length carried, and the enemy
driven back into the town, which the victors entered pell-

mell with the vanquished. The Austrians at length retired

towards Mantua, entirely evacuating the town, after hav-

ing sustained a loss of two thousand men ;
and before they

had proceeded far they met the reinforcements which

Wurmser was bringing up to their relief. This despe-
|^vict.

et

rate strife first drew Napoleon's notice to the determined 246"l49.'

character of Augereau, whose title was afterwards taken
^f^- '^^

from it ;
and he frequently reminded him in later days, iu. i242.

when wishing to rouse him to extraordinary efforts,
" De

ses beaux jours de Castiglione."
^

As it was evident that the Austrian veteran was still

disposed to contend for the empire of Italy in a pitched ^^^

battle, Napoleon deemed it indispensable to clear his rear Surrenderor

of Quasdanovich before engaging in it. On the following ^^ft;fSt""

day he employed himself in collecting and organising poieon's

his forces at Lonato, with a view to the decisive conflict ; 1200 men.

while, by moving two divisions against Quasdanovich,

whose troops were now exhausted by fatigue, he com-

pelled him to remount the Val Sabbia towards Riva. A
singular event at this time took place, highly character-

istic both of the extraordinarily intersected situation of

the two armies, and of the presence of mind and good
fortune of Napoleon. He had arrived at Lonato to expe-
dite the movement of his forces in the opposite directions

where their enemies were to be found
; and, from the

dispersion which he had ordered, only twelve hundred

men remained at headquarters. Before he had been long

there, he was summoned to surrender by a corps of four

thousand Austrians, who had already occupied all the

avenues by which retreat was possible. They consisted

of a part of the troops of Bayalitch, which, having been
*
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CHAP, defeated in its attempts to effect a junction with Quasda-
^^-

novich, was now, in desperation, endeavouring to regain

j-yy
the remainder of the army on the Mincio. Napoleon made
his numerous staif mount on horseback ; and, having
ordered the officer bearing the flag of truce to be brought
before him, directed the bandage to be ta,ken from his eyes,
and immediately told the astonished Austrian, that he was
in tlie middle of the French army, and in presence of its

general-in-chief, and that unless they laid down their arms
in ten minutes, he would put them all to the sword. The

officer, deceived by the splendid cortege by which he was

surrounded, returned to his division, and recommended a
1 Nap. iii. surrender

; and the troops, cut off from their companions,
Th!vui! and exhausted by fatigue and disaster, laid down their

^\h „:^?™- arms. When they entered the town, they had the mortifi-
vm. 32b, . r 11, -11
327. Bot. i. cation 01 discovering not only that they had capitulated to

et Coi7''^vi
^ third of their numbers, but missed the opportunity of

250,251. making prisoner the conqueror who had filled the world

with his renown.^

On the following day both parties prepared for a decisive

108 engagement. The Imperialists under Wurmser were
Both parties tweiity-five thousand strong, the corps of Quasdanovich,

a deeisfve"^ and that which blockaded Peschiera, being detached, and
battle. unable to take any part in the battle

;
the French about

twenty-three thousand. Both parties were drawn up in

the plain at right angles to the mountains, on which each

rested a wing ;
the French right was uncovered, while the

Imperialists' left was supported by the mill of Medola.

Augereau commanded the centre, Massena the left, Verdier
2 jom. viii. the right ;

but the principal hopes of Napoleon were rested

viu! 37!''
on the division of Serrurier, which had orders to march all

379. Vict,
night, and fall, when the action was fully engaged, on the

252,255.^^ rear of the enemy. The soldiers on both sides were ex-
5th Aug. hausted with fatigue, but all felt that on the result of this

contest depended the fate of Italy.^

Wurmser fell into the same error as Bayalitch had done

,og
in the preceding engagement, that of extending his right

Battle uf along the heights, in order to open a communication with
"^ ''''"

Quasdanovich, who was within hearing of his artillery.

To favour this movement. Napoleon drew back his left,

while at the same time he accumulated his forces against

the Austrians' right ;
Marmont with a powerful battery
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of heavy artillery, thundered against the post of Medola, chap.

which Verdier, with three battalions of grenadiers, speedily
^^•

carried. At the same time, General Fiorilla, who com- ^g^
manded the division of Serrurier, drawn oflF from Mantua,
came up in rear of the Austrians, and completed their

confusion by a vigorous attack, which had wellnigh
carried oiF Wurmser himself. Seeing the decisive moment

arrived. Napoleon ordered a general charge by all his

forces ;
and the Austrians, pressed in front by Augereau

and Massena, threatened in rear by Fiorilla, and turned on

their left by Verdier, fell back at all points. The excessive

fatigue of the Republican troops prevented their pursuing
the broken enemy far, who fell back behind the Mincio,
with the loss of two thousand killed and wounded, one

thousand prisoners, and twenty pieces of cannon. This

action, the importance of which is not to be estimated

by the number of troops engaged, was decisive of the fate

of Italy. With a view to prevent Wurmser from reas-

sembling his scattered forces, Napoleon, on the following

day, sent Massena to raise the siege of Peschiera, and, Aug. 6.

after an obstinate engagement, he succeeded in routing the

Austrian division before that place, with the loss of ten

pieces of cannon, and five hundred prisoners. In this

action a young colonel particularly distinguished himself,
named Suchet, afterwards Duke of Albufera. At the

same time Napoleon advanced to Verona, which the Aus-

trians abandoned on his approach ; and Massena, after ^^^ ^
some sharp skirmishing, resumed his old positions at Rivoli * Nap.ui.

and the Montebaldo ;
while Wurmser, having re victualled j„n'irviii.

Mantua, and raised its garrison to fifteen thousand men, 331,:j35.

composed chiefly of fresh troops, resumed his former 379'.

station at Koveredo, and in the fastnesses of the Tyrol.i

By this expedition Wurmser had relieved Mantua, and

supplied it with a garrison of fresh troops ; but he had
lost nearly twenty thousand men, and sixty pieces of Result of

cainion
;
and the spirit of his soldiers was, by fatigue, ^l"**" '"^",

mi ft ' tions, and

defeat, and disaster, completely broken. The great successes causes cf

wliich attended the French arms, are main] v to be ai^crilied *'i'^_ ^^^^^''^Usuccess*

to the extraordinary vigour, activity, and talent, displayed

by their general-in-chief. The Austrian plan of attack was
founded on an undue confidence in their own powers ;

they thought the main body under Wurmser would bo •
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CHAP, able to defeat the French army, and raise the siege of
XX. Mantua, while the detachment under Quasdanovich would

cut oflF their retreat : and it must be admitted, in favour

of this plan, that it was on the point of being attended

with complete success
;
and against a general and troops

of less resolution, unquestionably would have been so.

When opposed, however, to the vigour and activity of

Napoleon, it offered the fairest opportunity for decisive

defeat. The two coi'ps of the Imperialists could commu-
nicate only by Roveredo and the upper end of the lake of

Guarda, a circuit of above sixty miles
;
while the French,

occupying a central station between them, at its southern

extremity, were enabled, though on the whole inferior, by
a great exertion of activity, to bring a superior force, first

against the one and then against the other. Their successes,

however, were dearly purchased : above seven thousand
1 Nap. iii. men hnd been killed and wounded

;
Wurmser carried with

Th' viu h^^^ three thousand prisoners into the Tyrol ; and the

381. whole siege equipage of Mantua had fallen into the hands

of the enemy, or been lost.^

The democratic party in all the Italian towns were

thrown into transports of joy at this success; and the

Blockade of rejoicings among them at Milan, Bologna, and Modena,

suraed'^'^*'
^'^^'^ proportioned to the terror with which they had

Formation formerly been inspired. But Napoleon, judging more

llgioiu°^*^ accurately
of his position, and seeing the siege of Mantua

was to be commenced anew, while "Wurmser, with forty

thousand men, was still on the watch in the Tyrol, deemed

prudence and precaution more than ever necessary. He
did not attempt, therefore, to collect a second battering

train for the siege of that fortress, but contented himself

with a simple blockade, in maintaining which during the

autumnal months, his troops became extreniely sickly,

from the pestilential atmosphere of its marshes. To the

powers in the southern parts of the Peninsula who had,

during the temporary success of the Austrian s, given

indication of hostile designs, he wrote in the most menac-

ing strain ;
the King of Naples was threatened with an

attack from seventy thousand French if he violated the

armistice ;
the Papal legate obtained pardon for a revolt

at Ferrara only by the most abject submission
;
the

Venetians were informed that he was aware of their
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armaments, though he still kept up negotiations, and chap.
continued to live at their expense ; while the King of xx.

Piedmont received commands to complete the destruction

of the guerilla parties which infested the mountainous

parts of his dominions. To the Milanese, on the other

hand, who had remained faithful to France during its

transient reverses, he wrote in the most flattering terms,
and gave them leave to raise troops for their common
defence against the Imperial forces. The most ardent of the

youth of Lombardywere speedily enrolled underthe Repuh- i Nap. m.
lican banners : but a more efficient force was formed out of £?'' -?i^-

the Poles, who, since the last partition of their unhappy 382,384.

country, had wandered without a home through Europe, Hard' iu^*'

and now flocked in such numbers to the Italian standard, 346.

as to lay the foundation of the Polish legion, which after-

wards became so renowned in the Imperial wars.^

The troops on both sides remained in a state of repose
for three weeks after this terrible struggle, during which
"Wurmser was assiduously employed in reorganising and Wurmser

recruiting his forces, while Napoleon received considerable ^f^™
^'*'

,

reinforcements from the army of Kellerman and the the French

interior of France. The numbers on both sides were, at lo^meet"^'^

the end of August, nearly equal ; "Wurmser's army having 'lini.

been raised to nearly fifty thousand men, by additions

from the hereditary states, and Napoleon's to the same
amount by the junction of Kellerman's forces.* Untaught
by former disasters, of the imprudence of forming plans
at a distance for the regulation of their armies, the Aulic
Council again framed and transmitted to Wurmser a plan
for the expulsion of the French from the line of the

Adige. According to this design, he was to leave twenty
thousand men under Davidovich, to guard Roveredo and
the valley of the Adige, and descend himself, with thirty

thousand, by the gorges of the Brenta to Bassano, and so
39^^;q^'""

reach the plains of Padua. Thus, notwithstanding their Nap! Ui.ssc,

former di.sasters, they were about again to commit the Xon'
*'•

same error, of dividing their force into two columns, while 268,272.'

Napoleon occupied a central position
2
equidistant from

• The sick and wounded in the French army at this period were no less
than tifteen thousand.— Confidential Despatch, 25tA August.—Corrcsp. Conf.
i. 441.
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CHAP, both
;
with this difference, that, instead of a lake, they

XX. had now a mass of impassable mountains between them.

Napoleon, at the same time, resolved to resume the

offensive, in order to prevent any detachments from the

Napoleon Imperial army into Bavaria, where the Archduke Charles
resumes the

.^^.^g now Severely pressed by Moreau. The two armies

broke up at the same time, Wurmser descending the

Brenta, and Napoleon ascending the Adige. Foreseeing
the possibility of a descent upon Mantua during bis

absence, the French general left Kilmaine, with three

thousand men, to occupy Legnago and Verona, while ten

thousand still maintained the blockade of Mantua, and he

himself, with thirty thousand, ascended the Tyrol by the

two roads on the banks of the Adige, and that on the

western side of the lake of Guarda. The French were the

3d Sept. first to commence operations. Early in September, Vau-

bois, %v'ith the division of Sauret, ascended the lake, and,

after several combats, reached Tortola, at its upper extre-

mity. On the same day Napoleon, with the divisions of

Massena and Augereau, arrived in front of the advanced

posts of the Austriaus at Serravalle, on the Adige, and on

4-th Sept. the following day attacked their position. The Imperialists

1 Th. yih. stood firm
;
but Napoleon sent out a cloud of light troops

394,396. Qjj ^he heights on either side of their columns, and, the
Nap. ui. 2d9. °

, 11-
Bot. i. 460. moment they began to waver, he made so vigorous a
Vict, et

charge alonsr the chaussee with the hussars, that the Aus-
Conq. Ti. o o

. i i -n i t
274,280. trians were driven back in confusion, and the Kepublicans

entered Roveredo pell-mell with the fugitives.^

Davidovich rallied his broken divisions in the defile of

Galliano, a formidable pass on the banks of the Adige,

Defeat of formed where the precipices of the Alps approach so
Davidovich

closely to the river that there is only the breadth of four

ano. hundred toises left between them. An old castle, which

the Austrians had strengthened and mounted with cannon,

was placed at the edge of the precipice, and a ruined wall

stretched across the gorge, from the foot of the rocks to

the margin of the stream. Napoleon threw his light

troops on the mountains upon his own right, placed a

battery, which commanded the Austrian cannon, and

forming a close column of ten battalions, precipitated

them along the high-road upon the enemy. Nothing
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eould withstand their impetuosity ;
the Imperialists were chap.

routed ; horse, foot, and cannon rushed in confusion ^X-

through the narrow defile in their rear
;
and the Republi- j^gg

can cavalry, charging furiously along the chaussee, drove 5th Sept.

them, in the utmost disorder, towards Trent. Seven hun-
ga^l'lgj"-

dred prisoners and fifteen pieces of cannon fell into the Th! viu.

hands of the victors ;
and on the following day Napoleon p/^g^n^

entered that city, the capital of the Italian Tyrol, while observation,

the discomfited remains of Davidovich's corps retired

behind the Lavis.^

The intelligence of this disaster, so far from stopping,

only accelerated the march of Wurmser through the defiles ,,5

of the Brenta. He now imagined that Napoleon intended Napoleon

to penetrate by Brixen and the Brenner into Germany, again°r^

in order to co-operate with Moreau in the plains of Wurmser.

Bavaria ;
and the Austrian veteran immediately conceived

the bold design of hastening, with his whole disposable

force, down the Val Sugana into the plain of Bassano,

turning rapidly to the right, seizing upon Verona, and

both raising the siege of Mantua and preventing the

return of Napoleon into Italy. The French general, who,

by treachery at the Austrian head-quarters, was uniformly

put in possession of his adversary's plans before they
could be executed, immediately perceived the danger
which would result from this measure on the part of the

enemy, and resolved to oppose it by another, equally

bold, on his own side. This was, to leave the division

of Vaubois alone in the Tyrol to make head against Davi-

dovich, and descend himself, with twenty-four thousand

men, the defiles of the Brenta, and attack Wurmser before

he had got round to Verona. In doing this, he ran the

risk, it is true, of being himself shut up in the terrible

defiles of the Val Sugana, surrounded by precipices and
3 ^^ ^...

peaks of a stupendous elevation, between Wurmser in 399. Nap.

front and Davidovich in rear ;
but he trusted to the reso-

Ha/d.^m.

lution of his troops to overcome every obstacle, and hoped, 448.

by driving his antagonist back on the Adige, to compel
his whole force to lay down their arms.^

At break of day on the 6th, the French troops were in

motion ;
from the valley of the Trent they soon surmount-

ed the ridge whicli forms its eastern boundary, and,

descending the torrent of the Val Sugana, they reached
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Borgo di Val Sugana at night, after having marched ten

leagues. On the following morning they continued their

march, and at the entrance of the narrow defiles, came up
with the Austrian rearguard, strongly posted near Primo-
lano. Napoleon put in practice the same manoeuvre which
had succeeded so well at Galliano, covering the mountains
on either side with his tirailleurs, and forming a close

column of infantry to attack the pass along the high-road.

Nothing could resist the impetuosity of the French troops.
The Austrians, who were greatly inferior in number,

being only the rearguard of the main force, were routed

with the loss of two thousand prisoners and nine pieces of

cannon. The fugitives were pursued as far as Cesmona,
where headquarters were established. Napoleon, in his

eagerness to pursue the enemy, outrode all his suite, and

passed the night alone, wrapped in his cloak, on the

grour.d, in the midst of a regiment of infantry who
bivouacked round the town. A private soldier shared

with him his rations, and reminded him of it, after he
became Emperor, in the camp at Boulogne.^
On the same day in which this action took place in the

gorges of the Val Sugana, the advanced guard of Wurmser,
under Mezaros, had reached Verona, and was already skir-

mishing with the posts of the Republicans on the fortifica-

tions which had been erected round that city, when they
were recalled to make head against the terrible enemy
which had assailed their rear. Wurmser collected all his

forces at Bassano to endeavour to bar the passage, and
throw the French back into the defiles

;
the heavy infan-

try and artillery were placed on a strong position in front

of the town and round its mouldering towers, while six

battalions of light troops occupied the opening of the val-

ley into the plain. These were speedily overthrown, and
the divisions of Massena and Augereau, emerging from
the defiles, found themselves in presence of a brilliant

force of twenty thousand men, with a powerful artillery,
drawn up in battle array. But the Austrians, discouraged

by repeated defeats, made but a feeble resistance. Massena

speedily routed them on the right, while Augereau broke

them on the left : the fugitives rushed in confusion into

the town, where they were immediately followed by the

victorious troops,^ who made four thousand prisoners, and
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captured thirty pieces of cannon, besides almost all the chap.

baggage, pontoons, and ammunition of the army. xx.

During the confusion of this defeat the Austrians got j^gg

separated from each other ; Quasdanovich, with three
jjg

thousand men, was thrown back towards Friuli, wliile He throws

Wurniser, with sixteen thousand, took the road to Mantua, ji^^tul"^'"

The situation of tlie veteran marshal was all but desperate :

Masscna was pressing his rear, while Porto Legnago and

Verona were both in the hands of the enemy, and the loss

of all his pontoons at Bassano rendered it impossible to

pass the Adige but at one or other of these places. Fortu-

nately for him, the battalion which occupied Porto Legnago
had been withdrawn to Verona during the attack on

that place, and the one destined to replace it had not yet
arrived. By a rapid march he reached that town before

the Republicans, and thus got his troops across the Adige.

Napoleon, following his prey with breathless anxiety,

no sooner discovered that the passage at Legnago was

secured, than he pushed Massena across the river to Cerra,

in order to cut him from the road to Mantua. But the

Austrians fought with the courage of despair, and their

cavalry, five thousand strong, who were unbroken, and

whose spirit had not suffered by disaster, proved irresist-

ible to their enemies. Napoleon himself, who had come up
during the engagement, had great difficulty in saving him-

self by flight ;
and Wurmser, who arrived a few minutes

after, deemed himself so secure of his antagonist, that he ^ Th. viu.

recommended to his dragoons to take him alive. Having iii. 270.
"^

missed so brilliant a stroke, the old marshal continued his ?°'-*-.1?5-
. . T 1 /• • 1

Hard. m.
march, passed the INIollenilla, cut to pieces a body of eiglit 447.449.

hundred infantry which endeavoured to interrupt his pro- ^^^'^ '^^^

gress, and entered Mantua in a species of triumph which 83,84.

threw a ray of glory over his long series of disasters.^

Encouraged by these successes, he still endeavoured to

keep the field with twenty thousand infantry and five
^,g

thousand horse, and soon after his cuirassiers destroyed a where iic is

regiment of light infantry at Due Castelle. But tin's was
tl,'" French.

the termination of his transient gleam of prosperity.

Napoleon brought up the greater part of his forces, and

soon after Augereau stormed Porto Legnago, and made

prisoners a thousand men, and fifteen pieces of cannon
;
a

stroke which, by depriving Wurmser of the means of '
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CHAP, passing the Adige, threw him back on Mantua. On the

XX. 19th, he was attacked by the divisions of Augereau and

Massena with an equal force. The Austrian cavalry at

first drove back Augereau, and the battle seemed for a time

doubtful ;
but a vigorous charge by Massena in the centre

restored affairs, and Wurmser was at length repulsed into

Mantua, with the loss of three thousand men and twenty

pieces of cannon. Two days afterwards, he threw a bridge

over the Po, and attacked Governolo, one of the fortresses

erected by the French at the termination of the dikes, with

the design of cutting his way through to the Adige ;
but

he was repulsed with the loss of six hundred men and

four pieces of cannon
;
and in the beginning of October,

Kilmaine resumed his old lines round the town, and the

Austrians were shut in on every side withm its walls.

1 Nap. iii. Wurmser killed the horses of his numerous and splendid
273.

_Bot.i. cavalry, salted their carcasses, and made every preparation

Th.' Tiii. for a vigorous defence : while Napoleon dispatched his

405 Vict,
aide-de-camp, Marmont,* afterwards Duke of Ragusa,

et Conq. vu. '- '
'. . . .i

82,86. with the standards taken m these glorious actions, to lay

at the feet of the French government.^

By the result of these conflicts the Austrian army in the

field was reduced from fifty thousand to fifteen thousand

Kesufts'of men, of whom twelve thousand, under Davidovich, had

ticmr^'^^"
taken refuge in the defiles leading to Mount Brenner,

while three thousand, under Quasdanovich, were in the

mountains of Friuli. Wurmser, it is true, had brought
sixteen thousand into Mantua ;

but this force, accumulated

in a besieged and unhealthy town, was of no real service

» Aus\iste Frederic de Marmont was born at Cbatillon sur Seine on 20th

July 1774. His father, who belonged to an old and respectable military

r.arly history family, had himself followed the profession of arms and he destined his

of Marmont. son, from bis earliest years, to the same. At the e.arly age of fifteen, he
received his commission as sub-lieutenant in a regiment of infantry; and

was transferred, in January 1792, into one of artillery. He made bis first

essay in arms in The campaign of 1792, when he was attached to the army
of the Alps. In 1792 he served at the siege of Toulon, and bis skill in

gunnery there first attracted the notice of Napoleon. He subsequentl..

accompanied the future emperor to P.iris, and shared in bis disgrace after

the 9th Thermidor. Having afterwards got employment with the army of

the Rhine, he distinguished himself at the combat of Monbach and several

lesser affairs, in which he commanded, under Desaix, the artillery of the

advanced guard. After the armistice in December 1795 had terminated

active operations on the Rhine, he returned to Paris, where Napoleon had
now risen into high favour with governnient. in consequence of the suppres-
sion of the revolt of the Sections ; imd from him he obtained the situation of

aide-de-camp, which be held through all the Italian campaigns. Overflowing
with courage, he was with the advanced guard of cavalry which crossed the
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during the remcainder of tlie campaign, and rather, by in- chap.

creasing the number of useless mouths within the place,
xx.

accelerated the period of its ultimate surrender. Before

the end of October, ten thousand of the garrison were in

the hospitals, so that the besieged were unable either to

make any use of their superfluous numbers, or get quit of 450^"^ Nap.
the unserviceable persons who consumed their scanty pro-

"»• 2T3.

visions. But these successes, great as they were, had not Th.ui.40ti.'

been purchased without a very heavy loss to the French
^''*^*- ^\.

army, who, in these actions, were weakened by above fifteen 86, 88.

thousand men, in killed, wounded, and prisoners.^

Both parties remained in inactivity for a considerable

time after these exhausting efforts, during which the
jg,

Austrians were energetically employed in repairing their Vast efforts

losses, and the Republicans in drawing forces from the to re°cmif
^^

other side of the Alps. They took advantage of the delay
their forces.

to organise revolutionary powers throughout all the north

of Italy. Bologna and Ferrara were united under a provi-
sional government ; Republican forces and Jacobin clubs

established, and all the machinery of democracy put in full

operation ; Modena was revolutionised, the old govern-
ment replaced by a popular assembly, and French troops
admitted within its walls ;

while legions ofnational guards
were organised throughout the whole of Lombardy. But

more efficient auxiliaries were approaching. Twelve bat-

talions from the army of La Vendee, besides the remainder

of the forces of Kellerman, joyfully crossed the Alps, happy
to exchange the scene of utter penury and inglorious war-

fare, for the luxurious quarters and shining achievements

of the Italian army. -In the end of October, Alvinzi, who
had assumed the command of the army in Friuli, had

assembled forty tliousand men under his standards
;
while

river above Lodi, and had his horse shot under him on tliat occasion ;

notwithstanding which, he captured the first gun which was taken in that
terrible combat, for which he received a sabre of honour. At the battle of

Castiglione he also distinguished himself; and so brilliant were the services
which he rendered during the actions at .\rcola, that Napoleon selected
liiin to bear the standards taken to the Directory at Paris. ^ He became zBiographie
marshal of France, and shared Largely in the glories and dangers of Napo- dcs Contem-
leon's campaigns. He was a most able general, and, in the movements of Plains, xt.

a campaign, second to none of the emperor's lieutenants, though on the
^ '

field of battle he had not the daring of Mnrat, or the cool detemimation of
Davoust. Defeated at Salamanca by Wellington, be had afterwards the
misfortune to be twice compelled to sign a capitulation of Paris, Rut his

reputation has survived these rude .sliocks; and his Travels in the East

prove, that to the eye of a general he united the accomplishments of a
'

scholar, and the heart of a philanthropist.
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8th Oct.

the corps of Davidovieh was raised, by the junction of a

large body ofthe Tyrolese militia, a force admirably adapted
for mountain warfare, to eighteen thousand men. To

oppose this mass of assailants, Napoleon had twelve thou-

sand men under Vaubois, on the Lavis, in front of Trent ;

twenty thousand on the Brenta and the Adige observing

Alvinzi,and ten thousand guarding the lines round Mantua.

The disproportion, therefore, was very great in every quar-

ter, and Napoleon, justly alarmed at his situation, and

chagrined at the Directory for not putting a larger force at

his disposal, wrote to the government that he was about to

lose the whole of his Italian conquests.^
The Austrian preparations being completed, Alvinzi, on

the 1st November, threw two bridges over the Piave, and

advanced against Massena, whose headquarters were at

Bassano. At the approach of the Imperialists in such

superior force, the French fell back to Viceuza, and Napo-
leon hastened, with the division of Augereau, and the

reserve, to their support. On the 6th, a general battle took

place. Massena overthrew the Austrian left, commanded

by Provera and Liptay, and drove them with loss over the

Brenta
;
while Napoleon himself defeated the right, under

Quasdanovich, and would have carried the town of Bas-

sano, which the Imperialists occupied in force, had not

HoHENZOLLERN, who advanced at the head of the Austrian

reserve, made good the place till niglitfall. But early on

the following morning, the general received intelligence

from Vaubois,2 in the Tyrol, which not only interrupted

• Napoleon's letter was in these terms :—" Mantua cannot be reduced
before the middle of February; you will perceive from that how critical

our situation is ; and our political system is, if possible, still worse. Peace
with Naples is indispensable; an alliance with Genoa and Turin necess.iry.
Lose no time in talcing the people of Lombardy, Modena, Bologna, and

Ferrara, under your protection, and, above all, send reinforcements. The
Emperor has thrice reformed his array since the commencement of the

campaign. Every thing is going wrong in Italy ; the prestige of our forces

is dissipated ; the enemy now count our ranks. It is indispensable that you
take into your instant consideration the critical situation of the ItaUan

army, and forthwith secure it friends both among kings and people. The
influence of Rome is incalculable; you did wrong in breaking with that

power ; I would have temporised witli it, as we have done with Venice and
Genoa. Whenever the general in Italy is not the (-entre of negotiation as

well as military operations, the greatest risks will be incurred. You may
ascribe this language to ambition ; but I am satiated with honours, and my
health is so broken, that I must implore you to give vae a successor.—I can
no longer sit on horseback ; my courage alone is unshaken. Every thing
was ready for the explosion at Genoa; but Faypoult thouglit it expedient
to delay. We must conciliate Genoa till the new order of things is more

fii-mly established."— Con/den*. Despatches Oct. 8, 1796, ii. 92, 93.
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his career of success, but rendered an immediate retreat ou chap.
the part of the whole Republican army unavoidable. xx.

In obedience to the orders he had received, that general, j.gg

ou the same day on which the Austrians crossed the Piave, ,

commenced an attack on their position on the Lavis ; but Defeat of

he was not only received with the utmost intrepidity, but
thThij'perf-

worsted in the encounter, and his forces havinsf fallen into aiists.
TNI 1

confusion in the course of their retreat through the nar-
"^' '

row valley, he was driven back in disorder, through the

town of Trent, to the defile of Galliano, with the loss of

four thousand men. There he made a stand
; but Davido-

vich, having caused a large part of his forces to cross to

the right bank of the Adige, passed that post, and was

moving rapidly down on Montebaldo and Rivoli, so as to

threaten his communications with Verona, and the re- iNap. iii.

mainder of the army. Nothing was left for Vaubois but
^48,

349.

to retire in haste towards Verona, which was seriously 453^ 455.'

menaced by the increasing forces of the Tyrolese army ; ^'"^*-
^^..

while their progress on the Montebaldo could only be 1S5, 189.

*

arrested by bringing up Joubert in the utmost haste from
the lines of Mantua.^

No sooner was this disastrous intelligence received by
Napoleon than he drew back his whole force through
Vicenza to Verona

;
while Alvinzi, who was himself pre- Napoleon

paring to retire, after his check on the preceding day, ^If^^^^
immediately resumed the oflfensive. Napoleon in person the plateau

proceeded, witli such troops as he could collect, in the
°*'^'^"^- •

utmost haste to the Montebaldo, where he found the divi-

sion of Vaubois all assembled on the plateau of Rivoli,
and so much reinforced as to be able to withstand an
attack. He here deemed it necessary to make a severe

example of the regiments whose panic had so nearly

proved fatal to the army. Collecting the troops into a

circle, he addressed them, with a severe tone, in these

words—"
Soldiers, I am displeased with you. You have

evinced neither discipline, nor valour, nor constancy.
You have allowed yourselves to be chased from positions
where a handful of resolute men might have arrested an

army. Soldiers of the 39tli and 85th, you are no longer
French soldiers. Chief of the staff, cause it to be written

on their standards, J'fiey arc no longer of the Army of ,

Italy." These terrible words, pronounced with a menac-
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CHAP, ing voice, filled these brave regiments with consternation.
XX. The laws of discipline could not restrain the sounds of

ij9(j grief which burst from their ranks. They broke their

array, and, crowding round the general, entreated that he
would lead them into action, and give them an opportu-

350^^ Th. ^^^y ^^ showing whether they were not of the army of
viii. 455. Italy. Napoleon consoled them by some kind expressions,

cinq.^'vu. ^"*1) feigning to yield to their prayers, promised to suspend
i9i-iy<j. the order. A few days after, they behaved with uncom-

mon gallantry, and regained their place in his esteem.^

Notwithstanding his check on the Brenta, the operations

,25
of Alvinzi had hitherto been crowned with the most bril-

Returns to liant success. He had regained possession of the whole of

and /s'^there
^^^^ Italian Tyrol, and of all the plain of Italy between

defeated. that river and the Adige. But the most difficult part still

remained, which was to pass the latter stream in the face

of the enemy, and effect a junction with the right wing,
under Davidovich, which had achieved such important
advantages. lie followed the retiring columns of the

Republicans, who took a position on the heights of Cal-

diero, determined to defend the road to Verona to the very
uttermost. Napoleon arrived there from the Montebaldo,
on the evening of the 10th, and resolved to attack Alvinzi

Nov. 11. on the following day, who had occupied a strong position

directly in front, his left resting on the marshes of Areola,
and his right on the heights of Caldiero and the village
of Colognola. Massena was directed to attack the right,
which appeared the most accessible, and his advanced

guard succeeded in ascending an eminence, surmounted by
a mill, which the Austrian general had neglected to occu-

py ; but the Imperialists, returning in force, regained the

post, and made the brigade prisoners. The action conti-

nued the remainder of the day along the whole line, with-

out decisive success to either party ;
but the rain, which

fell in torrents, and the mud which clogged their wheels,

prevented the French artillery from being brought up to

ss^''^ Th ^^66* the fire of the Austrian cannon, which, in position,
viii. 457. thundered with terrible effect upon the Republican

ConVvu columns. AVearied and dispirited, they drew back at

194, 195. night, yielding, for the first time in the campaign, the

victory in a pitched battle to their enemies.^

The situation of Napoleon was now, to all appearance,
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utterly desperate. He had been weakened by the loss of chap.

four thousand men under Vaubois, and three thousand in ^^
the recent actions with Alvinzi ;

his troops, dispirited by "TrsitT"

these disasters, had lost much of their confidence and
jgg

courage, and a depressing feeling of the great strength of Perilous

the enemy had entered every breast. The army, it was
NipoVeon!

true, had still the advantage of a central position at

Verona, in the midst of their enemies
;
but they could

resume the oflFensive in no direction with any appearance
of success. In the north they were arrested by the defiles

of the Tyrol ;
in the east by the position of Caldiero,

known by recent experience to be impregiiable ;
in the

south the blockading force was hardly able to make head

against the frequent sorties of the garrison of Mantua.

The peril of their situation was rapidly and fully perceived

by the French soldiers, more capable than any others in

Europe of judging of the probable course of events, and

extremely susceptible of strong impressions; and it re-

quired all the art of the general, aided by the eloquence i Th. viu.

of his lieutenants, to hinder them from sinking under NaVfu."

their misfortunes. Napoleon wrote in the most despond- 356,3.57.

iug terms to the Directory, but in public he assumed the
coIlq.^ii.

appearance of confidence
;
and the wounded in the city, iss, i9ti.

hearing of the peril of the army, began to issue, with their

wounds yet unhealed, from the hospitals.^
*

But the genius of Napoleon did not desert him in this

eventful crisis. Without communicating his design to any j,.,

one, he ordered the whole army to be under arms at night- iiis new

fall, on the 14th November, and they began their march '^'^^'S"^-

in three columns, crossed the Adige and took the road to

• The gloomy anticipations of Napoleon at this period are strongly
depicted in the following interesting secret despatch to the Directory :

—
" If the events I hare to recount are not propitious, you will not ascribe it

to the army; its inferiority, and the exhaustion of its brave men, give me
every reason to fear for it. Perhaps we are on the eve of losing Italy.
None of the promised succours have arrived ; they are all arrested at Lyons
or Marseilles. The activity of our government at the commencement of
the war can alone give you an idea of the energy of the Court of Vienna ;

hardly a day elapses that they do not receive five thousand men, and for two
montlis I have only been joined by a single batt.ilion. I do my duty; the

army does its part: my soul is lacerated, but my conscience is at ease. I

never received a fourth part of the succours which the Minister of War
announces in his despatches.

"
To-day I shall allow the troops to repose; but to-morrow we shall

renew our operations. I despair of preventing the raising the blockade of

Mantua; should th.at disaster arrive, we shall soon be behind the .Addsu if

not over the Alps. The wounded arc few, but they are the fliic of the ,

army. Our best officers are struck down
;
the armj of Italy, reduced to a

VOL. V. P
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CHAP.
XX.

1796.

1 Th. viii.

461. Nap.
iii. 357.

128.

He moves
down the

Adige, to

turn the

position of
Caldiero by
Areola.

Milan. The hour of departure, the route, the universal

ignorance in regard to their destination, all inspii-ed the

belief that they were about to retreat, and relinquish to

their insulting rivals the plains of Italy. Breathless with

anxiety, the troops defiled through the gates of Verona ;

not a M^ord was spoken in the ranks ; grief filled every
heart ;

in the dark columns, the measured tread of march-

ing men alone was heard
;
when suddenly the order was

given to turn rapidly to the left, and all the corps, descend-

ing the course of the Adige, arrived before daybreak at

Ronco. There they found a bridge of boats prepared, and
the whole army was rapidly passed to the other side, and

found itself in an immense sea of morasses. A general

feeling of joy was immediately diffused over the army :

the soldiers now perceived that the contest for Italy was
not abandoned, and, passing quickly from one extreme to

another, prepared with alacrity to follow the footsteps of

their leader, without any regard to the fearful odds to

which they were exposed.^

Havirg perceived, during the former action at Caldiero,

that the position was too strong to be carried by an attack

in front. Napoleon had resolved to assail it in dank, by
the village of Arcola, and for that purpose placed his

army in the midst of the morasses, which stretched from

thence to the banks of the Po. He thought with reason,

that, on the narrow causeways which traversed these

marshes, the superiority of numbers on the part of the

enemy would be unavailing ; every thing would come to

depend on the resolution of the heads of columns
;
and he

hoped that the courage of his soldiers, restored by being

handful of hemes, is exhausted. The heroes of Lodi, of MUlesimo, of

Castierlione, of liassano, are dead, or in hospit.il: there remains only their

reputation, and the pride they have given to the soldiers. Joubert, Lanusse,

Victor, Murat, Chariot, are wounded : we are abandoned in the extremity
of Italy.

" I have lost few soldiers, but those who have fallen are the flower of the

army, whom it is impossible to replace. Such as remain have devoted

themselves to death. Perhaps the hour of the brave Augereau, of the

intrepid Massena, of Berthier, is about to strike; what, then, will become
of these brave soldiers? This consider.ition renders me circumspect; I

know not how to brave death, when it would so certainly be the ruin of

those who have so long been the object of my solicitude.
" In a few d.ays we shall make a last effort ; should fortune prove favour-

able, we sh.ill take Mantua, and with it Italy. Had I received the 8Sd, three

thousand five hundred strong, I would have answered for every thing : in

a few days forty thousand men will perhaps not give me the same security."

—Confikcntial'Despatch, Uth Nov. ii. 246-251.
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thus brought to combat on equal terms with the enemy, chap.

and animated by this novel species of warfare, would pre-
xx.

vail over the discipline and tenacity of the Germans. The
,^gg

position which he had chosen was singularly well adapted
for the purpose in view. Three chaussees branch oflf from

Ronco ; one following the left bank of the Adige, remounts

that river to Verona ;
one in the centre leads straight to

Areola, by a stone bridge over the little stream of the

Alpon ;
the third, on the right, follows the descending

course of the Adige to Albaredo. Three columns were

moved forward on these chaussees; that on the left was
^N'»p-,^'-

destined to approach Verona, and observe that town so as xh^vUi. 462,

to secure it from any sudden attack of the enemy ;
that in

*^j^^j J^^^'j^

the centre, to attack the flank of their position by the vation.

village of Areola ;
that on the right, to cut off their

retreat.^

At daybreak, on the 15th, Massena advanced on the

first chaussee as far as a small eminence, which brought ,29

him in sight of the steeples of Verona, and removed all Dreadful ac

anxiety in that quarter, as to the ultimate destination of
15°!*^o"*

the troops. Augereau, with the division in the centre,

pushed, without being perceived, to the bridge of Areola
;

but his advanced guard was there met by three battalions

of Croats, who kept up so heavy a fire on the head of the

column, that, notwithstanding the greatest exertions on

the part of the soldiers, they were driven back. In vain

Augereau himself hastened to the spot, and led them back

to the charge : the fire at the bridge was so violent, that

he was arrested, and compelled to halt the column.

Meanwhile, Alvinzi, whose attention was fixed on Verona,
where he imagined the bulk of the enemy's forces to be,

was confounded in tlic morning at hearing a violent fire

in the marshes. At first he imagined that it was merely
a few light troops, but soon intelligence arrived from all

quarters that the enemy were advancing in force on all

the dikes, and threatened the flank and the rear of his

position. He immediately dispatched two divisions along
the chaussees by which the enemy was approaching ; that

commanded by Mitrouski advanced to defend tlie village

of Areola, while that under Provera marched against the

division of Massena. The latter column soon commenced «

an attack on their antagonists, but they were unable to
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CHAP, withstand the impetuous shock of Massena's grenadiers,
^^- and were driven back with heavy loss. Mitrouski, at the

same time, passed through Areola, crossed the bridge, and

attacked the corps of Augereau ;
but they also were

repulsed and followed to the bridge by the victorious

French. There commenced a desperate struggle ; the
1 Vict, et

Republican column advanced with the utmost intrepidity,
Conq. vu. J-

. , n /• ^^

196, 198. but they were received with so tremendous a fire from the

gg'^P- ^!^jj^^'' artillery in front, and a line of infantry stationed along
viii. 463, 465. the banks of the Alpon in flank, that they staggered and

fell back.i

Napoleon, deeming the possession of Areola indispen-
sable not only to his future operations, but to the safety

Heroic of his own army, put himself with his generals at the
courage of

jigg^j of the column, seized a standard, advanced without
Napoleon— ' '

both p.arties shrinking through a tempest of shot, and planted it on the

night

^^
middle of the bridge ;

but the fire there bec.ame so violent

that his grenadiers hesitated, and, seizing the general in

their arms, bore him back amidst a cloud of smoke, the

dead and the dying, and, to prevent his being made

prisoner, hid him among some alder bushes in the morass

on the side of the road. The Austrians instantly rushed

over the bridge, and pushed the crowd of fugitives into

the marsh, where Napoleon lay up to the middle in

water, while the enemy's soldiers for a minute surrounded

him on all sides. The French grenadiers soon perceived
that their commander was left behind

;
the cry ran

through their ranks,
" Forward to save the General !

"
and,

returning to the charge, they drove back the Austrians, and

extricated Napoleon from his perilous situation. During
this terrible strife, Lannes received three wounds. His

aide-de-camp, Meuron, was killed by his side, when cover-

ing his general with his body, and almost all his personal

staff were badly wounded. Meanwhile Guieux, who
commanded the column which had been moved against

Albaredo, had arrived at that place, and was directly in

rear of the village of Areola ;
but it was too late. During

the desperate stand there made by the Austrians, Alvinzi

had gained time to draw off his baggage and artillery, and

it was no longer possible to take the enemy in rear.

Towards evening, the Austrians abandoned Areola, and

drew up their army, facing the marshes, at the foot of the
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heights of Caldiero. In the night, Napoleon, on his side, chap.
withdrew his forces to the riglit bank of the Adige, leaving

XX.

only an advanced guard on the left bank ; while the Aus-
^.^g

'

trians re-occupied the village of Areola, and all the ground leth Nov.

which had been so vehemently disputed on the preceding

day. They even advanced, in the confidence of victory,

along the dikes, to within six hundred yards of the village 'Xap. m.

of Ronco ;
but when they were thus far engaged in the Th. viu!467

defiles, the French attacked them with the baj^onet, and *^^- vict.

drove back their columns, after an obstinate engagement, 200, 203.

^"

to the vicinity of Areola. The battle continued the whole ^*'•y'^^''^.f•
1 . , '. 1 ,

• 1 ^ ,1 1 1 . 21b, and u.

day with various success, and at nightiall both parties 226.

retired, the Austrians over the Alpon, the Republicans
across the Adige.^

During the whole of these eventful days, big with the

fate of Italy and the world, the conduct of the Austrian
jjj

generals was timid, and unworthy of the brave troops Timid con-

whom they commanded. Davidovich, while the contest Austrian
^

was raging on the lower Adige, remained in total inac- generals.

tivity on the upper part of that stream
; while Alvinzi,

fettered by secret instructions from the Aulic Council to

attempt nothing hazardous, and rather keep on the defen-

sive, in order to facilitate the secret negotiations which
were going forward or about to commence, repeatedly
halted in the career of success, and lost the fairest oppor-
tunities of crushing his adversary. Napoleon, aware, from
the treachery which constantly prevailed at the Imperial

headquarters, of these secret restrictions, augmented the

irresolution of the commander-in-chief by privately

dispatching intelligence from Verona to him of the

approaching mission of Clarke to conduct negotiations for

peace, of the conferences opened at Paris with England,
and the probability of an immediate accommodation.
Alvinzi rejected the proposal for an armistice which he

made, but suspended his movements to join Davidovich,
and paralysed every successful operation for fear of injur-

ing the negotiations. To such a length did this timidity

proceed, that when, after the repulse of the French from

Areola, his bravest officers besought him instantly to form
5^^^,.^ j^

a junction with Davidovich, and terminate .the war by a 67,75."

general attack on Verona
;
instead of following the heroic

advice, he retired towards Viccuza.^ •
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CHAP. Again the sun rose on this dreadful scene of carnage,
XX. and both parties advanced, with diminished numbers but

undecaying fury, to the struggle which was to decide the

fate of Italy. They met in the middle of the dikes, and

Renewal of fought with the utmost animosity. The French column
the battle, j^ ^j^g centre was routed, and driven back so far, that the

Austrian balls fell upon the bridge of Ronco, where the

action was restored by a regiment which Napoleon had

placed in ambuscade among the willows on the side of the

road, and which attacked the victorious column in flank,

when disordered by success, with such vigour, that they
were almost all driven into the marshes. Massena, on Ids

side, experienced similar vicissitudes, and was only en-

abled to keep his ground by placing himself at the head

of the column, and leading the soldiers on with his hat

on the point of his sword. Towards noon, however,

Napoleon perceiving that the enemy were exhausted with

fatigue, while his own soldiers were comparatively fresh,

deemed the moment for decisive success arrived, and

ordere<l a general charge of all his forces along both

chaussees; and having cleared them of the enemy, formed

his troops in order of battle at their extremity, on the

firm ground, having the right towards Porto Legnago and

the left at Areola. By orders of the French general, the

garrison of that place issued forth with four pieces of can-

non, so as to take the enemy in rear ;
while a body of

trumpeters Avas sent, under cover of the willows, to their

extreme left flank, with orders to sound a charge, as soon

as the action was fully engaged along the whole line.

These measures were completely successful. The Austrian

commander, while bravely resisting in front, hearing a can-

nonade in his rear, and the trumpets of a whole division

of cavalry in his flank, ordered a retreat, and, after a des-

perate struggle of three days' duration, yielded the victory

to his enemies. Alvinzi had stationed eight thousand men
in echelon along his line of retreat, so that he was enabled

to retire in good order, and with very little further loss.

It was so apparent to all the Austrian army that this last

retreat was the result of a secret understanding with the

French general, and with a view to the negotiation which

was now depending, that they openly and loudly express-

ed their indignation. One colonel broke his sword in
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pieces, and declared he would no longer serve under a chap.

commander whose conduct brought disgrace on his troops.
^^•

Certain it is, that Alvinzi, during this dreadful strife at
j^gg

Areola, had neither evinced the capacity nor the spirit of

a general worthy to combat with Napoleon ;
—not that he

l^^^^- jj;

was in reality deficient in either, but that the ruinous jii! 368, 36y.*

restrictions of the Aulic Council paralysed all his move-
Ji^' ^'jo*n**'

nients ; and the dread of hazarding any thing on the eve ix. 172, 192.

of a negotiation, made him throw away every chance of

success.^

While this desperate struggle was going forward in the

marshes of Areola, Davidovich, who had opened the cam-
jgg

paign with such brilliant success, was far from following Feeble ope-

up his advantages with the vigour which might have been Davidovk-h.

expected. He merely advanced with his forces to the

neighbourhood of Verona on the 18th, following Vaubois, Nov. is.

who abandoned the positions of Corona and Rivoli on his

approach ; whereas, had he pressed him hard on the pre-

ceding days, Napoleon would have been compelled to cross

the Adige, and raise the siege of Mantua. Without losing

an instant, the French general returned with a large ])art

of his forces through Verona, and compelled Davidovich

to retire into the Tyrol, while the French resumed their

old positions at Corona and Rivoli ;
and Augereau drove

them from Dolce, with the loss of one thousand prisoners

and nine pieces of cannon. The inhabitants of that town

were lost in astonishment when they beheld the army
which had left their walls by the gate of Milan three

days before, return in triumph, after so terrible a combat,

by the gate of Venice
; and, without halting, pass through

the town to make head against the fresh enemies who

approached from the Tyrol. Alvinzi, when Napoleon was

absent in pursuit of Davidovich, advanced towards Verona,

now chiefly occupied by invalids and wounded men, and

a universal joy pervaded the army when the order to
^^^^^ .^,

march in that direction was given ;
but his old irresolu- 75. Nap.'

tion soon returned
;
the instructions of the Aulic Council

ij?^^;!;j

prevailed over his better genius, and the final order to 472.

retire to Vicenza again spread grief and despair among his

heroic followers.^

The results of the battle of Areola, how glorious soever

to the French arms, were by no means so decisive as those
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CHAP, of the previous victories gained in the camj^aign. The
XX. actions had been most obstinately contested

;
and though

j^gg
the Imperialists ultimately retired, and Mantua was unre-

134 lieved, yet the victors were nearly as much weakened as

Resuits'of the vanquished. The loss of the French in all, including
the actions with Davidovich, was fifteen thousand men,
while that of the Austrians did not exceed eighteen thou-
sand. During the confusion consequent on such desperate

engagements, the garrison of Mantua made frequent sor-

ties
;
and Wurmser availed himself with such skill of the

temporary interruption of the blockade, that considerable
1 Jom. ix. convoys of provisions were introduced into the place, and,

m'sTii'sTi ^y P^t^^iJig t^i^ garrison on half rations, and calculating on
Th. viii. 472, the great mortality among the troops, which daily dimin-

Co^^vu;
^*
j«hed their number, he still had hopes that he could

208, 212. maintain his position till a fourth effort was made for his

relief.'-

The intelligence of these hard-fought victories excited

. the most enthusiastic transports throughout all France.

Extraordi- The battle of Areola especially, with its desperate chances

Pans^"^
^* and perilous passages, was the object of universal admira-

tion. The people were never weary of celebrating the

geniuswhich had selected, amidst the dikes of Ronco, a field

of battle where numbers were unavailing and courage irre-

sistible
;
and of admiring the heroic intrepiditywhich made

the soldier forget the general, and recalled the exploits of the

knights of romance. Every where medals were exhibited

of the young general on the bridge of Areola, with the

standard in his hand, in the midst of the fire and smoke.
The Councils decreed that the army of Italy had deserved

well of their country, and that the standards which Napo-
2 ^jj ^.jjj

leon and Augereau had borne on that memorable occasion,
473. should be given to them, to be preserved as precious tro-

phies in their families.'^

Nor were the Austrians less distinguished by patriotic

feeling. When the triumphs of the Archduke Charles on
Vast efforts the Danube had saved Germany, and raised to the highest
of the Aus-

pitch the ardour of the people, the reverses in Italy came
to damp the general joy, and renew, in a quarter where
it was least expected, the peril of the monarchy. With

unconquerable resolution they prepared to face the dan-

ger ;
the afiectionate ardour of the hereditary states showed
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itself in the moment of alarm ;
the people every where chap.

flew to arms
;
numerous battalions of volunteers were xx.

formed to repair the chasms in the regular forces
;
Vienna ~^^

alone raised four regiments, which received standards , ^ , .

embroidered by the hand of the Empress ; and, before the 142. jom.

end of the year, a fourth army was formed in the moun-
H^ni^iy

tains of Friuli and Tyrol, not inferior either in numbers 152.

or resolution to those which had wasted away under the

sword of Napoleon.^
After the battle of Areola, the negotiation, the com-

mencement of which had been attended with such fatal

effects to the Imperial fortunes during the action, was Mission'of

continued with the greatest activity between the head-
nef^o^fj"

quarters of the two armies. General Clarke, the republi- for peace.

can envoy, arrived at the headquarters of Napoleon, and it

was at first proposed to conclude an armistice of three

months, in order to facilitate the negotiations ; but this

the French general, who saw the command of Italy on the

point of slipping from his grasp, and was well aware that

the fate of the war depended on Mantua, resolutely op-

posed.* Clarke, however, continued to argue in favour of
'

the armistice, and produced the instructions of his govern-

ment, which were precise on that point ;
but Napoleon,

secure of the support of Barras, at once let him know that

he was resolved not to share his authority with any one.
sjj j

" If you come here to obey me," said he,
''

I will always 133, 134.

see you M'ith pleasure ;
if not, the sooner you return to

those who sent you the better." ^

Clarke felt he was mastered
;
he did not answer a word :

from that moment the negotiation fell entirely into the

hands of Napoleon, and came to nothing. So completely, which is

indeed, did the republican envoy fall under the govern- Na"'oieon^^
ment of the young general, that he himself wrote to the

Directory
—" It is indispensable that the general-in-chief

• " Masters of Mantua," said he,
" the enemy will be too happy to leave

U;-. the line of the Rhine. But if an armistice is concluded, we must abandon
that fortress till May, and tlien find it completely provisioned, so that its

fall cannot be reckoned on before the unhealthy months of autumn. We
will lose the money (30,000,000) we e.xpect from Rome, whicli cannot be
intiuenced but by the fall of Mantua : and the Emperor, boin^' nearer the
scene of action, will recruit his army much more etlectually than we can,
and iu the opening of the caniiiai.i,'n we sh;ill be inferior to the enemy.
Fifteen days' repose is of essential service to the army of Italy; three
months would ruin it. To conclude an armistice just now, is to cut our-
selres out of all chance of success—in a word, every thing depends on the '

faU of Mautua."— Corresp. Confid. U. 423.
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should conduct all the diplomatic operations in Italy ;"^

and thenceforth his attention was almost entirely confined

to arresting the scandalous depredations of the civil and

military authorities, both on the Italian states and the

funds of the Republic ; an employment which soon ab-

sorbed all his time, and was attended with as little success

as the attempts of Xapoleon himself had been. The con-

ferences which were opened at Vicenza in December, were
broken up on the 3d January, without having led to any
result

;
and both parties prepared to try once more the fate

of arms. For two months after the battle of Areola, and

during this negotiation, both parties remained in a state

of inactivity, and great efforts were made on either side

to recruit the armies for the final contest which was

approaching. Napoleon received considerable reinforce-

ments
;
numbers of the sick were discharged from the

hospitals, and rejoined their ranks on the approach of the

cold weather, and ten thousand men flocked to his stand-

ards from the interior
;

so that, by the beginning of

January 1797, he had forty-six thousand men under arms.

Ten thousand blockaded Mantua, and the remainder of the

army was on the line of the Adige, from the edge of the

Po to the rocks of Montebaldo.^

It was high time that the Imperialists should advance

to the relief of this fortress, which was now reduced to the

last extremity from want of provisions. At a council of

war, held in the end of December, it was decided that it

was indispensable that instant intelligence should be sent

to Alvinzi of their desperate situation. An English officer

attached to the garrison volunteered to perform in person
the perilous mission, which he executed with equal cour-

age and address. He set out, disguised as a peasant, from

Mantua, on the 29th December, at nightfall, in the midst

of a deep fall of snow, eluded the vigilance of the French

patrols, and, after surmounting a thousand hardships and

dangers, arrived at the headquartersof Alvinzi, at Bassano,
on the 4th January, the day after the conferences at

Vicenza were broken up. Great destinies awaited this

enterprising officer. He was Colonel Graham,* afterwards

victor at Barrosa, and the first British general who planted
the English standard on the soil of France.^

• Now Lord Ljnedoch.
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The Austrian plan of attack on this occasion was mate- chap.

rially different from what it had formerly been. Adher- xx.

in? still to their favourite sj'stem of dividing their forces, , .,,.

and bein^ masters of the course of the Brenta from Bas-
140.

sano to Roveredo, they transferred the bulk of their troops They make

to the Upper Adige, where Alvinzi himself took the com-
effo^t'^'o

mand of thirty-five thousand men. A subordinate force relieve

of fifteen thousand was destined to advance by tlie plain of
-^^'^"*"^-

Padua to Mantua, with a view to raise the siege, extricate

"Wurmser, and push on to the Ecclesiastical States, where
the Pope had recently been making great preparations,
and from whose levies it was hoped the numerous staffand
dismounted dragoons of the veteran marshal would form •

an efficient force. This project had every appearance of

success
; but, unfortunately, it became known to the

French general, from the despatches which announced it
j

to Wurmser falling into his hands, as the messenger who 408,409.

'

bore them was on the point of clearing the last lines of

the blockade of Mantua.^

On the 12th January 1797, the advanced guard of Alvinzi

attacked the Republican posts on the Montebaldo, and
forced them back to the plateau of Rivoli

; while, on the They ;ui.

same day, the troops in the plain pushed forward, drove rIvoh.'"

in all the French videttes towards Porto Les:naeo, and 12th Jan.

maintained a desultory fire along the whole line of the
'

Lower Adige. For some time Napoleon was uncertain on
which side the principal attack would be made

; but soon

the alarming accounts of the great display of force on the

upper part of the river, and the secret intelligence which
he received from treachery at the Austrian headquarters,
left no doubt that the enemy's principal forces were accu-

mulated near Rivoli
;
and accordingly he set out with the

whole centre of his army to support Joubert, who was
there struggling with immensely superior forces. He
arrived at two in the morning on the plateau of Rivoli. uth Jan.

The weather was clear and beautiful
;
an unclouded moon

silvered the fir-clad precipices of the mountains
; but the

horizon to the northward was illuminated by the fires of

innumerable bivouacs, and from the neighbouring heights
his experienced eye could discover the lights of nearly

forty thousand men. This great force was divided into

five columns, which filled the whole space between the
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CHAP. Adige and the lake of Guarda
; the, principal one, under

XX.
Quasdanovich, composed of all the artillery, cavalry, and a

17977 Strong body of grenadiers, followed the high-road on the

right, and was destined to ascend the plateau by the zigzag
and steep ascent which led to its summit. Three other

corjis of infantry received orders to climb the amphitheatre
of mountains which surrounded it in front, and, when the
action was engaged on the high-road, descend upon the
French army; while a fifth, under Lusignan, was directed
to wind round the base of the plateau, gain the high-road

1 Th. viu.
"-^ *^® '^'*^' ^"^ ^^* ^^ ^^^*^"" retreat to Verona. The plan

513. Xup. was ably conceived, and had nearly succeeded ; with a

Jom.'is.
• general of inferior ability to K'apoleon, and troops of less

275. resolution than his army, it unquestionably would have
done so.i

To oppose this formidable force. Napoleon had only thirty

j^2
thousr.ud men, but he had the advantage of being in posi-

Forceofthe tion on a plain, elevated among the mountains, while his
irench.

adversaries must necessarily be fatigued in endeavourinc
to reach it

;
and he had sixty pieces of cannon, and a

numerous body of cavalry, in excellent condition. He
immediately perceived that it was necessary, at all hazards,
to keep his ground on the plateau ; and, by so doing, he

hoped to prevent the junction of the enemy's masses, and
2 Th. \'iii.

overthrow them separately, as they were toiling up the

?.!*• J^'^'P- steep to commence the attack. Before daybreak he moved
Jo'm. ii. 273. forward the tirailleurs of Joubert, to drive back the ad-

co^*' *riii
'^''^n^^'i Po^ts of the Imperialists, who had already ascended

34,37. to the plateau, and, by the light of the moon, arranged his

whole force with admirable precision on its summit.^
The action began at nine o'clock, by the Austrian

J43 columns, which descended from the semicircular heights
Battle of of the Montebaldo, attacking the French left. After a

14th Jan. desperate resistance, the regiments stationed there were

broken, and fled in disorder ; upon which Napoleon gal-

loped to the village of Rivoli, where the division of

Massena, which had marched all night, was reposing from
its fatigues, led it to the. front, and, by a vigorous charge,
restored the combat in that quarter.

•

This check, however,
had forced Joubert on the right to give ground ; the divi-

sions in front pressed down upon the plateau, while at the

same instant the head of the column of the Imperial grena-
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diers appeared at the top of the zigzag Avindings of the chap.

high-road, having, by incredible efforts of valour, forced xx.

that perilous ascent, and their cavalry and artillery began j-g^_

to debouche upon the level surface at its summit. Mean-

while, the division of Lusignan, which had wound unper-
ceived round the flanks gf the Republicans, appeared

directly in their rear, and the Imperial soldiers, deeming
the destruction of the French army certain, gave loud cheers i Nap. iu.

on all sides, which were re-echoed from the surrounding '*}.^- ^^}^-
Vlll o I o

cliffs, and clapped their hands, as they successively took up jom. viu.

their ground. The Republicans, attacked in front, flank, g^ conn'
*^'

and rear at the same time, saw their retreat cut off, and no viii. 38, 4o.

resource from the' bayonets of the Austrians, but in the

precipices of the Alps.^

At this perilous moment, the presence of mind of

Napoleon did not forsake him. He instantly, in order to j^
gain time, sent a flag of truce to Alvinzi, proposing a Extreme

suspension of arms for lialf an hour, as he had some pro- ^Iptleoii,

positions to make in consequence of the arrival of a courier and Ws

with despatches from Paris. The Austrian general, ever to'^avoid

acting on the idea so unhappily impressed on all its officers destruction.

by the Imperial Government, that military were to be

subordinate to diplomatic operations, fell into the snare
;

the suspension, at the critical moment, was agreed to ;

and the march of the Austrians was arrested at the

very moment when the soldiers, with loud shouts, were

exclaiming
—"We have them; we have them!" Junot

repaired to the Austrian headquarters, from whence, after

a conference of an hour, he returned,as might have been

expected, without having come to any accommodation :

but meanwhile the critical period had passed ; Napoleon
had gained time to face the danger, and made the move-

ments requisite to repel these numerous attacks. Joubert,

with the light infantrj'', Avas ordered to face about on the

extreme right to oppose Quasdanovich ;
while Lcclerc and

Lasallc, with the light cavalry and flying artillery, flew to

the menaced point on the left ; and a regiment of infantry
was directed to the heights of Tiffaro, to make head against

the corps of Lusignan. Far from being disconcc-rtc-d by the

appearance of the troops in his rear, he exclaimed, point-

ing to them,
'•' These are already our prisoners ;" and the <

confident tone iu which he spoke soon communicated itself
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CHAP, to the soldiers, who repeated the cheering expression. The
XX. head of Quasdanovich's division, which had so bravely-

won the ascent, received in front by a terrible fire of grape

shot, charged on one flank by Lasalle's horse, and exposed
on the other to a close discharge of musketry from Joubert,

broke and staggered backwards down the steep. The

fugitives, rushing headlong through the column which

was toiling up, soon threw the whole into inextricable

confusion
; horse, foot, and cannon struggled together,

under a plunging fire from the French batteries, which

blew up some ammunition-waggons, and produced a scene

of frightful disorder. No sooner was the plateau delivered

from this flank attack, than Napoleon accumulated his

1 jom. viii. forces on the troops which had descended from the semi-

Th'^i'518
^'^^'^^^ °^ *^^ Montebaldo, and that" gallant band, destitute

NapTiiUisiof artillery, and deprived now of the expected aid from

Con*' ''^•iii
*'^® *'^''P^ ^° flank, soon gave way, and fled in confu-

4-2, 44'.

'

sion to the mountains, where great numbers were made

prisoners.^

During these decisive successes, the division of Lusignan

had gained ground on the troops opposed to it, and came

Decisive to the heights in rear of the army, in time to witness the

Napoieon*^
destruction of the three divisions in the mountains. From

that moment they foresaw their own fate. The victorious

troops were speedily directed against this brave division,

now insulated from all support, and depressed by the ruin

which it had witnessed in the other parts of the army.
For some time they stood firm

;
but the fire of fifteen

, pieces of heavy artillery, to which they had nothing to

oppose, at length compelled them to retreat
; and, before

they had receded far, they met the division of Rey, the

„ ... reserve of Massena, which was approaching. Such was

518, 5i\',"' the consternation produced by this unexpected appari-

l^^2st'' *''^"' *^^* *^^^ whole division laid down its arms ;
while

Nap. iii.' 117. Quasdanovich, now left to his own resources, retired up

ConVviii
*^^ valley of the Adige, and the broken remains of the

44,45'.

'

centre divisions sought refuge behind the rocky bed of

the Tasso.2

Not content with these splendid triumphs, Napoleon,

on the very night in which they were gained, flew to the

assistance of the troops on the Lower Adige, with part of

the division of Massena, which had marched all the pre-
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coding night, and fought on the following day. It was chap.
full time that he should do so, for on the very day on xx.

vhich the battle of Rivoli was fought, Provera had forced
j„

the passage of the Adige at Anghiara, and marched be-

tween Augereau and the blockading force by Sanguenetto He hastens

to the neighbourhood of Mantua, of which he threatened t" the Lower
^ Adige.

to raise the siege on the following morning. Augereau, it

is true, had collected his forces, attacked the rearguard of

the Austrians during their march, and taken fifteen hun-

dred prisoners and fourteen pieces of cannon; but still 15th jan.

the peril was imminent that the main body of Provera's iJom. viii.

'^90 Th
forces would gain the fort of St George, an outwork of viu! 520.

'

Mantua, and put the blockading force between two fires. Y,^^^- **...

Fully aware of the danger. Napoleon marched all night 49,50.

and the whole of the following day, and arrived in the

evening in the neighbourhood of Mantua.^

Meanwhile the hussars of HohenzoUern presented them-

selves, at sunrise on the 15th, at the gate of Fort St George,
and being dressed in white cloaks, were nearly mistaken for operations

a regiment of French, and admitted within the walls. But °l
Provera

3 '
there, who

the error having been discovered by an old sergeant who is forced to

was cutting wood near the gate, the drawbridge was sud-
s"'"'"^"'^^''-

denly drawn up, and the alarm communicated to the gar-

rison. HohenzoUern advanced at the gallop, but before

he could get in the gates were closed, and a discharge of

grape-shot repulsed the assailants. All that day, the gar-

rison under Miollis combated on the ramparts, and gave
time for the succours from Rivoli to arrive. Provera sent

a boat across the lake to warn Wurmser of his approach,
and concert a general attack, on the next day, upon the

blockading force
;
and in pursuance of the summons, the

brave veteran presented himself at the trenches on the

following morning with a large part of the garrison. But

the arrival of Napoleon not only frustrated all these pre- leth Jan.

parations, but proved fatal to the Austrian division.

During the night he pushed forward four regiments, which

he had brought with him, between the forts of La Favorite

and St George, so as to prevent Wurmser from effectiTig a

junction with the Imperialists, who approached to raise

the siege, and strengthened Serrurier at the former point,

in order to enable him to repel any attack from the gar- ,

rison. At daybreak, the battle commenced at all x)uiiits.
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CHAP.
XX.

1797.

1 Th. viii.

521. Nap.
iii. 421.

Jom. viii.

290, 293.

Vict, et

Conq. viii.

50, 54.

148.

Results of
these
battles.

Wurmser, after an obstinate conflict, was thrown back
into the fortress

;
while Provera, surrounded by superior

forces, and tracked in all its doublings, like a furious stag
by ruthless hunters, was compelled to lay down his arms,
with six thousand men. In this engagement the 57th

regiment acquired the surname of the Ten-ible, from the

fury with which it threw itself on the Austrian line. It

was commanded by Victor, afterwards Duke of Belluno,
and one of the most distinguished marshals of the French

empire.^*

Thus, in three days, by his admirable dispositions, and
the extraordinay activity of his troops, did Napoleon not

only defeat two Austrian armies of much greater force,
taken together, than his own, but took from them eighteen
thousand prisoners, twenty-four standards, and sixty
pieces of cannon. Such was the loss of the enemy besides,
in killed and wounded, that the Imperialists were totally
disabled from keeping the field, and tlie French left in

undisputed possession of the whole peninsula. History
has few examples to exhibit of successes so decisive,
achieved by forces so inconsiderable. In their report on
these disasters, the Aulic Council generously threw no
blame on Alvinzi, but openly avowed the treachery at

their headquarters, which made all their designs known
before they were carried into execution. " The chief fa-

tality," said they,
" consisted in this, that our designs were

constantly made known to the enemy before they were
acted upon. Treachery rendered abortive the combina-

* Perrin Victor, afterwards Duke of Belluno, was born at La Marche in

Early history Lorraine, in 1766, of humble parents. At the age of fifteen he entered the
of Victor.

artillery ; but it was not tiU tlie period of the Revolution that he obtained

any rapid advancement. In 1793 he was with his regiment at the siege of
Toulon, where he attracted the notice of Napoleon by the skill and precision
with which the fire of his pieces was maintained; .ind, liy his recommenda-
tion, he was made a general of brigade. He was twice wounded during the
siege: but, having recovered from tliese injuries, he received a command in
the following year in the army of the Eastern Pyrenees, and bore a dis-

tinguished part in the sieges of Saint Elme and Rosas, and in all the actions
which took place in thiit quarter, till the Treaty of Bale terminated the war
viith the Spanish monarchy. Being then transferred to the army of Italy,
he commanded a brigade at the battle of Loano in autumn 1795, aiid

acquired distinction at the battle of Dego under Napoleon: but his first

great exploit was in the actions against Provera at La Favorite and St

George, where bis skill in combination, and vehemence of attack, compelled
that general to surrender with six thousand men. In 1804 he was made a
marshal of the empire; and he bore a prominent part in all the campaigns
of Napoleon, down to his fall in 1814 —See Biogrophie des ConUmporains,
XX. 193, 194 'Victor).
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tions of Marshal "Wurmscr for the relief of Mantua: chap.

treachery plunged Alvinzi into all his misfortunes. Gene- ^^
ral Buonaparte himself says in his report, that from differ-

ent sources he had become acquainted Avith the designs of

the enemy before their execution
; and, on the last occa-

sion, it was only on the 4th January that Alvinzi received

his instructions for the attack, and on the 2d January it lejjei'."''

was published by Buonaparte in the Gazette of Milan."
^°™- ^."•

Alvinzi, notwithstanding his disasters, was continued in m. 422.

favour : but Provera was exiled to his estates in Carin- X"^*' ^'•
Conq. viu.

thia, upon the ground that he had transgressed his orders 53, 54.

in advancing against Mantua before he had received intel-

ligence of ^e progress of Alvinzi.^

This was the last effort of which Austria was capable, and
the immediate consequence of its defeat was the complete

subjugation of the peninsula. The remains of Alvinzi's vigorous

corps retired in opposite directions
; one part towards measures of

m 1 1 x> Napoleon in

Irent, and another towards Bassano. Isapoleon, whose pursuit.

genius never appeared so strongly as in pursuing the re-

mains of a beaten army, followed them up without inter-

mission. Loudon, Avho had taken post at Roveredo, with

eight thousand men, in order to defend as long as possible
the valley of the Upper Adige, was driven by Joubert

successively from that town and Trent, with the loss of

five hundred prisoners ;
while Massena, by a rapid march

over the mountains, made himself master of Primolano,
descended into the gorges of the Yal Susrana, turned the - J°™- ^"i-

302 304

position of Bassano, and drove the Austrians, with a loss Nap. in. 421,

of a thousand prisoners, through Treviso to the opposite *t^- ^''^\-.

bank of the Tagliamcnto ; where Alvinzi at length, by the 55,57.

valley of the Drave, reunited the remnant of his s«ittered

fo)"ces.2

Notwithstanding these disasters, the public spirit of the

Austrian monarchy remained unsubdued, and the cabinet of

Vienna continued unshaken in its resolution to prosecute Patriotic

the war with vigour. Ou the other hand, the Directory were ^'u'!,tU?n

'""

so much impressed with the imminent riskwhich theltalian dominions,

army had run, both at Areola and Rivoli, and the evident

peril to the Republic from the rising fame and domineer-

ing character of Napoleon, that they were very desirous of

peace, and authorised Clarke to sign it, on condition tliat

Belgium and the frontier of the Rhine were given to

VOL V. ti
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CHAP.
XX.

1797.

1 Hard, iv-

170, 174.

151.

Surrender
of Mantua.
Jan. 28.

Trance, an indemnity secured to the Stadtholder in Ger-

many, and all its possessions restored to Austria and Italy.
But Napoleon again resolutely opposed these instructions,
and would not permit Clarke to open the proposed nego-
tiations. " Before Mantua falls," said he,

"
every negotia-

tion is premature, and Mantua will be in our hands in
fifteen days. These conditions will never meet with my
approbation. The Republic is entitled, besides the fron-
tier of the Rhine, to insist for the establishment of a state
in Italy, wiiich may secure the French influence there,
and retain in its subjection Genoa, Sardinia, and the Pope.
Without that, Venice, enlightened at last as to its real

danger, will unite with the emperor, and restrain the

growth of democratic principles in its Italian possessions."
The influence of Napoleon again prevailed ;

the proposed
negotiation was never opened, and Clarke remained at

Milan, occupied with his subordinate but overwhelming
duty of restraining the rapacity of the commissaries of
the army.i
Mantua did not long hold out after the destruction

of the last army destined for its relief. The half of its

once numerous garrison was in the hospital ; they had
consumed all their horses, and the troops, placed for

months on half rations, had nearly exhausted all their

provisions. In this extremity Wurmser proposed to Ser-
rurier to capitulate : the French commander stated that
he could give no definite answer till the arrival of the

general-in-chief. Napoleon in consequence hastened to

Roverbella, where he found Klenau, the Austrian aide-de-

camp, expatiating on the powerful means of re.sistance

which Wurmser possessed, and the great stores of provisions
which still remained in the magazines. Wrapped in his

cloak near the fire, he overheard the conversation, without

taking any part in it, or making himself known
; when it

was concluded, he approached the table, took up the pen,
and wrote on the margin his answer to all the propositions
of Wurmser, and when it was finished said to Klenau,

" If

Wurmser had only provisions for eighteen or twenty days,
and he spoke of surrendering, he would have merited no
favourable terms

;
but I respect the age, the valour, and

the misfortunes of the marshal : here are the conditions
which I offer him, if he surrender to-morrow

; should he
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delay a fortnight, amontli, or two months, he shall have chap.

the same conditions ;
he may wait till he has consumed xx.

his last morsel of bread. I am now about to cross the Po ~^
to march upon Rome : return and communicate my inten-

tions to your general." The aide-de-camp, who now

perceived that he was in the presence of Napoleon, was

penetrated with gratitude for the generosity of the con-

queror : and finding that it was useless to dissemble,

confessed that they had only provisions left for three days.
The terms of capitulation were immediatety agreed on.

Wurmser was allowed to retire to Austria with all his

staff and five hundred men ; the remainder of the garrison,

which, including the sick, was still eighteen thousand

strong, surrendered their arms, and was conveyed to

Trieste to be exchanged. Fifty standards, a bridge equi-

page, and above five hundred pieces of artillery, comprising
all those captured at the raising of the first siege, fell into

the hands of the conqueror. Napoleon set out himself to

Florence to conduct the expedition against Rome, and

Serrurier had the honour of seeing the marshal with all i Nap. iii.

his staff defile before him. Napoleon had too much gran- t^'^'*^^:.

deur of mind to insult the vanquished veteran by his own 305. Th.

presence on the occasion ;
his delicacy was observed by all o'Meara^^^

Europe ; and, like the statues of Brutus and Cassius at the 126.

funeral of Junia, he was the more present to the mind
because he was withdrawn from the sight.^

Having achieved this great conquest, Napoleon directed

his arms against Rome. The power which had vanquished, ^^^
after so desperate a struggle, the strength of Austria, was Napoleon

not long of crushing the feeble forces of the Church.
J^^!^^^j|

During the strife on the Adige, the Pope had refused to Rome, and

ratify the treaty of Bologna, and had openly engaged in
the^treaty of

hostile measures at the conclusion of the campaign, in Toientino

conjunction with the forces of Austria. The French pope.
'

troops, in consequence, crossed the Appenines ;
and during

the march AVurmser had an opportunity of returning the

generous conduct of his adversary, by putting him on his

guard against a conspiracy which had been formed against
his life, and being thus the means of causing it to be frus-

trated. The papal troops were routed on the banks of

Senio : like the other Italian armies, the infantry fled on

the first onset, and Junpt, after two hours' hard riding,
'
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CHAP, found it impossible to make up with their cavalry. An-
XX. cona was speedily taken, with twelve hundred men, and

^„g,
one hundred and twenty pieces of cannon, while a small

column on the other side of the Appenines pushed on as far

as Foligno, and threatened Rome itself. Nothing remained
to the Vatican but submission ; and peace was concluded

19th Feb. at Tolentino, on the 19th February, on terms the most

humiliating to the Holy See. The Pope engaged to close

his ports against the Allies; to cede Avignon and the

Venaisin to France
;
to abandon Bologna, Ferrara, and

the whole of Romagna, to its allies in the Milanese
;
to

admit a garrison of French troops into Ancona, till the

conclusion of a general peace ;
and to pay a contribution

of thirty millions of francs to the victorious Republic.
Besides this, he was obliged to surrender a hundred of his

principal works of art to the French commissioners
;
the

trophies of ancient and modern genius were seized on with

J
... merciless rapacity ;

and in a short time the noblest speci-

312, 313. mens of the fine arts which existed in the world, the Apollo

Q.'^^g^jj^^^'Belvidere,
the Laocoon, the Transfiguration of Raphael,

127. the Madonna del Foligno, and the St Jerome of Domeni-

chino, were placed on the banks of the Seine.^

This treaty was concluded by the French under the idea

J53
that it would eventually prove fiital to the Holy See.

Views of the Napoleon proposed to overturn at once the papal govern-

th^sTreaTy'"
™ent :—" Can we not," said he,

" unite Modena, Ferrara,
and Romagna, and so form a powerful republic 1 May
we not give Rome to the King of Spain, provided he

recognises the new republic 1 I will give peace to the

Pope on condition that he gives us 3,000,000 of the

treasure at Loretto, and pays the 15,000,000 which remain

for the armistice. Rome cannot long exist deprived of its

richest possessions ;
a revolution will speedily break or.t

there."—On their side, the Directory wrote as follows to

Napoleon :

" Your habits of reflection, general, must have

taught you, that the Roman Catholic religion is the irre-

concilable enemy of the Republic. The Directory, there-

r^°fid^^d ^^''^' ^"^'^® y^^ *^ ^'^ every thing in your power to destroy

Napoleon, ii. the papal government, without in any degree compromis-

Hard"iv^^'^ iiig the fate of your army—either by subjecting Rome to

181,182. another power, or, what would be better still,
^
by esta-

blishing in its interior such a government as may render
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the rule of the priests odious and contemjjtible, secure the chap.

grand object, that the Pope and the cardinals shall lose all ^^^

hope of remaining at Rome, and may be compelled to
j-g^

seek an asylum in some foreign state, where they may be

entirely stripped of temporal power."
Such was the campaign of 1796—glorious to the French

arms, memorable in the history of the world. Certainly j^^

on no former occasion had successes so great been achieved Retrospect

in so short a time, or powers so vast been vanquished by paiVn/*'""
forces so inconsiderable. From maintaining a painful
contest on the mountain ridges of their own frontier, from

defending the Var and the Maritime Alps, the Republicans
found themselves transported to the Tyrol and the Taglia-

mento, threatening the hereditary states of Austria, and

subduing the whole southern powers of Italy. An army
which never mustered fifty thousand men in the field,

though maintained by successive reinforcements nearly at

that amount, had not only broken through the barrier of

the Alps, subdued Piedmont, conquered Lombardy, hum-
bled the whole Italian states, but defeated, and almost

destroyed, four powerful armies which Austria raised to

defend her possessions, and wrenched the keys of Mantua
from her grasp, under the eyes of the greatest successive

arrays of armed men she had ever sent into the field.

Successes so immense, gained against forces so vast and
efforts so indefatigable, may almost be pronounced unpa-
ralleled in the annals of war.*

But although its victories in the field had been so bril-

liant, the internal situation of the Republic was in the
jg.

highest degree discouraging ;
and it was more than doubt- Losses with

ful whether it could continue for any length of time even
be'ln at''""^

so glorious a contest. Its condition is clearly depicted in tended.

a secret report, presented, by order of the Directory, on
20th December 1796, by General Clarke to Napoleon :

—
" The lassitude of war is experienced in all parts of the

• In his Confidontial Despatch to the Directory of 28th December 1796,

Napoleon st.ites tl.e force witli which he romniencedthecampaipi atthirty-

eislit thousand five hundred men, tlie sulisequent reinforcements at twelve
thousand six hundred, and the losses bv death and incurable wounds at

seven thousand. Tliere can be no doubt that he enormously diminished
his losses and reinforcements ; for the I irectory maintaineil he had received

reinforcements to the amount of fifty-seven thousand mei:.—Curros. Conf.
U.312. •
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Nap. ii. 426.

156.

Extraordi-

nary com-

position of
the French

army.

2 Th. viii.

622.

Republic. The people ardently desire peace ;
their mur-

murs are loud that it is not already concluded. The legis-

lature desires it, commands it, no matter at what price ;

and its continued refusal to furnish to the Directory the

necessary funds to carry on the contest, is the best proof
of that fact. The finances are ruined

; agriculture in vain

demands the arms which are required for cultivation.

The war is become so universal, as to threaten to overturn

the Republic ;
all parties, worn out with anxiety, desire

the termination of the Revolution. Should our internal

misery continue, the people, exhausted by suffering, hav-

ing experienced none of the benefits which they expected,
will establish a new order of things, which will in its

turn generate fresh revolutions, and we shall undergo, for

twenty or thirty years, all the agonies consequent on such

convulsions." ^

Much of Napoleon's success was no doubt owing to the

admirable character, unwearied energy, and indomitable

courage, of the troops which composed the French army.
The world had never seen an array framed of such mate-

rials. The terrible whirlwind which had overthrown the

fabric of society in France, the patriotic spirit which had

brought its whole population into the field, the grinding

misery which had forced all its activity into war, had

formed a union of intelligence, skill, and ability, among
the private soldiers, such as had never before been wit-

nessed in modern warfare. The middling—even the higher
ranks—were to be seen with a musket on their shoulders

;

the great levies of 1793 had spared neither high nor low
;

the career of glory and ambition could be entered only

through the portals of the bivouac. Hence it was that the

spirit which animated them was so fervent, and their in-

telligence so remarkable, that the humblest grenadiers

anticipated all the designs of their commanders, and knew
of themselves, in every situation of danger and difficulty,

what should be done. When Napoleon spoke to them, in

his proclamations, of Brutus, Scipio, and Tarquin, he was

addressing men whose hearts thrilled at the recollections

which these names awaken ; and when he led them into

action after a night- march of ten leagues,^ he commanded
those who felt as thoroughly as himself the inestimable
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importance of time in war. With truth might Napoleon chap.

say, that his soldiers had surpassed the far-famed celerity
xx.

of Csesar's legions. ~~1797~~

But, however much was owing to the troops who obeyed,
still more was to be ascribed to the general who commanded, ^^^

in this memorable campaign. In this struggle is to be seen Great genius

the commencement of the new system of tactics which
Hifs^s'tem""

Napoleon brought to such perfection ;
that of accumulat- of war.

ing forces in a central situation, striking with the whole

mass the detached wings of the enemy, separating them
from each other, and compensating by rapidity of move-
ment for inferiority of numbers. Most of his triumphs
were achieved by the steady and skilful application of this

principle ; all, when he was inferior in iiumerical amount
to his opponents. At Montenotte he broke into the centre

of the Austro-Sardinian army, when it was executing a

difficult movement through the mountains, separated
the Piedmontese from the Imperialists, accumulated an

overwhelming force against the latter at Dego, and routed

the former when detached from their allies at Mondovi.

When Wurmser approached Verona, with his army divided

into parts separated from each other by a lake. Napoleon
was on the brink of ruin

;
but he retrieved his affairs by

sacrificing the siege of Mantua, and falling with superior

numbers, first on Quasdanovich at Lonato, and then on

Wurmser at Castiglione. When the second irruption of

the Germans took place, and Wurmser still continued the

system of dividing his troops, it was by a skilful use of his

central position that the French general defeated his

efforts
;

first assailing with a superior force the subsidiary

body at Roveredo, and then pursuing with the rapidity of

lightning the main body of the invaders through the

gorges of the Brenta. When Alvinzi assumed the com-

mand, and Vaubois was routed in the Tyrol, the affairs of

the French were all but desperate ;
but the central posi-

tion and rapid movements of Napoleon again restored the

balance : checking, in the first instance, the advance of

Davidovich on the plateau of Rivoli, and next engaging in

a mortal strife with Alvinzi in the marshes of Areola.

When Austria made her final effort,and Alvinzi surrounded

Joubert at Rivoli, it was only by the most rapid move-

ments, and almost incredible activity, that the double '
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CHAP, attack was defeated ;
the same troops crusliing the main

XX. body of the Austrians on the steeps of the Montebaldo, who

~y^q^ afterwards surroiinded Provera on the lake of Mantua.

The same system was afterwards pursued with the greatest

success by Wellington in Portugal, and Napoleon himself

at Dresden, and in the plains of Champagne.

But, to the success of such a system of operations, it

is indispensable that the troops who undertake it should

But it will be superior in bodily activity and moral courage to their

not succeed
adversaries, and that the general-in-chief can securely leave

troops a slender force to cope with the enemy in one quarter,
equally while he is accumulating his masses to overwhelm them
brave and °
skilful. in another. Unless this is the case, the commander who

throws himself at the head of an inconsiderable body into

the midst of the enemy, will be certain of encountering
instead of inflicting disaster. Without such a degree of

courage and activity as enables him to calculate with cer-

tainty upon hours, and sometimes minutes, it is impossible
to expect success from such a hazardous system. Of this

a signal proof occurred in Bohemia in 1813, Avhen the

French, encouraged by their great triumph before Dresden,
threw themselves inconsiderately into the midst of the

Allies in the mountains of Toplitz ; but, meeting there

with the undaunted Russian and Prussian forces, they ex-

perienced the most dreadful reverses, and in a few days
lost the whole fruit of a mighty victory.

The disasters of the Austrians were mainly owing to the

injudicious plan which they so perseveringly adopted, of

Cause of the dividing their force into separate bodies, and commencing
disasters of ^^ attack at the same time at stations so far distant, that
the Aus-

. ,

'

trians. the attacking columns could render little assistance to

each other. This system may succeed very well against

ordinary troops, or timorous generals, who, the moment

they hear of their flank being turned, or their communi-
cations menaced, lay down their arms, or fall back

; but

against intrepid soldiers, and a resolute commander, who
turns fiercely on every side, and brings a preponderating
mass first against one assailant, and then another, it is

almost sure of leading to disasters. The Aulic Council

was not to blame for adopting this system, in the first

instance, against the French armies, because it might have

f been expected to succeed against ordinary troops, and had
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done so in many previous instances ; but they wore inex- chap.

cusable for continuing it so long, after the cliaracter of the ^^

opponents with whom they had to deal had so fully dis-
"TrgT

played itself. The system of concentric attacks rarely
succeeds against an able and determined enemy, because

the chances which the force in the centre has of beating
first one column and then another, are so considerable.

When it does, it is only when the different masses of the

attacking party, as at Leipsic and Dresden, are so immense,
that each can stand a separate encounter for itself, or can

fall back, in the event of being outnumbered, without

seriously endangering, by such a retreat, the safety of the

other assailing columns.

The Italian campaign demonstrates, in the most signal

manner, the vast importance of fortresses in war, and the

vital consequence of such barriers to arrest the course of General re-

military conquest. The surrender of the fortresses of Coni, ['i^g""^^^

°"

Alexandria, and Tortona, by giving the French a secure paign.

base for their operations, speedily made them masters of

the whole of Lorabardy ;
wliile the single fortress of

Mantua arrested their victorious arms for six months, and

gave time to Austria to collect no less than four powerful
armies for its deliverance. No man understood this better

than Napoleon ;
and accordingly, without troubling him-

self with the projects so earnestly pressed upon him of

revolutionising Piedmont, he grasped the fortresses, and

thereby laid the foundation for all his subsequent conquests.

"Without the surrender of the Piedmontese citadels, he

would not have been able to push his advantages in Italy

beyond the Po
;
but for tlie bastions of Mantua, he niiglit

have carried them, as in the succeeding campaign, to the

Danube.

It is melancholy to reflect on the degraded state of the

Italian powers during this terrible struggle. An invasion,
•which brought on all her people unheard-of calamities, Degrada

which overspread her plains with bloodshed, and exposed {[°"ii,°^s*af

her cities to rapine, was unable to excite the spirit of her tins period.

pacific inhabitants
;
and neither of the contending parties

deemed it worth their while to bestow a serious thought
on the dispositions or assistance of the twenty millions of

men who were to be the reward of the strife. Tiie country
of Caesar and Scipio, of Cato and Erutus, beheld in silent
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CHAP, dismay the protracted contest of two provinces of its

XX. ancient empire, and prepared to bow the neck in abject

~Z^Zr~ submission to either of its former vassals which might

prove victorious in the strife. A division of the French

army was sufficient to disperse the levies of the Roman

people. Such is the consequence of political divisions and

long-continued prosperity, even in the richest and most

favoured countries ;
of that fatal policy which withers the

spirits of men by fettering their ambition
;
of that indul-

gence of the selfish passions which ends in annihilating the

generous ;
and of that thirst for pleasure which subverts

the national independence by destroying the warlike

spirit bj^ which alone it can be maintained.

Finally, this campaign evinced, in the most signal man-

jg2 ner, the persevering character and patriotic spirit of the

Uneonquer- Austrian people, and the prodigious eiforts of which its

^f^^},*/^''^^^' monarchy is capable, when roused by real danger to

trians. vigorous exertiou. It is impossible to contemplate, with-

out admiration, the vast armies which they successively
sent into the field, and the unconquerable courage with

which these returned to a contest where so many thousands

of their countrymen had perished before them. Had they
been guided by greater, or opposed by less ability, they

unquestionably would have been successful
;
and even

against the soldiers of the Italian army, and the genius of

Napoleon, the scales of fortune repeatedly hung equal. A
nation capable of such sacrifices can hardly ever be per-

manently subdued ;
a government, actuated by such steady

principles, must ultimately be triumphant. Such, accord-

ingly, has been the case in the present instanee. Aristocratic

firmness in the end asserted its wonted superiority over

democratic vigour ; the • dreams of Republican equality
have been forgotten, but the Austrian government remains

unchanged ;
the French eagles have retired over the Alps ;

and Italy, the theatre of so much bloodshed; finally
remains to the successors of the Caesars. .
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1796.

CHAPTER XXI.

CAMPAIGN OF 1796 IN GERMANY.

When the Directory was called, by the suppression of chap.
the insurrection of the Sections, and the establishment of xxi.

the new constitution, to the helm of the state, they found

the Republic in a very critical situation, and its affiiirs ex- .

ternally and internally involved in almost insurmountable Great diffi.

difficulties. The finances were in a state of increasing and
ti^e^prench

inextricable confusion
;
the assignats, which had for long Government

constituted the sole resource of government, had fallen mencement

almost to nothing; ten thousand francs in paper were of this year,

hardly worth twenty francs in specie, and the unbounded

depreciation of that species of circulation seemed to render

the establishment of any other circulating medium of the

same description impossible. The taxes for many years
back had been so ill paid, that Ramel, the minister of

finance, estimated the arrears in his department at fifteen

hundred millions in specie, or above £60,000,000 sterling.

The armies, destitute of pay, ill equipped, worse clothed,

were discontented, and the recent disasters on the Rhine
had completely broken the susceptible spirit of the French

soldiers. The artillery and cavalry were without horses
;

the infantry, depressed by suffering and dejected by defeat,

were deserting in great numbers, and seeking a refuge in

their homes from the toils and the miseries of war. The
contest in La Vendee was still unextinguished ; the Repub-
lican armies had been driven with disgrace behind the

2/""tou1^

Rhine, and the troops in the Maritime Alps, worn out vi. 9.

with privations, could not be relied on with certainty for •

offensive operations.^
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ance of Eng.
land, Russia
and Austria
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' Jom. viii.

4. Ann.
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4.

Painful
division of

opinion in

England on
the war.

But on the other hand, the external relations of the

Republic had eminently improved ;
and the vast exertions

of 1794, even though succeeded by the lassitude and weak-

ness of 1795, had produced a most important effect on the

relative situation of the belligerent powers. Spain, de-

feated and humiliated, had sued for peace ;
and the treaty

of Bale, by liberating the armies of the Eastern and
Western Pyrenees, had both enabled the French govern-
ment to reinforce the armies of La Vendee, and to afford

means to the young Conqueror of the Sections of carrying
the Republican standards into the plains of Lombardy.
Prussia had retired without either honour or advantage
from the struggle ;

the Low Countries were not only sub-

dued, but their resources turned against the Allied powers ;

and the whole weight of the contest on the Rhine, it was

plain, must now fall on the Austrian monarchy. England,
baffled and disgraced on the Continent, was not likely to

take any effective paz't in military warfare, and there

seemed little doubt that the power which had recently
defeated all the coalesced armies of Europe would be

able to subdue the brave but now unaided forces of the

Imperialists.

Aware of the coming dangei', Mr Pitt had, in the Sep-
tember preceding, concluded a triple alliance between

Great Britain, Austria, and Russia : but the forces of

Russia were too far distant, and the danger to its posses-

sions too remote, to permit any material aid to be early

acquired from its immense resources. It was not till a

later period, and till the fire had fastened on its own vitals,

that the might of this gigantic power was effectually

roused, and the legions of tlie North brought to reassert

their wonted superiority over the forces of Southern

Europe.^
The condition of England, in the close of 1795 and the

beginning of 1796, was nearly as distracted, so far as

opinion went, as that of France. The continued disasters

of the war, the pressure of new and increasing taxation,

the apparent hopelessness of continuing the struggle with

a- military power which all the armies of Europe had

proved unable to subdue, not only gave new strength and

vigour to the Whig party, who had all along opposed hos-

tilities, but induced many thoughtful men who had con-
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curred at first in the necessity of combating tlie revolu- chap.

tionary mania, to hesitate as to any further continuance xxi.

of the contest. So violent had party spirit become, and

so completely had it iisurped the place of patriotism or

reason, that many of the popular leaders had come to wish

anxiously for the triumph of their enemies. It was no

longer a simple disapprobation of the war which they felt,

but a fervent desire that it might terminate to the disad-

vantage of their country, and that the Republican might

triumph over the British arms. They thought that there

was no chance of parliamentary reform being carried, or

any considerable addition to democratic power acquired,

unless the ministry were dispossessed ;
and to accomplish

this object, they hesitated not to betray their wish for the

success of the inveterate enemy of their country. These

animosities produced their usual effect of rendering the

moderate or rational equally odious to both parties ;

whoever deplored the war was reputed a foe to his coun-
^

try ;
whoever pronounced it necessary, was deemed a con- 1795.6.7.

spirator against its liberty, and an abettor of arbitrary

power.^
These ill humours, which were afloat during the whole

of the summer of 1795, broke out into acts of open vio-
^

lence in the autumn of that year. The associations for violence of

the purpose of obtaining parliamentary reform increased
in^the rfo^

in boldness and activity : among them were many emis- of 1795.

saries of the French government, and numbers of natives

of this country, who had thrown off all connexion with

it in their hearts, and were become its most violent and

rancorous enemies. They deluded immense bodies of men

by the seducing langiiage of freedom which they used,

and the alluring prospect of peace which they held forth.

Societies having these captivating advantages for their pro-
fessed objects, were generally formed in the great towns

;

and, under the banner of reform, succeeded in assembling,
in every quarter, all that ambition had which was reck-

less, with all that indigence could collect which was des-

perate. These causes of discontent were increased by the

high price of provisions, the natural consequence of the

increased consumption and enlarged circulating mediimi

required in the war
;
but which the lower orders, under

the instigation of their demagogues, ascribed entirely to
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CHAP, the ministry, and the crusade which they had undertaken
^xi.

against the liberties of mankind.

j,gg
It was fortunate at this crisis, that the rural population

every where remained firm, and the seditious movements

Attempts to Were confined chiefly to the excitable population of the

theTKine'^ Commercial towns. At length, on occasion of the King's
29th Oct. going to Parliament, at its opening, on 29th October 1795,
^'^^'

these discontents broke out into open outrages of the most

disgraceful kind. The royal carriage was surrounded'by
an immense crowd of turbulent persons, loudly demanding

peace, and the dismissal of Mr Pitt. One of the windows

was broken by a pebble, or bullet, from an air-gun ;
showers

of stones were thrown at the state-coach, both going and

returning from Parliament
;
and the monarch narrowly

escaped the fury of the populace, in his way from St

James's Palace to Buckingham House. These outrages,

howc v'er, tended only to strengthen the hands of govern-

ment, by demonstrating to all reasonable men to what

excesses the populace would speedily be driven if not

1 A R restrained by a firm hand, and how thin was the partition

8-11. which separated this country from the horrors of the

French Revolution.^

In debating on the address, Mr Fox maintained that

the representations of ministers were flattering and delu-

Arguments sive ;
that £100,000,000 had already been added to the

sUi^n^n the national debt, and £4,000,000 a-year to the permanent
war. taxes

;
that the coalition had been every where defeated,

and the French were preparing to invade Italy with a

powerful army ;
that the example of America proved how

fallacious was the hope, that a nation resolved to be free

could be reduced to extremity, by the mere failure of pecu-

niary resources ;
that the alleged danger of concluding

peace with a revolutionary power had been surmounted

by the despotic governments of Spain and Prussia, and if

so, what peril could arise from it to the constitutional

monarchy of England ? that we had in truth no allies, but

a mere set of mercenary associates, who would abandon our

interests the moment that it suited tbeir own conveniency ;

2 Ann. Reg. and that the severe scarcity, which now desolated all

If' ^^^b- Europe, seemed to be the consequence of the obstacles to

1012, 1016. cultivation, which the ravages of war occasioned, and could

not be expected to terminate while they continued.^
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On the other hand, it was urged by Mr Pitt, that every chap.

consideration, both of justice and policy, called upon us for xxi.

a vigorous prosecution of the contest ;
that notwithstand-

ing his successes in the field, the enemy now began to feel

his debility, and had in consequence evinced a disposition Answer of

to accommodate, which he never before had done ; that the ^°^yi-' ment.
French paper was now at little more than a hundredth

part of its nominal value
;
and though the enormous sum

of £750,000,000 worth of assignats had been created, this

quantity was hourly on the increase : that it was incre-

dible that a nation reduced to such straits, could long

support a contest with the formidable enemies who were

preparing to assail it by land and sea
;
and that the system

of maintaining war by the heinous method of confisca-

tions and a forced paper currency, however successful for

the time, must lead in the end to ruin : that the numbers
of the French armies, and the desperate spirit by which

they were animated, arose from the misery of the country,
the stagnation of industry, and the impossibility of finding
subsistence in pacific employments ; but that this system,
however successful, when a war of invasion and plunder
was carried on, could not be maintained for any length of

time, when the French armies were repelled, as they now
were on all sides, to their own frontiers, and compelled to

subsist on their own resources
;
that now, therefore, was i Ann. Reg.

the time, when the enemy's breath was so evidently fail- ^-}~- ^^r.'-

ing, to press him liard on every side, and reduce him to io3o,i048.

such a peace as might protect Europe from Gallic aggres-

sion, and England from Republican innovation.^

Such were the arguments urged in public, both in the

House of Lords and Commons, on the policy of continuing
the war

;
and both Houses, by a great majority, supported Real objects

the administration; the numbers being in the Lower 1" 'V!^; ^^..'

,
° thediflerent

House 240 to 59. But the real motives which influenced parties.

both sides were materially different. It was a domestic

war which was really waged ;
it was the contest betweeu

aristocratic ascendency and democratic ambition which at

bottom divided the country, and excited the fierce and

implacable passions by which all classes were animated.

The popular party perceived that their chance of success

was altogether nugatory while the firm hand which now ,

held the reins continued at the head of affairs, and that,
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while the national spirit was excited by the war with

France, the ascendency of the conservative party might
be looked upon as certain : while the adherents to ancient
institutions felt that the continuance of the contest at any
price was preferable to the flood of democracy with which

they would be deluged at its close
;
and that, till the

excitement created by the French RevoJution had subsid-

ed, no passion but that for war could be relied on to coun-
teract its effects. Thus, though the ground on which the

parties engaged was the expedience of continuing the

strife, the object which both had really in view was the
form of domestic government, and the passions which
actuated them, in truth, the same as those which distract-

ed France and agitated Europe.
To enable government to carry on the war, Parliament

10. voted supplies to the amount of £27,500,000, exclusive of

Tote^^r
*^® interest of the debt

;
and in this was included the

ParUament. enormous sum of £18,000,000 contracted by loan, the
annual charge of which was £1,100,000, which was pro-
vided for by a considerable addition to the assessed taxes.

But the total expenditure of the year amounted to

£37,500,000, and the remainder was raised, in spring
1796, by exchequer bills and annuities, to the amount of

£13,500,000, which made the total loans of that year
£31,500,000. Mr Pitt stated it as a most remarkable cir-

cumstance, that in the fourth year of so expensive a war,
this large loan was obtained at so low a rate as four and a
half per cent

; and, without doubt, it was a signal proof'
of the profusion of capital and confidence in government
which prevailed in Britain. But he forgot the ruinous

terms on which the loan was contracted for future years ;

that a bond of £100 was given for every £60 advanced,
and posterity saddled with the payment of an immense
debt which the nation had never received. This observa-

tion, how obvious soever, was not then perceived by the

ablest persons even of practical habits. No one looked
' •^""-

^^'- forward to the repayment of the debt, and the nation

108. reposed m fancied security on the moderate annual charge
which the loan imposed on the country.^
Another matter of the highest importance gave rise to

the most vehement debates both in the legislature and the

country : this was the bills which government introduced
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for providing additional security to the King's person, and chap.

for the provontion of seditious meetings.^ No measure had ^^^•

been brought forward by government since the Revolution, j-gg

which excited such vehement opposition both in the legis- j,

lature and the country, as these celebrated statutes, which Bills against

were stigmatised by the popular party as the Pitt and
?,gg

° '"^'^'^"

Grenvillc acts, in order that they might for ever be held Arguments

in execration by the country. By the latter, it was sSutes
"^"^^

required that notice should be given to the magistrate of 136 Geo.

any public meeting to be held on political subjects; be^J^^^^^'^
was authorised to be present, and empowered to seize

those guilty of sedition on the spot ; and a second offence

against the act was punishable with transportation. On
the part of the Opposition it was urged, that meetings
held under such restrictions, and with the dread of im-

prisonment hanging over the speakers for any word
which might escape from them in the heat of debate,
could never be considered as the free and unbiassed meet-

ings of Englishmen ; that so violent an infringement had
never been attempted on the liberties of the people since

the days of the Tudors
;
that if the times were so far

changed that Englishmen could no longer meet and deli-

berate on public affairs without endangering the state, it

would be better at once to surrender their liberties, as in

Denmark, into the hands of a despotic sovereign ;
that it

was evident, however, that there really was no such

danger as was apprehended, but the alarm was only a

pretence to justify the adoption of arbitrary measures ;

that it was in vain to appeal to the example of France, as

vindicating the necessity of such rigorous enactments
;

every body knew that the revolution in that country was
not owing to Jacobin clubs, or the meetings of the people,
but to the corruptions of the court, and the vices of the ' Ann. Reg.

political system ;
and if this bill should pass, the people of i^V^Hist

this country, rendered desperate by the imposition of simil- 24,37.

ar fetters, would, without all doubt, break, in their own
defence, into similar excesses.^

On the other hand, it was argued by the Administration,
that it was necessary to«onsider the bill attentively before

representing it in such odious colours
;
that it imposed

restrictions only on public assemblies, and loft unfettered
,

the press, the great palladium of liberty in every repre-
VOL. V. R
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CHAP, sentative monarchy ; that public meetings required to be
^^^-

narrowly watched in turbulent times, because it was in such

jjgg great assemblages that the passions took fire, and men were

,9 precipitated, by mutual excitement, into violent measures
;

Arfjuments that the great danger of such meetings arose from the fact,

them bTthe that Only OHO side was heard, and extravagant sentiments
Adniinistra- were always those which gained most applause ;

that the

object of the meetings against which these enactments were

levelled, was notorious, being nothing less than the over-

throw of the monarchy, and the formation of a republican
constitution similar to that established with such disastrous

etFects in France ; that the proposed enactments were

certainly a novelty in this country, but so also was the

democratic spirit against which they were levelled, and

extraordinary times required extraordinary remedies ;
and

1 Ann. Reg. that no danger was to be apprehended to public freedom,
2:j, 32. Pari,

g i^j^-jg, jj^g ^Y\e press was unfettered, and iuries regarded

49,62. with SO much jealousy as they now did, all the measures

which emanated from the authority of government.^
The bill passed the House of Commons by a majority of

two hundred and fourteen to forty-two, and the House of

BiUs pass Lords by sixty-six to seven. So exasperated were the
into laws.

Opposition with the success of Ministers on this occasion,

tuin wmi-^^' that Mr Fox, and a large part of the minority, withdrew
draw in dis-

altosether for a considerable time from the House ; a
gust. *

ruinous measure, dictated by spite and disappomtment,
and which should never, on any similar occasion, be

repeated by true patriots. The bill was limited in its

duration to three years ; and, after passing both Houses, it

received the royal assent. On coolly reviewing the subject

of such vehement contention in the Parliament and the

nation, it is impossible to deny that it is beset with diffi-

culties ;
and that nothing but the manifest danger of the

times could have furnished an excuse for so wide a devia-

tion from the principles of British freedom. At the same

time it is evident that the bills, limited as they were in

their duration, and partial in their operation, were not

calculated to produce the mischiefs which their opponents
so confidently predicted. The proof of this is decisive:

the bills were passed, and the liberties of England not

46.""
''"

only remained entire, but have since that time continually

gone on increasing.^
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In truth, the management ofa country which has become chap.

infected with the contagion of democratic ambition, is one ^^i-

of the most difficult matters in government, and one of ~7-9~~
which the principles are only now beginning to be under-

stood. It is always to be recollected, that the formidable Reflections

thing in periods of agitation, and that against which Measures

governments are, in an especial manner, called to raise a

barrier, is not the discontent arising from real grievance,
but the passion springing from popular ambition. The

first, being founded in reason and justice, is easily dealt

with : it subsides with the removal of the causes which
called it forth, and strong measures are very seldom

required or justifiable for its suppression. The second,

being a vehement passion, arising often from no real evil,

but awakened by the anticipation of power, is insatiable ;

it increases with every gratification it receives, and con-

ducts the nation, through blood and suffering, by a sure

and rapid progress, to military despotism. The same danger
to freedom is to be apprehended from the prevention of

the expression of real suffering, as from concession to

democratic ambition. Reform and redress are the reme-
dies suited to the former

; resistance and firmness the

regimen adapted to the latter. In considering, therefore,
whether the measures of Mr Pitt at that period were jus-
tifiable or not, the question is, did the public discontents

arise from the experience of real evils, or the contagion of

democratic ambition ? And when it is recollected from
what example, in the neighbouring kingdom, these pas-
sions were excited, how much the liberties of England
have subsequently augmented, and what a career of splen-
dour and prosperity has since been opened, it is evident

that no rational doubt can be entertained on the subject.
And the event has proved, that more danger to freedom is

to be apprehended from concession than from resistance in

such circumstances
;
for British liberty has since that time

steadily increased, under all the coercion applied by a firm

government to its excesses
;
while French cntlnisiasm has

led to no practical prote^-tion of the people ;
and tlie nation

has perpetually fallen under a succession of despots, in the
vain endeavour to establish !i chimerical equality.

Previous to the opening of tlie campaign of 1796, the

British government, in order to bring the French Directory
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CHAP, to the test, authorised their agent in Switzerland, Mr
XXI. Wickham, to make advances to the French minister on the

i-9g_ subject of a general peace. The Directory replied, that

jg they could only treat on the footing of the constitution
;
in

Proposals other words, that they must insist on retaining the Low
the "irrTtish^

Countries. This at once brought matters to an issue, for

goverument, neither Austria nor England were as yet sufficiently

reptedby
liumblcd to consent to such terms. The declaration of

the Direc- this resolution, however, on the part of the Directory, was

sth^March. of great service to the English cabinet, by demonstrating
the impossibility of treating, without abandoning all the

objects of the war, and putting France permanently in

possession of a salient angle, from which it threatened the

liberties of all Europe, and which experience has proved
cannot be left in its hands, without exposing them to

imminent hazard. Mr Pitt accordingly announced the

resolution of the Directory to the British Parliament,

Feb. 15 and ^iid immediately obtained further supplies for carrying on
April 19. tjje yf^j.—an additional loan, as already mentioned, of
1 Ann Reff. .

App. 108. £7,500,000 w^as negotiated, upon as favourable terms as the

JJj- '''y^^''^' former,
and exchequer bills, to the amount of £6,000,000

viii. 8. more, were put at the disposal of government, out of which

£3,000,000 were granted to Austria.^

The first active operations of this memorable year took

jg place in La Vendee, where the republican general, Hoche,
Operations Commanded an army of a hundred thousand men. This

i-Vvende™ ^^*^ force, the greatest which the Republic had on foot.
His charac- composed of all the troops in the west of France, and

those drawn from Biscay and the western Pyrenees, was
intrusted to a general of twenty-seven years of age, whose
absolute power extended over all the insurgent provinces.
He was in every respect qualified for the important but

diflScult duty with w^hich he was charged. Endowed by
nature with a clear judgment, an intrepid character, and
an unconquerable resolution

; firm, sagacious, and humane,
he was eminently characterised by that mixture of gentle-
ness and resolution which is necessary to heal the wounds
and subdue the passions of civil war. This rare combination

of civil and military qualities might have rendered him a

formidable rival of Napoleon, and possibly endangered the

public peace, had he not united to these shining parts a

patriotic heart and a love of liberty which rendered him
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superior to all temptation ; and made him more likely, had chap.
he lived, to have followed the example of Washington, than xxi.

to tread in the footsteps of Csesar or Cromwell. But it is

more than probable that his independent spirit would never

have brooked the usurpation of power by that extraordin-

ary man ;
and his great popularity with the army M^ould

possibly have given him the means of combating his
xx'436^"'ia^'

ambition Avith success, and prolonging in France for a few (Hoche!)

years longer than the 18th Brumaire the delusive jihau-
tom of republican institutions.^

Lazare Hochc, like all the great warriors of the Revolu-

tion, owed his elevation entirely to his own abilities
; but

they rendered him one of the most remarkable men whom Early Ms-

that convulsion brought forth. He was born on February a^^h'^

24, 1768, at Montreuil, near Versailles, where his father

pursued the humble occupation of garde de chenille under
Louis XV. ;

and he made his first entrance into life at the

age of fourteen as a supernumerary understrapper in the

royal stables. His parents having soon after died, he
would have been utterly destitute but for the assistance of

an aunt, a fruit-woman in Versailles, who from time to

time supplied him with small sums of money to add to his

scanty wages, and buy books, which he literally devoured,

by sitting up at night, after his labours in the stables

were over. His inclinations prompting him strongly to

a military life, he enlisted at the age of sixteen in the

Gardes Fran9aises. While in that service he almost daily
mounted extra guards, and engaged in every species of

employment he could obtain consistently with his pro-

fession, in order to collect money enough to form a little

library, to the study of which his whole evenings were
devoted. In 1788 he fought a duel in the quarries of

Montmartre, on which occasion he received a wound in

the face, the scar of which remained through life, and
added to his martial appearance. In the following year
he was involved in the general and fatal defection of the

French Guards
;
and having now warmly embraced the

principles of the Revolution, he entered into the Muni-

cipal Guard of Paris, when it was first raised, immediately x^'4f6^'^^'
after the taking of the Bastile,- and was soon made (Hoche.)

sergeant-major, from his remarkable skill in his profession, >
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CHAP, and at length obtained from the minister Claviere a com-
XXI. mission as sub-lieutenant.

j„j^g
No sooner had he obtained this rank, than he applied

jg
with the utmost diligence to the study of his profession ;

His first rise and the advantage of this at on e appeared at the siege of

intTe'Re^^^Thionville.
The distinction he there acquired procured

publican for him the command of Dunkirk, threatened in 1793
ariuies.

-vvith an attack by the English under the Duke of York.

Hoche powerfully contributed, by the spirit which he
infused into the garrison, and the ability with Avhich the

sorties were directed, to the defeat of that enterprise, and
the overthrow of the covering army under Freytag, at the

battle of Hoondschote. The highest military honours and

employments were now open to him, and he proved
himself equal to them all. At the age of twenty-four he

obtained the command of the army of the Moselle, and he

there found antagonists worthy of his powers, in the Duke
of Brunswick aud the Prussian army ;

but such was the

vigour and ability of his operations, that, before the close

of the campaign, he had driven the allies entirely out of

Alsace. He there, however, underwent a strange mutation

of fortune. Having denounced Pichegru as engaged in

treasonable correspondencewith the enemy, to the Commit-
tee of Public Salvation, he incurred the wrath of St Just,

by whom that general was protected, and, in consequence,
was deprived of his command, and exiled to Nice. Hardly
had he set out to the place of his banishment, when he was
arrested by orders of the Committee of Public Salvation,

brought to Paris, and thrown into the Conciergerie, from

whence he would infallibly have been brought to the

xx.^437.

'"^*

scaffold, had not the Revolution of the 9th Tliermidor cut

short the career of his oppressors.^

The period of his captivity, however, which was very

considerable, was of more service to Hoche than that of

His cap- his triumphs ;
for it taught him to think, and enabled him

tnity, -and
^^ gain the mastery of his vehement and fiery temper, to

moral im- which his misfortunes had in some degree been owing.
provement. gj^ marvellous Career gave him ample room for reflection :

for, withm the space of ten years, and when not yet turned

of twentj'-five, he had been successively an understrapper
in the tojelI stables, a geueral-in-chief of one of the greatest
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armies of the Republic, and a captive at the point of chap.

death from the revolutionary tribunal. He became, in xxi.

consequence, grave and silent, thoughtful and reflecting j-^g

beyond his years, studious and contemplative ; and he

assumed for his maxim the motto,
"
Things and not

words." These qualities were all necessary to enable him iRiosr.Uuiv.

to achieve the difficult task now committed to him by the ^^ "^^^^ 20G

Directory, of subduing the western provinces, and termin- 208.

ating the dreadful war, which in that quarter had so long
consumed the vitals of the state.^

Hoche's plan, which was approved of by the Directory,

was to reduce La Yendee, and all the provinces to the
,,(,

south of the Loire, before making any attempt upon Roche's

Brittany, or the departments to the north of that river. ratTo'us."^^'

All the towns in the insurgent district were declared in a

state of siege ;
the Republican army was authorised to

maintain itself in the country where hostilities were con-

tinued, and to levy the necessary requisitions from the

peasantry; and the towns which fell into the possession 2Biog.Ui!iv,

of the Republicans were to be protected and provided for
^^:^ *V^ ^^,

like captured fortresses. Pardon was proclaimed to all 207.

the chiefs who should lay down their arms, while those

who continued the contest were ordered to be shot.^

During the absence of Hoche at Paris, in the depth
of winter, arranging this plan with the Directory, the

^^

Royalist chiefs, in particular Charette and Stofflet, gained Successes of

considerable successes ;
the project of disarming the insur- f„d s't"ffiet

gent provinces had made little progress ;
and the former during tue

of these chiefs, having broken through the line, had ap- Deitu of

peared in the rear of the Republicans. But the arrival the Utter.

of the general-in-chief restored vigour and unanimity to

their operations. Charette was closely pursued by several

columns, under the command of General Travot
; wliile

Stofflet, cut off from all communication with the other

Royalists, was driven back upon the shores of the ocean.

As a last resource, Charette collected all his forces, and
attacked his antagonist at the passage of La Vie. The

Royalists, seized with a sudden panic, did not combat with
their accustomed vigour ; their ranks were speedily broken ;

their artillery, ammunition, and sacred standard, all fell

into the hands of the enemy ; Charette himself with diffi-

culty made his escape, with forty or fifty followers
; and,

'
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wandering through forests and marshes, owed his safety
to the incorruptible fidelity of the peasants of the Marais.

In vain he endeavoured to elude his pursuers and join
Stofflet

;
that intrepid chief, himself pressed by the forces

of the Republic, after escaping a thousand perils, was

betrayed by one of his followers at the farm of Pegrimaud,
where he was seized, gagged, and conducted to Angers.
He there met death with the same resolution which had

distinguished his life.^

This great success was necessary to establish the credit

of the young general, who, accused equally bj" both par-
ties—by the Royalists of severity, and by the Republicans
of moderation—was so beset with difficulties and so much

disgusted with his situation, that he formally demanded
his dismissal from the command. But Carnot, aware of

his abilities, instead of accepting his resignation, confirmed

him ill his appointments ; and, as a mark of the esteem of

government, sent him two fine horses—a present not only

highly acceptable, but absolutely necessary to the young
general. For though at the head of one hundred thou-

sand men, and master of a quarter of France, he was
reduced to such straits, by the fall of the paper in which
the whole pay of the army was received, that he was abso-

lutely without horses, or equipage of any kind, and was

glad to supply his immediate necessities by taking half-a-

dozen bridles and saddles, and a few bottles of rum, from
the stores left by the English in Quiberon Bay.^

Charette was now the only remaining obstacle to the

entire subjugation of the country ; for as long as he lived,

it never could be considered as pacified. Anxious to get

quit of so formidable an enemy on any terms, the Directory
offered him a safe retreat into England with his family and
such of his followers as he might select, and a million of

francs for his own maintenance. Charette replied
—"

I am
ready to die Mith arms in my hands; but not to fly, and
abandon my companions in misfortune. All the vessels of

the Republic would not be sufficient to transport my brave

soldiers into England. Far from fearing your menaces,
I will myself come to seek you in your own camp." The

Royalist officers, Avho perceived that further resistance had
become hopeless,^ urged hiin to retire to Britain, and await

a more favourable opportunity of renewing the contest at
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the head of the princes and nobility of France. " Gentle- chap.

men," said he, with a severe air,
"

I am not here to judge ^^i-

of the orders which my sovereign has given me : I know
^^^^

them
; they are the same which I myself have solicited.

Preserve towards them the same fidelity which I shall do
;

nothing shall shake me in the discharge of my duty."
This indomitable chief, however, could not long with-

stand the immense bodies which were now directed against
him. His band was gradually reduced from seven hun- He is at

dred to fifty, and at last, ten followers. With this handful ^^'?^"' ^^^^^

of heroes he long kept at bay the Republican forces
; but at and con.

length, pursued on every side, and tracked out like a wild be"shof."*

beast by bloodhounds, he was seized, after a furious com-

bat, and brought, bleeding and mutilated, but unsubdued,
to the Republican headquarters. ,

General Travot, with the

consideration due to illustrious misfortune, treated him
wfth respect and kindness, but could not avert his fate.

He was conducted to Angers, where he was far from expe-

riencing from others the generous treatment of this brave

Republican general. Maltreated by the brutal soldiery,

dragged along, yet dripping with blood from his w^ounds,
before the populace of the town, weakened by loss of blood,
he had need of all his strength of mind to sustain his

courage ; but, even in this extremity, his firmness never
deserted him. On the 27th March he was removed from
the prison of Angers to that of Nantes. He entered into

the latter town, preceded by a numerous escort, closely

guarded by gendarmes and generals glittering in gold
and plumes ;

himself on foot, with his clothes torn and

bloody, pale and attenuated
; yet an object of more interest

than all the splendid throng by whom he was surrounded.

Such was his exhaustion from loss of blood, that the un-
daunted chief fainted on leaving the Quarter of Commerce

;

but no sooner was his strength revived by a glass of water,
than he marched on, enduring for two hours, with heroic

constancy, the abuse and imprecations of the populace. He
was immediately conducted to the military commission.
His examination lasted two hours

;
but his answers were

all clear, consistent, and dignified ; openly avowing his

Royalist principles, and resolution to maintain them to the
last. Upon hearing the sentence of death, he calmly asked
for the succours of religion, which were granted him, and
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CHAP, slept peaceably the night before the sentence was carried

XXI. into effect. On the following morning he was brought
out for execution. The rolling of drums, the assembly of

all the troops and national guard, a countless multitude of

spectators, announced the great event which was approach-

ing. At length the hero appeared, descended with a firm

step the stairs of the prison, and walked to the Place des

, r> Agriculteurs, where the execution was to take place. A
1 Beau. IV. » ' '-

201,202. breathless silence prevailed. Charette advanced to the

i'g^"' j"^
^^'

appointed place, bared his breast, took his yet bloody arm
viii. 39. Th. out of the scarf, and without permitting his eyes to be
\m. 2 6.

bandaged,- himself gave the command, uttering, with his

last breath, the words—" Vive le Roi !

"

Thus perished Charette, the last and most indomitable

25 of the Vendean chiefs. His character cannot be better

His de.ath given than in the words of Napoleon :
—"

Charette," said

ten and'^ob' ^6,
" was a great cliaracter ;

the true hero of that interesting
servatiou of

period of our Revolution, which, if it presents great mis-

^cTtfardmg
fortuncs. has at least not injured our glory.

—He left on me
^™- the impression of real grandeur of mind ;

the traces of no

common energy and audacity, the sparks of genius are

apparent in his actions." Though the early massacres

which stained the Royalist cause at Machecoult were per-

petrated without his orders, yet he had not the romantic

generosity, or humane turn of mind, which formed the

glorious characteristics of Lescure, Larochejaquelein, and

Bonchamps. His mind, east in a rougher mould, was

marked by deeper colours
;
and in the later stages of the

contest, he executed, without scruple, all the severities

•which the terrible war in which he was engaged called

forth on both sides. If his jealousy of others was some-

times injurious to the Royal cause, his unconquerable
firmness prolonged it after every other chance of success

was gone ;
his single arm supported the struggle when

the bravest of his followers were sinking in despair ;
and

he has left behind him the glorious reputation of being
alike invincible in resolution, inexhaustible in resources,

and unsubdued in disaster. Las Cases has recounted an

anecdote of him when in command of a small vessel early

in life. Though regarded as a person of mere ordinary

capacity, he, on one occasion, gave proof of the native

energy of his mind. While still a youth, he sailed from
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Brest in his cutter, wiiicli, having lost its mast, was exposed chap,
to the most imminent danger ;

the sailors, on their knees, xxi.

were praying to the Virgin, and totally incapahle of mak-

ing any exertion, till Charette, by killing one, succeeded iu

bringing the others to a sense of their duty, and thereby
saved the vessel. " There !

"
said Napoleon,

" the true cha-

racter always appears in great circumstances
; that was a '

.fas
Cas.

_

spark which spoke the future hero of La Vendee. We Beku. iV.

^'

must not always judge of a character from present appear-
203.

^
Lae.

ances : there are slumberers whose rousing is terrible, vm! 217.

Kleberwasone of them ;
but his wakening was that ofthe

lion."i

The death of Charette terminated the war in the west

of France, and gave more joy to the Republicans than the

most brilliant victory over the Austrians. The vast army Termina-

of Hoche spread over the whole country from the Loire to ti'^°?i'Jhe' '' war m La
the British Channel, gradually pressed upon the insurgent Vendee,

provinces, and drove the peasantry back towards the

shores of the ocean. The policy pursued by the Republi-
can general on this occasion was a model of wisdom

; he

took the utmost pains to conciliate the parish priests, who
had so powerful an influence over the minds of the people ;

and as his columns advanced, seized the cattle and grain of

the peasantry, leaving at their dwellings a notice that they
would be restored to them when they gave up their wea-

pons, but not till then. The consequence was, that the

poor people, threatened with famine, if these their only
resources were withheld, were compelled universally to

surrender their arms. The army, advancing slowly, com-

pleted in this way the disarming of the inhabitants as they

proceeded, and left nothing in their rear from which danger
was to be apprehended. At length they reached the ocean ;

and though the most resolute of the insurgent bands fought
with the courage of despair when they found themselves

driven back to the sea-coast, yet the great work was by
degrees accomplished, the country universally disarmed,
and the soldiers put into cantonments in the conquered
district. The people, weary of a contest from which no „ ...

hope could now be entertained, at length every where 2ix. jom.

surrfendered their arms, and resumed their pacific occupa- Jj'" J* '{j'*^',

tions
;
the Republicans, cantoned in the villages, lived on xx.. 43&

terms of friendship with their former enemies
;

^ mutual
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CHAP, exasperation subsided, the clergy communicated openly
XXI. with a leader who had for the first time treated them with

sincerity and kindness
;
and before the end of the summer,

Hoche, instead of requiring new troops, was able to send

great reinforcements to the Directory for the support of the

armies on the Rhine and in Italy.

Meanwhile, the cabinet of Vienna, encouraged by the

2^
brilliant achievements of Clairfait at the conclusion of the

Prepara. last campaign, and aware, from the incorporation of

Austrians.^ Flanders with the French Republic, that no accommoda-
Archciuke tion was to be hoped for, was making the utmost eflTorts

at tlie'^head to prosccute the War with vigour. A new levy of twenty-
of the army £ve thousand men took place in the hereditary states ; the

regiments were universally raised to their full complement ;

and every efi"ort was made to turn to advantage the mili-

tary spirit and numerous population of the newly acquired

province of Gallicia. Clairfait, the conqueror of the lines

of Mayence, made a triumphal entry into Vienna with

unprecedented splendour ;
but the Aulic Council repaid

his achievements by the appointment of the Archduke
Charles to the command of the armies on the Rhine—a

51^° Th^'^ii ^*®P w'hich, however ill deserved by his gallant predecessor,
307. was soon justified by the great military abilities of the

young prince.^
The forces of the contending parties on the Rhine were

2g nearly equal ;
but the Imperialists had a great superiority

Forces of in the number and quality of their cavalry. On the

ing panfes'^ Upper Rhine, Moreau commanded seventy thousand infan-

on the
try and six thousand cavalry ; while Wurmser, who was

opposed to him, had sixty-two thousand foot and twenty-
two thousand horse

; but, before this campaign was far

advanced, thirty thousand men were detached fi-ora this

army, to reinforce the broken troops of Beaulieu in Italy.

On the Lower Rhine, the Archduke was at the head of

seventy-one thousand infantry and twenty-one thousand

cavalry ;
while the army of the Sambre and Meuse, under

Jourdan, immbered sixty-eight thousand of the former

arm, and eleven thousand of the latter. The disprojiortion
between the numerical strength on the opposite sides,

therefore, was not considerable
;
but the sujseriority of

the Germans in the number and quality of their cavalry

gave them a great advantage in an open country, both in
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profiting by success and arresting disaster. But, on the chap.

one hand, the French were in possession of the fortresses ^^^-

of Luxemburg, Thionville, Metz, and Sarre Louis, which
,^gg_

rendered the centre of their position almost unassailable ;

their right was covered by Huningen, New Brisach, and

the fort^resses of Alsace, and their left by Maestricht,

Juliers, and the iron barrier of the Netherlands ;
while

the Austrians had no fortified point whatever to support ji;*!'"^'',^^"''^'

either of their wings. This want in a war of invasion is jom.'viii.

of incalculable importance ;
and the event soon proved J,T!?; g^'^gl'-

that the fortresses of the Rhine are not less valuable as a 307.

base for oflfensive, than as a barrier to support defensive

operations.^
The plan of the Aulic Council was, in the north to force 39 .

the passage of the Moselle, carry the war into Flanders,
^^^'J^^^V^*]^^

and rescue that flourishing province from the grasp of the

Republicans. For this purpose they had brought the

greater mass of their forces to the Lower Rhine. On the

Upper, they proposed to lay siege to Landau, and, having
driven the Republicans over the mountains on the west of

the valley of the Rhine, blockade Strasburg. But for some

reason which has never been divulged, they remained in a

state of inactivity until the end of May, while Beaulieu

with fifty thousand men was striving in vain to resist the

torrent of Napoleon's conquests in Lombardy. The conse-

quences of this delay proved fatal to the whole campaign. 3ist May.

Hardly was the armistice denounced in the end of May,
when an order arrived to Wurmser to detach twenty-five

thousand of his best troops by the Tyrolese Alps into

Italy; a deduction which, by necessarily reducing the

Imperialists on the Upper Rhine to the defensive, ren-

dered it hardly possible for the Archduke to push forward

the other army towards the Moselle. There still remain-

ed, however, one hundred and fifty thousand Imperialists

on the frontiers of Germany, including above forty thou-

sand superb cavalry ;
a force wliich, if earlier brought

into action, and placed under one leader, might have

changed the fate of the war. The French inferiority in

horse was compensated by a superiority of twenty thou-

sand foot soldiers. The Austrians had tlic immense

advantage of possessing two fortified jilaces, M;iycnce and

Manheim on the Rhine, which gave them the means of '
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CHAP, debouching with equal facility on either side of that
^xi. stream, while the Republicans only held a tete-du-pont at

Dusseldorf, so far removed to the north as to be of little

service in commencing operations. The events of this

struggle demonstrate, in the most striking manner, the

great importance of early success in war, and by what a

necessary chain of consequences an inconsiderable advan-

tage at first often determines the fate of a campaign. A
single victory gained by the Austrians on the Sarre or the

Moselle would have compelled the French armies to dis-

solve themselves in order to garrison the frontier towns
;

and the Directory, to defend its own territories, would
have been obliged to arrest the career of Napoleon in the

Italian plains ; while, by taking the initiative, and carry-

1 j^jj, ^jij ing the war into Germany, they were enabled to leave

17.3. Arch, their fortresses defenceless, and swell, by their garrisons,

^^^ares,
u.

^j^g jjj ^j^fjij^g force, which sooii proved so perilous to the

Austrian monarchy.^
The plan of the Republicans was to move forward the

army of the Sambre and Meuse by Dusseldorf, to the right

Plan ot'the bank of the Rhine, in order to threaten the communica-
Repiibii- ^ion of the Archduke with Germany, induce him to recross

it, and facilitate the passage of the upper part of the stream

by Moreau. In conformity with this design, Kleber,*

* Jean Baptiste Kleber was born at Strasbourg in 1T54. His father was a
domestic in the service of Cardical Rohan, who became so notorious in con-

Early history nection with the affair of tlie diamond necklace ;
and he was at first destined

of
Kleber^. fg j. t]^e profession of an architect, for whicli he evinced a considerable turn.

One day at Paris, when pursuing his studies, he saw two foreigners insulted

bj' some young men in a coffee-house: he took their part, and extricated them
from the attack ; in return, they off'ered to take him with them to Munich,
to whicli city tliey belonged, and place him in the MiUtary Academy there.

The offer was too tempting to be resisted ; the study of architecture was

exchanged for the career of arms ; and such was the progress made by the

young student in his raiUtary studies, that General Kaunitz, son of the

celebrated minister of the same name, invited him to Vienna, and soon .after

gave him a commission as sub-lieutenant in his regiment. He remained in

the Austrian service from 1776 to 1785, and made his first essay in arms

against the Turks; but, disgusted at length with a service in which pro-
motion was awarded only to birth, he resigned his commission, returned to

France, resumed his profession of an architect, and obtained the situation

of inspector of public edifices at Bet'ort, which he held for six years.
The Revolution, however, called him to very different destinies. In a

revolt at Befort in 1791, he espoused the cause of tlie populace, whom he

headed, and defeated the regiment of Royal Louis, which strove to suppress
the tumult. This incident determined his future career ; retreat was

impossible: he had now no chance of safety but in gaining impunity by
advancing with the Revolution. In 17il2 he entered as a private into a

regiment ofvolunteers of the Upper Rhine, in which his lofty stature, martial

air, fearless demeanour, .and previous accju.aintance with war, soon gained
him consideration, and elevated him to the rank of adjutant-major, in which
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on the 30th Maj', crossed the Rhine at Dusseldorf, and, chap.

with twenty-five thousand men, began to press the Aus- xxi.

trians on the Sieg, where the Archduke had only twenty ^^^^

thousand, the great bulk of his army, sixty thousand
^^

strong, being on the right bank, in front of Mayenee. They cross

The Republicans succeeded in defeating the advanced posts Rhine""n''i

of the Imperialists, crossed the Sieg, turned the position gain some

of Ukerath, and drove them back to Altenkirclien. There
}urie^4!

the Austrians stood firm, and a severe action took place.

General Key, with a body of light troops, turned their
Jg''2°Tu(r"'

left, and threatened their communications ;
while Kleber, Pieces Just,

having advanced through the hills of Weyersbusch, assail- ^a. sos.^'^

ed their front; and Soult* menaced their reserve atNey, i. 155,

Kropaeh. The result of these movements was, that the ch.'u. 64^

Austrians were driven behind the Lahn at Limburg, with 74.

the loss of fifteen hundred prisoners, and twelve pieces of

cannon.^

capjicity he acted for some time under General Custine. Wlien that officer

was brought to trial, he had the courage, which in those days required

str'in^er nerves than to face a battery of cannon, to give evidence in his

favour. The known vehemence of his Republican jjrinciples preserved
him from the destruction which otherwise would have awaited hira for that

courageous act; and he was soon after sent as general of brigade to La
Vendee, where his talents and intrepidity were experienced with fatal effect

by the Royalist forces. His .ible conduct mainly contributed to the

victories of Cholet, Mans, and Savenay, which finally hrokp the Vendean
hands. After having made a triumphant entry into Nantes, and in effect

finished the war, he was removed from his command, inconsequence of the

undisguised manner in which he expressed his abhorrence of the sanguinary
cruelties with which the Committee of Public Salv.ation desolated the country
after the contest was over. His unrestrained freedom of speech long pre-
vented Kleber's promotion, as it does that in every age of really great men.

Every government, monarchical, aristocratic, or republican, seeks for pliant

talent, not lofty intellect. Thedis.isters of the Republic, however, at length
rendered his employment indispensable, .and he received a command as

general of division, in which capacity he bore a p.art in the battle of Fleurus,
and in all the subsequent operations of the army of the Sambre and Meuse
in 17i).'>, down to the crossing of the Rhine by Jourdan in spring 1796.—See

Bioarnphie Universelli; xxii. 460, 462 (Ki.ebkr).
* Jean de Dieu Soult, afterw.ards Marshal of Fr.ance, and Dukeof Dalmatia,

w.is born at Saint Amans, in the department of Tarn, on the 29th March
1769, just a month before his great rival Wellington, and in the same year Early hiatory

with Napoleon, Lannes, and so m.iny other of the herties of the Revolution, of Soult.

Descended of humble p.arents, he entered the army in 1785 as a private in

the 23d Roval Infantry, but his intelligence and quickness having e.arly

made him conspicuous, he was appohited, in 1791. ilrill-serge.int to a batta-

lion of volunteers who had been raised on the Upper Khinc, .and afterw.ards

received from Marsb.al I.uckm-r his commission as sub-Iieuten.ant in the

same regiment. His talents erelong led to his being employed in import-
ant duties. He was chosen captain by the soldiers by acclamation, and soon

intrusted by Custine with the command of two battalions. He was dis-

tinguished at the battle of Kaiserslautern, at the storming of the Unes of

Weissenberg, and the siege of Fort Louis ; but it was at the b.ittle of

FU'urus that he first gave proof of his und.aunted character. The bravo
,

Marccau there found liimself deserted by his troops, who were flying in the
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CHAP.
XXI.

1796.

32.

They are
driven back
across the
Rhine by
the Arch,
duke.

16th June.

This victory produced the desired effect, by drawing the

Archduke, with the greater part of his forces, across the

Rhine, to succour the menaced points. On the 10th, he

passed that river with thirty-two battalions and eighty

squadrons, arrived in the neighbourhood of Liniburg four

days after, and moved, with forty-five thousand infantry
and eighteen tliousaud cavalry, against the Republicans
on the German side. Jourdan, upon this, leaving Marceau

with twenty thousand men near Mayence, crossed the

Rhine at Neuwied, with the bulk of his forces, to support
Kleber. His intention was to cover the investment of

Ehrenbreitstein, and, for this purpose, to pass the Lahn and

attack Wartensleben, who commanded the advanced guard
of the Imperialists ;

but the Archduke, resolved to take

the initiative, anticipated him by a day, and commenced
an attack with all his forces. The position of the Repub-
licans was in the highest degree critical, as they were

compelled to fight with the Rhine on their right flank,

and between them and France, which would have exposed
them to utter ruin in case of a serious reverse. The

Archduke judiciously brought the mass of his forces

utmost disorder towards the Sambre, leaving the right of the army entirely
uncovered. In despair, he was about to rush into the thickest of the

fight, and seek deatli from tlie enemy's l)ayonets. At that instant Soult,

breathless, came up.
" You would die, Marceau," said the future antagonist

of WeUington,
" and leave your soldiers dishonoured; fly and seek them,

bring them back to the cliarge ;
it will be more glorious to conquer with

them." Marceau, struck with these words, followed his men, succeeded
in rallying them, and led them back to share in the ultimate glories of the

day.
After this he took part in the actions on the Ourthe and the Roer at the

conclusion of the campiiign of 1794, and was engaged in the blockade of

Luxembourg till the surrender of that place. During the chequered cam-

paign of 1795, he commanded a light division of three battalions and five

squ.adrons, which rendered essential service, both in the advanced-guard
during forward, and the rear-guard in retrograde movements. In the course
of one of tliese, he was suddenly enveloped near Herborn by four thousand
Austrian cavalry. Summoned to surrender to this vast superiority of horse,
he set the enemy at defiance, formed his infantry in two close columns, with
the cavalry in the interval between them, and in that order marched five

hours, constantly fighting, in the course of whicli he repulsed no less than
seven charges without being ever broken, or losing a gun or a standard,
until he rejoined in safety the ranks of his countrymen. After ten days'

repose he was again in motion, commanded in the combat of Ratte-Eig,
fought on the summit of a lofty ridge tlien knee-deep in snow, wliere he
inflicted a loss on the enemy of two thousand men, and took part in the

battle of Freidberg, to the success of which his sliUl and valour powerfully
contributed. His name will be found connected with almost all the great

triumphs of Napoleon : and his glorious defence of the south of France

against Wellington in 1813 and ltll4 have secured for liim a place in the

very first rank of military glory.—See liiographie des Contcmporains, xix.

255, 257 (Soult).
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ag;iinst the Trench left, and, having overwhelmed it, cha?.

Jourdan was compelled to draw back all his troops to ^^J-

avoid being driven into the river, and completely destroyed j-,^^

amidst its precipitous banks. He accordinglj' retired to

Neuwied, and recrossed the Rhine, while Kleber received

orders to retire to Dusseldorf, and regain the left bank.

Kray pursued him with the right wing of the Austrians, i Arch. ch.

and a bloody and furious action ensued at Ukerath, which
^^-

74. 9.2;

at length tei'minated to the disadvantage of the French, is5, 194.

in consequence of the impetuous charges of the Imperial Nev^iso^*"**

cavalry. Kleber indignantly continued his retreat, and 197.'

regained the intrenched camp around the tete-du-pont at

Dusseldorf.i

Meanwhile the army on the Upper Rhine, under the

command of Moreau, had commenced oflFensive opera- ^^

tions. This great general, born in 1763, at Morlaix, in Early 1.13.

Brittany, Avas the son of a respectable advocate in that
^qj!^"^

town, and had been originally bred to the bar ; but, while

yet engaged in that profession, he was appointed Prevot-

de-droit at Rennes, in which situation his solid talents,

great acquirements, and courteous manners, gave him an

entire ascendant over the students of law in that provin-
cial capital, who styled him, in 1787, on occasion of its

contest with the crown,
" General of the Parliament."

Tempering at the same time prudence with firmness, he

succeeded in calming the effervescence of the young men,
and subduing a revolt which otherwise might have been

attended with serious consequences. "When the Revolu-

tion broke out, he organised a company of artillery volun-

teers, of which he was elected captain. "Weary of pacific

service, and finding the legal profession wholly destroyed

by the public convulsions, he solicited a situation in 1702

in the gendarmerie or iHounted police. Happily his appli-
cation was unsuccessful

;
and having soon after enlisted

in a regiment of the line, he made his debut in war under

Dumourier in the campaign of Flanders in 1793. His

intelligence, however, and sagacity, speedily occasioned

his promotion ;
he was raised by the suffrages of the sol-

diers to the rank of colonel
;
before the end of the cam-

paign ho was a brigadier-general : and in the following ^x.x"m;
°'^'

year, on the recommendation of Pichegru, he was appoint- (Morea\i.)

ed general of division,
^ and intrusted with an important

VOL. V. s
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CHAP, command in the maritime districts of Flanders, and, after

XXI. various lesser successes, succeeded in planting the Repub-
lican standards on the important fort of Ecluse on the

Scheldt.

At the moment that Moreau was rendering these import-

ant services to France, the Jacobins of Brest sent his father

His first to the scaffold. That respectable old man, who, by his

^ener'^*^

^^ ^
beneficence to the unfortunate iu Morlaix, where he

resided, had gained the sirname of the " Father of the

Poor," had excited the jealousy of the Revolutionists in

his province, by his humanity in administering the affairs

of some emigrants, who, but for his probity, would have

lost their all. This tragic event confirmed his son in the

repugnance which he already felt for the atrocities of the

Jacobins, and determined him to devote himself exclusively

to the career of arms. He commanded the right wing of

Pichegru's army in the winter campaign of 1794, which

procured for the Republicans the possession of Hulland.

When that general was transferred from the scene of his

Batavian triumphs to the command of the army of the

Rhine and Moselle, he received the command in chief of

the army of Holland
; and, by the wisdom and justice of

his administration, attracted universal esteem, the more so,

as it exhibited such a contrast to that of the commissioners

of the Convention. After the dismissal of Pichegru from

the command of the army in Alsace, in the winter of 1795,

he was appointed his successor ;
and two traits of his con-

duct in that campaign, overlooked in the whirl of its

important events, deserve to be recorded, as marking at

once the probity and generosity of his character. When

compelled to retreat by the admirable skill of the Archduke

Charles from the heart of Bavaria to the Upper Rhine, he

preferred forcing his way sword in hand through the

defiles of the Black Forest, occupied by the enemy, to

violating the neutrality of the Swiss territory near the

lake of Constance, which would have given him the means

of a bloodless retreat. And when his rival. Napoleon, was

hard pressed by the Austrians under Alvinzi in Italy, he

detached a corps across the Tyrol Alps to reinforce him,

'J^^"!"^^^^-
sufficient again to chain victory to the standards of the

(xMoreaii.)

'

army of Italy.
" Moreau !" said Carnot on hearing of

this 1—" my dear Fabius, how great you were in that
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circumstance ! how superior to the wretched rivalries of chap.

generals, which so often cause the best laid enterprises to ^^i-

miscarry !" 1796.

Moreau was the most consummate general who appeared
in the French armies in that age of glory. Without the

35

eagle glance or vehement genius of Napoleon, he was His ciiarac-

incomparably more judicious and circumspect : he never
generaJ.

could have made the campaign of Italy in 1796, or in

Champagne in 1814 ;
but neither would he have incurred

the disasters of the Moscow retreat, nor lost his crown by
the obstinacy of his grasp of Spain. Like Fabius, Kpami-

nondas, and Turenne, he trusted nothing to chance, laid his

plans with consummate ability, and, calculating with equal

precision the probabilities of success or disaster, succeeded

in achieving the former without incurring the latter. But

he was great as a general alone—as a man he was only

good. He had no turn for political affairs, and was

wholly unfit to be the head of a party. Gifted with rare

sagacity, an imperturbable coolness in presence of danger,

and a rapid coup-d'ceil in the field of battle, he was

eminently qualified for military success
;
but his modesty,

indecision of mind, and retiring habits, rendered him unfit
, „, ...

, ,
^ Th. vui.

to cope in political life with the energy and ambition of 307,310.

Napoleon. He was, accordingly, illustrious as a general, fg^'ig-"''

but unfortunate as a statesman
;
a sincere Republican, he Arch. ch.

disdained to accept elevation at the expense of the public ^^',iiv ^x^'
freedom ;

and after vanquishing the Imperialists at Hohen- &o, 91 .

linden, he sunk before the audacity and fortune of his

younger and less scrupulous rival.^

On arriving at the command, after the dismissal of

Pichegru, he applied himself assiduously, with tlie aid of
gg

llegnier, to reorganise and restore the army, whose spirit orgamsa-

the disasters of the preceding campaign had considerably army.^'"*
weakened. The French centre, thirty thousand strong,

cantoned at the foot of the Vosges Mountains, was

placed under the orders of Desaix ;* the left, under St

• Louis Charles Desaix was born at St Hilaire in 1768, of a noble family.
At the age of fifteen he entered the regiment of Bretagne, and was soon

distinguished by liis severe and romantic character. In 1791, he was Earh- Instory

.i|)jiointe(i aide-de-camp to General Victor de Broglie. Ilis first action in of Desa^

tlic revolutionary army was in the combat of Latenbourg, in 1793, in wliich

his heroic courage was so conspicuous, that it procured for liiin rapid pro-
motion. In 179(i, he commanded one of Moreau's divisions. "Of all the •

generals I ever had under me," said Napoleon,
" Desaix and Kleber possessed
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CHAP. Cyr,* had its headquarters at Deiixponts ;
while the right,

XXI. under Moreau in person, occupied Strasburg and Huningen.
The Austrians, in like manner, were in tliree divisions

;
the

right wing, twenty-two thousand strong, was encamped in

the neighbourhood of Kayserslautern, and communicated
with the Archduke Charles

;
the centre, under the orders

of Starray, amounting to twenty-three thousand infantry
and nine thousand horse, was at Muschbach and Man-
heim

;
while the left wing, comprehending twenty-four

thousand infantry and seven thousand cavalry, extended

J along the course of the Rhine from Philipsburg to Bale.

ii. 24. Joni. Tlius, notwithstanding all their misfortunes, the Impe-

gl,"^'.^,'''^^^^-
rialists still adhered to the ruinous system of extending

33,37.
'

their forces
;
a plan of operations destined to bring about

all but the ruin of the monarchy.^
Moreau resolved to pass the Rhine at Strasburg, as that

the greatest talents—especially Desaix, as Kleber only loved war as it was the
means of procuring hira riches and pleasures ; whereas Desaix loved glory
for itself, .vnd despised every thing else. Desaix was wholly wrapt up in
war and g'ory. To him riches and pleasures were valueless, nor did he
give them a moment's thought. He despised comfort and convenience;
WTapt in a cloak, he threw himself under a gun, and slept as contentedly as
in a palace. Upright and honest in all his proceedings, he was called by
the Arabs the Just Sultan. Kleber and Desaix were an irreparable loss to
the French army."—O'Meara, i. 237, 238, and Biog. Univ. xi, 128 (Desaix).

* Laurent Gouvion St Cyr, afterwards Marshal and Peer of France, was
born at Toulon the 13th April 1701. When called upon to decide upon

Early history liis profession, he declined the army, to which his father had destined hira,
of St Cyr. QQ account of the slow promotion, and indolent life of the officers in peace,

and took to painting, in pursuance of which he travelled to Italy, and studied
some years in Rome Having completed his preparatory education, he
returned to Paris, where he began to practise his art in the work-shop of
the painter Brenel: but the 10th of August soon arrived; the fine arts were
forgotten in the whirl of the Revolution : and the young painter, abandon-

ing his pacific pursuits, enrolled himself in one of the numerous corps of
volunteers which were then forming in the capital. There be was speedily
raised, by the voice of his comrades, to the rank of captain, anil sent, in
November 1792, to the army of the Lower Rhine, with which be continued
to act down to the peace of Campo-Formio. It is to this circumstance
that we owe the valuable Memoirs which he has left on that period of the

^war,and which, published in 1831, accompanied by a magnificent Atlas, have
become one of the most important military records of the Revolution. His
name will frequently appear in the following pages, particularly in Catalonia
in 1809 and 1810, and during the campaigns of Moscow and Germany in
1812 and 1813. His talents for war were remarkable. Few of his generals
possessed more of the confidence of Napoleon, and none has left such
scientific and luminous military memoirs on the campaigns in which he was
engaged. His abilities were of the solid and judicious, rather than the

showy and d.azzling kind ; his understanding was excellent, his penetration
keen, his judgment sound, his survey of affairs comprehensive, and he was
brave and tenacious of purpose ;

but he had not the eagle glance of
Napoleon, nor the heroic energy of Ney; and he was better qualified to
make a circumspect commander-in-chief than a brilliant leader of a corps
of an army.—See Vie de St Cyr, prefixed to his Memoirs, vol. i. 1-12; and
Biographic des Contemporains, viii. 263 and 264, (Gouvion de St Cyk.)
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powerful fortress was an excellent point of departure ;
chap.

while the numerous' wooded islands which there inter- ^x^-

rupted the course of the river, afforded every facility for
^^gg

the concealment of the project. The fortress of Kehl on
g^

the opposite shore, being negligently guarded, lay open to Passage of

surprise, and, once secured, promised the means of a safe Moreau."^
^

passage to the whole army. The Austrians on the Upper
Rhine were, from the very beginning of the campaign,

reduced to the defensive, in consequence of the large

detachment made under "Wurmser to the Tyrol ;
while the

invasion of Germany by the army of Jourdan spread the

belief that it was in that quarter that the serious attack

of the Republicans was to be made. To mislead the Im-

perialists still further as to his real design, Moreau made a

general attack on their intrenchments at Manheim, which

had the effect of inducing them to withdraw the greater

part of their forces to the right bank, leaving only fifteen

battalions to guard the tete-du-pont on the French side.

Meanwhile Wurmser having departed at the head of

twenty-eight thousand choice troops for Italj^, the com-

mand of both armies devolved on the Archduke. Moreau

deemed this juncture favourable for the execution of his 23d June,

design upon Kehl, and accordingly, on the evening of the i xh. ^-iii.

23d, the gates of Strasburg were suddenly closed, all inter-
^jj^^'^Mjj

course with the German shore was rigidly prohibited, and 199,206.'

columns of troops marched in all directions towards the

point of embarkation.^

The points selected for this hazardous operation were

Gambshcim and Kehl. Twelve thousand men were col-
^^

lected at the first point, and sixteen thousand at the second, Admirable

both detachments being under the orders of Desaix ; while i^e'pal"
the forces of the Imperialists were so scattered, that they sage, which

could not assemble above seventeen thousand men in cessM.*"

forty-eight hours in any quarter that might be menaced.

At midnight, the troops defiled, in different columns and

profound silence, towards tlie stations of embarkation ;

while false attacks, attended with much noise and constant

discharges of artillery, were made at other places, to

distract the attention of the enemy. At half-past one

Desaix gave the signal for departure ;
two thousand five

hundred men embarked in silence, and rowed ;ktoss the

arm of the Rhine to the island of Ehslar Rhin, which was
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CHAP, occupied by the Imperialists. They fell, without firing a
XXI.

shot, with so much impetuosity upon their videttes, that

j^tjg
the Germans fled in disorder to the right bank, without

thinking of cutting the bridges of boats which connected
the island with the shore. Thither they were speedily
followed by the Republicans, who, although unsupported
by cavalry or artillery, ventured to advance into the plain,
and approach the ramparts of Kehl. With heroic resolu-

tion, but the most prudent course in such circumstances,
the commander sent back the boats instantly to the French

side, to bring over reinforcements, leaving this little band
alone and unsupported, in the midst of the enemy's army.
Their advanced guard was speedily assailed by the Swa-
bian contingent, greatly superior in numbers, which was

encamped in that neighbourhood ;
but they were repulsed

by the steadiness of the French infantry, supported by two

pieces of artillery, which they had captured on first land-

ing on the shore. Before six o'clock in the morning, a

new detachment of equal strength arrived, a flying bridge
was estalilished between the island and the left bank, and
the Republicans found themselves in such strength, that

they advanced to the attack of the intrenchments of Kehl.

They were carried at the point of the bayonet, the troops

ofSwabia, intrusted with the defence, flying with such

precipitation, that they lost thirteen pieces of cannon and
seven hundred men. On the following day a bridge of

boats was established between Strasburg and Kehl, and
the whole army passed over in safety. Such was the pas-

sage of the Rhine at Kehl, which at the time was celebrat-

ed as an exploit of the most glorious character. Without
doubt the secrecy, rapidity, and decision with which it

was carried into efiiect, merit the highest eulogium. But
1 Join. viu. the weakness and dispersion of the enemy's forces render-

Th'vUi 312
^^ ^* ^° enterprise of comparatively little hazard

;
and it

313. stcyr.was greatly inferior, both in point of difficulty and dan-

Arch' Ch.ii.S^'*' t*^ ^^^^ crossing of the same river in the following
102, 110. campaign at Diersheim, or the passages of the Danube at

Wagram, and of the Berezina at Studenki by Napoleon.^
Moreau had now the fairest opportunity of destroying

39. the Austrian army on the Upper Rhine, by a series of

movem"nts diverging attacks, similar to those by which Napoleon had
of Moreau. discomfited the army of Beaulieu in Piedmont. He had
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effected a passage, with a superior force, into the centre of chap.

the enemy's line ; and, by rapid movements, might have
" ' •

struck, right and left, as weighty blows as that great cap- 1796.

tain dealt out at Dego and Moiitenotte. But tlie French

t^eneral, however consummate a commander, had not the

fire or energy by which his younger rival was actuated,

and trusted "for success rather to skilful combinations or

methodical arrangements, than to those master-strokes

which are attended with peril, but frequently domineer over

fortune by the magnitude of the losses they inflict on the

enemy, and the intensity of the passions which theyawaken

among mankind. Having at lengtli collected all his divi-

sions on the right bank, Moreau, at the end of June,

advanced to the foot of the mountains of the Black Forest,

at the head of seventy-one thousand men. This celebrated

chain forms a ma<s of rocky hills covered with fir, separ-

ating the valley of the Rhine from that of the Neckar, and

pierced only by narrow ravines or glens. The Swabian

contingent, ten thousand strong, was already posted at

Eenchen, once so famous in the wars of Turenne, occupy-

ing the entrance of the defiles which lead through the

mountains. They were attacked by the Republicans, and

driven from their position with the loss of ten pieces of

cannon, and eight hundred men. Meanwhile, the Impe-
rialists were collecting their scattered forces with the

utmost haste, to make head against the formidable enemy
who had thus burst into the centre of their line. The

Archduke Charles had no sooner received the intelligence,

than he resolved to hasten in person, to arrest the advance

of an army threatening to fall upon his line of communi- 1 ^rph. Ch-

cations, and possibly get the start of him on the Danube,
i^'-

i'^' >25.

For this purpose he set off on the 26th, with twenty-four 5o,7i.'j..'m.

battalions and thirty-nine squadrons, from the banks of
^h

'

\m 3lt
the Lalin, and advanced by forced marches towards tlie 315.

Black Forest, while the scattered divisions of Wurmser's

army were converging towards the menaced point.^

Moreau"s plan was to descend the valley of the Rhine,

with his centre and left wing, under the command of 40.

Desaix and St Cyr; while his right, under Ferino, attacked indedsive

and carried the defiles of the Black Forest, and puslied 9n the Murg.

to tlie banks of the Neckar. The Austrians on the Upper
Rhine and the Murg were about forty-eight thousand
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CHAP, strong; while the Archduke was hastening with half that
XXI. nuraber to their support. Previous to advancing to the

j-yj northward, Moreau detached some brigades from his centre

to clear the right flank of the army, and drive the enemy
from the heights of the Black Forest, which was success-

fully accomplished. Meanwhile, the left wing continuing
to descend the valley of the Danube, through a broken

country, intersected with woods and ravines, approached
the corps of Latour, who defended the banks of the Murg
with twenty-seven thousand men. He was attacked there

by the centre of the Republicans, with nearly the same

force, the left under St Cyr not having yet arrived, and
after an indecisive engagement, the Austrians retired in

the best order, covered by their numerous cavalry, leaving
to their antagonists no other advantage but the possession
of the field of battle. Important reinforcements speedily
came up on both sides

;
the Archduke arrived with

twenty-four thousand men to the support of the Impe-
rialists, while Moreau counterbalanced the acquisition, by

318. Arch, bringing up St Cyr, with his whole leftwing, to his aid. The

13^
"
/"*'

^^^^^^ ^^ *^^ ^^^ sides were now nearly equal, amounting
viii! 220,

'

on either to about fifty thousand men ;
and their situation

22o. Per- ^^^ nearly the same, both being at right angles to the

Tation. Rhine, and extending from that stream through a marshy
and woody plain, to the mountains of the Black Forest.^

The Archduke, who felt the value of time, and was

^, apprehensive of being speedily recalled to the defence of

The French the Lower Rhine, already threatened by Jourdan, resolved

on th "im-^^ to commence the attack, and, in order to render his nume-
periai right, rous cavalry of service, to engage as much as possible in

the plain. For this purpose he advanced the Saxons on
his left to turn the French right in the mountains, and
threatened their rear, strengthened the plateau of Rothen-

sol, where his left centre rested, advanced his centre to

Malsch, and arranged his formidable cavalry, supported by
ten battalions, so as to press the left of the Republicans in

the plain of the Rhine. His attack was fixed for the 10th

July ;
but Moreau, who deemed it hazardous to remain on

the defensive, anticipated him by a general assault on the

9th July, preceding day. AVisely judging that it was of importance
to avoid the plain, where the numerous cavalry of the

Imperialists promised to be of such advantage, he entirely
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drew back his own left, and directed the weight of his force chap.

by his riglit against the Austrian position in the moun- xxi.

tains. St Cyr, who commanded the Republicans in that
i^gg

quarter, was charged with the assault of the plateau of

Rothensol, an elevated plain in the midst of the rocky

ridges of the Black Forest, the approaches to which were

obstructed by shrubs, scaurs, and underwood, and which

was occupied by six Austrian battalions. These brave

troops repulsed successive attacks of the French columns
;

but having, on the defeat of the last, pursued the assailants

into the rugged and woody ground on the declivity of the

heights, their ranks became broken, and St Cyr, returning

to the charge, routed the Imperialists, carried the position,

and drove back their left towards Pforzheim. Meanwhile

Desaix, with the French centre, commenced a furious

attack on the village of Malsch, which, after being taken

and retaken several times, finally remained in the power of

the Austrians. Their numerous cavalry now deployed in i t^. viu.

the plain ;
but the French kept cautiously under cover of 32*).

i"^
the woods and thickets with which the country abounded ; Arch. c'h. u".

and the Austrians, notwithstanding their great superiority ^^^^ 'i^^'gg^*

in horse, were unable to obtain any further success than 6i5.

'

repulsing the attacks on their centre and right, towards the

banks of the Rhine.^

The relative situation of the contending parties was now-

very singular. Moreau had dislodged the Imperialists ^g

from the mountains, and by throwing forward his right, The Arch-

he had it in his power to cut them off from the line of
goives'^to

communication with the Hereditary States, and menace retreat, and

their retreat to the valley of the Danube. On the other
through the

hand, bv so doing, he was himself exposed to the danger ^^^<^^
• Kore**t into

of being separated from his base in the valley of the Bavaria.

Rhine, seeing Desaix crushed by the victorious centre and

numerous cavalry of the Austrians, and St Cyr isolated and

endangered in the mountains. A general of Napoleon's
resolution and ability would possibly have derived from

this combination of circumstances tlie means of achieving
the most splendid successes ;

but the Archduke was pre-

vented from following so energetic a course by the critical

circumstances of the Austrian dominions, which lay ex-

posed and unprotected to the attacks of the enemy, and

the perilous situation in which he might be placed in case
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CHAP, of disaster, with a hostile army on one side, and a great
XXI. river lined with the enemy's fortresses on the other. For

these reasons he resolved to forego the splendid, to pursue

the prudent course; to retire from the frontier to the

interior of Germany, and to regain by the valleys of the

Maine and the Neckar the plain of the Danube, which

river, supported by the fortresses of Ulm and Ratisbon,

was the true frontier of Austria, and brought him as much

nearer his own, as it withdrew the enemy from their

resources. With this view he retired, by a forced march,

in the evening, to Pforzheim, without being disquieted

in his movement ; and, after throwing garrisons into

Philipsburg and Manheim, prepared to abandon the valley

of the Rhine, and retreat by the Neckar into the Bavarian

plains. Agreeably to this plan, the Imperialists broke up

14th to 28th on the 14th from Pforzheim, and retired slowly and in

^^y- the bt-st order towards Stutgardt and the right bank of the

Neckar. By so doing, they drew nearer to the army of

Wartensleben, and gained the great object of obtaining a

central and interior line of communication, from which

the Archduke soon derived the most brilliant advantages.

lArch. ch. Meanwhile Moreau advanced his right centre under St

ii__i48,
149,

Cyj.^ through the mountains to Pforzheim, while the right

liii.' ss^TssV- wing, under Ferino, spread itself through the Black Forest

Th. viii! 322, to thg frontiers of Switzerland. The result was, that, by the

ii" 54, 69.

'

middle of July, the Republican army covered a space of fifty

leagues broad, from Stutgardt to the Lake of Constance.^

Meanwhile important operations had taken place on the

Lower Rhine. No sooner was Jourdan informed of the

o-ierttion^ passage of the Rhine at Kehl, and the departure of the

onthpLow- Archduke to reinforce the army of Wurmser, than he

ist-^juiy!'
hastened to recross the same river at Dusseldorf and

Neuwied, advancing, as he had always before done, towards

the Lahn, with a view to debouche into the valley of the

Maine. The Imperialists, under Wartensleben, now con-

sisted only of twenty-five thousand infantry and eleven

thousand cavalry ;
a force totally inadequate to make head

against the Republicans, who amounted, even after the

necessary deductions to blockade TVIayence, Cassel, and

Ehrcnbreitstein, to fifty thousand men. At the period of

the passage of the river, the Austrian army was scattered

over a long line, and might have been easily beaten in
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detail by an enterprising enemy ;
but Jourdan allowed chap.

them to concentrate their troops behind the Lahn, without ^^i-

deriving any advantage from his superiority of force and i^gg

their exposed situation. After some inconsiderable skir- loth July,

mishing, the Republicans crossed that river
; and the

Austrians having stood firm in the position of Friedberg,

a partial action ensued, which terminated to the disad-

vantage of the latter, who, after a vigorous resistance,

finding their right flank turned by Lefebvre, retreated with

the loss of two pieces of cannon and twelve hundred men.

After this success, Jourdan advanced to the banks of the

Maine, and by a bombardment of two days, compelled

his adversaries to evacuate the great city of Frankfort, and

retire altogether to the right bank of that river. The

Austrians now drew all their disposable troops out of the ixh. Tui.

fortress of Mayence, and raised their force under Wartens- 323.

^^J^^-^

leben to thirty thousand infantry and fifteen thousand Arch, ch'.ii!

cavalry, while Jourdan's army on the right bank of the
gfcyl^m.

Maine was swelled by th€ addition of some of the block- 89,92.'

ading corps to forty-six thousand of the former, and eight

thousand of tjie latter.^

The Directory, in prescribing the conduct of the cam-

paign to the generals, were constantly influenced by the

desire to turn at once both flanks of the enemy : an inju- Erroneous

dicious design, which, bv giving an eccentric direction to pianof tiie

, . „ .
' r ? r • L- campaign by

their forces, and preventing them from communicating the oirec

with or assisting each other, led to all the disasters which to^y.

signalised the conclusion of the campaign. On the other

hand, the Archduke, by giving a concentric direction to

his forces in their retreat, and ultimately arriving at a

point where he could fall, with an overwhelming force,

on either adversary, ably prepared all the triumphs which

effaced its early reverses. In conformity witli these dif-

ferent plans
—while Moreau was extending his right wing

to the foot of the Alps, pressing through the defiles of the

Albis and the Black Forest into the valley of the Danube,
and Jourdan was slowly advancing up the shores of the

Maine towards Bohemia—the Archduke regained the right
bank of the Neckar, and Wartensleben tlie left bank of

the Maine; movements which, by bringing thorn into

close proximity with each other, rendered unavailing all

the superiority of their enemies. In truth, nothing but
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CHAP, this able direction of the retreating, and injudicious dis-

XXI.
persion of the advancing force, could have enabled the

j-ijg Imperialists at all to make head against their enemies : for,

independent of the deduction of twenty-five thousand men
dispatched under Wurmser into Italy, the Austrians were
weakened by thirty thousand men, whom the Archduke
was obliged to leave in the different garrisons on the

"^,^-*?',?n'^" Rhine; so that the force under his immediate command
11. lib. 1(9. • J 1 j> j»

jom. viii. consisted only of forty thousand infantry, and eighteen

Cj'r ^f 93^'
thousand cavalry, while Moreau was at the head of sixty-

loo.' five thousand of the former force, and six thousand of the

latter.i

But the admirable plan of operations which that able

45 general sketched out at Pforzheim,
" to retreat slowly, and

Admirable disputing every inch of ground, without hazarding a gene-

Archduke^ ral engagement, until the two retiring armies were so near,
to counter, that they could unite, and he might fall with a superior

retires force upou One or other of his adversaries," ultimately

^'o"si^
^^^ rendered abortive all this great superiority, and threw

Forest. back the French forces with disgrace and disaster to the

Rhine. Having assembled all his parks of artillery, and
i4tii July, thrown provisions into the fortresses, which were to be

left to their own resources during his short stay at Pforz-

iTth, 25th, heim, the Archduke commenced his retreat, during which

July"'
his force was still further weakened by the withdrawing
of the Saxon and Swabian contingents, amounting to ten

thousand men, the government of whose states, alarmed

by the advance of the Republicans, now hastened to make
their separate submissions to the conquerors. By the 25th

July, the Austrian forces were concentrated on the right
bank of the Neckar, betwixt Cronstadt and Esslingen.

They were there attacked, on the following morning, by
Moreau, with his whole centre and left wing; and after

an obstinate engagement, both parties remained on the

field of battle. Next day the Imperialists retired in two

columns, under the Archduke and Hotze, through the

mountains of Alb, which separate the valley of the Neckar

L'sTii^'"'
^^*^°^ ^^^* ^^ ^^^^ Danube. The one followed the valley

Arch. ch. of the Roms and the route of Scorndorf, the other the val-

st'cvr'm.^' ^^J ^^ *^'^ ^^^^- 'I'^^'^"* ""ited force did not now exceed

105, "lis. twenty-five thousand infantry and ten thousand cavalry.2

Moreau foliowe4 them nearly in a parallel line
;
and
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on the 23d debouched into the plains near the sources of chap.

the Danube, and the upper extremity of the valley of Rems. x^'-

The Archduke took a position at the top of the loug ridge ~7-yij

of Boeminkirch, with the design of falling upon the heads

of the enemy's columns, as they issued from the valleys in- indecisive

to the plain, and in order to gain time for the evacuation
?f'^°",''^^

of the magazines of Ulm. The formidable nature of his

position there compelled Moreau to halt for six days to

concentrate his forces. Six days afterwards the Imperial

general resumed his retreat, which was continued with
uncommon firmness, and in the best order, till he reached

the Danube, where he prepared to resume the oifensive.

He there found himself in communication with his left

wing, under Froelich, which had retired through the Black

Forest, and amounted to fourteen thousand infantry and
four thousand cavalry ;

while the corresponding wing of

the Republicans, under Fcrino, approached Moreau, and
raised his force to fifty-eight thousand infantry and seven

thousand horse. He advanced in order of battle to Neres-

heim
; but the left wing, under Froelich, did not arrive in

time to take any part in the action which there ensued. His

design in so doing, was to gain time for the evacuation of his

magazines at Ulm, and be enabled to continue his retreat

with more leisure towardsWartensleben, who was now fall-

ing back towards the Naab : but as he gave battle with his

rear to the river, he ran the risk of total destruction in case

of defeat. By a rapid movement, he succeeded in forcing
back and turning the right of Moreau, and pressing for-

ward with his left wing, got into his rear, and caused

such an alarm, tliat all tlio parks of ammunition retreated

in haste from the field of battle. But the centre, under iith Aug.

St Cyr, stood firm
;
and the Austrian force being disunit-

ed into several columns, over a space of ten leagues, the

Archduke was unable to take advantage of his success,
so as to gain a decisive victory. ]\Ieanwhile Moreau, no-

wise intimidated by the defeat of his right wing, or the

alarm in his rear, strengthened his centre bv his reserve
,. , ,,,,1 ,ji ,. , , iJom. viu.

and vigorously repulsed all the attacks of the enemy ; and 359, :i60, ;is7.

at two o'clock in the afternoon the firing ceased at all
^-9^28?''

"'

points, without any decisive success having been gained Jom. vUi.

by either party, both of whom had to lament a loss of
|fcvrf,iu.

three thousand men.i On the day following, the Imperial- m, 174.

ists recrossed the Danube without being disquieted by the
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CHAP, enemy, and broke down all the bridges over that river as

XXI. far as Donawerth. Meanwhile Froelich retreated through
"

the Forest, followed bv Ferino, between whose forces
1796 *

several bloody but indecisive actions took place. But more

important events were now approaching, and those deci-

sive strokes about to be struck, which saved Germany
and determined the fate of the campaign.

Jourdan, after having remained a few days at Frankfort,

and levied a heavy contribution on that flourishing city,

Operttions prepared to resume his march, in order to co-operate with

of Jourdan. Moreau in the advance into the empire. He commenced

Sto^Fran"' his march, with forty-seven thousand men, up the valley
conia. of the Maine, on the great road to Wurtzburg ;

while

18th J^y. Wartensleben retired, with a force somewhat inferior,

through the forest of Spessart, to the neighbourhood of

that town. Wurtzburg soon after surrendered to the

invaders, and the latter general retired successively to

Zeil, Bamberg, and Forcheim, when a sharp action ensued

between the cavalry of the two armies, in which the

5tii Aug. French honourably resisted a superior force. From thence

the Auftrians continued their retreat towards the Naab ;

12th, 14th, and after bloody actions at Neukirchen, Sulzbach, and
and 16th

"Wolfering, in which no decisive success was obtained by
Augubt.

^j^i^gj. party, crossed that river, and finally arrested

18th Aug. their retrograde movement on the 18th August. The

converging direction of the retiring columns of the two

Austrian armies might have apprised so experienced an

officer as Jourdan of the object of the Archduke, and the

1 Arch. ch. danger which he ran by continuing any further his

T;r";iif^' advance ;
but he did not conceive himself at lil)erty to

283,301. deviate from the orders of the Directory ;
and instead of

lo^st'"' interposing between their approaching armies, continued

his eccentric movement to turn their outermost flank.^

The time had now arrived when the Archduke deemed

it safe to put in practice his long-meditated movement for

The Arch, the relief of Wartensleben. In the middle of August he

duke joins ggt out from the environs of Neuburg on the Danube,

blnra^d^"' ^^'ith twenty-eight thousand men, and moved northwards

defeats fowards the Naab, leaving General Xatour with thirty-five

Amber".''* thousand to make head during his absence against Moreau.

lethAug. jjg arrived on that river on the 20th, and orders were

immediately given for attacking the enemy. By the

junction of "the corps under the Archduke with that under
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"Wartenslcben, their united force was raised to sixtjMhree chap.

tliuusand men ;
while tlie troops of Jourdan's army upposed

x^-

to them, did not exceed, after the losses it had sustained, ~779«

forty-five thousand. Thus this young prince had solved

tlie most difficult and important problem in war, that of

accumulating, with forces upon the whole inferior, a

decided superiority at the decisive point. Bernadotte,

who commanded the advanced guard of Jourdan's army,
which had crossed the ridge of hills forming the northern

boundary of the valley of the Danube, had taken post

at Teining. He was there attacked by the Archduke, 22d Aug.

and, after an obstinate resistance, driven back into the

mountains he had recently passed, which separate the

valley of the Maine from that of the Danube
;
while

Hotze, who came up towards the close of the action,

pursued his discomfited troops to the gates of Neumark.

Earlj' on the following morning the Austrians resumed

the pursuit, and drove the Republicans from that town,
so far back, that they found themselves on the flank of

Jourdan 's army on the Naab, which was no sooner informed 23d Aug.

of these disasters, than it retired to Amberg. Leaving
Hotze to pursue the remains of Bernadotte's army towards

Altdorf, the Archduke turned with the bulk of his forces 24th Aug.

upon Jourdan
;
and having put himself in communication

with "Wartensleben, concerted with him a general attack

upon the main body of the Republicans at Amberg. The

Austrians, under the Archduke, advanced in three columns
;

and when the soldiers perceived, far distant on the horizon

to the northward, the fire ofWartensleben's lines, the impor-
tance of whose co-operation the whole army understood,

opening on the enemy's flank, nothing could restrain their

impetuosity, and loud shouts announced the arrival of the , , ,

long wished-for moment of victory. The French made but ii. 26, 43.

a feeble resistance
;
assailed at once in front and flank, they f"™:

'''•
J^'

. .

' • 17. Jourdau,
fell back to the plateau in the rear of their position, and 90,110.

owed their safety to the firmness with which General Ney*
sustained the attacks of the enemy with the rear-guard.^

• MiCHEi. Nky, the Viravest hero whom France produced in that ajje of Enrly history

glory, was bMrn on 17th January 1709, in the same year with Wellington, of Key.

Lannes, and so many other illustrious men of the Revolution. He was the
son of a cooper at Sarre- Louis, who had formerly served in the army ; hut

thouffh his fath.r wished him to become a miner, his ardfnt and aspiring
di-P'isition led hnn at sixteen to enlist in a repiment of liussars, in wliicli he ,

Was a n .n-tommissioned otticer wlien the Revolution broke out. His ex-
treme intrepidity, coolness in danger, and eminent taleut iu the field, thea
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CHAP.
XXI.

1796.

49.

Dangerous
situation of
.Toui'dan.

1st Sept.

1 Til. viiL

390, 408.

Arch. Ch.
iii. 43, 106.

Jourdan,
130, 146.

Key, i. 208,
239. Jom.
ix. 19.

50.

He is aRain
routed near

"VVurtzburg,

The' situation of Jourdan was now in the highest degree

critical. By this success at Amberg, the Archduke had got

upon his direct road to Nuremberg, through which his

retreat necessarily lay, and he was in consequence com-

pelled to fall back through the mountains which separate

the Naab from the Maine by cross roads, with all his

baggage and parks of artillery. During this critical opera-

tion, the firmness and discipline of the French troops

alone saved them from total destruction. Ney with the

rearguard, continued to make head against the numerous

cavalry of the enemy, and after a painful passage of six

days, during which they were pressed with the utmost

vigour, and incurred great dangers, they at length extricated

themselves from the mountains, and reached Schweinfurt

on the Maine, in the deepest dejection, at the end of

August. Hotze passed that river on the 1st September,

and »oon after his advanced guard made itself master of

"Wurtzburg; while the Archduke conducted the bulk of

his forces to the right bank of the river. Jourdan, deem-

ing an action indispensable in order to obtain some respite

for his retreating columns, prepared himself for a general

attack on his pursuers, at the same time that the Archduke

was collecting his forces for an action on his own part.

The courage and vivacity of the Republican soldiers

appeared again when they faced the enemy, and they

prepared with the utmost alacrity to occupy all the

positions which were deemed necessary before commen-

cing the battle. On the 2d September both parties were

engaged in completing their preparations, and on the 3d

the battle decisive of the fate of Germany took place.i

The French army was drawn up on the right bank of

the Maine, from Wurtzburg to Schweinfurt ; partly on a

series of heights which formed the northern barrier of the

valley, and partly on the plains which extended from

their foot to the shores of the river. Jourdan imagined

soon became conspicuous : he was rapidly promoted by the election of the

soldiers in his own regiment, and erelong was first appointed aide-de-camp

to General De L.illeniand, and afterw.ards adjutant-general to General

Kleber. It was in this latter capacity that he was engaged in the campaign
of 1796 in Germany, in the course of which he repeatedly distinguished

himself, and was appointed general of brigade. His character will more

fully find a place in a subsequent chapter, after his numerous great and

heroic deeds have been recounted : but the reader may mark him even now
as one of the most distinguished of Napoleon's lieutenants, and one whose

tragic fate has given a melancholy interest to his memory.—Sej/'s Memoirs,

i. 1,36, and Biographie Universelle (Nev), xxxi. 196.
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that he had only to contend with a part of the Austrian chap.

force, and that the Archduke had returned in person to 'x^i-

make head against the Republicans on the Danube
; but

instead of that, he had rapidly brought his columns to the

right bank, and was prepared to combat his antagonist
with superior forces. A thick fog, which concealed the

armies from each other, favoured the motions of the

Imperialists, and when the sun broke through the clouds

at eleven o'clock, it glittered on the numerous squadrons
of the Austrians, drawn up in double lines on the meadows

adjoining the river. The action commenced by Kray
attacking the left flank of the French, while Lichtenstein

spread himself out in the plain, followed by Wartensleben,
who threw himself at the head of the cavalry into the

river, and followed close after the infantry, who had
defiled along the bridge. The French general, Grenier,
who was stationed at the menaced point, made a vigorous
resistance with the Republican cavalry and light infantry ;

but the reserve of the Austrian cuirassiers having been

brought up, Jourdan was obliged to support the line by
his reserve of cavalry. A desperate charge of horse took

place, in which the Imperialists were at first repulsed,
but the reserve of Austrian cuirassiers having assailed the

Republican squadrons wlien disordered by success, they
were broken, thrown into confusion, and driven behind
the lines of their infantry. Meanwhile the grenadiers of i j^n, j^

"Werneck, united to the corps under Starray, routed the 36. Anh.

French centre, and Kray drove the division of Grenier ne.^Th*!'

entirely off the field into the wood of Gramchatz. Victory
^'"i- '*<'9' ^lo.

declared for the Imperialists at all points ;
and Jourdan leMTs"'

esteemed himself fortunate in being able to reach the j!;''-^''

^-
^"';

forests which stretched from Gramch:itz to Arnheim, servation.

without being broken by the redoubtable Austrian squad-
rons.^

Such was the battle of Wurtzburg, which delivered

Germany and determined the fate of the campaign. The ri

trophies of the victors were by no means commensurate Great e'ffet-ts

to these momentous results, amounting only to seven
J'o

*'"* "*''

pieces of cannon and a few prisoners. But it produced a
most important effect upon the spirit of the two armies,
elevating the Imperial as nnich as it depressed the Repub- >

lican forces, and procuring for the Archduke the possession
VOL. V. X
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CHAP, of the direct line of communication from fhe Maine to the
XXI. Rhine. Disastrous as it was in its consequences, the battle

i-gg
itself was highly honourable to the defeated army ; fur

1 Arch. bh. they had to contend with thirty thousand men of all arms,

jom.^ii.^sti; against thirty-one thousand infantry, and thirteen thou-
37. sand splendid cavalry.^

After this disaster, Jourdan had no alternative but to

52
retire behind the Lahn, a position in which he might

Continued rally round his standards the force under Marceau, which

tMusmreat ^l*^'^'^''^^^^'^ Maycnce, and the reinforcements which were
of Jourdan. expected from the north. In doing this, however, he was

obliged to retreat through the mountains of Fulda, the
roads of which are as bad as the country is rugged and

inhospitable. At the same time, Marceau received orders

to raise the blockade of Mayence, and make all haste to

join the Republican commander-in-chief behind the Lahn.
The Archduke, nothing intimidated by the menacing ad-

vance of Moreau into Bavaria, wisely resolved to pursue
his beaten enemy to the Rhine

; but, instead of following
him through the defiles of the mountains, where a resolute

rearguard might have arrested an army, he determined to

advance, by a parallel march, straight to the Lahn, by the

great road of Aschaffenburg. The losses sustained by the

Republicans in their retreat were very great. The citadel

of Wurtzburg soon surrendered with eight hundred men
;

one hundred and twenty-two pieces of cannon, taken by
them during their advance, were abandonedat Schweinfurt

;

sixty pieces, and an immense quantity of ammunition, at

Freudenberg ;
and eighty-three pieces at Flushing. The

« Arch. ch. peasants, who were extremely exasperated at the enormous

nird^^iiP^'
contributions levied by the Republicans during their ad-

467, 468. vance, supported by the Austrian light troops, who were

38™ Joiirl^'
detached in pursuit of the enemy, fell upon the flanks and

dan, 187. rear of the retreating army, and cut off vast numbers of

the stragglers who issued from their ranks.- *

The Republicans reached the Lahn in the most dis-

organised and miserable state on the 9th September, and

* The French themselves admit that it was the hatred inspired by their
exactions which occasioned this popular exasperation against them.

" The
animosity of tlie Germans," said Carnot, inliis confidential letter .announcing
the«e disasters to Napoleon, "and tlie unhappy consequences «liich have
flowed from it, are a fresh and p.ainful warning to us how speedily tlie

relaxation of discipline becomes fatal to an ariuy."—Letter Confid. of the
2U(/t September.

i
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four days afterwards they were joined by the blockading chap.

force from Mayence, under Marceau, fifteen thousand ^^i-

strong, and a division of ten thousand from tlic army of ,_„-

the north, which in some degree restored the balance of

the two armies. The young prmce, having concentrated Archduke

his forces at AschafFenburg, resolved to attack them in this
theJ^"^,'^n'^^''''

position, and drive them behind the Rhine. The action drive's them

took place oji the 16th. The Austrians advanced in three RMne.*^*"^

columns, amounting to thirty-eight thousand infantry, and i6«^ii Sept.

twelve thousand cavalry, having received some reinforce-

ments from the garrison of Mayence. Under cover of a

powerful fire of artillery, they forced the bridges of the

Lahn, after an obstinate engagement, made themselves

masters of Limburg and Dietz, notwithstanding the utmost

efforts of heroism on the part of General Marceau, and

defeated the enemy at all points. During the night the

Republicans beat a retreat, under cover of a thick fog,

which long concealed their movements from the Impe-
rialists

;
and when it cleared away on the following

morning, they found all their positions abandoned. The

pursuit was continued with the utmost vigour during the

two following days ; and, on the 19th, a serious engage-
ment took place with the rearguard at Altenkirchen,
where General Marceau was severely wounded, and fell

into the hands of the Imperialists. The Archduke, who 'Jom.ix.

admired his great military qualities, paid him the most Ard,. 'ch

unremitting attention
;
but in spite of all his care he died "'•

'^**-
'*",

a few days after, and was buried Avith military honours 189,220.'

amidst the tears of his generous enemies, within the 3'''^'";,oJ*''

Austrian camp, in front of Coblentz, amidst discharges of 229.'

artillery from both armies.^* Such was the demoralised

• Francciis Severin Maroe:ui was born at Chart ois on 1st May 1769, the
same day with the Duke of Wellingtun. and in a year unusually prodigal of Karlj- histcry
heroic characters. His father was a village attorney, and had nejjlectcdhis of Marctau.

education; hut his elder sister, who had come to supply the place of a

mother, inspired him with those elevated sentiments and iieroic dispositions

hy which he was afterwards so distiiii;uished. His passions, however, were
ardent, his h.ihits irregular, and his temper vehement, insomuch that his

relations were glul to pet hiui enlisted at seventeen as a conimon soldier in

the regiment of Savoy. Carignac, in which he rapidly rose to the highest
rank of a non-comndssioned officer. No sooner did the Kevolution break
out, than lie attarhod himself witli vehemence to the popular side, niing!i-d
in the revolt on Htlr July 1789, wliirh terminated in the stonumg ot tlie

Uastile, and was soon after appointed inspector of the National Guard in

his native town of Chartois. Wlien the war broke out in 179?, he set out
for the frontiers as commander of the National (Juaril of tlie department <

of the Eurc and Loire. Thougli he distinguished himself in the very lizst
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CHAP, and disjointed state of the Republican army, that not-
XXI.

withstanding the great reinforcements which they had

Pgg received, they were totally unable to make head against
20th Sept. the enemj^ They recrossed the Rhine on the 20th at Bonn

and Neuwied, and were reduced to a state of total inac-

tivity for the remainder of the campaign, having lost not

less than twenty thousand men since they left the frontiers

of Bohemia, by the sword, sickness, and desertion.

"While the Austrian prince was pursuing this splendid
career of victory on the banks of the Maine, the corps left

Severe under the command of Latour to oppose Moreau, which

Lat'mn-'tvHh
^^^ "^* exceed thirty-four thousand men of every arm,

Moreau on even including the detachment of Froelich, was sustaining
t e anu e.

^^ unequal conflict on the shores of the Danube. Had
the French general, the moment that he received intelli-

gence of the departure of the Archduke, followed him
with the bulk of his forces, the Imperialists, placed between

two fires, would have been exposed to imminent danger,
and the very catastrophe which they were most anxious

to avert, viz. the junction of the Republican armies in the

centre of Germany, been rendered inevitable. Fortunately
for the Austrians, instead of adopting so decisive a course,

he resolved to advance into Bavaria, hoping thereby to

eifect a diversion in favour of his colleague : a fatal reso-

lution, which, though in some degree justified by the

order of the Directory to detach fifteen thousand men at

the same time into the Tyrol, utterly ruined the cam-

campaign, yet he soon found the license and irregular discipline of these
volunteer corps altogether unsupportable ; and he, in consequence,solicited

employment In the troops of the line, in which he was appointed captain of
cuirassiers in the German Legion, and sent to combat the Vendeans. Xo
sooner had he arrived at Tours, on his way to the army, than he was
arrested by the Commissioners of the Convention, and made a narrow
escape with his Ufe. He afterwards, at the battle of Sauraur, saved the life

of Bourbotte, a member of the Convention, at the imminent hazard of his

own; and this generous action having attracted universal attention, he was
appointed general of brigade, at the age of twenty- four, and soon after

intrusted, at the recommendation of Kleber, with the command of the
northern army of the West, which he led at the assault on Mans, and
the fatal rout of Savenay.

Here, however, a new perO, greater than the bayonets of the Vendeans,
awaited him. During the sack of Mans, a young and beautiful Vendeau
threw herself at his feet, beseeching him to save her from the briitality of
the soldiers. With the spirit of a true soldier, Marceau extricated her from
their grasp, and had her conveyed to a place of safety. The Jacobinsamme-
diately lodged information against him as sheltering the aristocrats ; he was
thrown into prison, and only saved from the guillotine by the eiforts of the
Conventionalist Bourbotte, whom he had saved on the field of battle. His
life, by his intercession, was spared, but he was deprived of his command,
and for some months remained in a private station. Carnot, however, had
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paign, by increasing the great distance which already chap.

separated the Republican armies. After remaining several ^^i-

days in a state of inactivity, he collected an imposing body ,-gy

of fifty-three thousand men, on the banks of the Lech, and
forced the fords of that river on the very day of the battle

of Amberg. Latour, who had extended his small army 24th Aug.
too much, in his anxiety to cover a great extent of country,
found his rearguard assailed at Friedberg, and was defeated 26th Aug.
with the loss of seventeen hundred men, and fourteen

pieces of cannon. After this disaster he retreated behind

the Iser, in the direction of Landshut
;

his centre fell

back to the neighbourhood of Munich, while the left wing
stretched to the fgot of the mountains of the TjtoI. Mo-
reau continued for three weeks occupied in inconsiderable

movements in Bavaria
; during which a severe combat

took place at Langenberg, between four thousand Austrian

horse and Desaix's division, in which, after the French

troops had been at first broken, they ultimately succeeded

by heroic efforts in repulsing the enemy. The Archduke
was nothing moved by these disasters, but resolutely con-

^

tinued his pursuit of Jourdan. " Let Moreau advance to ui. 52, 59.

Vienna," said he, on parting with Latour
;

"
it is of no

sg^'i^'ct*''

moment, provided I beat Jourdan." Memorable words ! m. I88, 222.'

indicating at once the firmness of a great man, and the

just eye of a consummate general.^
This resolute conduct had the desired effect. After the

battle of Wurtzburg, the Archduke detached Murferd with

too much discernment to permit his talents to waste long in obscurity ; he
was again intrusted with a division in the army of the Sanihre and Meuse,
and bore a distinguished part in the battle of Fleurus. Subseiiuentiy, he
passed to the army of the Lower Rhine, and was intrusted witli the defence
and ultimate destruction of the bridges of the Rhine, after the Republican
army had crossed over in the close of the campaign of 1795. In des[)air at

seeing the dUision of Bernadotte, which had not yet passed over, endangered
by the premature destruction of the brulge by an engineer under his orders,
Marceau drew his sword and was going to kill himself, when his arm was
arrested by Klebcr, who persuaded him to make an effort to repel the enemy,
till the bridge was repaired, which was gallantly and effectually done.
Generous, humane, and dishiterested, he was yet vehement and sometimes
hasiy ; but his faihngs were those of a noble character. His mihtary
quahties were thus summed up by Klebcr :—" I never knew a general so
capable as General Marceau of changing with sang-froid a disposition of
battle amidst the enemies' bullets." His civil virtues were thus attested
by the magistrates of the hostile city of Coblentz— '• He did not seduce our
diiughtcrs; he dishonoured not our husbands, and in thff- midst of war he
alleviated its severities on the people, and protected ])roperty and industry in
the conquered provinces.'" A monument designed by Kleber, was raised

,

by the generous care of the Archduke Charles, and stiU remains an equally
honourable memorial of both nations.—See Bio(iraphie UniverselU, xxvi.

583, 584; Biographic des Contemporains, xii. 391, 392.
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CHAP, a small division to join the garrison of Manheim, and com-
XXI. bine an attack on the tete-du-pont at Kehl, directly in the

rear of Moreau, and commanding his principal communi-
cation with France. The French were driven into the

Archduke works, M'hich were assaulted with great bravery by the
threatens

Imperialists ;
and though the attack was repulsed, it

at Kehl. Spread great consternation through the French army, who
18th Sept. gg^^. Yiow nearly they had lost their principal communica-

tion with their own country. Moreau, who began to be

apprehensive that he might be involved in disaster if he

advanced further into Germany, proceeded w'ith great

circumspection, and arrived on the Iser on the 24th Sep-
24th Sept. tember. Being there informed of the disasters of Jourdan,

and that a part of Latour's corps, under Nauendorf, was

rapidly advancing upon Ulm to turn his left flank, he

halted his army, and next day began a retreat. His situa-

tion was now in the highest degree critical. Advanced

into the heart of Bavaria, with the defiles of the Black

Forest in his rear, at the distance of two hundred miles

from the Rhine, with Latour at tlie head of forty thousand

men pressing the one flank, and the Archduke and Xauen-

dorf with twenty-five thousand ready to fall on the other,

he might anticipate even greater disasters than Jourdan

had sustained before he regained the frontiers of the Re-

public. But, on the other hand, he was at the head of a

superb army of seventy thousand men, whose courage had

1 Th. viii. not been weakened by any disaster, and who possessed the
412. Join, most unlimited confidence, both in their own strength and

Arch' ch. the resources of their commander. There was no force in

iii. 186, 20S. Germany capable of arresting so great a mass. It is not
St Cvr, m.

. , ,
"^

, , , , • •
, .

222; 258. With detached columns, or by menacing communications,
that the retreat of such a body is to be prevented.^

Fully appreciating these great advantages, and aware

that nothing is so likely to produce disaster in retreat

Moreaii re- as any symptoms of apprehension in the general, he
treats in the

j.ggoived to Continue his retrograde movement with the
most nrm . i i- • i /.

and metiio- utmost regularity, and to dispute every inch or ground
dicaimun-

^^j^j^ jj^g enemy when they threatened to press upon his

forces. The Austrian armies likely to assail him Avere as

follows :
—Nauendorf, with nine thousand men, was on the

Danube, ready to turn his left flank
; Latour, with twenty-

four thousand, in Bavaria, directly in his rear; Froelich, with

ner.
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fourteen thousand, on the Upper Iller and in the Tyrol ; chap.
while the Archduke, with seventeen thousand, might be xxi.

expected to abandon the Lahn, and hasten to the scene of

decisive operations on the Upper Rhine. It was by main-

taining a firm front, and keeping his troops together in

masses, that the junction or co-operation of these consi-

derable forces coiild alone be prevented. Aware that the

Archduke might probably block up the line of retreat by
the Xeckar, Moreau retired by the valley of the Danube
and the Black Forest. Resting one of his wings on that

stream, he sent forward his parks, his baggage, and his 1^°^'
^^'

ammunition, before the army, and covering his retreat by Arch. ch.

a powerful rearguard, succeeded both in repulsing all the
'^'^^.j:; i:['

attacks of the enemy, and in enabling the body of his 240,249.

army to continue their march without fatigue or interrup-
tion.^

Want of concert in the Austrian generals at first emi-

nently favoured his movements. Having retired behind 5-

the lake of Federsee, he found that Latour was isolated And defeats

from Nauendorf, who was considerably in advance on the Biberach.

Danube, and the opportunity therefore appeared favour-

able for striking with superior forces a blow upon his

weakened adversary. This was the more necessary, as he

was approaching the entrance of the defiles of the Black

Forest, which Avere occupied by the enemy, and it was of

the last importance that his movement should not be

impeded in traversing those long and difficult passages.

Turning, therefore, fiercely upon his pursuers, he assailed 2d Oct.

Latour near Biberach. The Austrian general, believing
that a part only of the enemy's force was in the front, gave
battle in a strong position, extending along a series of , j^^ j^

wooded heights, lined by a formidable artillery. The 65, 71.

action was for a long time fiercely contested ;
but at length jt^ 2'i'3.^2i()

the superior forces and abler manoeuvres of the Repub- 230. Th.

licans prevailed. Desaix broke their right, while St Cyr s"cvr, iii

turned their left, and a complete victory crowned the 240,259,310.

efforts of the French, which cost the Imperialists four thou-

sand prisoners, and eighteen pieces of cannon.^

After this decisive blow, Moreau proceeded leisurely
towards the Black Forest, directing his steps towards the

Valley of Hell, in hopes of being able to debouche by
Friburg, before the Archduke arrived to interrupt his •
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CHAP, progress. He had already passed the separation of the
XXI. road by the j^feckar, and Nauendorf occupied that which
. passes by the Valley of Kinzig. He therefore directed his

5g
centre towards the entrance of the Valley of Hell, under

Retires the Command of St Cyr, while he stationed Desaix and

through
Ferino on the right and left, to protect the movements of the

t^ie
Black principal body. The Austrian detachments in the moun-

tains were too weak to oppose any effectual resistance to

the passage of the French army. St Cyr speedily dissipated
the clouds of light troops which invested the pine-clad
mountains of the Valley of Hell, and Latour, rendered

cautious by disaster, without attempting to harass his

retreat, moved by Homberg to unite himself to the Arch-

1 Arch" ch ^uke. So ably were the measures of the French general
iii. 240. concerted, that he not only passed the defiles without

st'cyrtiii.
either confusion or loss, but debouched into the valley of

311,333. the R'uine, rather in the attitude of a conqueror than that

of a fugitive.^

Meanwhile the Archduke Charles, being now assured of

59 the direction which Moreau had taken, directed Latour and
Battle of the detached parties to join him by the valley of Kinzig,

geu between while Nauendorf covered their movements by advancing
Moreau and between them and the French columns. The greater part
the Arch-
duke. of the Austrian forces were thus collected in the valley of

16th Oct. the Rhine in the middle of October, and though still infe-

rior to the eneqiy, the Archduke resolved to lose no time

in attacking, and compelling them to recross that river.

Moreau, on his part, was not less desirous of the combat, as

he intended to advance to Kehl, and either maintain

himself at the tHe-du-pont there, or cross leisurely over to

Strasburg. The action took place at Emmendingen, on

the slopes where the mountains melt into the plain ; and

afforded an example of the truth of the military principle,

that in tactics, or the operations of actual combat, in that

respect widely different from strategy, or the general
movements of a campaign, the possession of the mountains

in general secures that of the valleys which lie at their

feet. Waldkirch was felt by both parties to be the decisive

point, from the command which it gave over the neigh-

bouring valleys, and accordingly each general strove to

reach it before his adversary ;
but the French, having the

advantage of better roads, were the first to arrive. They
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were there attacked, however,by Nauendorf,who descended chap.
from the heights of the Black Forest, and after a bloody xxi.

action drove St Cyr, who commanded the Republicans, pgg
out of the town with severe loss. Meanwhile the success 19th Oct.

of the Austrians was not less decisive at other points : the

Imperial columns, having at length surmounted the diffi-
L^'or

^'^' ''^'

culties of the roads, attacked and carried the village of Arch. Ch.

Matterdingen, Avhile their centre drove the Republicans jo^'^^^-g'
back from Emmendingen, and at length Moreau, defeated 80.

at all points, retired into the forest of Nemburg, behind the

Elz, with the loss of two thousand men.^

The Archduke made preparations on the following

morning for re-establishing the bridges over the Elz, and
g„

renewing the combat ; but Moreau retreated in the night. His last

and commenced the passage of the Rhine. Desaix passed Hohenbiau-
that river at Old Brisach, while the general-in-chief took but is driven

post in the strong position of Schliengen, determined to RMn^e.*
*

accept battle, in order to gain time to defile in tranquillity
20th Oct.

by the bridge of Huningen. The valley of the Rhine is

there cut at right angles by a barrier of rocky eminences,
which stretch from the mountains of Hohenblau to the

margin of the stream. It was on this formidable rampart
that Moreau made his last stand, his left resting on the

Rhine, his centre on a pile of almost inaccessible rocks, his

right on the cliiFs of Sizenkirch. The Archduke divided

his army into four columns. The Prince of Conde on the

right drove in the Republican advanced posts, but made no
serious impression ; but Latour in the centre, and Nauen-
dorf on the left, gallantly scaled the precipices, drove the

Republicans from their positions, and chasing them from

height to height, from wood to wood, threw them before
,

nightfall into such confusion, that nothing but the broken 84, 89.

nature of the ground, which prevented cavalry from acting, ^'''SgSIl.o
and a violent storm which arose in the evening, saved them st cyr,' Tv.

from a complete overthrow. Moreau retreated during the ^^''*?- J^^^'

night, and on the following day commenced the passage of vation.

the Rhine, which was effected without molestation from
the Imperialists.2

After having thus effected the deliverance of Germany
from both its invaders, the Archduke suggested to the

Aulic Council to detach a powerful reinforcement by the
,

Tyrol into Italy, in order to strengthen the army of
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CHAP. Alvinzi, and effect the liberation ofWurniser in MantUcO—^a

XXI. measure based on true military principles, and which, if

adopted by the Imperial government, would probably

gj

"

have changed the fate of the campaign. Moreau, on his

Austrians side, proposed an armistice to the Austrians, on condition

that the Rhine should separate the two armies, and the

Republicans retain the tetes-du-pont of Huningen and

Kehl
;
a proposal which the Archduke received with secret

satisfaction, as it promised him the means of securely car-

rying into effect his meditated designs for the deliverance

of Italy. But the Austrian government, intent upon the

expulsion of the French from Germany, and deeming the

forces put at the disposal of Alvinzi adequate for the relief

of Mantua, declined both propositions, and sent positive

ii "290^'Jom. orders for the immediate attack of the fortified posts

ix. 238. possessed by the Republicans on the right bank of the

Rhine.i

The conduct of the siege of Kehl, during the depth of

62. winter, and with an open communication between the

bioodv"it<'e l*esieged and the great army on the opposite bank, pre-

of Keiii.
°

sented obstacles of no ordinary kind ;
but the perseverance

and energy of the Austrians ultimately triumphed over

all difficulties. Thirty thousand men, under the command

of Desaix and St Cyr, were destined for the defence of the

works, while a powerful reserve was stationed in the

islands of the Rhine
;
and the troops engaged in the de-

fence were changed every three days, to prevent their

being overwhelmed with the fatigues of the service. Forty

thousand Austrians, under Latour, formed the besieging

force, while the remainder of the army was cantoned in

the valley of the Rhine. Though the fort was invested on

the 9th October, no material progress was made in the

siege, from the extreme difficulty of bringing up the bat-

tering train and heavy stores, till the end of November.

This long delay gave time to the indefatigable Desaix to

complete the works, which, when the Imperialists first sat

dow-n before the place, were in a very unfinished state.

21st Nov. The trenches were opened on the 21st November; and

about the same time a grand sortie was attempted, under

the command of Moreau in person, to destroy the works,

and gain possession of the Austrian park of artillery.

This attack was at first successful : the Republicans carried
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the intreiichments of Sundheim, and had nearly pene- chap.

trated to the magazines and parks; but the Archduke ^^-

and Latour having come up with reinforcements to the ugg,

menaced point, they were at length repulsed with severe

loss, though not without carrying with them nine pieces

of cannon, which they had captured during the affray.

Moreau and Desaix exposed themselves to the hottest

of the fire, and were both slightly wounded. After this

repulse, the labours of the siege were continued without

any other interruption than that arising from the excessive

severity of the weather, and the torrents of rain, which,

for weeks together, filled the trenches with water. On the

night of January 1st, the Imperialists carried by assault

the first line of intrenchments round the Republican camp,

and a few days afterwards the second line was also stormed

after a bloody resistance. Kehl was now no longer de-

fensible ;
above 100,000 cannon-balls, and 25,000 bombs,

projected from forty batteries, had riddled all its defences.
2{^5°T43"'

The Imperialists, masters of the intrenched camp, enve- Arch. Ch.

loped the fort on every side
;
and the Republicans, after a

^t'cyl] fv.

'

o-lorious defence, which does honour to the memory of 86, 104, 120.

Desaix and St Cyr, who directed it, evacuated the place by

capitulation on the 9th January .^

During the siege of Kehl, the Imperialists remained in

observation before the tete-du-pont of Huningen ; but no gs.

sooner were they at liberty, by the surrender of the former
^^^ "f/'^^^jj

place, than they prosecuted the siege of the latter with at Hunin.

extraordinary vigour. Ferino had been left with the right
so-

wing of the French to superintend the defence of that im-

portant post, but notwithstanding all his exertions he was
^

unable to retard their advances ;
the trenches were opened g^^'u™ Arch.

in form on the 25th of January, and a sortie having been Ch. Ui. sis,

repulsed on the night of the 31st, the place was evacuated
c"vr, iv. 127,

by capitulation on the 1st of February, and the victors 138.

found themselves masters only of a heap of ruins.2

This last success terminated the campaign of 1796 in

Germany; the most remarkable, in a military point of 64.

view, which had occurred, with the exception of that of Reflections

Napoleon in the same year in Italy, since tlie commence- p^jgn.

ment of the war. The conquerors in both triumphed over

superior forces by the application of the same princi]>les
—

,

viz. the skilful use of a central position, and interior line
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CHAP, of communication, and the rapid accumulation of superior
XXI. forces against one of tlie assailing armies, at a time when

it was so situated that it could not receive any assistance

from the other. The movements of the Archduke between
the armies of Moreau and Jourdan, and the skill with

which, by bringing a preponderating force against the de-

cisive point, he compelled their vast armies to undertake

a disastrous retreat, are precisely parallel to the blows

struck by Napoleon from the interior line of the Adige,
on the converging forces of Quasdanovich and Wurmser
on the opposite sides of the lake of Guarda ; and of Alvinzi

and Provera, on the plateau of Rivoli and the shores of

the Mincio. The difference only lies in the superior energy
and activity with which the Republican general flew from
one menaced point to another, the accurate calculation of

time on which he rested, and the greater difficulties with

which he had to struggle from the closer proximity of the

attacking forces to each other.

The results of this campaign proved the justice of the

g5 observation of Napoleon, that the decisive blows were to

Errors in be struck against Austria in the valley of the Danube
;

the Dixec- ^^^ that Camot's plan of turning both flanks of the

tory. Imperialists at once, along the vast line from the Maine to

the Alps, was essentially defective, and offered the fairest

opportunity to an enterprising general, aware of the im-

portance of time and rapid movement in war, to fall with

a preponderating force first on the one and then on the

other. If, instead of dispersing the invading host into

two armies, separated from each other by above a hundred

miles, and acting without concert, he had united them into

one mass, or moved them by converging lines towards

Ulm, the catastrophe of 1805 to Austria, at that place, or

of Leipsic in 1813 to France, might have been anticipated
with decisive effect upon the issue of the war. And after

giving all due praise to the just views and intrepid conduct

of the Austrian hero, the deliverer of Germany, it must be

J
... admitted that he did not carry his enlightened principles

314,339.

'

into practice with such vigour as might have been done
;

^'^•|^i^'*'^-and that, had Napoleon been in his place on the Murg and

iii. 313, 314. at Amberg, he would have struck as decisive blows as at

Rivoli and Gastiglione.^

The unsuccessful irruption of the French into Germany
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was attended with one important consequence, from the chap.

effectual manner in which it withdrew the veil from the ^^i-

eyes of the lower classes as to the real nature of democratic
j-gg

ambition, and the consequences with which it was attended gg

to the inhabitants of the vanquished states. The Repub- Prodipious

licans, being destitute of every thing, and in an especial tk)'Jis"evi.>(i

manner denuded of money, when they crossed the Rhine, ^^
^J?^

^f:

immediately put in practice their established principle of Germany,

making war support war, and oppressed the vanquished

people by the most enormous contributions. The lesser

German states only purchased neutrality by the most

enormous sacrifices.* The people contrasted these cruel

exactions with the seductive promises of war to the palace

and peace to the cottage ;
and all learned at length, from

bitter experience, the melancholy truth, that military

violence, under whatever names it may be veiled, is the

same in all ages ;
and that none are such inexorable

tyrants to the poor as those who have recently revolted

against authority in their own country. Although, there-

fore, the terror of the Republican arms at first superseded

every other consideration, and detached all the states whose

territory had been overrun from the Austrian alliance, yet

this was merely the effect of necessity ;
the hearts of the

people remained faithful to the cause of Germany, their i Ann. Reg.

exasperation broke out in immeasured acts of violence
Hard.^ui.

against the retreating forces of Jourdan, and they waited 393.

only for the first opportunity to resume their ancient

attachment to the Imperial standards.^

The same causes which thus weakened the predilection

of the lower orders in Germany for French principles, g^

operated most powerfully in rousing the ancient and Noble and

hereditary loyalty of the Austrian people to their own
gpl^Hof the

sovereigns. When the Republicans approached Bohemia, Austrian

and had wellnigh penetrated through Bavaria to the

Hereditary States, the Emperor issued an animating appeal
to his subjects in the threatened provinces, and, with the

• The Duke of Wirtemberpr was assessed at 4,000,000 franes, or L.ICO.OOO

sterlinp: the circle of Swabia, 12,000.000, or nearly L.500,000, besides 8000

horses, 5000 oxen, 150,000 quintals of corn, .and 100,000 i)airs of shoes. No
less than 8,000,000, or L. 320,000, was deniandedfrom the liicle of Kranconia,
besides 6000 horses; and immense contributions from Frankfort, Wurtz-

burjr, Bamberg, Nuremburg, and .all the towns tliroufrli whicli tlicy iiassed.

These enormous exactions, wliidi amounted in all to 2.'i,000,000 francs,
fL. 1.000,000), 12,000 horses, 12.00(t oxen, 500.000 quintals of wheat, and

200,000 pairs of shoes, excited a universal alarm.

people.
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CHAP. Spirit of Maria Tlieresa, called on them to repel the renewed
XXI. Gallic aggression. Austria, in this trying emergency, re-

lied on the constant success which has so long attended its

house through all the vicissitudes of fortune, and, unsub-

dued by defeat, maintained that unconquerable spirit
which has always characterised its race, and so often is

found to triumph over the greatest reverses. The people

nobly answered the appeal. The peasants flew to arms ;

new levies were speedily raised
; contributions of stores of

every kind were voted bytlie nobility; and from the first

1 y^„n Re„ invasion of France may be dated the growth of that

134, 135. patriotic spirit which was destined ultimately to rescue

Germany from foreign subjugation.^
This year witnessed the still closer contracting of the

gg unhappy bands which united Prussia to France, and so

New con. long perpetuated on the Continent the overwhelming
tvvee^n"

*'
influence of Gallic power. Hardenberg and Ilaugwitz,

France and who directed the cabinet of Berlin, and who, notwith-

standing their differences on many other point.s, were

cordially united in all measures calculated to augment the

influence of Prussia in the north of Germany, had laboured

assiduously all the summer to form a federal union for the

protection of the states in that portion of the empire ;

and they had succeeded in obtaining a convocation of the

circle of Lower Saxony and of Westphalia on the 20th

June, to arrange the formation of a formidable army of

observation, of which Prussia was the head, to cause their

neutrality to be respected by the belligerent powers. The
French minister at Berlin, artfully improving upon the

terrors produced by Napoleon's successes in Italy, and
Joardan's irruption into Franconia, easily persuaded

Haugwitz that the period had now arrived when the

interests of Prussia indispensably required the breaking

up of the old Germanic Empire, and the cession of the left

bank of the Rhine as the boundary of France
;
and in

consequence, two conventions, one public, the other secret,

5th Axxg. were signed at Berlin on the 5th August. By the first, which

alone at that time was published, the line of demarcation,

beyond which hostilities were not to pass, was extended,

and made to run from Wesel on the Rhine, following the

frontiers of the mountains of Thuringia, stretching along
the North Sea, including the mouths of the Elbe, the
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"Weser, and the Ems, and so round by the frontiers of Hoi- chap.

land to Wesel again. Beyond this, in addition to the line ^^'f-

already agreed to by the treaty of Bale, the Directory be-
j^gg

came bound not to push their military operations. By the

second, which was kept secret, Prussia recognised the ex-

tension of France to the Rhine
; and the principle, that

the dispossessed German princes were to be indemnified at

the expense of the ecclesiastical princes of the empire.
The third article provided an indemnity to the Prince of

Orange, now evidently and apparently finally expelled
from his dominions : and Prussia engaged to endeavour for

this purpose to procure the secularisation of the bishoprics
of Bamberg and Wurtzburg.

" Such was the Secret Con-

vention," says Hardenberg,
" which in a manner put the

cabinet of Berlin at the mercy of France in the atFairs of i ^^^^ j^

Germany."^ It may be added, such was the commence- 374, 3ti4, 393.

ment of that atrocious system of indemnifying the greater
states at the expense of the lesser, and satisfying the

rapacity of temporal powers by the sacrifice of the Church,
which soon after not only shook to its foundation the con-

stitution of the Germanic empire, but totally overturned

the whole balance of power and system of public rights in

Europe.

While these important transactions were in progress in

the heart of Europe, events of another kind, but not less

important in tlieir future effect upon the fate of the war,
were preparing upon another element.

Three years of continued success had rendered the British

flag omnipotent upon the ocean. Britannia literally ruled

the waves : the enemies' colonics successively fell bencatli Nava! oppra-

her strokes
;
and the fleets of France, blockaded in her

"°"'
'"i"'^'

year. l)e-

harbours, were equally unable to protect the commerce of piorabie

the Republic, or acquire the experience requisite for mari- j>en°h
'''^

time success. The minister of the marine, Trusfuet, in Marine,

proposing a new system for the regulation of the navy,
gave a gloomy, but faithful ])icturc of its present condition.
" The deplorable state of our marine," said he,

"
is well

known to our enemies, who insult us in our very har-
bours. Our fleets are humiliated, defeated, blockaded in

their ports; destitute of provisi(.(ns and naval equipments:
torn by internal faction, weakened by ignorance, ruined
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CHAP, by desertion : such is the state in which the men to whom
XXI. you have intrusted its direction, have found the French

marine." The ruin of the French navy was not the con-

sequence merely of the superior skill and experience of the

English sailors ;
it arose necessarily from the confusion of

finances, loss of colonies, and failure of resources, which
were the result of the revolutionary convulsion. Fleets

cannot be equipped without naval stores, nor navigated
but by a body of experienced seamen

; it is impossible,

therefore, to become a powerful maritime state without a

regular revenue and an extensive commerce, both of which
had disappeared during the distractions of the Revolution.

Severe internal distress, by filling the ranks of the army,

may form a formidable military power, and destitute bat-

talions may issue from a convulsed state to plunder and

oppress the adjoining nations
;
but a similar system will

neve" equip a fleet, nor enable a revolutionary to contend

with a regular government on the ocean. From the very
elements by which the contest was carried on, it was

1 Jom. ix. already evident, that, though France might defeat the
225. land forces of Europe, England would acquire the domi-

nion of the waves.i

The hostilities carried on by the naval and military

70 forces of Great Britain in the West and East Indies, were
Successes of attended with the most decisive success. The island of

in the"west Granada, which had long been in a state of revolt, yielded
and East to the perseverance and ability of General Nicols : St Lucie

August. was reduced in May by General Abercromby, and Esse-

quibo and Demerara by General White ;
while the French

could only set ofi" against these losses the destruction of

the merchandise and shipping at Newfoundland by Ad-

miral Richery. In the Indian seas, the successes of the

British were still more important. A Dutch squadron of

three ships of the line, three frigates, and many vesssls of

inferior size, having on board two thousand land troops,

destined to retake the Cape of Good Hope, was captured

by Admiral Elphinstonc in the bay of Saldanha
; while

2 Ann. Reg. ^j^g Batavian settlements of Ceylon, the Malaccas, and
194. Jom.

^ 1 n
ix. 240. Oochin, with the miportant harbour of Trincomalee, were,

ConVvii early in the year, taken possession of by the British forces.

240, 252. Thus was the foundation laid, in both hemispheres of the

colonial empire of Great Britain,^ which has subsequently
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grown up to puch an extraordinary magnitude, and pro- chap.

mises in its ultimate results, to exert a greater and more x^-

wide-spread influence on mankind than any which has
^.gg

been effected by human agency, since the Roman legions

ceased to conquer and civilise the world.

These important successes, particularly the reduction of

the Cape, Ceylon, and the Malaccas, diffused general ^j

joy through the British nation. It was justly observed, General joy

that the former was a halfway-house to India, and indis-
"u'^'c^gsel"*"

pensable to the mighty empire which we had acquired diffused in

in the plains of Hindostan
;
while the latter secured "^

the emporium of the China trade, and opened up the

vast commerce of the Indian Archipelago. The atten-

tion of the people, by these great acquisitions, began
to be turned towards the probable result and final issue of

the war : they looked to the conquests of the British at

sea, as likely to counterbalance the acquisitions of the

Republicans at land : they observed that Rhodes long
maintained a doubtful contest with Rome after its land

forces had subdued Spain, Carthage, and part of Gaul
;

and that in a similar contest Great Britain would have

incomparably greater chances of success than the Grecian

commonwealth, from the superior internal strength which

the population of its own islands afforded, and the far

more extensive commerce which enriched it from every

quarter of the globe.
"
Athens," said Xenophon,

" would

have prevailed over Lacedamon, if Attica had been an

island inaccessible save by water to the land forces of its

opponent ;" and it was impossible not to see that nature

had given that advantage to the European, whicli she had

denied to the Grecian maritime power. The formation of

a great colonial empire, embracing all the quarters of the

globe, held together and united by the naval power of

England, and enriching the parent state by its com-

merce, and tlie market it would open for its manufac-

tures, began to engage the thoughts not only of statesmen, L'^"",'^''-''-

but of practical men, and the Cape and Ceylon wereix. 24i.

spoken of as acquisitions which should never be aban-

doned.^

St Domingo still continued in the distracted and unfor-

tunate state into which it had been thrown by the vision-
,

ary dreams of the French Republicans, and the frightful

VOL. V. U
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flames of a servile war which had been lighted up by their

extravagant philanthropists. All the etforts, both of the

French and English, to restore any thing like order to its

furious and savage population, proved unsuccessful. The
latter had never been in sufficient force to make any seri-

ous impression on its numerous and frantic inhabitants ;

and the former were hardly able to retain a scanty footing
in the northern part of the island, without attempting to

regain the splendid and prosperous colony which they had
lost. The blacks, taught by experience, perfectly acquaint-
ed with the country, and comparatively unaffected by its

deadly climate, maintained a successful contest with Euro-

pean forces, who melted away more rapidly under its fatal

evening gales, than either by the ravages of famine or the

sword of the enemy. Toussaint had already risen to emi-

nence in the command of these desultory forces, and was
taken into the French service with the division he had

organised, in the vain attempt to re-establish the sinking

authority of the Republican commissioners.^

Notwithstanding the disastrous state of the principal

colony of France, and the great losses which she had sus-

tained in her maritime possessions. Great Britain showed
herself disposed during this year to make great sacrifices

to her, to obtain a general peace. In truth, notwith-

standing her naval successes, the situation of England,
from the disasters of her allies, had become sufficiently

alarming. Spain, detached by the treaty of Bale from all

connexion with the Allies, had lately fallen under the

Republican influence, and yielded to that jealousy of the

British naval power, which is so easily excited among
the European states. The Directory, artfully improving
these advantages, had fanned the Spanish discontents into

a flame, by holding out hopes of some acquisitions in Italy,

Avon by the sword of Napoleon, in case they joined the

Republican alliance. Influenced by these considerations,

the Spaniards fell into the snare, from which they were

destined hereafter to experience such disastrous effects,

and on the 19th August, concluded a treaty of alliance,

offensive and defensive, with France, on the footing of the

family compact. By this treaty, the powers mutually

guaranteed to each other their dominions both in the Old

and the New World, and engaged to assist each other, in
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case of attack, with twenty-four thousand land troops, chap.

thirty ships of the line, and six frigates. This was followed, xxi.

in the beginning of October, by a formal declaration of
j_yy

war, on the part of Spain, against Great Britain. Thus 2d oct.

England, which had commenced the war with so many ooY^'JsT''

confederates, saw herself not only deprived of all her Ann. Reg.

maritime allies, but the whole coasts of Europe, from the yi 255.'^'^^''^'

Texel to Gibraltar, arrayed in fierce hostility against her.^*

Impressed with these dangers, and desirous also of

disarming the numerous and powerful party in Great

Britain, who contended against the war as both unnecessary
and impolitic, Mr Pitt, in the close of this year, made

* Many grounds of complaint were assigned in the Spanish manifesto on
this occasion ; but they met « itli a decisive refutation from the British cabi-

net, in an able state paper, drawn up by Sir Canning. It was urged by the jth Oct.

Spanish court, that the conduct of the English during the war, but especially
at the siege of Toulon, and in the expedition to Quiberon, had determined the
cabinet of Madrid to make i)eace with France as soon as it could be done
with safety to the monarchy ; that the bad faith of the English government
further appeared in the treaty of 19th November 1794, concluded, without
regard to the rights of Spain, with the United' States, in the injustice with
which they seized the St Jago, at tirst taken by the French, but afterwards
retaken by the English, which, by the subsisting convention, ought to have
been restored, and in the mtercepting of ammunition for tlie Spanish
squadrons : that the crews of her ships had frequently landed on the coast
of Chili, and carried on a contrab.and trade, as well as reconnoitred these
valuable possessions, and had evinced a clear intention of seizing part of the

Spanish colonial territories, by sending a considerable force to the Antilles
and St Domingo, and by her recent acquisition of the Dutch settlement of
Demerara ; that frequent insults and acts of violence had been committed
by tlie English cruisers upon Spanish vessels in the Slediterranean

; that
the Spanish territory had been violated by descents of English ships on the
coast 0/ G.ilicia and at Trinidad : and, finally, that the majesty of Spain had
been insulted by the decrees of a court in London, authorising the arrest
of its ambassador for a small sum. " By all those insults," it concluded, ^
«'
equally deep and unparalleled, that n.iti(in has proved to the universe, that ^ ^iWii 1«!

she recognises no other laws than the aggrandisement of her commerce, statu Papers,
and by her despotism, which has exhausted our patience and moderation,
has rendered a declaration of war unavoidable." -

To this miinifesto, the acrimonious style of which too clearly betrayed
the quarter from which it had proceeded, it was replied by the British

government, th.it " the unprovoked declaration of war on the part of Spain
had at length compelled the king of England to take measures to assert the
dignity of his crown ; that a simple reference to the Spanish declaration,
and a bare enumeration of the frivolous charges which it contains, must be
sufficient to satisfy every reasonable .ind impartial person that no part of
the conduct of Great Britain towards Si>ain has afforded the smallest ground
of comphiint. The acts of hostility attributed to England, consist either
of matters perfectly innocent, or of imputed opinions and intentions, of
which no proof is adduced, nor effect alleged, or of complaints of the mis-
conduct of unauthorised individuals, concerning which liis M.ijesty has
always professed his willingness to institute enquiry, and grant redress,
where it was really due. The charge of misconduct on the part of the
British admiral at Toulon is unprecedented and absurd; and this is perhaps
the first inst.ance th.it it has been imputed as a crime to one of the com- >

manding officers of two powers, acting in alliance, and making a connnon
cause m war, that he did more than his proportion of miscliief to the
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overtures for a general peace to the French government.
Lord Malmesbury was dispatched to Paris to open the

negot ations
; but it is probable that no great hopes of

their success were entertained, as nearly at the same time
an alliance was concluded with Russia, for the aid of sixty
thousand auxiliary troops to the Austrian forces. The
British envoy arrived at Paris on the 22d October, amidst
the acclamations of the inhabitants, and proposals of

peace were immediately made by the English government.
These were, the recognition of the Republic by the British

government, and the restitution of all the colonies to

common enemy. The treaty mth America did nothing more than nhat
every independent power has a right to do, or tlian liis Spanish Majesty has
since that time himself done; and inflicted no injury wliatever on tlie 'sub-
jects of that monarchy. The claims of all parties in regard to the condem-
nation of the St Jago, captured by his Majesty's forces, were fully heard
before the only competent tribunal, and one whose impartiality is above aU
suspicion. The alleged misconduct of some merchant ships in landing their
crews, on the coast of Chili and Peru, forms no legitimate ground of com-
plaint against the British government ; and even if some irregularities had
been committed, they might have been punished on the spot, or the courts
of London were always ready to receive and redress complaints of that
descriptivn.

" In rt gard to the expedition to St Domingo and Demerara, with all the
regard which he feels to the rights of neutral powers, it is a new and
unheard-of extension of neutral rights which is to be restricted by no limits,
and is to attach not to the territories of a neutral power itself, but to what-
ever may once have belonged to it, and to whatever may be situated in its

neighbourhood, though in the actual possession of an enemy. The com-
plaint in regard to St Domingo is peculiarly unfortunate, as the cession of
part of that island by the recent treaty from Spain to France, is a breach of
that solemn treaty under which alone the crown of Spain holds any jjart of
its American possessions. Such an act would at once have justified any
measures of retaliation on the p.-irt of the British government: but so
earnest was their desire to maintain peace,thatthey repeatedly endeavoured
to ascertain when the Spanish right to the ceded territnry was to terminate,
in order that their efl'orts Tnight be directed against the French alone.
Some irregularities in the course of so long and vast a contest m,iy have
been comnutted by the British cruizers in the exercise of the undoubted
right of search enjoyed by every belligerent state; but to the readiness of
the British government to grant redress in every case where an injury has
been committed, even Spain herself can bear testimony. The complaint
regarding the alleged decree against the Spanish ambassador, is, if possible,
still more frivolous, that being nothing more than a simple citation to
answer for a debt demanded, the mistaken act of an individual who was
immedi.itely disavowed and prosecuted by the government, and made
repeated but vain submissive applications to the Spanish ambassador for
forgiveness, such as in all former cases h.ad been deemed satisfactory."

It wiU be plain to posterity, it is now notorious to Europe, that neither
to the genuine wishes, nor even the mistaken policy of Spain, is her present
conduct to be attributed; that not from enmity towards Great Britain, not
from any resentment of p.ast, or apprehension of future injuries, but from
a blind subservience to the views of his 'Majesty's enemies; from the
dominion usurped over her councils and actions by her new allies, she has
been compelled to act in a quarrel, and for interests not her own

;
to take

up arms against one of those powers in whose cause she had professed to
feel the strongest interest, and to menace with hostility .inotlier, againstwhom no cause of complaint is pretended, but an honourable adherence to
its engagements."—Ann. Reg. ITflG, 147; Sta'.e Papers.
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France and Holland, which had been conquered since the chap.
commencement of the war. In return for these couces- xxi.

sions, they insisted that the French should restore the Low-

Countries to the Emperor, Holland to the Stadtholder, and
evacuate all their conquests in Italy, but they were to retain

Luxemburg, Naumur, Nice, and Savoy, It was hardly
to be expected that the Republican government, engaged
m so dazzling a career of victory as they had recently
followed in Italy, and entirely dependent on popular
favour, would consent to these terms, or that they could

have maintained their place at the head of aifairs, if they
had submitted to them. Accordingly, after the negotia-
tions had been continued for two months, they were

abruptly broken off, by the Directory ordering Lord Vjom^-^'

Malmesbury to quit Paris in twenty-four hours, and he 149,241;.

immediately returned to his own country. But it must ^°°aifd^'
ever be a matter of pride to the British historian, that the stutePapers,

power which had been uniformly victorious on its own Hard.'iv.

element, should have offered to treat on terms of equality
^^^- '

'9- ..

with that from which it had so little to dread, and that le'^.'iog.'

"'

England, to procure favourable terms for her allies, Avas

willing to have abandoned all her own acquisitions.^
While these negotiations were yet pending, a measure

was undertaken by the French government, which placed

England in the utmost peril, and from which she was
saved rather b\' the winds of heaven than by any exertions

of her own. It was the extravagant expectations they 107"

had formed of success from this operation, which led to

the long delay and final rupture of the negotiation.^

Ireland, long the victim of oppressive government and
now of popular passion, was at this period in a state of

unusual excitement. The successful issue of the French Aiarmiijg

Revolution had stimulated the numerous needy and ardent f
*'>*'" of ire-

1 • 1 !• 1 • laud.
cliaracters m that distracted nation to project a similar

revolt against the authority of England ; and above two
hundred thousand men, in all parts of the country, were

engaged in a vast conspiracy for overturning the established

government, and erecting a democracy, after the model of

France, in its stead. Overlooking the grinding misery
which the convulsions of the Republic had occasioned to

its inhabitants
; without considering how an insular jiowcr,

detached from the Continent, was to maintain itself against
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the naval forces of England, the patriots of Ireland rushed

blindly into the project, with that ardent but inconsi-
derate zeal and inveterate rancour against the British

government for which the people of that country have

always been distinguished. The malcontents were enrolled
under generals, colonels, and officers, in all the counties :

arms were secretly provided, and nothing was wanting but
the arrival of the FreYich troops to proclaim the insurrec-
tion in every part of the country. Their design was to
break off the connexion with England, confiscate every
shilling of British property in Ireland, and form a Hiber-
nian Republic in close alliance with the great parent
democracy at Paris. With such secresy were the pre-
parations made, that the British government had but
an imperfect account of its danger ; while the French

Directory, accurately informed by its emissaries of what
was going forward, was fully prepared to turn it to the
best account.^ *

• The intentions of the Irish revolutionists, and the length to which they
had in secret carried their preparations for the formation of a Hibernian
Republic, will be best understood from the following passages, in a memo-
rial presented by Wolfe Tone, one of their principal leaders, to the French
Directory.

" The Catholics of Ireland are 3,150,000, all trained from their infancy in
a hereditary hatred and abhorrence of the English name. For these five

years they have fixed their eyes most earnestly on France, whom they look
upon, with great justice, as fighting their battles, as well as those of all
mankind who are oppressed. Of this class, I wiU stake my head there are
500,000 men, who would fly to the standard of the Republic, if they saw it
once displayed in the cause of liberty and their country.
"The Republic may also rely with confidence on the support of the Dis.

senters, actuated by reason and reflection, as well as the Cathohcs, impelled
by misery, and inflamed by detestation of the EngUsh name. In the year
1791, the Dissenters of Belfast first formed the club of United Irishmen, so
called, because in that club, for the first time, Dissenters and Cathohcs were
seen together in harmony and union. Corresponding clubs were rapidly
formed, the object of which was to subvert the tyranny of England, esta-
Mish the independence of Ireland, and frame a free Republic on the broad
basis of liberty and equality. These clubs were rapidly filled, and extended
in June last over two-thirds of that province. Their members are all
bound by an oath of secresy, and could, I h£ive not the smallest doubt, on
a proper occasion, raise the entire force of the province of Ulster, the mos?
populous, warlike, and best informed in the nation.

" The Catholics also have an organisation commencing about the same
time with the clubs last mentioned, but composed of Catholics only. UntU
within these few months this organisation battled the utmost vigilance of
the Irish government, unsuccessfully applied to discover its principles; and
to this hour they are, I beUeve, unapprised of its extent. The fact is. 'th.at,
in June last, it embraced the whole peasantry of the provinces of Ulster,
Leinster, and Connaught, three-fourths of the nation, and I have little
doubt that it has since extended into Munster. the remaining province.
These men, who are called Defenders, are completely organised on a mili-

tary plan, divided .iccording to their respective districts, and officered bymen chosen by themselves ; the principle of their union is implicit obedi-
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Hoclie, at the head of a hundred thousand men, on the chap.
shore? of the ocean, in La Vendee and Brittany, burned xxi.

with the desire to eclipse the great exploits of Napoleon j„gg
and Moreau against the Imperial forces. Ireland offered a

theatre worthy of his army and his reputation, and by Designs of

striking a decisive blow against the English power in that
^Jj^ ^j'^'

quarter, he had an opportunity of crippling the ancient Hoohe

rival of France, and achieving greater benefits for his coun-
country!^*

try than either the victory of Fleurus or the triumphs of

Rivoli. Truguet, the minister of marine, seconded him

wai'mly with all his influence, and by their joint exertions

an expedition was shortly prepared at Brest, more formi-

dable than could have been anticipated from the dilapi-

dated state of the French navy. It consisted of fifteen

ships of the line, on board each of which were embarked
six hundred soldiers, twelve frigates and six corvettes, each

carrying two hundred and fifty men, and a number of

transports and other vessels, conveying in all twenty-five
thousand land forces. This armament was to be joined by ' Ann. Reg.

19S Th
seven ships of the line, under Richery, from the harbour

viii.353, 486

of Rochefort. The troops were the best in Hoche's army :
'*^^- •^°^-

.
'

ix. 250.
the general-in-chief was sanguine of success

;
and such Hard. iv.

were the hopes entertained of the result of the expedition, ^?'U ^"^*.".^ '^ ' et Conq. Tu,
that the Directory transmitted orders for it to sail several 273, 275.

weeks before Lord Malmesbury left Paris,^ and their expec-

ence to the orders of those whom they have elected as their generals, and
whose object is the emancipation of th^ir country, the subversion of Eng-
lish usurpation, and the bettering the condition of the wretched peasantry
of Ireland. The eyes of this whole body, which may be said almost with-
out a figure to be the people of Ireland, are turned with the most anxious

expectation to France for assistance and support. The oath of their union

recites, 'that they will be faithful to the united nations of France and Ire-

land,' and several of them have already sealed it with their blood. I sup-
pose there is no conspiracy, if a whole people can be said to conspire, which
has continued for so many years as this has done, where the secret has been
so religiously kept, and where in so vast a number so few traitors are to be
found.

" There is also a further organisation of the Catholics, which is called the
General Committee, a representative Viody chosen by the Catholics at large,
which decides the movements of the City of Dublin, and possesses a very
great influence on the minds of the CathoUcs throughout the nation I can
add, from my personal knowledge, that a great majority of the able and honest
men who compose it are sincere Republicans, warmly attached to the cause
of France, and as Irishmen, and as Catholics, doubly bound to detest the

tjTanny and domination of England, which Jbas often deluged the country
with their best blood.

" The militia are about eighteen thousand strong, as fine men as any in

Europe. Of these sixteen thousand are Catholics, and of those a very
great proportion are sworn Defenders. I have not a shadow of doubt
that the militia would, in cases of emergency, to a man, join their country-

'
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CHAP, tations of its consequences were the principal motive for

XXI. breaking off the negotiation.
To distract the attention of the enemy, the most incon-

l_

'

sistent accounts were spread of the object of the expedi-

Measures to tion
; Sometimes, that it was destined for the West Indies

;

deceive the at others, for the shores of Portugal : but, notwithstand-
British Go- .

'

. , 1 -r. • • 1

o >

, . ,

vernment, mg these artihces, the British government readily discerned
and Its de-

-v^rhers the blow was really intended to be struck. Orders
fensive pre-

•'
w v^ o

parations. Were transmitted to Ireland to have the militia in readi-

ness
;
a vigilant watch was kept up on the coasts : and

directions were given that, in the event of a descent being

effected, all the cattle and provisions should be driven into

J
. the interior

; precautions which in the end proved unne-

25:!. Th. cessary, but which were dictated by a prudent foresight,

Ann^Reg
^°^ S^^^ *^^ French government an idea of the species of

198, 199. resistance which they might expect in the event of such an
inva-ion being really effected.^

The expedition set sail in the middle of December, two

Kg days before the negotiation was broken off at Paris : but
The expedi- it encountered disasters from the very moment of its leav-

^n^?f*^*igf^'ing the harbour. A violent tempest arose immediately
persed by after its departure ;

and though the mist with which it

pests.

'

"^''is accompanied enabled the French admiral to elude the
15th Dec.

vigilance of the Britisli squadron, yet one ship of the line

struck on the rocks near the isle of Ushant and perished ;

men in throwing off the yoke of England."—Firxt Memorial delivered to

the French Directory, Feb. 1796, iy Wolfe Tone-—Wolfe Tone, ii. 187—
188—191.

" It would be just as easy, in a month's time, to have an army in Ireland
of two hundred thousand as ten thousand. The peasantry would flock to

the Republican standard in such numbers as to embarrass the general-in-
chief. A proclamation should instantly be issued, containing an invitation

to the people to join the Republican standard, organise themselves, and
form a National Conventionfor thi purpose of framing a Government, and
administering the affairs of Ireland til] it was put in activity.

" The first act of the Convention thus constituted should be, to declare

themselves the Representatives of the Irish people, free and independent,
and in th.it capacity to form an alliance, offensive and defensive, trith the

French RepuMic, stipulating that neither party should make peace with

England till the two Republics were acknowledged.
"The Convention should next publish a proclamation, notifying their in-

dependence and their alliance with the French Republic, forbidding all ad-
herence to the Britifh government, under the penalty of high treason, order-

ing all taxes and contributions to be paid only to suoh persons as should be

appointed by the jirorisional government. Another to the militia, recalling
them to the standard of their country ; and' another to the Irishmen in

the navy, recalling them directly from that serrice; and this should be fol-

lowed by another, confiscating every shilling of English property in Ireland

of -very species, moveable or fixed, and appropriating it to the n.itional ser-

vice."—Woi FK Tone, Second Memorial addressed to the French Directory.

Wolfe Tone's Memoirs,u.lTi,2iil.
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several were damaged, and the fleet was totally dispersed, chap.

This tempestuous weather continued the whole time the xxi.

fleet was at sea. Hoche himself, who was on board a
j.^g

frigate, was separated from the remainder of his squadron ;

and after a stormy passage, a part of the expedition

reached the point of rendezvous, in Bantry Bay, eight days
after its departure from the French harbour. Admiral

Bouvet, the second in command, resolved to land the 24th Dec.

troops, although only eight ships of the line, and some of

the transports, were assembled, having on board six thou-

sand land forces. But the violence of the tempest, and the

prodigious swell of the sea on that iron-bound coast, ren-

dered that impossible, and the crew of a boat which was

sent through the surf to reconnoitre, were speedily made

prisoners by the numerous bodies of armed men who ap-

peared on the beach to oppose a landing. Dispirited by
such a succession of disasters, unwilling to undertake the

responsibility of hazarding a part only of the land forces in

the absence of the general-in-chief, and apprehensive that

provisions for the crews of the vessels would fail, from the

long time that they had been at sea, Bouvet resolved to

make the best of his way back to the French harbours.

He set sail accordingly, and had the good fortune to reach sist Deo.

Brest on the last day of December, whither he was soon

followed by the scattered divisions of his fleet, after two

ships of the line and three frigates had been lost
; one of

the former by the violence of the elements, and the other i Ann. Reg.

by the attacks of the English. Hoche, himself, after escap- i?.?- ,Z'';„-.'
,

^
.

^ vm. 489-490.

ing a thousand perils, was landed on the island of Rhe
; jom. ix. 252!

and the Directory, abandoning the expedition for the
^^^^- ^^^

present, moved the greater part of his forces to the Rhine, 274,291.

to replace the losses of Jourdan's army, to the command
of which they destined that able general .^

Such was the issue of this expedition, which had so long

kept Great Britain in suspense, and revealed to its enemies
^g

the vulnerable quarter in which it might be attacked with Reflections

the greatest chance of success. Its result was pregnant ure'of this

with important instruction to the rulers of both coun- expedition.

tries. To tlae French, as demonstrating the extraordinary
risks which attend a maritime expedition in comparison
with a laud campaign ; the small number of forces which
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CHAP.
XXI.

1796.

Probable
conse-

quences if

the expedi-
tion had
eflFected a

landing.

can be embarked on board even a great fleet, and the un-
foreseen disasters which frequently on that element defeat

the best concerted enterprises. To the English, as showing
that the empire of the seas does not always afford security

against invasion
;
that in the face of superior maritime

forces, her possessions had been for sixteen days at the

mercy of the enemy, and that neither the skill of her

sailors, nor the valour of her armies, but the fury of the

elements, had saved them from danger in the most vul-

nerable part of their dominions. While these considera-

tions are fitted to abate the confidence of the invader, they
are calculated at the same time to weaken an overweening
reliance on naval superiority ;

and to demonstrate, that

the only defence on which certain trust can be placed,

even by an insular power, is a well-disciplined army, and

the patriotism of its own subjects.

It jo a curious subject for speculation, what might have

been the result had Hoche succeeded in landing with

twenty-five thousand of his best troops on the Irish shores.

To those who consider, indeed, the patriotic spirit, indomit-

able valour, and persevering character of the English

people, and the complete command they had of the sea,

the final issue of such a contest cannot appear doubtful
;

but it is equally evident that the addition of such a force,

and so able a commander, to the prodigious and organised

body of Irish malcontents, would have engendered a

dreadful domestic war, and that the whole energies of the

empire might for a very long period have been employed
in saving itself from dismemberment. When it is recol-

lected, also, how widely the spirit of discontent was dif-

fused even through the population of Great Britain at

that period, in what a formidable manner it soon after

broke out in the mutmy at the Nore, and what serious

financial embarrassments were already pressing upon the

treasury, and preparing the dreadful catastrophe which led

to the suspension of cash payments in the following

spring, it must be admitted that the nation then stood

upon the edge of an abyss ;
and that, if ever Providence

interferes in human aifairs otherwise than by the energy
which it infuses into the cause of justice, and the moral

laws to which the deeds of free agents are rendered sub-
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servient, its protection never appeared in so remarkable a chap.

manner to the British islands since the winds and the ^^-

waves dispersed the Spanish Armada. 1796.

The close of this year was marked by the death of the

Empress Catharine, and the accession of the Emperor Paul
gj

to the Russian throne: an event of no small importance Death of the

to the future fate of the war and destiny of the world.
c,Sharine.

Shortly before her death, she had by art and flattery con- loth Nov.

trived to add Courland to her immense dominions. She

had recently made herself mistress of Derbent in Persia ;

and the alliance with Great Britain and Austria secured to

her the concurrence of these powers in her favourite pro-

ject of dismembering the Turkish dominions, and placing

her youngest son on the throne of Constantine. She thus

seemed to be fast approaching the grand object of her

desire, and might have lived to see the cross planted on

the dome of St Sophia, when death interrupted all her

schemes of ambition, in the sixty-seventh year of her age,

and the thirty-sixth of her reign. Her latest project was

the formation of a powerful confederacy for the defence of

Europe against the French Republic ;
and she had given

orders for the levy of a hundred and fifty thousand men,
intended to take a part in the German campaigns, a design , ^^^ p^^_

which, if carried into effect by her firm and intrepid hand, 200,202.

might have accelerated by nearly twenty years the catas-

trophe which closed the war.^

Few sovereigns will occupy a more conspicuous place in

the page of history, or have left in their conduct on the
g^

throne a more exalted reputation. Prudent in council, Her t-harac.

and intrepid in conduct ;
cautious in forming resolutions,

*"•

but vigorous in carrying them into execution : ambitious,

but of great and splendid objects only ; passionately fond

of glory, without the alloy, at least in public affairs, of

sordid or vulgar inclinations ; discerning in the choice of

her counsellors, and swayed in matters of state generally

by lofty intellects
;
munificent in public, liberal in private,

firm in resolution, unwearied in purpose, she dignified a

despotic throne by the magnanimity and patriotism of a

more virtuous age. But these great qualities were counter-

balanced by as remarkable vices—and more truly perhaps

of her than of the Virgin Queen of England it might be

said, in Burleigh's words,
" that if to-day she was more
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CHAP, than man, to-morrow she would be less than
XXI. Vehement, sensual, and capricious in private life, she

'

j^gg seemed, as a woman, to live only for the gratification of

her passions ;
her successive lovers, under the name of

favourites, formed as regular a part of her establishment

as her ministers of state, and received a much larger share

of her revenues ; tyrannical, overbearing, and sometimes

cruel in her administration, she filled her subjects with

unbounded awe for her authority. Like Henry VIII. of

England, she spared neither man in her lust, nor woman
in her hate. She M'as not always able to withstand the

influence of her favourites in affairs of state
; they were

frequently selected from the officers of her guard, from no

other quality but personal beauty, and many of the worst

acts of her government may be traced to their ascendancy.
In the lustre of her administration, however, the career

of hei victories, and the rapid progress of her subjects

under so able a government, mankind forgot her dissolute

manners, the occasional elevation of unworthy minions,

frequent acts of tyranny, and the bloody deeds which sig-

nalised her accession to the throne ; they overlooked the

frailties of the woman in the dignity of the princess ; and

paid to the abilities and splendour of the Semiramis of

the North that involuntary homage which commanding
qualities on the throne never fail to secure, even when
stained by irregularies in private life.*

The end of the same year witnessed the resignation of

the presidency of the United States of America by General

Washington, and his voluntary retirement into private

life. Modern history has not so spotless a character to

» The elegant flattery of France applied to the Empress the noble lines

of Voltaire in Semiramis, perhaps written with that very view.
' Que de Semiramis les beaux jours pleins de gloire

Efl'ac'fnt ce moment heureux ou malheureux

Qui d'un fatal hymen brisa le joug affreux,

Ninus, en vous perdant, madame, eut perdu Babylone,
Pour le bien des mortels vous pre^dntes ses coups,
Babylone et la terre avaient besoin de vous :

Et quinze ans de virtus et de travaux utiles,

Les arides deserts par vos soins rendus fertiles,
Les sauv.ages humains soumis a vos lois,

Les arts dans nos cites naissant a votre voix,
Ces hardis nionuniens que I'univers admire,
Les acclamations de cet puissant empire,
Sont autant de teraoins dont le cri glorieux
A depose pour vous au tribunal des dieux."

Semiramis, Act i. Scene 5.
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commemorate. Invincible in resolution, firm in conduct, chap.

incorruptible in integrity, he brought to the helm of a ^xi.

victorious republic the simplicity and innocence of rural
j-^g

life ;
he was forced into greatness by circumstances, rather

g^

than led into it by inclination, and prevailed over his Retirement

enemies rather by the wisdom of his designs, and the per- tonT^om"'""

severance of his character, than by any extraordinary genius public life,

for the art of war. A soldier from necessity and patriotism, charaeterf

rather than disposition, he was the first to recommend a andadmi.

return to pacific counsels when the independence of his
Victory

country was secured ;
and bequeathed to his countrymen

^^^^^^^''^j*"

an address on leaving their government, to which there trymen.

ar<5 few compositions of uninspired wisdom which can bear '^"'^^ ^*p*-

a comparison.* He was modest without diffidence ;
sen- i see Ann.

sible to the voice of fame without vanity ; independent and
g,^^^tgpa?,*'gj,s^

dignified without either asperity or pride.^ He was a friend 293.

• This great man observes, in that admirable composition :
" Towards

the preservation of your government, and the permanence of your present

happy state, it is requis te not oiily that you discountenance irregular

oppositions to its acknowledged authority, but also that you resist with care

the spirit of innovation upon its principles, however specious the pretexts.
One method of assault may be to effect in the forms of the constitution

alterations which wUl impair the energy of the system, and thus to under-

iTiine what cannot be directly overthrown. InaU the changes to which you
may be invited, remember th.it time and habit are at le.ist as necessary to

fix "the true character of government, as of other human institutions ; that

experiment is the surest standard by which to test the re.al tendency of the

existing constitution of a country; thiit facility in changes, upon the mere
credit of hypothesis and opinion, exposes to perpetual change, from the

endless variety of hypothesis and opinion ; and remember especiiUly, that,

for the efficient management of your common interests, in a country so

extensive as ours, a government of as much rigour as is consistent with the

perfect security of Uberty is indispensable. Liberty itself will tind in such
a government, with powers properly distributed and adjusted, its surest

guardian. It is indeed little else than a name, where the government is too

feeble to withstand the enterprises of foction, to confine each member of

the society within the limits prescribed by the laws, and to maintain all in

the secure and tranquil enjoyment of tlie rights of person and property.
" Let me non- warn you, in the most solemn manner, iigainst the baneful

effects of the spirit of party generally. It is unfortunately inseparalile from
our nat\ire, having its roots in the strongest passions of the human miud.
It exists under different shapes in aU governments, more or less stifled,

controlled, or oppressed, but in those of the popular form it is seen in its

greatestrankness, and it is truly their worst enemy. The alternate dommion
of one faction over another, sharpened by the spirit of revenge natural to

party discussion, which in ditl'erent ages and countries has perpetrated the

most horrid enormities, is itsi-lf a most horrid despotism. But this leads

at length to a more formal and permanent despotism. The disorders and
miseries which result, gradually incline the minds of men to seek security
and repose in the absolute power of a single individual; and sooner or later

tlu' chief of some prevailing faction, more able, or more fortunate than his

com])etitors, turns this despotism to the purposes of his own elevation, on
the ruins of public liberty." What words, to be spoken by the fcmnder of

the .American Republic, the refuser of the American crown, ata time when
the career of Najioleon had just commenced in Europe!—See Ann. Reg.
zxxviii. 288; State Papers.
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CHAP, to liberty, but not to licentiousness
;
not to the dreams

XXI. of enthusiasts, but to those practical ideas which America

had inherited from her English descent, and which were

opposed to nothing so much as the extravagant love of

power in the French democracy. Accordingly, after having

signalised his life by successful resistance to English oppres-

sion, he closed it by the warmest advice to cultivate the

friendship of Great Britain ;
and exerted his whole influ-

ence, shortly before his resignation, to effect the conclusion

of a treaty of friendly and commercial intercourse between

the mother country and its emancipated offspring. He
was a Cromwell without his ambition ;

a Sylla without

his crimes : and, after having raised his country, by his

exertions, to the rank of an independent state, closed his

career by a voluntary relinquishment of the power which

a grateful people had bestowed. If it is the highest glory

of England to have given birth, even amidst Transatlantic

wilds, to such a man
;
and if she cannot number him

among those who have extended her provinces or aug-

mented her dominions, she may at least feel a legitimate

pride in the victories which he achieved, and the great

qualities which he exhibited, in the contest with herself
;

and indulge with satisfaction in the reflection, that that

vast empire, which neither the ambition of Louis XIV.

nor the power of Napoleon could dismember, received its

first shock from the courage which she had communicated

to her own offspring ;
and that, amidst the convulsions

and revolutions of other states, real liberty has arisen in

that nation alone, which inherited in its veins the genuine

principles of British freedom.
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CHAPTER XXII.

INTERNAL TRANSACTIONS AND NAVAL CAMPAIGN OP
GREAT BRITAIN IN 1797.

Although the war had now continued four years, and chap.
it was obvious to all the world that England and France xxii.

were the principals in the contest, yet these two states T~
had not as yet come into immediate and violent collision.

Inferior powers required to be struck down, weaker states Evident

to be removed from the field, before the leaders of the ^pp':°'''^^
o^

~, ,,,.,, a crisis in

fight dealt their blows at each other
;
like the champions the war.

of chivalry, who were separated in the commencement of

the affray by subordinate knights, and did not engage in

mortal conflict till the field was covered with the dead and
the dying. The period, however, was now approaching,
when this could no longer continue, for the successes of
France had been such as to compel Britain to fight, not

merely for victory, but for existence. All the allies with

whom, and for whose protection, she had engaged in the

contest, were either struggling in the extremity of disaster,
or openly arrayed under the banners of her enemies.

Austria, after a desperate and heroic resistance in Italy,
was preparing for the defence of her last barriers in the

passes of the Alps. Holland was virtually incorporated
with the conquering Republic. Spain had recently joined
itsforces; the whole Continent, from the Texel to Gibraltar,
was arrayed against Great Britain

;
and all men were

sensible that, in spite of her maritime superiority, she
had in the preceding winter narrowly escaped invasion in
the most vulnerable quarter, and owed to the winds and
the waves her exemption from the horrors of civil war. •

The aspect of public affairs in Britain had never been
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CHAP. SO clouded since the commencement of the war, nor indeed
XXII. during the whole of the 18th century, as they were at the

j^g:^ openingof the year 1797. The return of Lord Malmesbury

2
from Paris had closed every hope of terminating a con-

Gioomy tcst, in wliich the national burdens were daily increasing,

ptfbiic

°^ while the prospect of success was continually diminishing,
affairs in Party Spirit raged with uncommon violence in every part

uie^e^in"^ of the empire. Insurrections prevailed in many districts

ningof 1797. of Ireland, discontents and suffering in all; commercial

embarrassments were rapidly increasing, and the continued

pressure on the bank threatened a total dissolution of

public credit. The consequence of this accumulation of

disasters was a rapid fall of the public securities
;
the

three per cents were sold as low as 51, having fallen to

that from 98, at which they stood shortly before the

commencement of the contest in 1792 ; petitions for a

change of ministers and an alteration of government were

li^iis
^^'

presented from almost every city of note in the empire,
1797. and that general distrust and depression prevailed which

is at once the cause and the eifect of public misfortune.^

The first of these disasters was one which, in a despotic
„ state unacquainted with the unlimited confidence in govern-

Crisisofthement that, in a free state, results from long-continued

Order in*^ fidelity in the discharge of its engagements, would have
Council sus- proved fatal to the credit of government. For a long

cash p^- period the Bank had experienced a pressure for money,
ments. owing partly to the demand for gold and silver which

resulted from the distresses of commerce, and partly to

the great drains upon the specie of the country, which the

extensive loans to the Imperial government had occasioned,
and the vast expenditure of the Republican and Austrian

armies in Italy and Germany had required. Their requisi-
tions and contributions, all of which required to be paid in

cash, occasioned a prodigiousdemand for the precious metals

on the Continent, and gave rise of course to a correspond-

ing drain on this country. So early as January 1795, the

influence of these causes was so severely felt, that the

Bank Directors informed the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
that it was their wish that he would so arrange his

finances as not to depend on any further assistance from
them ; but the necessity of remitting the subsidies to

Austria in cash, rendered this impossible. It proved,
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however, such a drain upon the Bank, that, during the chap.
whole of that and the following year, the peril of the con- xxn.

tinued advances for the Imperial loans was strongly and
~r-Z^

earnestly represented to government. The pressure arising
from these causes, severely experienced through the whole
of 1796, was hrought to a crisis in the close of that year,

by the run upon the country banks, which arose from the

dread of invasion, and the anxiety of every man to convert

his paper into cash in the troubled times which seemed to

be approaching. These banks, as the only means of

averting bankruptcy, applied from all quarters to the bank
of England ;

the panic speedily gained the metropolis, and
such was the run upon that establishment, that it was
in the last week of February reduced to paying in six-

pences, and was on the verge of insolvency. An order

in Council was then, at the eleventh hour, interposed for

its relief, suspending all payments in cash, until the
fstii

Veb.

sense of Parliament could be taken upon the best means iv'g.isb.

of restoring the circulation, and supporting the public and
commercial credit of the country.^

This great and momentous measure, fraught with such

lasting and important consequences to the prosperity and
fabric of society in Great Britain, was immediately made Debates on

the subject of anxious and vehement debate in both
;„ pa^^^'^'

Houses of Parliament. On the one hand, it was urged mmt.

th^it this suspension of credit was not owing to any tem-

porary disasters, but to deep, progressive, and accumulat-

ing causes ;
which all thinking men had long deplored,

and which had grown to a head under the unhappy con-

fidence which the House had reposed in the King's minis-

ters
;
that the real cause of this calamity was to be found

in the excessive and extravagant expenditure in all de-

partments of government, and the enormous loans to

jforeign states
;
that the consequences of this measure were

certain, and might be seen as in a mirror in the adjoining
Republic of France. They necessarily produced a constant

fall in the value of bank-notes, a rise in the price of all

the articles of human consumption, augmented expendi-
ture, and a continuance of the frantic and costly expedi-
tions, from which both the national honour and security
had already so severely suffered. On the other hand, it

was contended by the friends of administration, that it

VOL. V. . X
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CHAP, never was the intention of government to make bank-
XXII. notes a legal tender

; that the measure adopted was not a
'

i797_ permanent regulation, but a temporary expedient to en-
able the bank to gain time to meet the heavy demands
which unexpected circumstances had brought upon it

;

that the bank of England was perfectly able ultimately to

make good all its engagements, and so the public had

already become convinced, in the short interval which had

elapsed since the Order in Council was issued
; that it was

indispensable, however, that Parliament should be satisfied

of this solvency, and the necessity which existed for the
measure which was adopted, and therefore that the matter

294)'
should be referred to a secret committee, to report on the

394. funds and engagements of the bank of England, and the
measures to be taken for its ultimate regulation.^

This measure having been carried by Mr Pitt, a com-

5 mittee was appointed, M'hich reported shortly after that
Biiiperpe- the funds of the Bank were ^17,597,000, while its debts
tuntintr this ^ ^ j

suspension, Were Only ^13,770,000, leaving a balance of ^3,800,000 in
at first tem. favour of the establishment ; but that it wfes necessary, for
porary, and ..... * '

at length .1 limited time, to suspend the cash payments. Upon this,

manent^'^"
a bill for the restriction of payments in specie was intro-

duced, which provided, that bank-notes should be received

as a legal tender by the collectors of taxes, and have the
effect of stopping the issuing of arrest on mesne process
for payment of debt between man and man. The bill

was limited in its operation to the 24th June
;
but it was

Pari. Hist, afterwards renewed from time to time
; and, in November

SH^and'^*' 1797, continued till the conclusion of a general peace ;
and

1028. the obligation on the bank to pay in specie was never

again imposed till Sir Robert Peel's act in 1819.^

Such was the commencement of the paper system in

g
Great Britain, which ultimately produced such astonish-

immense ing effects
; which enabled the empire to carry on for

cproflhis

'

^*^ ^^"g ^ period so costly a war, and to maintain for years
change. armaments greater than had been raised by the Roman

people in the zenith of their power ; which brought the

struggle at length to a triumphant issue, and arrayed
all the forces of Eastern Europe, in English pay, against

France, on the banks of the Rhine. To the same system
must be ascribed ultimate effects as disastrous, as the im-

mediate were beneficial and glorious ;
the continued and

2 Ann. Reg
192,206.
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progressive rise of rents, the unceasing, and to many cala- chap,

mitous, fall in the value of money during the whole course xxii.

of the war
;
increased expenditure, the growth of sanguine

ideas and extravagant habits in all classes of society : un-

bounded speculation, prodigious profits, and frequent dis-

asters among the commercial rich : increased wages, gene-
ral prosperity, and occasional depression among the labour-

ing poor. But these effects, which ensued during the war,
were as nothing compared to those which have since the

peace resulted from the return to cash payments by the

bill of 1819. Perhaps no single measure ever produced so

calamitous an eifect as that has done. It has added at ^'
least a third to the national debt, and augmented in a

similar proportion all private debt in the country, and at

the same time occasioned such a fall of prices by the con-

traction of the currency as has destroyed the sinking fund,
rendered great part of the indirect taxes unproductive, and

compelled in the end a return to direct taxation in a time
of general peace. Thence has arisen a vacillation of prices

unparalleled in any age of the world, a creation of pro-

perty in some, and destruction of it in others, which

equalled, in its ultimate consequences, all but the disasters

of a revolution.

The way in which these extraordinary and in the end
disastrous effects have resulted from this change, and the •

subsequent return to cash payments is as follows :
—AVhen Double set

government paper is made, either directly, or by implica- ^^hichaffect

tion, a legal tender in all the transactions of life, two dif- the value of

ferent causes may conspire to affect prices, tending to the
pape"'^"'^"*

same effect, but in very different degrees. The first is the

general fall in the value of money, and consequent rise in

the price of every article of life, which results from the

unrestrained issue of paper ; and this effect takes place
without any distrust in government, from the mere in-

crease in the circulating medium, when compared with the
commodities in the general market of the nation which
it represents, or is destined in its transmission from hand
to hand to purchase. This change of prices proceeds on
the same principles, and arises from the same causes, as

the fall in the money price of grain or cattle, from an
excess in the supply of these articles in the market. The
second is the far greater, and sometimes unbounded depre-

'

elation, which may arise from distrust in the ultimate
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CHAP, solvency of government, or the means which the nation
XXII.

possesses of making good its engagements. To this fall no

1^97

"
limits can be assigned, because government may not be
deemed capable of discharging a hundredth part of its

debts : whereas the variation of prices arising from the

former, seldom exceeds a duplication of their wonted
amount : an effect, however, which is perfectly suflScient,

if continued for any considerable time, to make one-half

of the property of the kingdom change hands.

The true test of the former effect is to be found in a gene-

g
ral rise in the prices of every commodity, but without any

True test as difference between the money value when paid in specie

in^'er'aUon,^"^
when paid in paper ; the mark of the latter is, not

only a rise in prices, even when paid in gold or silver, but
an extraordinary difference between prices when dis-

charged in a paper and a metallic currency. Notwith-

standing all that the spirit of party may have alleged,
there does not appear ever to have been any traces of the

latter effect in this country ; or that at any period a higher

price was exacted for articles when paid in bank-notes

than in gold ; whereas, in France, when the credit of

government was almost extinct, a dinner which, when
1 Lac. xiii. paid in gold, cost a louis,^ could only be discharged in
**

assignats for twenty-eight thousand francs. But the

former consequences prevailed long, and with the most

wide-spread effects, in this country. Every article of life

was speedily doubled in price, and continued above twenty
years at that high standard

; and, upon the I'ecurrence to a
metallic currency in 1819, and consequent reduction of

prices to a similar extent, the distress and suffering among
the industrious classes long exceeded any thing ever before

witnessed in our history, and produced effects which pro-

bably never can be recovered, and which have implanted
the seeds of death in the British empire. But the full

elucidation of this all-important subject must be reserved

for the concluding chapter of this work.

The Opposition deemed this a favourable opportunity to

g bring forward their favourite project of Parliamentary
Pariiamen- Reform

;
as the disasters of the war, the suspension of

bTo^ught'fo™
cash payments by the bank, the mutiny of the fleet, which

ward by Mr will be immediately noticed, and the failure of the attempt
^^^'

to negotiate with France, had filled all men's minds with

consternation, and disposed many true patriots to doubt
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the possibility of continuing the present system. On the chap.
26th May, Mr, afterwards Earl Grey, brought forward his xxu.

promised motion for a change in the system of represen- j.g-

tation, which is chiefly remarkable as containing the out- 26th May.

lines of that vast scheme which convulsed the nation when
he was at the head of affairs in 1831, and subsequently
made so great a change on the British constitution. He
proposed that the qualification for county electors should
remain as it was, but that the members they returned
should be increased from 92 to 113; that the franchise

should be extended to copyholders, and leaseholders

holding leases for a certain term
;
and that the whole

remainder of the members, 400 in number, should be
returned by one description of persons alone, namely,
householders. His plan was, that the elections should be
taken over the whole kingdom at once, and a large portion
of the smaller boroughs be disfranchised. By this scheme,
he contended, the landowners, the merchants, and all the

respectable classes of the community, would be adequately
represented ; and those only excluded whom no man
would wish to see retain their place in the legislature,

namely, the nominees of great families, who obtained seats,
not for the public good, but for their private advantage.
Mr Erskine, who seconded the motion, further argued, in

an eloquent speech, that, from the gradual and growing
influence of the Crown, the House of Commons had
become perverted from its original office, which was that
of watching with jealous care over the other branches of

the legislature, into the ready instrument of their abuses
and encroachments

; that there was now a deep and
wide-spread spirit of disaffection prevalent among the

people, which rendered it absolutely indispensable that
their just demands should be conceded in time

;
that fur-

ther resistance would drive them into republicanism and
revolution

; that the head of the government itself had
once declared, that no upright or useful administration
could exist while the House was constituted as it then
was

; that the voice of complaint could not be silenced by
a sullen refusal to remedy the grievance, and though this
road might be pursued for a season, yet the end of tliese

'

^^^} '«!*•

things was dcath.i "
Give, on the other hand," said he,

" to tsT"' ^<^'

the people the blessings of the constitution, and they will
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CHAP, join with ardour in its defence ;
and the power of the dis-

XXII. affected will be permanently crippled, by severing from

them all the rational and virtuous of the community."
On the other hand, it was contended by Mr Pitt, that

10 the real question was not whether some alteration in the

Arguments system of representation might not be attended with

MTpftVand advantage, but whether the degree of benefit was worth
it is rejected tj^g chance of the mischief it might possibly, or would

^enu
'

probably induce. That it was clearly. not prudent to give

an opening to principles which would never be satisfied

with any concession, but would make every acquisition

the means of demanding with greater effect still more

extensive acquisitions ;
that the fortress of the constitution

was now beleaguered on all sides, and to surrender the out-

works would only render it soon impossible to maintain

the defence of the body of the place ;
that he had himself

at one period been a reformer, and he would have been so

still, had men's minds been in a calm and settled state,

and had he been secure that they would rest content with

the redress of real grievances ;
but since the commence-

ment of the French Revolution, it was too plain that this

was very far indeed from being the case. That it was

impossible to believe that the men who remained unmoved

by the dismal spectacle which their principles had produced

in a neighbouring state—who, on the contrary, rose and

fell with the success or decline of Jacobinism in every

country of Europe—were actuated by similar views with

those who prosecuted the cause of reform as a practical

advantage, and maintained it on constitutional views
;

and he could never give credit to the assertion, that the

temper of moderate reformers would induce them to make

common cause with the irreconcilable enemies of the con-

stitution. That Reform was only a disguise assumed to

conceal the approaches of Revolution
;
and that rapine,

conflagration, and murder were the necessary attendants

on any innovation since the era of the French Revolution,

which had entirely altered the grounds on which the

1 Pari. Hist, question of Reform was rested, and the class of men by

m"^M*!w' whom it was espoused. That these objections applied to

26. Ann.
^iiy alteration of the government in the present heated

Reg. 253,
^^^^^ ^^ men's minds ;i but, in addition to that, the specific

plan now brought forward, was both highly exceptionable
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in theory, and Tinsiipported by experience. On a division, chap,

Mr Grey's motion was lost by a majority of 258 against
xxii.

93.

In deciding on the difBcult question of Parliamentary
Reform, which has so long divided, and still divides, so

many able men in the country, one important considera- Reflections

tion, to be always kept in mind, is the double effect which ?" ""s sub.

any change in the constitution of government must always

produce, and the opposite consequences with which, accord-

ing to the temper of the times, it is likely to be followed.

In so far as it remedies any experienced grievance, or

supplies a practical defect, or concedes powers to the people
essential to the preservation of freedom, it necessarily does

good ;
in so far as it excites democratic ambition, confers

inordinate power, and awakens or fosters passions incon-

sistent with public tranquillity, it necessarily does mischief,

and may lead to the dissolution of society. The expedience
of making any considerable change, therefore, depends on
the proportions in which these opposite ingredients are

mingled in the proposed measure, and on the temper of

the people among whom it is to take place. If the real

grievance is great, and the public disposition unruflSed,

save by its continuance, unalloyed good may be expected
from its removal, and serious peril from a denial of change.
If the evil is inconsiderable or imaginary, and the people
in a state of excitement from other causes, concession to

their demands will probably lead to nothing but increased

confusion, and more extravagant expectations. Examples •

exist on both sides of the rule
;
the gradual relaxation of

the fetters of feudal tyranny, and the emancipation of the

boroughs, led to the glories of European civilisation
;
while

the concessions of Charles I., extorted by the vehemence
of the Long Parliament, brought that unhappy monarch
to the block

;
the submission of Louis to all the demands

of the States-General, did not avert, but rather hastened,
his tragic fate : and the granting of emancipation to the

fierce outcry of the Irish Catholics, instead of peace and

tranquillity, brought only increased agitation and more
vehement passions to the peopled shores of the Emerald
Isle.

Applying these principles to the question of Parlia- ,

mentary Reform, as it was then agitated, there seems no
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CHAP, -doubt that the changes which were so loudly demanded
XXII. could not have redressed any considerable real grievance,

j^g-
or renaoved any prolific source of discontent

;
because they

j2
could not have diminished inanygreat degreethepublicbur-

Differenee dens without Stopping the war, and experience has proved

re.iress"of
^" every age, that the most democratic states, so far from

grievances being pacific, are the most ambitious of military renown.

sionn"^**' From a greater infusion of popular power into the legis-
eiumour.

lature, nothing but fiercer wars and additional expenses
could have been anticipated. The concession, if granted,

therefore, would neither have been to impatience of suf-

fering, nor to the necessities of freedom, but to the desire

of power in circumstances where it was not called for
;
and

such a concession is only throwing fuel on the flame. And
the event has proved the truth of these principles. Reform
was refused by the Commons in 1797, and so far from

being either enslaved or thrown into confusion, the nation

became daily freer and more united, and soon entered on
a splendid and unrivalled career of glory. It was conceded

by the Oommons, in a period of comparative tranquillity,
in 1831, and a century will not develope the ultimate effects

of the change, which, hitherto at least, has done any thing
rather than augment the securities of durable liberty.
Still less was it called for in the former period as a safe-

guard to real freedom, because, though it was constantly
refused for four-and-thirty years afterwards, the power
of the people steadily increased during that period, and
at length effected a great democratic alteration in the con-

stitution.

The question of continuing the war again occupied a

,3 prominent place in the debates of Parliament. On the

Arguments side of the Opposition, it was contended, that, after four

tiiuang the" y^^^'s of ^^'' ^^^ addition of £200,000,000 to the national

war. debt, and £9,000,000 annually to the taxes, the nation

was further than ever from achieving the objects for

which it had been undertaken ; that Holland and Flan-

ders had successively yielded to the arms of the Republic,

which, like Antseus, had risen stronger from every fall
;

that all the predictions of failure in its resources had

only been answered by increased conquests and more

splendid victories ; that the minister was not sincere in

his desire for a negotiation, or he would have proposed
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very different terms from those actucally offered, to which chap.

it was impossible to expect that a victorious enemy would xxu.

accede ; that the real object, it was evident, was only to p„-

gain time, to put France apparently in the wrong, and
^

throw upon its government the blame of continuing xxsii. 3oth*

hostilities, which had been unfortunately gained through ^^'^- ^^^•
the diplomatic skill evinced by the British ministers in 1797,152.'

the course of a negotiation begun with the most hollow

intentions.^

Mr Pitt lamented the sudden and unforeseen stop put
to the negotiations, by which he had fondly hoped that a

termination would be put to a contest into which we had Mr Pitt's

been unwillingly dragged. This failure was a subject of '^^"^'^•

regret and disappointment ; but it was regret without

despondency, and disappointment without despair,
" We

wish for peace," said he,
" but on such terms as will secure

its real blessings, and not serve as a cover merely to secret

preparations for renewed hostilities ; we may expect to

see, as the result of the conduct we have pursued, England
united and France divided

; we have offered peace on the

condition of giving up all our conquests to obtain better

terms for our allies ; but our offers have been rejected, our
ambassador insulted, and not even the semblance of terms

offered in return. In these circumstances, then, are we to

persevere in the war with a spirit and energy worthy of

the English name, or to prostrate ourselves at the feet of

a haughty and supercilious republic, to do what they
requii-e, and submit to all they shall impose ? I hope j p , „• *

there is not a hand in his Majesty's councils which would .xxxU. 17%,

sign the proposals, that there is not a heart in the House
^J^^' ^^

that would sanction the measure, nor an individual in 1797, 133.

the British dominions who would serve as courier on the
occasion." 2

Parliament having determined, by a great majority in

both Houses, to continue the contest with vigour, supplies
were voted proportioned to the magnitude of the arma- suppi
ments which were required. The sums for the expenses \"'*'''

^°'^

r iu • i • 1 1 . > , . the year.
01 the war, in two successive budgets, amounted, exclusive

of the interest of the debt, to ^42,800,000. In this immense

aggregate were included two loans, one of .£18,000,000 and
another of .£16,000,000, besides an Imperial subsidy of

i'2,500,000, guaranteed by the British government. To
'

15.

ies
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CHAP, defray the interest of these loans, new taxes, to the amount
xxn. of J2,400,000 were imposed. The land forces voted for

j^gy
the year were 195,000 men, of whom 61,000 were in the
British islands, and the remainder in the colonial depend-
encies of the empire. The ships in commission were 124
of the line, eighteen of fifty guns, 180 frigates, and 184

sloops. This great force, however, being scattered over

the whole globe, could hardly be assembled in considerable

strength at any particular point ;
and hence, notwithstand-

I28°i32^^^' ^"o ^^^^ magnitude of the British navy upon the whole,
Chron. 3. they were generally inferior to their enemies in every

engagement.
On the other hand, the naval forces of France and her

jg
allies had now become very considerable. Nowise dis-

Navai pre- couraged by the unfortunate issue of the previous attempt

Frince and^ against Ireland, the indefatigable Truguet was combining
Spain. the means of bringing an overwhelming force into the

Channel. Twenty-seven ships of the line were to proceed
from the Spanish shores, raise the blockade of all the

French harbours, and imite with the Dutch fleet from the

Texel, in the Channel, where they expected to assemble

sixty-five or seventy ships of the line
;
a force much greater

than any which England could oppose to them in that

quarter. To frustrate these designs, the British Govern-

ment had only eighteen ships of the line, under Lord

Bridport, in the Channel, fifteen under Admiral Jarvis,
off Corunna, and sixteen under Admiral Duncan, off the

Texel ;
in all forty-nine : forces much inferior to those of

the enemy, if they had been all joined together. This is

sufficient to demonstrate by what a slender thread the

naval supremacy of England was held, at the very time

when the victories of France enabled her to combine against
these islands all the maritime forces of Europe ; and how
vast is the debt of gratitude she owes to those heroic minds

94^9" j*^^
^^^^ compensated this inferiority in physical resources, by

X. 196. an energy and patriotism which never were surpassed in

the annals of mankind.^

But great as this peril was, it was rendered incomparably
more alarming, by a calamity of a kind and in a quarter
where it was least expected. This was the famous Mutiny
in the Fleet, which, at the very time that the enemies of

England were most formidable, and her finances most
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embarrassed, threatened to deprive her of her most trusty chap.

defenders, and brought the state to the very verge of xxii.

destruction. Unknown to government, or at least without
j.g^

their having taken it into serious consideration, a feeling ^^

of discontent had for a very long period prevailed in the Mutiny m
British navy. This was, no doubt, partly brought to

its^o^^/igia.

maturity by the democratic and turbulent spirit which

had spread from France through the adjoining states
; but

it had its origin in a variety of real grievances which

existed, and must, if unredressed, have sooner or later

brought on an explosion. The sailors complained with

reason, that while all the articles of life had more than

doubled in price in the last century and a half, and risen

with extraordinary rapidity since the present war com-

menced, their present pay had not been augmented since

the reign of Charles II.
;
that prize-money was unequally

distributed, and an undue proportion given to the officers
;

that discipline was maintained with excessive and undue

severity, and that the conduct of the officers towards the

men was harsh and revolting. These evils, long felt and

murmured against, were rendered more exasperating by
the inflammatory acts of a number of persons of superior

station, whom the general distress arising from commercial

embarrassment had driven into the navy, and who per-

suaded the sailors, that, by acting unanimously and

decidedly, they would speedily obtain redress of their

grievances. The influence of these new entrants appeared i Ann. Reg;

in the secresy and ability with which the measures of the
jonj^^^'ig^J*

'

malcontents were taken, and the general extension of the 202.

conspiracy, before its existence was known to the officers of

the fleet.i

The prevalence of these discontents was made known to

Lord Howe and the Lords of the Admiralty, by a variety
of anonymous communications, during the whole spring First in-eaUs

of 1797; but they met with no attention; and, upon ""t '" f'^*^

enquiry at the captains of vessels, they were so ill informed, Fleet. Per.

that they all declared, that no mutinous dispo.sitions existed
^"^^'^

''^'^^\

on board of their respective ships. Meanwhile, however, by tiie

a vast conspiracy, unknown to them, was already organised,
i»"'"»eers.

wliich was brought to maturity on the return of the Clianncl

fleet to port in the beginning of April ;
and on tlie signal 5th April,

being made from the Queen Charlotte, by Lord Bridport,
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CHAP, to weigh anchor on the 15th of that month, instead of
XXII. obeying, its crew gave three cheers, which were returned

j-g. by every vessel in the fleet, and the red flag of mutiny
was hoisted at every mast-head. In this perilous crisis,

the officers of the fleet exerted themselves to the utmost
to bring back their crews to a state of obedience

;
but all

their efforts were in vain. Meanwhile, the fleet being

completely in possession of the insurgents, they used their

power firmly, but to the honour of England be it said,

with humanity and moderation. Order and discipline
were universally observed

;
the most scrupulous attention

was paid to the officers
; those most obnoxious were sent

ashore without molestation
; delegates were appointed

from all the ships to meet in Lord Howe's cabin, an oath

to support the common cause was administered to every
man in the fleet, and ropes were reeved to the yard-arm
of evjry vessel as a signal of the punishment that would
be inflicted on those that betrayed it. Three days after-

8th AprO. wards two petitions were forwarded, one to the Admiralty,
and ona to the House of Commons, drawn up in the most

respectful, and even touching terms, declaring their un-

shaken loyalty to their king and country, but detailing the

grievances of which they complained ;
that their pay had

not been augmented since the reign of Charles II., though
I every article of life had advanced at least one-third in

value ; that the pensions of Chelsea were J13, while those

of Greenwich still remained at £l ; that their allowance

209"°Joiif
^^ provisions was insufficient, and that the pay of wounded

X. 209. seamen was not continued till they were cured or dis-

charged.l
This unexpected mutiny produced the utmost alarm

,g
both in the country and the government ; and the Board

The de- of Admiralty was immediately transferred to Portsmouth

the"fieet^are
^*^ endeavour to appease it. Earl Spencer hastened to the

granted by spot, and after some negotiation, the demands of the fleet

ineut°^"'^' M'ere acceded to by the Admiralty, it being agreed that the

pay of able-bodied seamen should be raised to a shilling

a-day ; that of petty officers and ordinary seamen in the

same proportion, and the Greenwich pension augmented
to ten pounds. This, however, the seamen refused to

accept, unless it was ratified by royal proclamation and
7th May. act of Parliament

;
the red flag, which had been struck,
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was rehoisted, and the fleet, after subordination had been chap.

in some degree restored, again broke out into open xxii.

mutiny. Government, upon this, sent down Lord Howe
j-g-

to reassure the mutineers, and convince them of the good
faith with which they were animated. The personal

influence of this illustrious man, the many years he had

commanded the Channel fleet, the recollection of his

glorious victory at its head, all conspired to induce the

sailors to listen to his representations ;
and in consequence

of his assurance that government would faithfully keep its

promises, and grant an unlimited amnesty for the past, 2u""jonu'
the whole fleet returned to its duty, and a few days after- x. 203, 204.

wards put to sea, amounting to twenty-one ships of the

line, to resume the blockade of Brest harbour.^

The bloodless termination of this revolt, and the con-

cession to the seamen of what all felt to be their just go.

demands, diff'used a general joy throughout the nation
; Alarming

but this satisfaction was of short duration. On the 22d
{^"^Norel^

May the fleet at the Nore, forming part of Lord Duncan's and conster.

squadron, broke out into open mutiny, and on the 6th London.

June they were joined by all the vessels of that fleet, from 22d May.

the blockading station ofi" the Texel, excepting his own 6th June,

line-of-battle ship and two frigates. These ships drew

themselves up in order of battle across the Thames, stopped

all vessels going up or down the river, appointed delegates

and a provisional government for the fleet, and compelled
the ships, whose crews were thought to be wavering, to

take their station in the middle of the formidable array.

At the head of the insurrection was a man of the name of

Parker, a seaman on board the Sandwich, who assumed

the title of " President of the Floating Republic," and was

distinguished by undaunted resolution and no small share

of ability. Their demands related chiefly to the unequal
distribution of prize-money, which had been overlooked

by the Channel mutineers ;
but they went so far in other

respects, and were couched in such a menacing strain, as

to be justly deemed totally inadmissible by govenmicnt.
At intelligence of this alarming insurrection, the utmost

consternation seized all classes in the nation. Every thing
seemed to be failing at once. Their armies had been de-

feated, the bank had suspended payment, and now the

fleet, the pride and glory of England, appeared on the
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CHAP, point of deserting the national colours. The citizens of

XXII. London dreaded a stoppage of the colliers, and all the

usual supplies of the metropolis ;
the public creditors

apprehended the speedy dissolution of government, and

the cessation of their wonted payments from the treasury.

Despair seized upon the boldest hearts
;
and such Avas the

general panic, that the three per cents were sold as low as

45, after having been nearly 100 before the commence-

\^"r.v^*'°" ment of the war. Never, during the whole contest, had
215 217.

' ^~> /

jomrx. 205. the consternation been so great, and never was England

placed so near the verge of destruction.^

Fortunately for Great Britain, and the cause of freedom

throughout the world, a Monarch was on the throne whose
Firmness of firmiiess no danger could shake, and a Minister at the helm

KovermuMf '^hose capacity was equal to any emergency. Perceiving
that the success of the mutineers in the Channel fleet had

augmented the audacity of the sailors, and given rise to

the present formidable insurrection, and conscious that

the chief real grievances had been redressed, government
resolved to make a stand, and adopted the most energetic

measures to face the danger. All the buoys at the mouth
of the Thames were removed ; Sheerness, which was

menaced with a bombardment from the insurgent ships,

was garrisoned with four thousand men
; red-hot balls

were kept in constant readiness
;
the fort of Tilbury was

armed with a hundred pieces of heavy cannon ; and a

chain of gun-boats sunk to debar access to the harbour of

London. These energetic measures restored the public
confidence ;

the nation rallied round a monarch and an

administration who were not wanting to themselves in

sis's'iV^^^'
^^^^^ extremity ; and all the armed men, sailors, and mer-

Jom. X. 206. chants in London, voluntarily took an oath to stand by
their country in this eventful crisis.^

The conduct of Parliament on this trying occasion was

worthy of its glorious history. The revolt of the fleet was

Noble con- formally communicated to both Houses by the King on
duct of Par-

|.jjg 1st June, and immediately taken into consideration.
liament.

,. > r^ • i .h^it-i
Bill against The greater part of the Opposition, and especially Mr Fox,
the muti-

^^ g,.g^ \yti\^ back, and seemed rather disposed to turn the

passed. public danger into the means of overturning the adminis-

tration ;
but Mr Sheridan came nobly forward, and threw

the weight of his great name and thrilling eloquence into
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the balance in favour of tis country.
" Shall we yield," chap.

said he,
" to mutinous sailors ? Never ; for in one mo- xxn.

ment we should extinguish three centuries of glory." "Tm"
Awakened by this splendid example to more worthy feel-

ino'S, the Opposition at length joined the administration,

and a bill for the suppression of the mutiny passed by a

great majority, through both Houses of Parliament. By
this act, it was declared death for any person to hold com-

munication with the sailors in mutiny after the revolt had

been declared by proclamation ;
and all persons who

should endeavour to seduce either soldiers or sailors from

their duty were liable to the same punishment. This bill

was opposed by Sir Francis Burdett, and a few of the most

violent of the Opposition, upon the ground that concilia-

tion and concession were the only course which could

ensure speedy submission. But Mr Pitt's reply
—that the

tender feelings of these brave but misguided men were the

sole avenue which remained open to recall them to their
,
^^^^ ^^^

duty, and that a separation from their wives, their child- xxsiu. 802,

ren, and their country, would probably induce the return
^nn^Reg"^'

to duty which could alone obtain a revival of that inter- 218, 219.

course of affection—was justly deemed conclusive, and the

bill accordingly passed.^

Meanwhile a negotiation was conducted by the Admir-

alty, who repaired on the first alarm to Sheerness, and ^
received a deputation from the mutineers ;

but their The insur.

demands were so unreasonable, and urged in so threaten-
^,°*^^gj"

•

ing a manner, that they had the appearance of having Patriotic

been brought forward to exclude all accommodation, and th" Channel

iustifv, by their refusal, the immediate recurrence to fleet, and•>''•'
1 u suppression

extreme measures. These parleys, however, gave govern- „f\Yie mu-

ment time to sow dissension among the insurgents, by tiny-

representing the hopeless nature of the contest with the

whole nation in which they were engaged, and the unrea-

sonable nature of the demands on which they insisted.

By degrees they became sensible that they had engaged in

a desperate enterprise ; the whole sailors on board the

Channel fleet gave a splendid proof of genuine patriotism,

by reprobating their proceedings, and earnestly imploring
them to return to their duty. This remonstrance, coupled
with the energetic conduct of both Parliament and govern- ,

ment, and the general disapprobation of the nation, grar
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dually checked the spirit of insubordination. On the 9th

June, two ships of the line slipped their cables and aban-

doned the insurgents, amidst a heavy fire from the whole
line

;
on the IStli, three other line-of- battle ships and two

frigates openly left them, and took refuge under the can-

non of Sheerness ;
on the following day, several others

followed their example ;
and at length, on the 15th, the

whole remaining ships struck the red flag of mutiny, and
the communication between the ocean and the metropolis
was restored. Parker, the leader of the insurrection, was
seized on board his own ship, and, after a solemn trial,

condemned to death ; a punishment which he underwent
with great firmness, acknowledging the justice of his sen-

tence, and hoping only that mercy would be extended to

his associates. Several of the other leaders of the revolt

were found guilty, and executed
;
but some escaped from

1 Ann. Reg. On Loard the prison-ship, and got safe to Calais, and a

207 large number, still under sentence of death, were pardon-

ed, by royal proclamation, after the glorious victory of

Camperdown.^
The suppression of this dangerous revolt with so little

bloodshed, and the extrication of the nation from the great-

est peril in which it had been placed since the time of the

Spanish Armada, is the most glorious event in the reign of

George III. and in the administration of Pitt.* Disdaining
to submit to the audacious demands of the mutineers, refus-

ing to treat with them even when they held the capital

blockaded, they remained resolute in presence of the
"
floating Republic

"
at the mouth of the Thames, without

withdrawing a single ship from the blockade of Brest,

Cadiz, or the Texel. The conduct adopted towards the

insurgents may be regarded as a masterpiece of political

wisdom ;
and the happiest example of that union of firm-

ness and humanity, of justice and concession, which can

216,217.
Jum. X.

208.

24.

Admirable
conduct of
Mr Pitt on
this occa-

sion.

alone bring a government safely tlu'ough such a crisis.

• The magnanimous conduct of the British government on this occasion
was fully ajipreciated on the Continent. "Let us figure to ourselves," says
Prince flardenberg,

" Richard Parker, a common s.iilor, the leader of the

revolt, taking, at Sheerness, the title of Admiral of the Fleet, and the fleet

itself, consisting of eleven >all of the line and four frigates, assuming the
title of the Floating Republic ; and, nevertheless, recollect, that the English,
but recently recovered from a financial crisis, remained undaunted in pre-
sence of such a revolt, and did not withdraw one vessel from the blockade
of Brest, Cadiz, or the Texel ! It was the firmness of ancient Rome."—
Hard. iv. 432.
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By at once conceding all the just demands of the Channel chap.

fleet, and proclaiming a general pardon for a revolt which :^'^n.

had too much ground for its justification, they deprived
the disaffected of all real grounds ofcomplaint,and detached

from their cause all the patriotic portion of the navy ;

while, by resolutely withstanding the audacious demands

of the Nore mutineers, they checked the spirit of demo-

cracy which had arisen out of those very concessions them-

selves. For such is the singular combination of good and

bad principles in human nature, and such the disposition

of man, on the least opening being afforded, to run riot,

that not only do our virtues border upon vices, but even

from acts of justice the most deplorable consequences

frequently flow
;
and unless a due display of firmness

accompanies concessions, dictated by a spirit of humanity,

they too often are imputed to fear, and increase the very
turbulent spirit they were in nded to remove.

Admiral Duncan's conduct at this critical juncture was
above all praise. He was with his fleet blockading the

Texel, when intelligence of the insurrection was received, Glorious

and immediately four ships of the line deserted to the
A'dmirai

°^

mutineers, leaving him with an inferior force in presence Duncan at

of the enemy. They were speedily followed by several
'"^'^ "'^'*'

others ;
and at length the admiral, in his own ship, with

two frigates, was left alone on the station. In this extre-

mity his firmness did not forsake him : he called his crew

on deck, and addressed them in one of those speeches of

touching and manly eloquence, so well known in antiquity,
which at once melt the human heart.* His crew were
dissolved in tears, and declared, in the most energetic

• " My Lads,—I once more call you together, with a sorrowful heart,
from what I have lately seen of the disaffection of the fleets : I cuil it dis-

affection, for they have no grievances. To be deserted by tny fleet, in the
face of the enemy, is a disgrace which, I believe, never before happened to
a British adrair;d, nor could I have supposed it possible. My greatest
comfort, under God, is, that I have been supported by the officers, seamen,
and marines of this ship, for wliich, with a heart overflowing with gratitude,
I request you to accept my sincere thanks. I flatter myself, much good
may result from your example, by bringing those deluded people to a sense
of the duty which they owe not only to their king and country, but to
themselves.

" The British navy has ever been the support of that liberty which has
been handed down to us from our ancestors, and wliicli, I trust, we slwiil

maintain to the latest posterity; and that can only be done by unanimity
and obedience. This ship's company, and others, who have distinguislied
themselves by their loyalty and good order, deserve to be, and doubtless '

will be, the favourites of a grateful nation. They will also have from their

VOL. V. y
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CHAP, manner, their unshaken loyalty, and resolution to abide

XXII. by him in life or death. Encouraged by this heroic con-

duct, he declared his determination to maintain the

blockade, and, undismayed by the defection of so large a

part of his squadron, remained oiF the Texel with his little

but faithful remnant. By stationing one of the ships in

the offing, and frequently making signals, as if to the

remainder of the fleet, he succeeded in deceiving the Dutch

admiral, who imagined that the vessels in sight were only
1 Ann. Reg. ^j^g inshore squadron, and kept his station until the

X. 211. remainder of his ships joined him after the suppression of

the insurrection.^

It was naturally imagined at the time that this formi-

dable mutiny had been in part at least instigated by the

The mutiny arts of the French government. But though they were

'^''^^J^^^y^^ naturally highly elated at such an unexpected piece of

with France, good fortune, and anxious to turn it to the best advantage,
and though the revolutionary spirit which was abroad was

unquestionably one cause of the commotion, there is no

reason to believe that it arose from the instigation of the

Directory, or was at all connected with any treasonable or

seditious projects. On the contrary, after the minutest

investigation, it appeared that the grievances complained
of were entirely of a domestic character, that the hearts of

the sailors were throughout true to their country, and that

at the very time when they were blockading the Thames

in so menacing a manner, they would have fought the

French fleet with the same spirit as was afterwards evinced

in the glorious victory of Camperdown. The ultimate

consequences of this insurrection, as of most other popular

inward feelings a comfort which will be lasting, and not like the floating
and false contideiice of those who have swerved from their duty.

" It has been often my pride with you to look into the Texel, and see a

foe vvhitli dreaded coming out to meet us. My pride is now hunibled

indeed !
—my feelings cannot eiisily be expressed. Our cup has overflowed,

and made us wanton. The allwise Providence has given us this check as

a warning, and I hope we shall improve by it. On Him, then, let us trust,

where our only security is to be found. I find there are many good men
among us ; for my own part, I have had full confidence in all in this ship,
and once more beg to express my approbation of your conduct.

" May God, who has thus far conducted you, continue to do so ; and may
the British navy, the glory and support of our country, be restored to its

wonted splendour, and be not only the bulwark of Britain, but the terror

of the world. But this can only be eti'ected by a strict adherence to our

duty and obedience; and let us pray that the Almighty God may keep us
all in the right way of tliinking.—God bless you il I

"—Ann. Reg. 1797,
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commotions which originate in real grievances, and are chap.

candidly but firmly met by government, were highly
xxii.

beneficial. The attention of the cabinet was forcibly turned ""17^7"
to the sources of discontent in the navy, and from that to

the corresponding grievances in the army ;
and the result

was a series of changes which, in a very great degree, im-

proved the condition of officers and men in both services.

The pay of the common soldiers was raised to its present j
.

standard of a shilling a-day ;
and those admirable regu- 219,222;

"

lations were soon after adopted in regard to pensions, *a'!ers''*24''

prize-money, and retired allowances, which have justly Jom.x. 220

endeared the memories of the Duke of York and Lord
Melville to privates of the army and navy.i

It was not ill the Channel and North Sea fleets alone,

however, that this dangerous mutiny had its ramifications.

Disturbances of a less conspicuous, but not less serious kind. Mutiny in

soon after appeared in the fleet off" Cadiz, which, liad an
cartfz^"'

"'^

admiral less firm and energetic than Earl St Vincent been Sept. 1797.

at its head, would in all probability have been attended

with the most disastrous consequences. So Avide-spread
was the spirit of dissaffection in that fleet, that even the

glorious victory of St Vincent, to be immediately noticed,
could not extinguish it. A dangerous member of the

London Corresponding Society, which had been checked,
but not extinguished by the trial of Hardy and Home
Tooke, named Bott, had got on board, and spread far and
wide the seditious spirit. by which that society was ani-

mated. It extended through nearly all the ships in the fleet.

In the Romulus it first appeared, and the captain only
succeeded in apjjcasing it for the time by a promise that

the vessel should on a certain daj' proceed to England. St
Vincent ratified it, but the day before the ship sailed, he
drafted every man out of her, and sent her home with
another crew. But it was on the arrival of Sir Rocer
Curtis' squadron, which joined the fleet from the Channel
in September 1797, that the mutiny became most alarmmg.
It broke out with great violence on board the Marlborough,
Lion, and Centaur, part of Sir Rogers's squadron, which
had with great difficulty been kept in a state of subordi-

nation during the voyage from Spithead. A court martial
was forthwith assembled on board the flag-ship, and one ,

of the principal ringleaders having been sentenced to be
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1 Tucker's
St Vincent,
i. 304, 307.

28.

Execution
of a pri-
soner.

hanged, St Vincent, according to his invariable practice,
ordered him "to be executed by the crew of the Marl-

borough alone, no part of the boats' crews from other ships

assisting on the occasion." The commander of the Marl-

borough, Captain Ellison, represented that the crew of his

vessel would not obey the order, and requested the aid of

other boats' crews as usual on such occasions
; but St

Vincent sternly replied,
—"

Captain Ellison, you are an old

officer, have suifered severely in the service, and lost an
arm in action, but that man shall be hanged 2A eight o'clock.

to-morrow morning, and by his own ship's company, for not
another hand from any other ship in the fleet shall touch
the rope." He took, however, the most effectual measures
to support Captain Ellison in the discharge of this trying

duty. All the launches in the fleet, armed with heavy
carronades and twelve rounds of ball cartridge, were ordered

to be in attendance, manned by trusty crews and gunners,
under the command of an iron veteran. Captain Campbell
of the Blenheim. The orders of St Vincent to him were,
"
if any symptoms of mutiny appeared in the Marlborough,

any attempt to open her ports, or any resistance to hang-
ing the prisoner, he was to proceed close to the ship, fire

into her, and continue to fire till all mutiny or resistance

should cease
;
and if it should become absolutely necessary,

to sink the ship in the face of the fleet." ^

At seven next morning, all the launches, thus armed,

proceeded to the Marlborough, and took a position within

pistol-shot of that vessel, athwart her bows : their guns
were then loaded. At half-past seven, on a signal from
the admiral's sTiip, all the hands on board the fleet were
turned up to witness the punishment, and at a quarter
before eight a powerfully armed boat quitted the flag-ship,

bearing the prisoner to be executed by his own crew. It

speedily neared the Marlborough ;
the man was taken up,

placed on the cat-head, and the halter put about his neck.

An awful silence of a few minutes ensued
; every eye in

the fleet was bent in intense anxiety on the prisoner : the

crisis was come
; discipline or mutiny in a few seconds

would prevail. The watch-bells of the fleet at length struck

eight; a gun at the same moment was discharged from the

flag-ship, and instantly the man was hoisted in the air
;

he soon dropped again, however, for the men at the rope
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had unintentionally let it slip. The anxiety throughout chap,

the fleet now became unbearable, for it was thought the ^xit.

crew had resisted the order. Presently, however, he was "TrnT"
hauled up to one of the yard-arms with a run. Lord St i Tucker's

Vincent, for the first time turning aside his eye, said,
" The

f.^soe^sos!'

law is satisfied ; discipline has been preserved."
^

This was the crisis of the mutiny ; its spirit was indeed

far from being extinguished, and dangerous disturbances
29.

afterwards broke out on board particular vessels
;
but there Continu-

was no disposition evinced again to contest the power of f^^^ jup.

the law. What principally tended to keep alive this alarm- pression of

ing spirit, was the frequent arrival of ships from England,
^™"

several of which were in a state of open mutiny, and

nearly all brought a profusion of disaffection to the rest.

Frequent mutinies broke out during the winter, and the

dreadful sentence of the law was again and again inflicted
;

but they were all suppressed, and subordination at length,

though not till a considerable period had elapsed, waS re-

stored throughout the fleet, by the unflinching energy and

iron determination of Earl St Vincent. The mutinous spirit

was not now entirely confined to the redressing of domestic

grievances, or evils complained of in the service. Excited

by the agents of the Corresponding Society in England, it

aimed at revolution, and tended to an alliance with the

enemies of their country. The mutineers on board the

Princess Royal pointed to Cadiz as their future country.

It required all St Vincent's firmness and energy to extin-

guish the wide-spread spirit, but he was equal to the crisis.

When the St George arrived from England with some

rebels in irons, whom Captain Piard had with dauntless

courage seized, a court-martial was immediatelysummoned,
who pronounced sentence on Saturday on the principal

mutineers, and it was carried into execution next morning,

though it was Sunday—a deviation from established usage
which made a great impression on the fleet, as evincing

the unflinching determination of the commander-in-chief.

At length the disaff"ectiun wore out
;
the rebels findiiig that

their reasonable demands had been conceded by govern- „ ^^^^p^

ment, and that their traitorous designs were met with i. 306, 312.

ceaseless vigilance, and chastised with unbending rigour.^

But whatever may have been the internal dissensions

of the British fleet, never did it appear more terrible and
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irresistible to its foreign enemies than during this eventful

year. Early in February, the Spanish fleet, consisting of

twenty-seven ships of the line, and twelve frigates, put to

sea, with the design of steering for Brest, raising the block-
ade of that harbour, forming a junction with the Dutch
fleet, and clearing the Channel of the British squadron.
This design, the same as that which Napoleon afterwards

adopted in 1805, was defeated by one of the most memor-
able victories ever recorded even in the splendid annals of
the English navy. Admiral Jarvis, who was stationed off

the coast of Portugal, had, by the greatest efi'orts, and a

degree of vigour almost unparalleled even in the glorious
annals of the English navy, at length succeeded in repair-
ing the various most serious losses which his fleet had
sustained during the storms of winter, and at this period
lay in the Tagus with fifteen sail of the line, and six fri-

gates. The moment he heard of the enemy's having sail-

ed, he instantly put to sea, and was cruising off Cape St
Vincent, when he received intelligence of their approach,
and immediately prepared for battle. He bore down on
the starboard tack, in two lines, the ships being in the
most compact order, standing to the south before the M^ind,

and, nothing daunted by the great superiority of force,

nearly two to one, which they presented to his own squa-
dron, succeeded in breaking the enemy's line between the

eighteenth and nineteenth ships of the Spanish fleet, where
there was a considerable opening.* Captain Troubridge
in the CuUoden led the van of the leading column, and

passing slowly through the line poured two tremendous

broadsides, double-shotted, into the enemy's three-deckers
;

the other ships followed, opening a dreadful fire on the

right and left as they passed through. No sooner had he
crossed the enemy's line, than Troubridge tacked again,

* Lord St Vincent's expressions on this occasion as they neared the com.
bined fleet, and the numbers of the enemy were announced, were highly
characteristic. He was walking the quarterdeck when the successive shipswere called out—" There are eighteen saU of the hne, Sir John."—" Very
well, sir." " There are twenty sail of the line, Sir John."—" Very well, sir."
"There are twenty-five sail of the line, Sir John." "Very well,

'

sir."« There are twenty-seven sail of the line, Sir John; near double our own."—"Enough, sir—no more of that, sir: the die is cast : if there were fifty
sail of the line I will go through them "—" That's right, Sir John," cried
Hallowell, his worthy flag-captain ;

"
that's right, and a d d good lickingwe shall give them." Such were the men, such the spirit by which the

British empire in those heroic days was saved.—See Tcckeks Life of St
Vincent, i. 255-6.

"^ '
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and, followed by the Blenheim, Prince George, Orion, and chap.

Irresistible, engaged in close combat the weather division xxii.

of the enemy, wliich had been separated from the rest of
j.g»

the fleet.* He thus succeeded in engaging the enemy, who
were loosely scattered, and yet straggling in disorderly

array, in close combat, before they had time to form in

regular order of battle. By a vigorous cannonade, these

ships drove the nine Spanish vessels which had been cut i Nelson's

oflF to leeward, so as to prevent their taking any part in Narrative,

the engagement which folloAved. The Spanish admiral, w'ood!l! 53.

upon this, endeavoured to regain the lost part of his fleet, Breuton, i.

and was wearing round the rear of the British lines, when Tucker, L

Commodore Nelson, who was in the sternmost ship, per- ^''- ^'^f?;
®*

A ^ 1 Conq. viii.

ceiving his design, disregarded his orders, stood directly 253.

towards him, and precipitated himself into the very mid-
dle of the hostile squadron.^t

Bravely seconded by Captain Colungwood in the Ex-

cellent, Nelson wore and made all sail to aid the Culloden,
now closely engaged. He ran his ship, the Captain, of First ap-

seventy-four guns, between two Spanish three-deckers, ^^ Npi°on
the Santissima Trinidada, of 136 guns, commanded by and CoUing.

Admiral Cordova, and the San Josef, of 112 ; and succeed-
""° '

ed, by a tremendous fire to the right and left, in compel-

ling the former to strike, although it escaped in conse-

quence of Nelson not being able, in the confusion of so

close a fight, to take possession of his noble prize. The

action, on the part of these gallant men, continued for

nearly an hour with the utmost fury against fearful odds,

which were more than compensated by the skill of the

British sailors and the rapidity of their fire. Meanwhile,
the Principe de Asturias, bearing the Spanish vice-admiral's

• So delighted was St Vincent with this movement, that on seeing: it he
said: " Look at Troubridge; he tacks liis ship to battle as if the ejes of all

England were upon him
;
—and would they were, for then they would see

him as I know him to be, and, by heaven, sir ! as the Dons will soon feel
him."—Tdcker, i. 258.

f This gallant movement of Nelson's was in opposition to his orders,
thougli iin)ierativcly called for by change of circumstances, and on this ac-
count it was, in all probability, that Nelson's name w.is not mentioned in St
Vincent's otiicial dispatch. But he fully appreciated tlie importance of the
movement. Captain Caldcr ha\-ing in the evening hinted th.it the sponta-
neous movement of Nelson and CoUingwood was unauthorised, St Vincent,
answered, "It certainly was so; and if ever you commit such a breach of

your orders, I will forgive you also." After t'lie engagement, St Vincent
received Nelson on board his fl.ag.ship in the most flattering manner.—
Tl'CKEb'b Life of St Vincent, 1. 262.
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flag, made a gallant attempt to break the British line, but
was frustrated by Jarvis in the Victory throwing in stays,
and while doing so, received a dreadful broadside from
that ship. At the same time Collingwood engaged the

Salvador del Mundo of 112 guns. The action began when
the two ships were not more than fifty yards apart, but
such was the tremendous effect of the Englishman's broad-

sides, that in a quarter of an hour the Spanish three-decker

struck her colours, and her firing ceased
; upon which that

noble officer, disdaining to take possession of beaten ene-

mies, and seeing his old messmate. Nelson, a-head and hard

pressed by greatly superior forces, passed on, and the Salva-

dor, relieved from her antagonist, again hoisted her colours,
and recommenced the action. But she was again com-

pelled to strike, and finally taken possession of by one of

the ships which followed. Collingwood immediately came

alongside the San Isidro, seventy-four, so close, that a man
might leap from the one to the other, the two vessels

engaging thus at the muzzles of their guns. The combat
was no< of long duration

;
in ten minutes the Spaniard

struck, and was taken possession of by the Lively frigate,

to whom the Admiral made signal to secure the prize.^

Though Collingwood had thus already forced two Spanish
line-of-battle ships, one of which was a three-decker, to

strike to him, with seventy-four guns only, yet he was not

contented with his achievement, but pushed on to relieve

Nelson, who was now engaged with the San Nicholas and
San Josef on one side, and the huge four-decker the

Santissima Trinidada, on the other. So close did he

approach the former of these vessels, that, to use his own
words, you

" could not put a bodkin between them," and
the shot from the English passed through both the Spanish
vessels, and actually struck Nelson's balls from the other

side. After a short engagement, the Spaniard's fire ceased

on that quarter ;
and Collingwood, seeing Nelson's sTiip

:

effectually succoured, passed on, and engaged the Santis-

sima Trinidada, which already had been assailed by several

British ships in succession. No sooner was Nelson relieved

by CoUingwood's fire, than, resuming his wonted energy,
he boarded the San Nicholas, of seventy-four guns, which
had fallen on board the San Josef, of 112 guns, now
entirely disabled by the Captain's fire.^ Barry, Nelson's
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first lieutenant, was the first who got on board, by jumping chap,

into the enemy's mizen-chains ;
he was quickly followed xxii.

by the soldiers of the 69th, who were on board, and Nelson
~7797~

himself. Resistance was soon overcome, they speedily

hoisted the British colours on the poop ;
and finding that

the prize was severely galled by a fire from the decks of the

San Josef, with which she was entangled, Nelson pushed on

across it to its gigantic neighbour, himself leading the

way, and exclaiming,
" Westminster Abbey, or victory !

"

Nothing could resist such enthusiastic courage ;
the Spanish

admiral speedily hauled down his colours, presenting his

sword to Nelson on his own quarter-deck while the English

ship lay a perfect wreck beside its two noble prizes.^

While Nelson and Collingwood were thus precipitating

themselves with unexampled hardihood into the centre of

the enemy's squadron on the larboard, the other column Action in

of the fleet, headed by Sir John Jarvis in the Victory p^rts'of the

of 100 guns, was also engaged in the most gallant and fleet.

successful manner : though, from being the van on the

starboard tack, by which the enemy's line was pierced,

they were the rear on the larboard, where Nelson had

begun his furious attack. The Victory, passing under the

stern of the Salvador del Mundo, followed by the Barfleur,

Admiral Waldgrave, poured the most destructive broad-

sides into that huge three-decker, which surrendered, and

was secured, having previously been silenced by the Orion,

Captain Saumarez. These ships, moving on, engaged in

succession tlie Santissima Trinidada, whose tremendous

fire from her four decks seemed to threaten destruction to

every lesser opponent which approached her. At length, 94,95.' App.
after having been most gallantly fought by Jarvis and tochron.74.

o n «/ o J Jom. X. 198.

Collingwood, she struck to Captain, now Lord de Saumarez, Southejs

in the Orion
;
but that intrepid officer being intent on

f^-^f^jT^'"

still greater achievements, did not heave to, in order to James, li. 46,

take possession ;
but thinking it sufficient that she had

marez'sLife

hoisted the white flag on her quarter and the British i- nu ns.

union-jack over it, passed on, leaving to the ship astern
34^, 342,'and

the easy task of taking possession. Unfortunately, in the Life of st

smoke, this vessel did not perceive the token of surrender; 310,311.'

but moved on a-head of the Santissima Trinidada after the X"'' "-
Coiiq. vui.

admiral, so that the captured Spaniard was encouraged, 253,254.

though dismantled, to try to get oflf,^ and ultimately
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CHAP, effected her escape. The remainder of the Spanish fleet

XXII. now rapidly closed in and deprived Captain Saumarez of

j-g-
his magnificent prize ;

but the British squadron kept

possession of the San Josef and Salvador, each of 112

guns, and the San Nicholas and San Isidro of 74 each.

Towards evening the detached part of the Spanish fleet

rejoined the main body, and thereby formed a force still

greatly superior to the British squadron ; yet such was the

consternation produced by the losses they had experienced,
and the imposing aspect of the English fleet, that they
made no attempt to regain their lost vessels, but, after a

distant cannonade, retreated in the night towards Cadiz,

whither they were immediately followed and blockaded

by the victors.

This important victory, which delivered England from

all fears of invasion, by preventing the threatened junction

Great effect of the hostile fleets, was achieved with the loss of only
produced by ^l^j.gg hundred men, of whom nearly one-half were on
his victory.

^ *

board Nelson's ship, while above five hundred were lost

on board the Spanish ships which struck alone ; a signal

proof how much less bloody sea-fights are than those

between land forces, and a striking example of the great

effects which sometimes follow an inconsiderable expen-
diture of human life on that element, compared to the

trifling results which attend fields of carnage in military
warfare. Admiral Jarvis followed the beaten fleet to

Cadiz, whither they had retired in the deepest dejection,

and with tarnished honour. The defeat of so great an

armament by little more than half their number, and the

evident superiority of skill and seamanship which it

evinced in the British navy, filled all Europe with aston-

ishment, and demonstrated on what doubtful grounds the

Republicans rested their hopes of subduing these islands.

The decisive nature of the victory was speedily evinced by
the bombardment of Cadiz on three different occasions,

under the direction of Commodore Nelson
;
and although

96^"jom!°' these attacks were more insulting than hurtful to the

X. 200.
Spanish ships, yet they evinced the magnitude of the

^ames,u.
.

^jgg^g^gj. -^rhich they had sustained, and inflicted a grievous
wound on the pride of the Castilians.* ^

• St Vincent was well aware of the vast importance of a victory to

England at tlmt critical moment. He said, when bearing down on the
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Horatio Nelson, who bore so glorioiis a part in these chap.

enoao'cments, and who was destined to leave a name immor- xxii.

tal in the rolls of fame, was born at Birnam-Thorpe, in the
j-g^

county of Norfolk, on the 29th September 1758. His fa-
g^

ther was rector of that parish, of respectable, but not noble Birth,

descent. The young Horatio early evinced so decided a
^^^^""1*^?!!;.

partiality for a sea life, that, though of a feeble constitu- terotNei-

tion he was sent on shipboard at the age of thirteen.
^°^'

Even before that first rude separation from the paternal

home, however, the character of the future hero had shown

itself. When a mere child he strayed far from home, with

a peasant boy of his acquaintance ;
and after being absent

the whole day, he was discovered alone, sitting composedly

by the side of a brook, which he could not get over. " I

wonder," said the lady who found him,
" that hunger and

fear did not drive you home." " Fear !" replied the future

champion of England,
" What is it ? I never saw Fear."

On another occasion, when his elder brother and he were

returning to school, on horseback, they were obliged to

return by a severe snow-storm. Mr Nelson, however, on

their coming back, suspected there was some sham to

avoid going to school, and sent them again on their

journey. "If the road is dangerous, you may return,"

said he
;
"but recollect, I leave it to your honour." The

snow was deep enough to have allowed them a reasonable

excuse for returning home, but Horatio insisted on going
on. " We must go on," said he ;

"
remember, brother, it

was left to our honour." There were some fine pears

growing in the schoolmaster's garden, which all the boys

desired, but none of them ventured to take. Horatio

volunteered upon the service, was lowered at night by
sheets from the bed-room window, brought away the

Ngi*g"*^ 7^
pears, and divided them among the boys, keeping no part 1, 7.

to himself. "I only took them," said he, "because every
other boy was" afraid."^

He first entered the navy as a midshipman, on board

the Raisonnable, of which his maternal uncle was captain ;

but that vessel was soon after paid off. Nelson's love of ad-

venture made him volunteer on board the Racehorse, which

enemy when jT"'"" '"''> action^" Our cuptains have their sliips in admirable
order; I wisii they were well up with the enemy: a vietory is very essen-

tial to England at this moment."—Tdckek's Life qf St Vincent, i. 255.
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was sent by the Admiralty on a voyage of discovery to the

North Pole. The marvels of the North Seas, the perilous

adventures of the seaman's life, amidst their bound-

less fields of ice, strongly attracted the young seaman's

imagination. One night during the mid-watch, he dropped
from the ship's side, and followed a huge bear for a great

distance on the ice
;
his musket missed fire, but he was

attacking him with the but-end, when Captain Ludlow,

seeing his danger, fired a -gun from the ship, which

frightened the beast, and probably saved Nelson's life.

Being severely reprimanded on his return for such rash-

ness,
"

Sir," said he,
" I wished to kill the bear, that I

might carry the skin to my father." Subsequently he dis-

tinguished himself as a subaltern in various actions during
the American war. Early in the revolutionary contest, he

was employed in the siege of Bastia in the island of

Corsica, which he reduced ;
a singular coincidence, that

the greatest leaders both at land and sea in that struggle

should have first signalised themselves in operations on

the san'.e island. After the battle of St Vincent's, and the

bombardment of Cadiz, he was sent on an expedition

against the island of Tenerifie
;
but though the attack,

conducted with his wonted courage and skill, was at first

successful, and the town for a short time was in the hands

of the assailants, they were ultimately repulsed, with the

loss of seven hundred men and Nelson's right arm. His

ardent spirit chafed in inaction, and he eagerly sought

out every occasion in which danger was to be fronted, or

glorj'' won.i

Gifted by nature with undaunted courage, indomitable

resolution, and undecaying energy, Nelson was also pos-

sessed of the eagle glance, the quick determination, and

coolness in danger, which constitute the rarest qualities of

a consummate commander. Generous, open-hearted, and

enthusiastic, the whole energies of his soul were concen-

trated in the love of his country ;
like the youth in Tacitus,

he loved danger itself, not the rewards of courage ;
he was

incessantly consumed by that passion for great achieve-

ments, that sacred fire, which is the invariable charac-

teristic of heroic minds. His soul was constantly striving

after historic exploits ; generosity and magnanimity in

danger were so natural to him, that they arose unbidden
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on every occasion calculated to call them forth. On one chap.

occasion, during a violent storm off Minorca, Nelson's ship xxii.

was disabled, and Captain Ball took his vessel in tow.
j^^..

Nelson thought, however, that Ball's ship would be lost if

she kept her hold, and deeming his own case desperate, he

seized the speaking-trumpet, and with passionate threats '
Coleridge's

ordered Ball to let him loose. But Ball took his own
Essay, ir.

trumpet, and in a solemn voice replied,
" I feel confident >"• 249.

I can bring you in safe : I therefore must not, and, by the
N^Tson,"*^!.

help of Almighty God, I will not leave you." What he
^^^^ ^

promised he performed, and on arriving in harbour, Nelson 98.

embraced him as his deliverer, and commenced a friend-

ship which continued for life.^

His whole life was spent in the service of his country ;

his prejudices, and he had many, were all owing to the
gg

excess of patriotic feeling ;
he annihilated the French Andfaiiings.

navy, by fearlessly following up the new system of tactics,

plunging headlong into the enemy's fleet, and doubling

upon a part of their line, the same system which Napoleon

practised in battles on land. The history of the world has

seldom characters so illustrious to exhibit, and few achieve-

ments so momentous to commemorate. But it is to his

public conduct, and genius afloat, only, that this trans-

cendent praise is due ;
in private life he appears in a less

favourable light. Vain, undiscerning, impetuous, he was

often regardless of his domestic duties
;
an ardent lover, he

was a faithless and indifferent husband. Possessed of no

Knowledge of mankind in civil life, he was little qualified

to resist the impulse of his vehement temperament amidst

its seductions. There he was frequently subject to the

delusion of art, and sometimes seduced by the passions of

wickedness. Yet there was something elevated even in

his failings,
—they were owing to the energetic tempera-

ment of his mind
; they arose from passions nearly allied

to virtue, and to which heroic characters in all ages have,

in a peculiar manner, been subject. His patriotic spirit

mastered the indignation which he frecjuently felt at his

exploits not being rewarded in a more worthy spirit by
his country : a forgetfuhiess for which no excuse can be

found in our rulers, but which is too often the case when

greatness is placed under the command of talent inferior to
,

itself. In one unhappy instance, however, he was betrayed
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into more serious delinquencies. If a veil could be drawn
over the transactions at Naples, history Avould dwell upon
him in his public character as a spotless hero

; but justice

requires that cruelty should never be palliated, and the

rival of Napoleon must be shielded from none of the oblo-

quy consequent on the fascination of female wickedness.

Sir John Jarvis, afterwards created Earl St Vincent,
one of the greatest and most renowned admirals that ever

appeared in the British navy, possessed qualities which, if

not so brilliant as those of his illustrious rival, were not

less calculated for great and glorious achievements. He
was born at Meaford, in Staffordshire, on the 21st January
1734. His father, who was Counsel and Solicitor to the

Admiralty, was desirous to breed him up to his own pro-

fession, to which young Jarvis was by no means disinclined
;

but he was dissuaded from' it, by being told by his father's

coachman, as he sat beside him on the box, that all lawyers
were rogues. Having after-yrards heard from a companion
some stories of the adventures of a sailor's life, he resolved

to go to sea ;
ran away from school, and concealed himself

on board a ship at "Woolwich for that purpose. His father

was by no means affluent, and gave him £20 when he

heard where he was, which was all the patrimony he ever

received. The young sailor afterwards drew a bill for

another £20, which came back unpaid : he immediately

changed his mode of living, quitted his mess, lived on the

ship's allowance, washed and mended his own clothes,

made three pair of trousers out of the ticking of his bed,

and thus saved money enough to take up his bill. So

early does decision of character and integrity of principle
in the really great display itself in life.^

He first entered the service on board the Prince
; but in

the year 1759 he was lieutenant of the Namur, and was
with that vessel at the siege and capture of Quebec in that

year, in which service he greatly distinguished himself.

An action which he soon after fought with the Foudroyant
of eighty-four guns, was one of the most extraordinary

displaj's of valour and skill even in that war so fertile in

great exploits. The mutiny which broke out with such

violence in the Channel fleet and at the Nore in 1797,

had also its ramifications in the fleet under his command,
off the Spanish coast ; and by the mingled firmness and
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clemency of his conduct, he succeeded in reducing the most chap

disorderly vessels to obedience, with a singularly small xxii.

effusion of human blood. He was resolution itself; danger
never deterred, difficulty never embarrassed him, where

duty was to be performed. What he did himself, he

enforced without scruple from others. A severe discipli-

narian, strict in his own duties, rigorous in the exaction

of them from others, he yet secured the affections both of

his officers and men by the impartiality of his decisions,

the energy of his conduct, and the perfect nautical skill

which he was known to possess. It is doubtful if even

Nelson would have been equal to the extraordinary exer-

tion of vigour and capacity with which, in a. period of

time so short as to be deemed impossible by all but himself,

he succeeded in fitting out his squadron from the Tagus in

February 1797, in sufficient time to intercept and defeat

the Spanish fleet. In the high official duties as First Lord

of the Admiralty, with which he was intrusted in 1802,

he exhibited a most praiseworthy zeal and anxiety for

the detection of abuses, and he succeeded in rooting out

many lucrative corruptions which had fastened themselves

upon that important branch of the public service
; although

he perhaps yielded with too much facility to that unhappy ' Brenton's

mania for reducing our establishments, which invariably vlncent^'i.

seizes the English on the return of peace, and has so often 200, 304.

exposed to the utmost danger the naval supremacy of

Great Britain.^

But in nothing, perhaps, was his energy and disinterested

character more clearly evinced than in his conduct in
^,

1798, when he dispatched Nelson to the Mediterranean at Hisnoiiie

the head of the best ships in his own fleet, and furnished "terested""

him with the means of striking a blow destined to eclipse spirit.

even his own well-earned fame. But these two great men
had no jealousy of each other : their whole emulation

consisted in mutual efforts to serve their country, and

they were ever willing to concede the highest mead of

praise to each other. The mind of the historian, as it has

been eloquently observed,
"
weary with recounting the

deeds of human baseness, and mortified with contemplat-

ing the frailty of illustrious men, gathers a soothing

refreshment from such scenes as these ;
where kindred

genius, exciting only mutual admiration and honest
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CHAP, rivalry, gives birth to no feeling of jealousy or envy, and
XXII. the character which stamps real greatness, is found in the

genuine value of the mass, as well as in the outward
1 Lord splendour of the die

;
tlie highest talents sustained by the

ske^ch^s™/ purest virtue
;
the capacity of the statesman, and the

PubUc cha- valour of the hero, outshone by the magnanimous heart

Serie"'
^"^

"which beats only to the measures of generosity and jus-

tice."!

Differing in many essential particulars from both of

these illustrious men. Earl Howe was one of the most

Birth aid distinguished characters which the English navy ever

early life of
pj-gduced. He was bom in 1725, the second son of

Emanuel Howe, Member of Parliament for Nottingham,
the eldest son of an old and distinguished family. Young
Howe entered the navy at fourteen on board the Severn,

which rounded Cape Horn with Commodore Anson, and

shared in the distresses and sufferings of that memorable

expedition. His character early displayed itself. Of him,

perhaps, more truly than of any other of England's illustri-

ous chif'fs may it be said, as of the Chevalier Bayard, that

he was without fear and without reproach. He had the

enterprise and gallant bearing so general in all officers in

the naval service of Great Britain ;
but these qualities in

him were combined with coolness, firmness, and systematic

arrangement, with a habitual self-controul and humanity
to others, almost unrivalled in those intrusted with supreme
command. In early life he contracted an intimate friend-

ship with General Wolfe, and was employed with him in

the expedition against the Isle d'Aix in Basque Roads in

1757. "Their friendship," says Walpole, "was like the

union of cannon and gunpowder. Howe, strong in mind,

solid in judgment, firm of purpose ; Wolfe, quick in con-

ception, prompt in execution, impetuous in action." His

coolness in danger may be judged of from one anecdote.

When in command of the Channel fleet, after a dark and

boisterous night, when the ships were in considerable

danger of running foul, Lord Gardiner, then third in com-

mand, a most intrepid officer, next day went on board the

2 Barrow's Queeii Charlotte, and enquired of Howe how he had slept,

Howe, chap. f^j. ^j^^t he himself had not been able to get any rest from

430.^'
'

anxiety of mind.^ Lord Howe replied that he had slept

perfectly well, for as he had taken every possible precau-
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tion before it was dark, for the safety of the ship and chap.

crew, this consciousness set his mind perfectly at ease. xxii.

In person he was tall and well-proportioned, his conn-
^.y-

tenance of a serious cast, and dark, but relaxing at times
^^

into a sweet smile, which bespoke the mildness and ffis gene-

humanity of his disposition. No one ever conducted the ^i^terc^t-

stern duties of war with more consideration for the suffer- ed virtue,

ings both of his own men and his adversaries, or mingled
its heroic courage with a larger share of benevolent feeling.

Disinterested in the extreme, his private charities were

unbounded, and in 1798, when government received

voluntary gifts for the expenses of the war, he sent his

whole annual income, amounting to eighteen hundred

pounds, to the bank, as his contribution. Such was his

humanity and consideration for the seamen under his

command, that it was more by the attachment which

they bore to him, than by any exertion of authority,
that he succeeded in suppressing, without effusion of

blood, the formidable mutiny in the Channel fleet. He
was the founder of the great school of English admirals,

and by his profound nautical skill, and long attention to

the subject, first succeeded in reducing to practice that

admirable system of tactics to which the unexampled
triumphs of the war were afterwards owing. A disin-

terested lover of his country, entirely exempt from ambi-

tion of every kind, he received the rewards with which i Barmw's

his Sovereign loaded him, whh gratitude, but without ^^f'' "'"
,

, . , , , . , , !. Howe, chap.
desH'e : the only complaints he ever made of governnieTit, .\ii. 432.

were for the neglect of the inferior naval officers who had

served in his naval exploits.^

CuTHBERT CoLLTNGwooD, afterwards Lord Collingwood,
one of the brightest ornaments of the British navy, wj^s

born at Newcastle-on-Tyne on 26th September 1748. His Birth and

father, though possessed onlv of a moderate fortune, was '•'"'^-' ^j^ ,

^
'

, . torv of CoU
of an ancient and respectable family, which had suffered ungwood.
for its fidelity to the house of Stuart. In early youth he

attended a school in Newcastle kept by the Reverend Hugh
Moises, where, among his playfellows, were two boys of

the name of Scott, ojie of whom afterwards became the

greatest lawyer of England, Lord Chancellor Eldon, the

other. Lord Stowcll, the judge in Europe most deeply •

VOL. y. z
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learned in general jurisprudence. From his earliest years

young Collingwood was remai'kable for the sweetness and

gentleness of his disposition, a peculiarity which never

afterwards forsook him
;
and when first sent to sea, on

board the Shannon, at the age of eleven, his heart was so

melted by the separation from his family, that he sat cry-

ing in a corner of the vessel till a good-natured officer took

him by the hand, and spoke kindly to him, to whom, with
infantine simplicity, he oflFered a piece of cake his mother
had given him In 1774 he was engaged with a party of

seamen in the battles of Bunkershill, and in 1776 he was
sent to the "West Indies, where Xelson was at the same

time, and there commenced the friendship between these

great men, which only terminated with the death of the

latter.i ,

In 1780 he was appointed to the command of the Pelican

frigate, and in 1783 of the Sampson of 64 guns ;
and from

that time till his death in 1810, he was almost continually
at sea, and actively engaged in the service of his country.
He bore a distinguished part in the glorious victory of the

1st June, when he commanded the Barfleur. Perhaps no

officer ever went through so long and uninterrupted a

course of public duty ; for, of fifty years that he was in

the navy, forty-four were spent in active service abroad ;

and from 1793 to his death in 1810, he was only one year
a.shore. This incessant toil, and the difficult and respon-
sible diplomatic duties with which it was connected in his

later years, when in command of the ^Mediterranean fleet,

•at length broke down a constitution naturally strong, and

wore out a spirit blessed with unusual serenity, so that he

died in 1810, on shipboard, at the age of sixty-one, literally

a martyr in the service of his country. On one occasion

he was two-and-twenty months at sea without ever once

entering a port or dropping an anchor. This lengthened
and harassing service constituted a peculiar hardship as

regards Collingwood : for never was a man more Avarmlv

attached to his family, or who sighed more ardently,

amidst all his glory, for the blessed reward of domestic

love. But not a murmur ever escaped him at this length-

ened and painful separation ;
and when once made aware

that his country required, and could not dispense with his

services,^ he prepared to waste away and expire on ship-
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board, with the snme alacrity as he would have met death chap.

amidst the thunders of Trafalgar.* xxii.

ColUngwood was the most spotless hero of that age of

glory. He had not the passion for fame which consumed

Nelson, nor the ardent genius which gave his arm the force His ciiara".

of the thunderbolt. His turn of mind was different; it
t^rasauian.

was of a milder and holier character
;

it was more akin to

the spirit of Heaven. A sense of duty, a devoted patriotism,

a forgetfulness of self, directed all his actions. Naturally
mild and benevolent, he seldom ordered a corporal punish-
ment without shedding tears

;
never without enduring

intense suffering ; nevertheless, no officer in the fleet

maintained stricter discipline, or had his crew in more
thorouffh subjection. So" well was this understood in the

navy, that when Lord St Vincent was engaged with so

much vigour in repressing the spirit of insubordination in

the Mediterranean fleet, at the time of the mutiny at the

Nore, he frequently drafted the most ungovernable spirits

into the Excellent. " Send them to Collingwood," he used

to say,
" and he will bring them to order." On one occa-

sion a seaman was sent from tlie Romulus, who had pointed
one of the forecastle guns, shotted to the muzzle, at the

quarterdeck, and swore he would fire it, if the ofl5cers did

not promise that he should receive no punishment. Col-

lingwood, on his arrival, called him up before the ship's

company, and said,
" I know your character well : behave

properly, and all shall be forgotten ;
but beware

;
if you

attempt to excite insubordination in mv ship, I will in- , ^ „ .

stantly put you up in a barrel and throw you into the 66.

sea." Under the treatment he received in the Excellent,
the man soon became a good and obedient sailor.^

No man more thoroughly understood the great art of

tactics, that of precipitating himself at once into the

enemy's line, and striking home wherever the blow fell : His ciiamc-

lion-hcarted and undaunted, none led the way on such a *•''''.'">"

service with more heroic resolution. Side by side with

Nelson, he threw himself into the cluster of three-deckers

* "
T have laboured past my stren','tli : T Imve told Lord Mulgrave so,

that I may coioe and enjoy the comforts of my own blessed family again,
and iret out of the bustle of the world, and of affairs whii'h are too weighty
fir nie. God bless me! how rejoiced will luy poor heart be when I see

,

you all aptin."—Lori Collingwood to Lady CoHinritrood, Aug. 13, IWti,
ih'moirs, ii. 2i6.
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wliicli at St A^inceiit's were wearing round to support the

cut off part of their line
;
alone he plunged into the centre

of the combined fleet at Trafalgar, and all but made the

Spanish admiral in his huge three-decker strike, before

anotlier British ship had come up to his assistance.^ Nor
were his abilities in civil administration inferior to his

capacity in war : at once a cautious and skilful diplo-

matist, he conducted the complicated affairs of Great

Britain in the Mediterranean for the few years preceding
his death, and when in command of the fleet on that

station, with such ability, that nearly its wh(jle manage-
ment came at length to be intrusted to him, and the

incessant toil thence arising at length brought him to an

untimely grave. Exemplary in all the duties of domestic

life, a firm friend, a kind and faithful husband, an affec-

tionate parent, he found time, when in command of the

fleet off Toulon, and charged with all the diplomacy of the

Mediterranean, to devote much of his thoughts to his

dome.stic circle, the education of his daughters, even the

relief of the poor in his neighbourhood. A sense of duty,
a forgetfulness of self, a deep feeling of religious obliga-

tion, were the springs of all his actions. If required to

specify the hero whose life most completely embodied the

great principles for which England contended in the war,

and the maintenance of which at length brought her vic-

torious out of its dangers, the historian would without

hesitation fix on Collingwood.*
Adam Duncan, afterwards Viscount Duncan of Cam-

perdown, was born at Dundee on the 1st July 1731, of

which town his father was afterwards Provost. He
received the rudiments of his education in that town, and

was already remarked in his early youth for the suavity
of manner and evenness of temper, which he continued to

display through the whole of life. He entered the navy
in 1740, on board of the Shoreham frigate, and was pre.sent

, at the taking of the Havannah by Commodore Keppel in

1761, when he commanded the Valiant, 74, on board of

which the Commodore had hoisted his broad pendant.^
On that occasion Duncan commanded the boats of the

* For ample authority for these observations, the reader is referred to

llie Correspondence of Lord CoUingwood, published by G. L. CoUinjjwood,
Esq., in two volumes, one of the most interesting and delightful books in

the KngU:ih language.
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squadron, and distinguished himself particularly by the chap.

ability with which they were conducted. When the xxii.

American war broke out, he was appointed to the com-
mand of the Monarch, 74, and evinced great skill in con-

tending with the superior tieets of France and Spain, when

they cleared the Channel in 1779.

An opportunity, however, soon occurred of combating
the enemy on terms of equality, and again asserting the

superiority of the British flag. In 1780 he was sent under His first

Rodney to co-operate in the revictualling of Gibraltar,
services :it

then blockaded by the French and Spanish fleets. Off itith jau.

Cape St Vincent they fell in with the Spanish fleet in a ^'""'

heavy gale, and immediately gave chase, in the course of

which the British copper-bottomed vessels rapidly gained
on the enemy. The Monarch had not that advantage, but

by Duncan's admirable management, he was one of the

tirst in the fleet to get into action. He steered direct into

the middle of the three sternmost of the enemy's vessels,

and when warned of the danger of doing so before the

other British ships could get up to his support, he calmly

replied,
'• 1 wish to be among them," and held straight on.

He was soon among the Spanish fleet, and engaged the

St Augustin on one side, yard-arm to yard-arm, and two
other vessels, one of which bore eighty guns, on the other,

and succeeded in compelling the former to strike, and

forcing the two latter to sheer off.* Subsequently he bore

a distinguished part in the brilliant series of manoeuvres

by which Lord Howe, in 1782, revictualled Gibraltar, at

the head of thirty-four ships of the line, in the face of the

combined fleet of forty-six. On the 1st February 1793 he
was made vice-admiral

;
but his merits were so little re-

garded by the Admiralty, seldom prone to bring forward

persons who have not the advantage of aristocratic birth,
that for long he could not obtain employment, and heII- XI w r -xx- \li • 1.

' British
even liad serious thoughts oi quitting tlie service alto- Naval to-

gether. At length, in April 1795, he received the chief f,":''!'''^; '''^^-

command in the Xorth Seas, and with it tlie opportunity, bdu. i;y.

in its most critical period, of proving the saviour of his

country.!
Duncan's character, both in professional daring and do-

mestic suavity, closely resembled that of Collingwood. He ,

• The St Augustin afterwards escaped during the gale.
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had tlie same rapid eye and intrepid decision in action, the
same boldness in danger, the same vigour in command, the
same gentleness in disposition. Tall, majestic in figure, with
an athletic form and noble countenance, he recalled the

image of those heroes in whom the imagination of the poets
has loved to embody the combination of vigour and courage,
with strength and beauty. The rapidity of his decision, the

justice of his glance, was equal to that of Nelson himself:
the breaking of the Dutch line at Camperdown, and inter-

position of the British fleet between the enemy and their

own shore, was dictated by the same genius which led

Nelson to pierce and assail in rear the French squadron at

Aboukir. But the most glorious, because the most unex-

ampled part of his career, was the manner in which, when
deserted by all the remainder of his fleet except one ship,
he kept his station off the Helder, during the mutiny of
the Nore, and by his personal influence and courage, main-
tained at that ten ible crisis his own crew in subjection,
and with them the appearance of a blockade, with two

ships of the line, against fifteen. It is not going too far

to say, that on his single conduct on that occasion, the

salvation of England depended ;
for if the Texel fleet had

put to sea, and joined the Brest squadron during the mu-
tiny at the Nore, where might now have been the British

empire 1

It was not without a violent struggle, and no small ex-

ertion, both of moral and physical courage, tliat the mutiny
was suppressed, even in Duncan's own ship. Symptoms
of insubordination had broken out in Yarmouth Roads
when the other ships were dropping off to the Nore

; and
at length the crew mounted the rigging and gave three

cheeis, the well-known sign of mutiny. Duncan imme-
diately ordered up the marines, who were perfectly steady,
seized six of the mutineei's, and called the whole ship's

company on board. " My lads," said he,
"
I am not appre-

hensive of any violence you may exercise towards mjj^self ;

I would far rather rule you by love than by fear
; but I

will, with my own hands, put to death the first person
who shall venture to dispute my authority. Do you, sir,"

turning to one of the mutineers,
" want to take the man-

agement of the ship out of my hands 1
" "

Yes, sir," replied
the fellow. Duncan upon this^ who had his sword drawn,
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raised it to plunge it in his breast
;
but the chaplain and chap.

secretary held his arm. The admiral upon this did not x^"-

attempt to use the weapon, but, addressing the ship's com- ^^g^^

pauy with emotion, said,
" Let those who will stand by

me and my officers go to the stai-board side of the ship,

that we may see who are our friends and who are our

enemies." With one accord, the whole crew ran over

except the six mutineers, who were left alone. They were

immediately secured, and put in irons ;
and with this crew,

recently so rebellious, did this noble admiral ])roceed, accom-

panied only by one ship of the line, the Adamant, to renew

his station off the Texel. The mutineers soon evinced real

repentance, ancj were let out by Duncan one by one
;
and

never did a ship's com]iany beliave more nobly than the

whole crew of the Venerable did, both in the blockade and .

at the battle of Camperdown. Such was Duncan's firm-

ness ; by such men it was at this vital crisis that the British

empire was saved. Xever in modern times was more

courage combined with more gentleness ; greater vigour

with greater wisdom
; purer patriotism with loftier reli-

gion ; stronger professional genius with more elevated and

devoted principle. If Great Britain, in her pacific and B^t^rapUy,
warlike administration, could reckon on a succession of 437, 438.

such men as CoUingwoud and Duncan, she would indeed

be immortal, for she would deserve immortality.^
Less remarkable in general history than the illustrious

heroes of wiiom a sketch has now been given, Sir James
^^ .

de Saumarez was scarcely inferior to any of them in naval Early his-

skill, amiable character, and heroic intrepidity. He was saumarez*

born in St Peter Port, in Guernsey, on the Uth March

1757, so that he was already in middle life when the

Revolutionary War commenced. His father, who was a

respectable physician, was descended of an ancient and

eminent family, which had contributed more tlian one

gallant ornament to the British navy. Young de Saumarez

received the rudiments of his education at Elizabeth Col-

lege, in Guernsey, where he early earned such a taste for

poetry, as vshowed he was qualified to have shone in the

literary world, if his inclinations had led him in that

direction. But. from a very early period his predilection

for the navy was decided : the fame of his gallant uncles,
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one of whom had taken a French 84, with a Briti.^h frigate,

and both circumnavigated the globe with Anson, had

strongly impressed his imagination ; and accordingly,

though his elder brother was already in the navy, his

wishes were complied with, and on the 20th September
1767, he entered on board the Soleby, Captain O'Brien.

His father on parting put a purse, containing fifteen

guineas, into his hand, observing, that as he had a large

family, he hoped he would use it with economy ; but that,
when he wanted more, he might draw on his banker. So

conscientious, however, was Saumarez, in attending to the

recommendation, that his father said, the sight of his drafts

never after gave any thing but pleasure.^
Saumarez was engaged, on board the Bristol, in several

actions in the American war, particularly in the unsuccess-

ful attack on Sullivan's Island, in which his coolne.ss and

intrepidity were so conspicuous that he was made a lieu-

tenant
;
and having afterwards obtained the command of

the Tisiphone fireship, he distinguished himself under

Kempeiifeldt in an attack on the French squadron, con-

veying the West India fleet, on which occasion he captured,
with his fireship, a frigate of 36 guns. This brilliant action

procured for him the command of the Russel, 74,
—^an

extraordinary instance of rapid promotion for a young
man who was not yet twenty-five years of age. In com-
mand of that ship, he fouglit under Rodney in the glorious
battle of the 12th April,

—
engaged for some time the huge

Ville de Paris, and was only prevented, by a signal from
the admiral to heave to, from capturing, at the close of

the day, a French disabled 74, of which he was in chase.

On the breaking out of the Revolutionary War, he was

appointed to the command of the Crescent, of 42 guns, and
257 men, and soon made prize of La Reunion, of 36, and
320 men,—a success the more remarkable, that it was one
of the first naval triumphs of the war, and Avas gained
without the loss of a man, while the French had 120 killed

and wounded. His nautical skill and coolness were soon

after not less signally evinced, by the manner in which, in

company with two other small frigates, he eluded the

pursuit, between Guernsey and the French coast, of an

enemy's squadron, consisting of two line of battle-ships
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and two frigates. Appointed afterwards to the Orion, 74, chap.
he took part, with his accustomed skill and gallantry, in xxii.

the action between Lord Bridport's fleet and the Brest

squadron, off L'Orient, on 23d June 1795
; and with such

unwearied vigilance did ho conduct the blockade of Brest,
that during the whole time he was in command of the
inshore squadron, which lasted several years, not a single

square-rigged French vessel of any description got in or

out of that harbour. He was fortunate enough to join
Admiral Jarvis (Lord St Vincent,) in the Orion, 74, a few

days before the glorious battle of St Vincent's
;
we have

seen, that the gigantic Santissima Trinidada struck to his
' Ross's Life

shij), bearing just half its number of guns, and that to his marez, i!^k,

skill and daring the triumph of that day is in a consider- ^^.^
^"^'^'

able degree to be ascribed
;
and he will again appear with 4j5r'^''''

'^'

equal lustre, amidst the thunder of Aboukir, and in the
teiTors of Algesiraz Bay.^
He was one of the officers peculiar to that age, and in

a great measure to the British nation, whose character

embodied, like that of Collingwood and Duncan, the true His charac-

spirit of the anti-revolutionary war. An exalted piety,
^'^'^'

an elevated patriotism, were the mainsprings of his life,

and both appeared with the most signal lustre in its most

trying emergencies. None of the Captains at the Nile led

their ship with more intrepidity into tlie hottest of the

fire, and none did so under a more devout sense of the

great cause of religion and virtue, for which they were

contending, or of the supreme superintendence of liuman
affairs. He \\'as the first after the battle was over to hoist,
in coTiformity with Nelson's recommendation, the pendant
at the mizen peak, the well-known signal for the ship's

comjiany to assemble at prayers ; and however much dis-

posed to ridicule such observances in their own country,
or under other circumstances, the French prisoners were

im]iressed with a passing feeling, at least, of respect and
jidmiration, when they beheld a whole ship's company, so

recently after such a conflict, when tlie decks were still

encumbered with dead, and stained with blood, prostrate
on their knees, to return thanks, with fervent devotion, to s Ross's Life

the Supreme Disposer of events, for the greatest naval "*' ^^
^.""-

victory recorded in history.^ So just and liumane had 2-2i.

'

been his management of his ship's company, although the
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XXII. all the vessels in the fleet, no symptoms of insubordination
-

appeared among them during the trying season which

preceded and followed the mutiny at the IS'ore. Enthu-

siastic in his profession, zealous to the last degree in the

public service, he never s]mred his own exertions, and

often passed sleepless nights from watching and anxiety ;

but all his officers and men had their wonted periods of

repose, which the admiral denied to' himself alone. Yet

even then, when his countenance bore the deep lines of

anxiety, it was observed, that ail traces of care dis^appeared

when letters arrived from his family, the scene of his fixed

attachment and ceaseless interest. Exemplary in all the

duties of domestic life, a fiim friend, a generous master,

ofD^Sau'^"
flevoted to his wife and children, the secret spring of all

marez, h!' his actions was a deep and manly feeling of piety, which

NJvai'mo- pervaded all his actions, and appeared with peculiar

graphy. orace and fitness amidst the duties and dangers of a

naval life.^

One ( ombined naval and military operation of the same

year, requires a special notice, not so much from its intrinsic

ExpedUion importance, as from the celebrity of the hero by whom it

Teneriffe

^°
'^^^ Conducted. On the 15th July a squadron, consisting

2/tnTuiy. of three seventy-fours, the Leander of 50 guns, two frigates,

and a bri?, was placed by Earl St Vincent under the orders

of Admiral (then Sir Horatio) Nelson, to attack Teneriffe.

They arrived off the island on the night of the 28th, and

an attempt was immediately made to land a body of sea-

men and marines from the frigates to take possession of

the heights which commanded the fort of Vera Cruz, the

principiil defence of the island. The boats, however, could

not land from the violence of the surf on the shore, till

day-light, and then the heights were found to be so strongly

occupied by the enemy, that it was hopeless to attempt to

2 James, ii. carry thenii with the men from the frigates only. All

vict!et hopes of a surprise were now at an end, and the Spaniards

con^. ii. vi. ju the island were making the most vigorous preparations

Souther's for resistance ;
but Xelson was not the man to abandon an

LifeofNei-
enterprise with which he was intrusted as long as a hope

son, I. IS6,
^^ gyj,^>ggg remained, and it was therefore resolved to attempt

to carry the island by main force.2

At eleven at night on the 24th, the boats of the fleet,
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containing about a thousand men, proceeded in six divisions chap.

towards the mole. The sprvice was well understood to be xxii.

a desperate one ;
and though Nelson's orders were precise 1^97

not to land himself unless his presence was absolutely ^g

necessiiry. yet his ardent spirit could not keep aloof when Commence-

danger was to be encountered, and he led the attack in
"l^"^-^

^^'^

person. The sailors pulled so silently that they were not July 24.

discovered till half-past one in the morning, when just-

half a gun-shot from the mole-head, where they were to

land. A loud cheer was then given, and the boats rowed

as hard as they could towards the shore. But the Spaniards

were well prepared. The alarm-bell answered the cheer,

and forty pieces of cannon and a tremendous fire of

musketry immediately opened on the flotilla. The bright

light suddenly illuminating the gloom, showed the position

of every boat, and enabled the enemv to direct the next

discharges with unerring precision. Nevertheless Nelson

and Freemantle, with five boats, reached the mole, landed

instantly, stormed it, though defended by four hundred

men, and spiked all the guns on the batteries. But this

work had no protection from the citadel in rear, and the

fire from it was so heavy, that nearly all the gallant assail-

ants were struck down. Nelson himself, when in the act

of stepping ashore, received a musket-shot through the right

elbow and fell
;
but as he fell, he caught his sword, which

he had just drawn, in his left hand, and held it firmly, as.

he lay in the bottom of the boat almost fainting from loss

of blood. At this instant the Fox boat received a six-and-

thirty pounder between wind and water, and went down
isouthey's

with ninety-seven men on board. Eighty-throe were saved, Nelson, i.

mainly by the heroic efibrts of Nelson himself, who, disabled james, u. 58.

as he was, exerted himself amidst the frightful scene to save Y'*^*- ^^...

the sufierers. He could not, however, from loss of blood, 261,262.

remain longer in action, and was taken back to his own

vessel, where his arm was amputated.^
*

Meanwhile Troubridge and Waller, with their division

of the boats, had been more fortunate. Having missed
p»

the mole during the darkness of a tempestuous night, they its failure,

yet reached the shore, and landed under a battery near the

• Nelson merrily climbed up the sliij/s side, holdiii}: hy liis left arm,
and s;iid,

"
I know I must lose my arm, and the sooner it is oti' the better.

J.et me alone; I need uo assistance; I have my legs yet."— Sodthey's

ytlsou, i. 193.
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citadel. The tremendous surf, however, filled all the boats

before lauding, and soaked the whole powder, so that the

muskets would not go off. Nevertlieless this little band,

only three iiundred and forty, pushed on with their cut-

lasses, and reached the great square of the town, the

appointed rendezvous for all the storming ]iarties. There,

however, they waited in vain for the co-operating columns

from the side of the mole, and after remaining two hours

in suspense, tried to storm the citadel without ladders ;

but the increasing numbers of the enemy, who were now
collected from all quarters, and three thousand strong,

precluded the possibility of even reaching its walls, still

less of storming them, without powder to fire their muskets.

Freemantle, therefore, was under the necessity of propos-

ing a capitulation, in virtue of which the British were to

be at liberty to re-embark with their arms and boats, if

saved, and became bound not to attack any other of the

Canary Islands. To these terms the Spanish governor

acceded, and he had even the generosity to present all the

British with a ration of biscuit and wine before they em-

barked, and intimated that all their wounded should be

received into the town hospital.* The British lost 250 men
killed and wounded in this disastrous affair, a loss nearly as

great as they sustained in the victory of St Vincent's.^

The glorious victory of St Vincent's, in which they had

borne so memorable a part, and the mingled firmness and

judgment of Lord St Vincent already noticed in combating

it, were far from extinguishing tlie seeds of mutiny which

at this period were so widely spread through the British

navy. At length, when three of the ships' companies on

their voyage from Spithead to Cadiz, had become extremely

turbulent, by active measures the ringleaders were secured,

and ordered to be executed on board the St George, where

the mutiny had first shown itself. On their arrival a plan
was formed by the crew for seizing the vessel, deposing
the officers, and liberating the criminals. Cajitaiu Praed

of the St George, having received intelligence of this

design, approached the mutineers, who were already

asssembled in the waist of the ship, and said,
" I know

• A Spanish youth, named Don Bernardo CoUaaron, stript himself of his

shirt to make bandages for one of tlie English, ag-ainst whom, not an hour

Viffore, he had been engaged in battle. There are tlie elements of a truiy
uuble chaj-acter in the Spaniards —See Southev's Life oj Nelson, i. 197.
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your designs, and shall oppose them at the risk of my chap.
life. You have determined to oppose the authority of xxii.

your otficers ;
I am determined to do my duty : I know

most of you are dehuled ; but I know your ringleaders,

and will bring them to justice. I command you to dis-

perse." The whole crew stood firm. Upon this Praed,
followed by his first lieutenant, John Hately, rushed

amidst the crowd, seized two of the leaders, dragged them
out by main force, and put them in irons. Next morning
the three original mutineers were hanged from the yard- , j^^p, ;;

arm of the St George, and two days after the two others eo, ei.

thus seized. It was by such intrepidity that this terrible

crisis in the fortunes of England was surmounted.^

The great victory of St Vincent's entirely disconcerted

the well-conceived designs of Truguet for the naval cam-
^^

paign ; but, later in the season, another efibrt, with an Great pre-

inferior fleet, but more experienced seamen, was made by ihrDutch"'
the Dutch Republic. For a very long period the naval pre-

parations in Holland had been most extraordinary, and far

surpassed any thing attempted by the United Provinces for

above a century past. The stoppage of the commerce of

tile Republic had enabled the government, as it afterwards

did that of the United States in America, to man their

vessels with a choice selection both of oflScers and men
;

and from the well-known courage of the sailors, it was

anticipated that the contest with the English fleet would
be more obstinate and bloody than any which had yet
occurred from the commencement of the war. Be Winter,
who commanded the armament, was a stanch Republican,
and a man of tried courage and experience. Nevertheless,

being encumbered with land forces, destined for the invasion
of Ireland, he did nut attempt to leave tlie Texel till the

beginning of October, when the English fleet having been
driven to Yarmoutli roads by stress of weather, the Dutch

government gave orders for the troops to be disembarked, stii Oct.

and the fleet to set sail, and make the best of its way to ,

the harbour of Brest. TIuMr object was to co-operate in c>,nq. v^u-

the lunQ;-proiected expedition against that island, now ;^'^!"t•,
J. ,. ... ,.

'

,- .

' Molie lone,
lermentuig with discontent, and containing at least two ii. iu7, ^'oi.

hundred tliousand men, organised, and ready for immedi-
ate rebellion. -

Admiral Duncan was no sooner apprised by the signals
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of his cruisers that the Dutch fleet was at sea, than he

weighed anchor with all imaginable haste, and stretched

across the German Ocean with so much expedition, that

he got near the hostile squadron before it was out of sight
of the shore of Holland. The Dutch fleet consisted of

sixteen ships of the line and eleven frigates ; the English,
of sixteen ships of the line and three frigates. Duncan's
first care was to station his fleet in such a manner as to

prevent the enemy from returning to the Texel
; and

having done this, he bore down upon his opponents, and
hove in sight of them, on the following morning, drawn

up in order of battle at the distaiK e of nine miles from the

coast between Camperdoavn and Egmont. With the same
instinctive genius which afterwards inspii-ed a similar

resolution to Nelson at Aboukir, he gave the signal to

break the line, and get between the enemy and the shore
—a movement which was immediately and skilfully

executed in two lines of attack, and proved the principal
cause of the glorious success which followed, by preventing
their withdrawing into the shallows, out of the reach of

the British vessels, which, for the most part, drew more
water than their antagonists. Admiral Onslow first broke

the line, and commenced a close combat. As he approached
the Dutch line, his captain observed, the enemy were lying
so close that they could not penetrate.

" The Monarch will

make a passage," replied Onslow, and held on undaunted.

The Dutch ship opposite gave way to let him pass, and he

entered the close-set line. In passing through, he poured
one broadside with tremendous effect into the starboard

ship's stern, and the other with not less into the bows of

the Jupiter, bearing the Dutch vice-admiral, whom he

immediately lay alongside, and engaged at three yards'

distance. He was soon followed by Duncan himself at

the head of the second line, who pierced the centre, and

laid himself beside De Winter's flag-ship, and shortly the

action became general, each English ship engaging its

adversary, but still between them and the lee-shore.^

De Winter, perceiving the design of the enemy, gave
the signal for his fleet to unite in close order ;

but from

the thickness of the smoke, his order was not generally

perceived, and but partially obeyed. Notwithstanding
the utmost efibrts of valour on the part of the Dutch, the
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superiority of English skill and discipline soon appeared chap.

in the engagement, yard-arm to yard-arm, which followed. xxii.

For three hours Admiral Duncan and De Winter fought "Tml"
within pistol shot ;

but by degrees the Dutchman's fire

slackened : his masts fell one by one overboaid amidst the

loud cheers of the British sailors ;
and at length he struck

his flag, after half his crew were killed or wounded, and

his ship was incapable of making any further resistance.

De Winter was the only man on his quarter-deck who
was not either killed or wounded ;

he lamented that, in

the midst of the carnage which literally floated the deck

of his noble ship, he alone should have been spared.*

Duncan's ship, however, was very seriously injured in

this desperate conflict, and De Winter did not strike till,

besides the Venerable, he was assailed b.y the Ardent and

Belford. Meanwhile Onslow, in the Monarch, leaving the

Haarlem, Dutch 74, to the Powerful, continued close

alongside the Jupiter ;
a vehement engagement, yard-arm

to yard-arm, between these two equal antagonists, took
i Duncan's

place ;
and every ship in the British fleet was engaged in official ac-

a furious combat with an antagonist in the enemy's line, o°"° '^;,„

but all between them and the Dutch shore. At this time Keg- App.

the Hercules, Dutch 74, caught fire, and drifted close past 374. Bren.

the Venerable, Duncan's ship; and though tlic Dutch *«"' »-34^'

crew, in a surprisingly quick manner, extinguished theu. eg, 70.

flames, yet as they had thrown their powder overboard to
conVviU.

avoid explosion, they had no further means of resistance, 271.

and were obliged to strike their colours to the Triumph.^
The Dutch vice-admiral in the Jupiter soon after struck

to Admiral Onslow ;
and by four o'clock, eight ships of

^^

the line, two of fifty-six guns, and two frigates, were in Glorious

the hands of the victors. Twelve sail of the line had
g"i','^7by

struck their colours ; but, owing to the bad weathor which the British,

succeeded, nine only were secured. No less skilful than

brave, Admiral Duncan now gave the signal for the com-

bat to cease, and the prizes to be secured, which was done

with no little difficulty, as, during the battle, both fleets

had drifted before a tempestuous wind to within five miles

• De Winter and Atlmirj*! Duncan dined tn^cther in the Intter's sliip on
the day of the battle, in tlie most friendly niainior. In the evening', they
pl.ayed a rubber at whist; .ind De Winter was the loser—upon wliich he

good-liumouredly observed, it was rather hard to be beaten twice in ouc

day by the same opponent.—Bke-nto.n ut supra, and Personal Knowledge.
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CHAP, of tlie shore, and were now lying in nine fathoms water.

XXII. It was owing to this circumstance alone that any of the

Dutch squadron escaped ;
but when the English withdrew

'^^^'
into deeper water, Admiral Story collected the scattered

remains of his fleet, and sought refuge in the Tcxel, while

Duncan returned with his prizes to Yarmouth roads. The

battle was seen distinctly from the shore, where a vast

multitude was assembled, who beheld in silent despair

the ruin of the armament on which the national hopes

had so long been rested. During the two days of tempes-
1 Brent, i. tuous weather which ensued, two of the prizes mutinied

jametli^i, against the English guard on board, and escaped into the

73. Ann. Texel ;
and the Delft, a seventy-four, went down, astern

fo?' Jom. of the ship which had her in tow. But eight line-of-

To^^'vi battle ships, and two of fifty-six guns, were brought into

242, 243.' Yarmouth roads, amidst the cheers of innumerable spec-

tators, and the transports of a whole nation.^ *

This action was one of the most important fought at

sea during the revolutionary war, not only from the

Results of valour displayed on both sides during the engagement, but
this battle,

^j^g important consequences with which it was attended.

The Dutch fought with a courage worthy of the descend-

ants of Van Tromp and De Ruyter, as was evinced by the

loss on either part, which in the British was one thousand

and forty men, and in the Batavian, one thousand one

hundred and sixty, besides the crews of the prizes, who

amounted to above six thousand. The appearance of the

British ships, at the close of the action, was very difierent

from what it usually is after naval engagements ;
no ma,sts

were down, little damage done to the sails or rigging ;
like

their worthy adversaries, the Dutch had fired at the hull

of their enemies, which accounts for the great loss in

killed and wounded in this well-fought engagement. All

' • The relative force of the two fleets stood thus :

BritiBh. Dutch.

Ships, 16 16

Broadside guns, 575 517

Crews, . 8,221 7,157

Tons of ships, 23 601" 20,937

Thus, the superiority upon the whole was considerably in favour of the

British,' but not so much so as would at first sight appear, as three Dutch

frigates not named in the above list, took an active part in the fight, raking

some of'the British Une-of-battle ships, to which the British had no similar

force to oppose. Nevertheless, the Dutch fought most nobly; and it

was the best fight that occurred during the war —See James, ii. 73, 74.
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the English ships had numerous holes in their hulls, and chap.
not a few balls sticking in them, but the rigging of many, xxii.

of which the Monarch was one, was untouched. The
j.y.

Dutch were all either dismasted, or so riddled with shot,
as to be altogether unserviceable. On every side marks
of a desperate conflict were visible. But the contest was
no longer equal ; England had quadrupled her strength
since the days of Charles II., while the United Provinces

had declined both in vigour and resources. Britain was i/^.™^^'
"•

now as equal to a contest with the united navies of Reg-, loi.

Europe, as she was then to a war with the fleets of an
inconsiderable republic.^

But the effects of this victory, both upon the security
and the public spirit of Britain, were in the highest degree

important. Achieved as it had been by the fleet which Great effects

had recently struck such terror into every class by the
tory"^

^"^*

mutiny at the Kore, and coming so soon after that formi-

dable event, it both elevated the national spirit by the

demonstration it afforded how true the patriotism of the

seamen still was, and by the deliverance from the immedi-
ate peril of invasion which it effected. A subscription was

immediately entered into for the widows and orphans of

those who had fallen in this battle, and it soon amounted
to £52,000. The northern courts, whose conduct had been
dubious previous to this great event, were struck with
terror

;
and all thoughts of reviving the principles of the

armed neutrality were laid aside. But great as were the

external results, it was in its internal effects that the vast

importance of this victory was chiefly made manifest.

Despondency was no longer felt ; the threatened invasion

of Ireland was laid aside ; Britain was secure. England
now learned to regard without dismay the victories of the

French at land, and, secure in her seagirt isle, to trust in

those defenders—
" Whose march is o'er the mountain wave,
Whose home is on the deep."

The joy, accordingly, upon the intelligence of this vic-

tory, was heartfelt and unexampled, from the sovereign
on the throne to the beggar in the hovel. Bonfires and
illuminations were universal

; the enthusiasm spread to

every breast
;
the fire gained every heart

; and, amidst the

roar of artillery and the festive light of cities, faction dis-

VOL. V. 2 A
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CHAP.
XXII.

1797.

65.

Honours be-

stowed on
Admirals
Duncan and
Sir Jdhn
Jarvis.

66.

Abortive
descent in

Pembroke
Bay.
Capture of
Trinidad.

13th Feb.

1 Ann. Reg.
89, !i3, 94.

Jom. X. 218.

appeared, and discontents sank into neglect. Numbers
date from the rejoicings consequent on this achievement

their first acquaintance with the events of life, amoiig
whom may be reckoned the author, then residing under
his paternal roof, in a remote parish of Shropshire, whose
earliest recollection is of the sheep-roasting and rural festi-

vities which took place on the joyful intelligence being
received in that secluded district.

The national gratitude was liberally bestowed on the

leaders in these glorious achievements. Sir John Jarvis

received the title of Earl St Vincent
; Admiral Duncan

that of Viscount Duncan of Camperdown, and Commo-
dore Nelson that of Sir Horatio Nelson. From these

victories may be dated the commencement of that concord

among all classes, and that resolute British spirit, which

never afterwards deserted this country. Her subsequent
victories were for conquest, these were for existence

; from

the deepest dejection, and an unexampled accumulation

of disasters, she arose at once into security and renown
;

the democratic spirit gradually subsided, from the excita-

tion of new passions, and the force of more ennobling
recollections ;

and the rising generation, who began to

mingle m public affairs, now sensibly influenced national

thought, by the display of the patriotic spirit which had

been nursed amidst the dangers and the glories of their

younger years.

The remaining maritime operations of this year are

hardly deserving of notice. A descent of fourteen hun-

dred men, chiefly composed of deserters and banditti, in

the bay of Pembroke, in February, intended to distract the

attention of the British government from Ireland, the real

point of attack, met with the result which might have

been anticipated, by all the party being taken prisoners.

Early in spring, an expedition, under General Abercromby,

captured the island of Trinidad, with a garrison of seven-

teen hundred men, and a ship of the line in the harbour,

three other line of battle ships, being burned by the

Spanish admiral to prevent their falling into the ene-

my's hands. Two months after, the same force failed

in an attack on Porto Rico ;

^
notwithstanding which, how-

ever, the superiority of the British over the navy of their

combined enemies was eminently conspicuous during the
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whole year, both in the Atlantic and Indian oceans ; and, chap.

in pavticuhir, an expedition from the French part of St xxu.

Domingo against the forts of Trois and St Marks, which ~yjs^
had been wrested from them in that island, was defeated,

after an obstinate struggle, with great loss.

It was just permitted to the illustrious statesman, to

whose genius and foresight the development of the daunt-
^„

less spirit which led to these glorious consequences is Death ut Mr

mainly, under Providence, to be ascribed, to witness its
i^'*^'"^-

results. Mr Burke, whose health had been irretrievably

broken by the death of his son, and who had long laboured

under severe and increasing weakness, at length breathed

his last at his country-seatof Beacon slield, on the 9th July 9th July.

1797. His counsels on English politics during his last

eventful moments, were of the same direct, lofty, and un-

compromising spirit which had made his voice sound as

the note of a trumpet to the heart of England. His last

work, the Letters on a Regicide Peace, published a few

months before his death, is distinguished by the same fer-

vent eloquence, profound wisdom, and far-seeing sagacity,

which characterised his earlier productions on the French

Revolution. As his end approached, the vigour of his

spirit, if possible, increased ; and his prophetic eye antici-

pated, from the bed of death, those glorious triumphs
which were destined to immortalise the close of the con-

flict.
"
Never," exclaimed he, in his last hours,

" never

succumb. It is a struggle for your existence as a nation.

If you must die, die with the sword in your hand. But I

have no fears whatever for the result. There is a salient

living principle of energy in the public mind of England, .

which only requires proper direction to enable her to Peace,arf/».

withstand this or any other ferocious foe. Persevere,

therefore, till this tyranny be overpast."^
Thus departed this life, if not in the maturity of years,

at least in the fulness of glory, Edmund Burke. The his-
gg

tory of England, prodigal as it is of great men, has no such His charac-

philosophic statesman to boast ; the annals of Ireland, 1^1^^'^^'^

gi-aced though they be witii splendid characters, have no

such shining name to exhibit. His was not the mere

force of intellect, the ardour of imagination, the richness

of genius ; it was a combination of the three, unrivallejl,

perhaps, in any other age or country. Endowed by ua-
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CHAP.
XXII.

1797.

69.

Parallel of
Johnson and
Burke as

writers.

ture with a powerful understanding, an inventive fancy
a burning eloquence, he exhibited the rare combination of

these great qualities with deep thought, patient investiga-
tion, boundless research. His speeches in Parliament were
not so impressive as those of Mirabeau in the National

Assembly, only because they were more profound ;
he did

not address himself with equal felicity to the prevailing
feeling of the majority. He was ever in advance of the

times, and left to posterity the difficult task of reaching,
through pain and suffering, the elevation to which he was
at once borne on the wings of prophetic genius. Great,

accordingly, and deserved, as was his reputation in the

age in which he lived, it was not so great as it has since

become
;
and strongly as subsequent times have felt the

truth of his principles, they are destined to rise into still

more general celebrity in the future ages of mankind.
His eloquence in Parliament, though often in the highest
degree brilliant, and always founded on profound thought,
was seldom effective. It was a common observation at

the time, that his rising acted like the dinner-bell in thin-

ning the House. In this there is nothing surprising : he
was too far before his age. Eloquence, to be popular,
must be in advance of the age, and but a little in advance.

Burke, throughout life, was on terms of intimate friend-

ship with Johnson : and no one more strongly felt the vast

extent of his genius. His celebrated saying,
"

Sir, you
cannot stand for five minutes under a shed with Mr Burke,
during a shower of rain, without hearing something worth

recollecting," shows in what estimation he was held by
the great philosopher of the eighteenth century. Their
minds were, in many respects, similar : in others, so dif-

ferent as to have scarce any affinity to each other. Both had
a deep sense of religion, a profound feeling of duty, high
principles of honour, an ardent patriotism, extensive eru-

dition. Both liad vast stores of acquired learning, which
restrained without oppressing in each the fire of an ardent

and poetical imagination. Both knew mankind well in

all ranks, had seen life in all its bearings, had great powers
of conversation, and had observed and meditated much on
human affairs. But in other respects, their characters

were essentially different. Their opposite habits in life

had not merely given them different turns of thought, but
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led them to exult in diflferent modes of sho'wing their chap.

powers. Composition was the great channel of Burke's xxu.

greatness, as conversation was of Johnson's. Burke's writ-

ings are as much superior to Johnson's, as Johnson's

sayings are to Burke's. The habit and necessity of public

speaking had made the Parliamentary orator burst

through the trammels of an artificial style, which, in

writing, coerced the recluse author of the Rambler. John-
son's solitary independence and asperity of character

enabled him to give a point to his sayings, whicli the

practical statesman naturally shunned, or perhaps did

not possess. No collection of Burke's sayings could have

equalled what are to be met with in Boswell's Johnson :

but Johnson could never have written the Reflections

on the French Revolution or Regicide Peace.

Like all men of a sound intellect, an ardent disposition,
and an independent character, Mr Burke was strongly
attached to the principles of freedom ; and, during the His ^ie«•s

American war, when those principles appeared to be en-
^g^Jj.^, ^^g.

dangered by the conc.uct of the English government, he voiutiun.

stood forth as an uncompromising leader of the Opposition
in Parliament. He was from the outset, however, the

friend of freedom only in conjunction with its indispen-
sable allies, order and property ; and the severing of the

United States from the British empire, and the establish-

ment of a pure Republic beyond the Atlantic, appears to

have given the first rude shock to his visions of the eleva-

tion and improvement of the species, and suggested the

painful doubt, whether the cause of liberty might not, in

the end, be more endangered by the extravagance of its

supporters than by the efforts of its enemies. These
doubts were confirmed by the first aspect of the French
Revolution

;
and while many of the greatest men of liis

age were dazzled bv the briffhtness of its morning light,

he at once discerned, amidst the deceitful blaze, the smiill

black cloud which was to cover the world with dark-

ness. "With the characteristic ardour of his disposition,
which often led him into vehemence and invective, lie

instantly espoused the opposite side
; and in so doing he

severed, without hesitation, the connexions and friendships
of his whole life.

He had the proud and solitary independence wL!. li so

k
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CHAP, often characterises real genius. Relying on his own con-
XXII.

victions, he was confident against the world in arms. Nor

I7y7_
has this patriotic self-sacrifice, this heroic spirit, heen

„j
without its reward. Posterity has already done justice to

And charac- his principles. He is universally regarded as the first of

ifcicS ph^'
J^iodern political philosophers. In the prosecution of his

losopher. efForts in defence of order, he was led to profounder prin-

ciples of political wisdom than any intellect, save that of

Bacon, had reached, and which are yet far in advance of

the general understanding of mankind. His was not the

instinctive horror at revolution which arises from the

possession of power, the prejudices of birth, or the selfish-

ness of wealth. On the contrary, he brought to the consi-

deration of the great questions Avhich then divided society,

prepossessions only on the other side, a heart long warmed

by the feelings of liberty, a disposition enthusiastic in its

support, a lifetime spent in its service. He was led to

combat the principles of Jacobinism from an early and
clear perception of their consequences ;

from foreseeing
that they would infallibly, if successful, destroy the ele-

ments of freedom
; and, in the end, leave to society, bereft

of all its bulwarks, only an old age of slavery and decline.

It was not as the enemy, but the friend of liberty, that he

was the determined opponent of the Revolution
;
and

such will ever be the foundation in character on which

the most resolute, because the most enlightened and the

least selfish, resistance to democratic ascendancy will be

founded.

END OF VOLUMS V.
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